IN THE NAME OF ALLAH,
THE ALL-BENEFICENT, THE ALL-MERCIFUL

:ﻗَﺎل اﷲ ﺗَـ َﻌﺎﻟَﻰ

ِ ِ ﱠ
ِ
﴾ ﱢﺮُﻛﻢ ﺗَﻄْ ِﻬ ًﻴﺮا
َ ﴿ إﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ﻳُ ِﺮﻳﺪ اﻟﻠﻪ ﻟﻴُﺬْﻫﺐ َﻋﻨْ ُﻜﻢ اﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﺟﺲ أَ ْﻫﻞ اﻟْﺒَـﻴْﺖ َوﻳُﻄَﻬ

“ Indeed, Allah desires to repel all impurity from you, O People of the
Household, and purify you with a thorough purification.”
(Sūrat al-Ah zā b 33:33)
Prophetic traditions, mentioned in most reliable Sunnī and Shī‘ite reference
books of h adīth and tafsīr (Qur’anic exegesis), confirm that this holy verse
was revealed to exclusively involve the five People of the Cloak; namely,
Muh ammad, ‘Alī, Fāt imah, al-H asan, and al-H usayn, peace be upon
them, to whom the term ‘Ahl al-Bayt (People of the House)’ is solely
dedicated.
For instance, refer to the following references:
A. Sunnī Reference Books:
(1) Ah mad ibn H anbal (d. 241 AH), Al-Musnad, 1:331; 4:107; 6:292, 304.
(2) S ah īh Muslim (d. 261 AH), 7:130. (3) Al-Tirmidhī (d. 279 AH),
Sunan, 5:361 et al. (4) Al-Dūlābī (d. 310 AH), Al-Dhurriyyah al-T ā hirah alNabawiyyah, p. 108. (5) Al-Nassā’ī (d. 303 AH), Al-Sunan al-Kubr ā’, 5: p.
108, 113. (6) Al-H ākim al-Nayshābūrī (d. 405 AH), Al-Mustadrak ‘alā alS ah īh ayn, 2:416, 3:133, 146, 147. (7) Al-Zarkāshī (d. 794 AH), AlBurhā n, p. 197. (8) Ibn H ajar al-‘Asqalānī (d. 852), Fath al-Bar ī Sharh
S ah īh al-Bukhā r ī, 7:104.
B. Shī‘ite Reference Books:
(1) Al-Kulaynī (d. 328 AH), Us ūl al-Kā fī, 1:287. (2) Ibn Bābawayh (d. 329
AH), Al-Imā mah wa al-Tabs irah, p. 47, H . 29. (3) Al-Maghribī (d. 363
AH), Da ‘ā’im al-Islā m, pp. 35, 37. (4) Al-S adūq (d. 381 AH), Al-Khis ā l,
pp. 403, 550. (5) Al-T ūsī (d. 460 AH), Al-Amā lī, H . 438, 482, 783.
For more details, refer to the exegesis of the holy verse involved in the
following reference books of tafsīr: (1) Al-T abarī (d. 310 AH), Book of Tafsīr.
(2) Al-Jassāss (d. 370 AH), Ah kā m al-Qur ’an. (3) Al-Wah īdī (d. 468 AH),
Asbā b al-Nuzūl. (4) Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597 AH), Zā d al-Mas īr. (5) Al-Qurt ubī
(d. 671 AH), Al-J ā mi‘ li-Ah kā m al-Qur ’an. (6) Ibn Kathīr (d. 774 AH), Book
of Tafsīr. (7) Al-Tha’ālibī (d. 825 AH), Book of Tafsīr. (8) Al-Suyūt ī (d. 911
AH), Al-Durr al-Manthūr. (9) Al-Shawkanī (d. 1250 AH), Fath al-Qadīr. (10)
Al-‘Ayyāshī (d. 320 AH), Book of Tafsīr. (11) Al-Qummī (d. 329 AH), Book of
Tafsīr. (12) Furt al-Kūfī (d. 352 AH), Book of Tafsīr; in the margin of the
exegesis of verse 4:59. (13) Al-T abrisī (d. 560 AH), Majma ‘ al-Bayā n, as
well as many other reference books of h adīth and tafsīr.
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:3 ﻗَﺎل َر ُﺳﻮل اﷲ
ِ  ﻛِﺘَﺎب:إﻧﱢﻲ ﺗَﺎِر ك ﻓِﻴ ُﻜﻢ اﻟﺜﱠـ َﻘﻠَﻴﻦ
ﺴ ْﻜﺘُ ْﻢ ﺑِ ِﻬ َﻤﺎ
 َﻣﺎ إ ْن ﺗَ َﻤ ﱠ،اﷲ َو ِﻋ ْﺘـ َﺮﺗِﻲ ْأﻫ َﻞ ﺑَـ ْﻴﺘِﻲ
ْ
َ
ِ
ِ ﻟ
.ض
َ ْﺤ ْﻮ
َ َﻦ ﻳَـ ْﻔﺘَ ِﺮﻗَﺎ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﻳَ ِﺮ َدا َﻋﻠَ ﱠﻲ اﻟ
ْ  َوإﻧـﱠ ُﻬ َﻤﺎ ﻟ،ًَﻦ ﺗَﻀﻠﱡﻮا ﺑَـ ْﻌﺪي أﺑَﺪا
ْ
The Messenger of Allah (s ) said:
“Verily, I am leaving among you two weighty things
[thaqalayn]: The Book of Allah and my progeny [‘itrat], the
members of my Household [Ahl al-Bayt]. If you hold fast to
them, you shall never go astray. These two will never
separate from each other until they meet me at the Pond
[h awd ] (of Kawthar).”
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Some references:
AlH ākim alNayshābūrī, AlMustadrak ‘alā alS ah īh ayn (Beirut), vol. 3, pp. 109-110, 148, 533
Muslim, Al-S ah īh , (English translation), book 31,
h adīths 5920-3
AlTirmidhī, Al-S ah īh , vol. 5, pp. 621-2, h adīths 3786,
3788; vol. 2, p. 219
Al-Nassā’ī, Khas ā’is ‘Alī ibn Abī T ā lib, h adīth 79
Ah mad ibn H anbal, Al-Musnad, vol. 3, pp. 14, 17, 26; vol. 3,
pp. 26, 59; vol. 4, p. 371; vol. 5, pp. 181-182, 189-190
Ibn alAthīr, J ā mi‘ alUs ūl, vol. 1, p. 277
Ibn Kathīr, AlBidā yah wa alNihā yah, vol. 5, p. 209
Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr al-Qur ’an al-‘Az īm , vol. 6, p. 199
Nas īr al-Dīn al-Albānī, Silsilat al-Ah ā dīth al-S ah īh ah
(Kuwait: Al-Dār al-Salafiyyah), vol. 4, pp. 355-358
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In the Name of Allah, the All-beneficent, the All-merciful

The invaluable legacy of the Household [Ahl al-Bayt] of the Prophet (may
peace be upon them all), as preserved by their followers, is a comprehensive
school of thought that embraces all branches of Islamic knowledge. This
school has produced many brilliant scholars who have drawn inspiration
from this rich and pure resource. It has given many scholars to the Muslim
ummah who, following in the footsteps of Imāms of the Prophet’s Household
(‘a), have done their best to clear up the doubts raised by various creeds and
currents within and without Muslim society and to answer their questions.
Throughout the past centuries, they have given well-reasoned answers and
clarifications concerning these questions and doubts.
To meet the responsibilities assigned to it, the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly
(ABWA) has embarked on a defence of the sanctity of the Islamic message
and its verities, often obscured by the partisans of various sects and creeds as
well as by currents hostile to Islam. The Assembly follows in the footsteps of
the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and the disciples of their school of thought in its readiness
to confront these challenges and tries to be on the frontline in consonance with
the demands of every age.
The arguments contained in the works of the scholars belonging to the
School of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) are of unique significance. That is because
they are based on genuine scholarship and appeal to reason, and avoid
prejudice and bias. These arguments address scholars and thinkers in a
manner that appeals to healthy minds and wholesome human nature.
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To assist the seekers of truth, the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly has
endeavored to present a new phase of these arguments contained in the
studies and translations of the works of contemporary Shī‘ah writers and
those who have embraced this sublime school of thought through divine
blessing.
The Assembly is also engaged in edition and publication of the valuable works
of leading Shī‘ah scholars of earlier ages to assist the seekers of the truth in
discovering the truths which the School of the Prophet’s Household (‘a) has
offered to the entire world.
The Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly looks forward to benefit from the opinions
of the readers and their suggestions and constructive criticism in this area.
We also invite scholars, translators and other institutions to assist us in
propagating the genuine Islamic teachings as preached by the Prophet
Muh ammad (s ).
We beseech God, the Most High, to accept our humble efforts and to enable us
to enhance them under the auspices of Imām al-Mahdī, His vicegerent on the
earth (may Allah expedite his advent).
We express our gratitude to Āyatullāh Muh ammad Taqī Mis bāh Yazdī,
the author of the present book, and Mr. Kelvin Lembani (Muh ammad ‘Abd
al-‘Azīz), its translator. We also thank our colleagues who have participated
in producing this work, especially the staff of the Translation Office. ?
Cultural Affairs Department
The Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) World Assembly

LESSON ONE

THE QUALITY OF SERVITUDE
AND
THE PATH TO ETERNAL B LISS

•

Worship and the Perception of Allah

•

Worship and Adoration of Allah Is a Means of Ascending
and Rising through the Stations of Perfection for the
Believers

•

The Stages of Worship of Allah
a) Knowledge of Allah
b) Belief in the Prophet (s ) and Acknowledgement of His
Divine Mission
c) Love for the Prophet’s Ahl al-Bayt (‘a)

•

Likening the Ahl al-Bayt to Noah’s (‘a) Vessel and the Gate
of Repentance for the Children of Israel

THE QUALITY OF SERVITUDE AND THE PATH TO
ETERNAL BLISS
The h adīth which we have put forward as the pivot of our discussion is one
of the most comprehensive and rewarding exhortations of the Noble Prophet
(s )1 to one of his most eminent companions by the name of Abū Dharr. The
text of this h adīth has been recorded in the distinguished books entitled
“Makā rim al-Akhlā q”, “Amā lī Shaykh T ūsī”, “Majmū‘ah Warr ā m” and
“Bih ā r al-Anwā r”. With Allah’s grace we have quoted it from “Bih ā r alAnwā r”, and we will set about explaining and elucidating it as far as we can.
Abū al-Aswad Du’ilī says, “When Abū Dharr was living in exile in
Rabadhah, I went to visit him. While I was there with him, he narrated a
h adīth to me. Abū Dharr said, ‘Early one morning, I went to see the Noble
Prophet (s ) in the Mosque. He was seated with no one present save ‘Alī
(‘a)2. After being admitted in His Holiness’ audience and subsequent to
greeting him with respect, I availed myself of the opportunity and presented
my humble request to him. I said ‘May my father and mother be thy ransom!
Give me a piece of advice by means of which Allah will grant me good’.’
“The Noble Prophet (s ) kindly stated,
‘O Abū Dharr! What a noble man you are, and you are surely
reckoned as one of our household’…”
The abbreviation, “s ”, stands for the Arabic invocative phrase, s allallā hu ‘alayhi wa ā lihī
wa sallam [may God’s blessings and peace be upon him and his progeny], which is mentioned
after the name of the Holy Prophet Muh
ammad (s ). [ed.]
2
The abbreviation, “‘a” stands for the Arabic invocative phrase, ‘alayhi’s-salā m, ‘alayhim’ussalā m, or ‘alayhā’s-salā m [may peace be upon him/them/her], which is mentioned after the
names of the prophets, angels, Imāms from the Prophet’s progeny, and saints (‘a). [ed.]
1
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The grammatical form ‘af‘il bih’ in Arabic functions as an exclamation
phrase [s īghah ta ‘ajjub]; that is to say, it is used when a person is surprised
at something. For instance, they say ‘ajmil bik’ to mean “How beautiful you
are!” when they are amazed at the beauty and charm of someone. Therefore,
the meaning of ‘akrim bik’ [in the above-mentioned narration’s Arabic text]
is “What a noble man you are!”
The application of the term ‘noble’ [kar īm] by the Prophet (s ) on such a
man as Abū Dharr speaks clearly about the eminence, status and rank of that
great companion in the perception of His Holiness (s ). In addition, in order
to lay emphasis on the above statement, the Noble Prophet (s ) has included
Abū Dharr among his (s ) kith and kin, the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a). (The Noble
Prophet (s ) has stated the same about Salmān Fārsī, when he says, “Salmān
is one of us, the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a).”)
In continuation of the h adīth, the Prophet (s ) embarks upon advising Abū
Dharr:
“I give you advice with the expectation that you will safeguard it and
act upon it; because this counsel consists of all the paths which lead
to good and prosperity. If you put this will and counsel into practice,
the good of both the world and hereafter will become inexpensive for
you.”
The term ‘will’ in the above statement means a piece of advice and
exhortation, not the will [or testament] that is made at the time of someone’s
death. Also ‘t ar īq’ and ‘sabīl’ both denote road, but ‘t ar īq’ connotes a
wide and main route while ‘sabīl’ means a subsidiary course.
Two meanings can be inferred from the term ‘kiflā n’: one is that it denotes
additional and the second meaning is twofold mercy. The Gracious Qur’an
has employed ‘kiflā n’ in the second sense, that is to say twofold mercy.
﴾ ...آﻣﻨُﻮا ﺑَِﺮ ُﺳﻮﻟِﻪ ﻳـ ْﺆﺗِ ُﮑﻢ ﮐِ ْﻔﻠﻴﻦ ِﻣﻦ َر ْﺣ َﻤﺘِﻪ
َ آﻣﻨُﻮا اﺗﱠـ ُﻘﻮا اﷲ و
َ ﴿ ﻳﺎ اﻳﱡـ َﻬﺎ اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ

“ O you who believe! Be careful of your duty to Allah and believe in
his Apostle: He will give you two portions of his mercy…” 1
Therefore, the purport of the Noble Prophet’s (s ) words will be as follows:
If you put my advice into practice, you will attain twofold and additional
good. But the second possibility is that ‘kiflā n’ connotes the world and the
1

Sūrat al-H adīd 57:28.
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hereafter, in which case the meaning of the sentence shall be: If you act upon
what I have said, you will have attained the prosperity of the world and the
hereafter for yourself.
Worship and the perception of Allah
“O Abū Dharr! Worship Allah as though you are seeing Him,
because if you do not see Him, He nevertheless sees you.”
If this part of the h adīth has not been reported recurrently, then at least it is
equivalent to successive narration and has been related by various channels
and mainly by Abū Dharr and with different expressions. In regard to this
meaning, it has thus been narrated in another h adīth:
“Goodness means that you ought to worship Allah as if you see
Him…”1
Maybe the best advice for Abū Dharr, a man who has been trudging the path
of devotion to Allah for many long years and a person who aspires to derive
optimum benefit from the Prophet’s (s ) recipes in order to attain felicity is
to inculcate in him the method of procuring benefit from worship and open a
way in front of him that leads to acquiring the best fruits from his acts of
adoration, and that implies having the presence of heart during worship.
The means of attaining the presence of heart is practice and exercise and
perceiving the presence of Allah: that is to say man ought to always perceive
himself in the presence of Allah and close to Him, because if man becomes
fond of Allah, never does he get tired of conversing with Him and listening
to His words; for the reason that the more the lover is in the presence of his
beloved and speaks with Him, the thirstier he becomes for more love.
The reason why we quickly get tired when performing our acts of worship
and why we recite our prayers with haste and with the intention of quickly
embarking upon our daily duties, and the reason why not only do we not feel
any pleasure from worship but reckon that we are trapped in a cage once
prayer takes long is because we do not perceive before whom we are
standing and with whom we are talking! It is possible for us to discern our
status of servitude in regard to Allah and conceive His lofty position and
greatness by means of acquired knowledge, but this acquired knowledge has
not had any effect on our hearts and does not give fruit to real affinity with
Allah. That which causes real and true connection with Allah is the presence
1

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 65, section [bā b] 1, p. 116.
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of heart when we are performing acts of devotion. The only acts of worship
which we are successful at fulfilling only serve to clear us from religious
obligation and we do not derive the kind of benefit which we ought to gain
because our acts of devotion have no life-giving spirit and are discharged
without the presence of heart. Pre-occupation with worldly affairs is an
impediment to rapport with Allah and the presence of heart during acts of
devotion, and that is the problem with which we are faced.
It is always asked that what ought we to do in order to acquire presence of
heart when performing acts of devotion? Attaining the presence of heart
needs strict exercise and self-discipline. In the beginning, man has to sit in
solitude and contemplate that Allah is seeing him. Some ethical mentors used
to recommend making use of imaginative aspects of the mind during this
exercise; that is to say that if you are in spiritual retreat in a room and/or are
spending your days in a secluded place, imagine that a man is hidden and is
watching your conduct and that you do not see him. Is your behavior the
same when someone is watching you with when no one is watching you?
Especially when that person is not an ordinary man but a person you consider
as of great importance and believe that your destiny lies in his hands? You
are desirous of being beloved by him and of him loving you. Can you in this
case completely pay no heed to him and get busy with other matters?
If man, with the help of exercise, conceives this point that he is in the
presence of Allah and that Allah constantly looks at him and even if man
himself does not see Allah, Allah nonetheless sees him, he will bit by bit
attain presence of heart when performing acts of worship and such kind of
worship has a life-giving spirit. This kind of worship will not only result in
clearing us from duty, but will result in spiritual progress, ascendance
through the stations of perfection and nearness to Allah. Without doubt,
Imām ‘Alī’s (‘a) words bear witness to this issue:
“Beware of disobeying Allah in solitude because the Witness of that
situation is also the Judge.”1
It is therefore necessary for people who have not yet had practice to have
presence of heart during prayer to set aside some time during the course of
the day for sitting in seclusion and concentrating on this point that Allah is
seeing them. Of course, there is no doubt that man is always in the presence

1

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 316, wisdom [h ikmat] 316, trans. Fayd
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of Allah and Allah sees him; as the Noble Qur’an hints at this reality in
several instances, among them:
﴾ ﺼُﺪ ور
﴿ ﻳـﻌﻠَﻢ ﺧﺎﺋِﻨَﺔ اﻷَﻋﻴﻦ َوَﻣﺎ ﺗُ ْﺨ ِﻔﯽ اﻟ ﱡ

“ He knows the stealthy looks and that which the breasts conceal.” 1
In his short sayings, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“O people! Fear Allah who is such that when you speak He hears and
when you conceal a secret (in your hearts) he knows it. Prepare
yourself to meet death which will overtake you even if you run away,
catch you even if you stay and remember you even if you forget it.”2
In the first section of this h adīth, the Noble Prophet (s ) has cited worship
as man’s key to prosperity.
Thereafter, in the following sections, he begins to explain the stages that
worship of Allah consists of. In addition to that, in the first section of the
h adīth, recommendation has been made with respect to the quality of
worship and the fact that acts of devotion ought to have a life-giving spirit,
and that spirit is the presence of heart, and in reality, no mention with regard
to the origin of worship has been made, as though that point has been taken
for granted.
Worship and adoration of Allah is a means of ascending and rising
through the stations of perfection for the believers
It is worthy of mentioning that the nature of man is concealed in devotion
and adoration of Allah and man without worship has no distinction of
freedom of choice over the other animals and only enjoys existential
privileges, without having discharged their right (without having earned
those privileges himself). A person who abstains from worshiping Allah has
in reality closed the road towards human perfection on himself because
attaining human perfection is only feasible by this means.
If we pay attention to the ways of life of great men, we notice that one of the
inseparable principles of their lives is devotion to Allah. All the people who
had the merit of achieving the status of ‘Kalīmullā h (the Interlocutor of
Allah)’, ‘Khalīlullā h (the Friend of Allah)’, and ‘H abībullā h (the Friend of
1
2

Sūrat al-Mu’min (or Ghā fir) 40:19.
Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 1178, wisdom [h ikmat] 194, trans. Fayd
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Allah)’ only arrived at those lofty stations by means of traversing this course
and undergoing hard and difficult trials. Not even one individual can be
found who attained [even] one perfection from the volitional perfections of
man without devotional servitude to Allah. In addition to what has been said,
achieving stations such as the stations of contentment, certitude et cetera et
cetera have to be searched for in the adoration of Allah.
Allah in the Qur’an states:
﴾ ﴿ َوا ْﻋﺒُﺪ َرﺑﱠﻚ َﺣﺘﱠﯽ ﻳﺄْﺗﻴﻚ اﻟﻴﻘﻴﻦ

“ And serve your Lord until there comes to you that which is
certain.” 1
And with regard to the station of being well pleased with whatever Allah
decrees [maqā m-i rid ā ], it says:
ِ ِ
ﱠ
 و َﺳﺒﱢﺢ ﺑِ َﺤ ْﻤﺪ َرﺑﱢﻚ ﻗَـﺒْﻞ ﻃُﻠُﻮع اﻟ ﱠ... ﴿
ﱠﻬـﺎر ﻟ ََﻌﻠﱠـﻚ
َ ﺴـﺒﱢﺢ َواَﻃْ َـﺮاف اﻟﻨـ
َ َﺸ ْـﻤﺲ َوﻗَـﺒْـﻞ ﻏُُﺮ وﺑ َﻬـﺎ َوﻣـﻦ آﻧَـﺎء اﻟﻠﻴْـﻞ ﻓ
﴾ ﺿﯽ
َ ﺗَـ ْﺰ

“ …Bear then patiently what they say, and glorify your Lord by the
praising of Him before the rising of the sun and before its setting,
and during the hours of the night do also glorify Him and during
parts of the day, that you may be well pleased.” 2
The mission of all the Prophets (‘a) has been to direct people towards
adoration and worship of Allah:
﴾ ...واﺟﺘَﻨِﺒُﻮا اﻟﻄّﺎﻏُﻮت
ْ ﴿ َوﻟََﻘﺪ ﺑَـ َﻌﺜْـﻨَﺎ ﻓﻲ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ ا ﱠﻣﺔ َر ُﺳﻮﻻ أَ ن ا ْﻋﺒُُﺪ وا اﷲ

“ And certainly we raised in every nation an apostle saying: ‘Serve
Allah and shun the shaitan…’” 3
One of the subjects on which the Gracious Qur’an lays great emphasis is that
everything in existence is preoccupied with worshiping Allah, whether they
like it or not:

Sūrat al-H ijr 15:99.
Sūrat T ā Hā 20:130.
3
Sūrat al-Nah l 16:36.
1
2
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َﺴﻤﻮات َوَﻣﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻷ
﴾ ...ْر ض
ﺴﺒﱢﺢ ﻟِﻠّﻪ َﻣﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟ ﱠ
َ﴿ﻳ

“ Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth declares
the glory of Allah…” 1
But this glorification is existential and performs no function in the perfection
of man. What plays a role in the perfection of man is worship done of his
own volition, and in other than this case stones and the mountains too would
attain their ultimate perfection by means of existential worship.
The importance and value of worship and devotion to Allah reaches an extent
where Allah, the Exalted, states in the Gracious Qur’an that the ultimate goal
of creating the jinn and mankind is worship:
ِ ﴿ وﻣﺎ َﺧﻠَ ْﻘﺖ اﻟ
﴾ ْﺠ ﱠﻦ َواﻹﻧْﺲ اﻻﱠ ﻟﻴـ ْﻌﺒُُﺪ ون
ََ

“ And I have not created the jinn and the men except that they should
worship Me.” 2
In addition to what has been said, the sense of worship is man’s natural
disposition; that is to say, the need for worship has been kneaded and
concealed in the essence of man and this truth that no nation or community
has ever existed that did not engage in worship and adoration of one kind or
another can be inferred from studying the history of religions and nations.
The stages of worship of Allah
a) Knowledge of Allah
In continuation of the h adīth, the Noble Prophet (s ) embarks upon
propounding the stages of worship:
“Know O Abū Dharr that the first stage of devotion to Allah is
knowledge of Him. Verily, He is the first before whom there is none,
He is the One and the Only, and there is none like Him. He is the
Everlasting, the Eternal. He is the One who created the heavens and
the earth and that which is between them. Allah is the Knowing, the
Kind and He is capable of doing anything.”
In this section, the first stage of worship mentioned is knowledge of Allah; of
course, cognition of Allah has a great deal of stages, but that which is
1
2

Sūrat al-Jumu‘ah 62:1.
Sūrat al-Dhā riyā t 51:56.
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necessary in worship and adoration of Allah is a general awareness of Him;
man ought to know that Allah exists and He is the Creator of man and the
world. If this stage of knowledge is not attained by man, the turn does not
come for worship and adoration of Allah. For this reason, this stage of
knowledge is prior to worship. Of course, at the ultimate destination of his
spiritual journey towards his perfection, man reaches the highest stages of
cognition and awareness especially reserved for the saints [awliyā’] of Allah,
and we [the ordinary people] cannot find our way to its reality and truth. We
know in brief that the ultimate knowledge which the saints [awliyā’] of Allah
attain at the end of their spiritual wayfaring is very valuable and high and
that it is the last phase of devotion to Allah.
After man has attained the first stage of worship and has perceived that Allah
does exist, it is incumbent to meditate upon the attributes and effects of Allah
in order for that knowledge to become firm, grounded and constant so that it
does not only remain as a mental conception but is turned into a present and
lively awareness that leaves an impression on man. This stage of cognition
and knowledge which goes with reflection is called ‘medium knowledge’
[ma ‘rifat-i mutawassit ].
Medium knowledge itself has different stages and covers a wide spectrum
and man can attain those stages by way of meditation and reflection on
divine signs and also by means of practical acts of devotion. It has become
clear from what has been said that meditation about the divine attributes and
effects and also knowing Allah better is itself worship and a kind of
volitional deed and that awareness, which is one of the preliminaries of
worship, is attained along with it. (Meditation and reflection about divine
signs is a proximate prerequisite [muqaddamah qar ībah] of cognition and
attending class and studying books is the remote precondition [muqaddamā t-i
ba ‘īdah].)
b) Belief in the Prophet (s ) and acknowledgement of his divine mission
“At the second stage you ought to believe in me and acknowledge
that Allah, the Exalted, has appointed me to be the giver of glad
tidings, the admonisher, the caller towards Allah by His permission
and the light of guidance for all mankind…”
Every one of the attributes mentioned in the h adīths and Qur’an about the
Noble Prophet (s ) stand in need of explanation and interpretation, and if
our faith in the Noble Prophet’s (s ) divine mission becomes strong and
complete, we will not get ensnared in a great number of doubts. The lack of
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adequate knowledge and faith in regard to the Noble Prophet (s ) in a lot of
Muslims of weak faith results in their getting entangled in skepticisms and by
the passage of time they get deviated from the correct path and in the end,
Allah forbid, they are drawn towards disbelief; the reason for this is because
they have not believed that whatever the Noble Prophet (s ) says is correct.
Some people of weak faith say that the Islamic laws which the Noble Prophet
(s ) brought are not binding in our age. These injunctions and decrees were
meant for bringing order to the disorderly state of the people of the Arabian
Peninsula in the age of the Noble Prophet (s ) and there is no more need for
Islamic laws in our age! This [vain] talk is a result of their not having faith in
Allah’s Prophet (s ), and if they had faith in the Noble Prophet’s (s ) words
in which he stated, “I have been sent to all mankind”, they would not have
placed any limitations of time on his prophetic mission. In reality, it must be
said that all the deviations that appear in religion are a result of weak faith in
both Allah’s Prophet (s ) and the fruits of his divine mission.
c) Love for the Prophet’s Ahl al-Bayt (‘a)
“The third stage is love for my Ahl al-Bayt (‘a), those whom Allah
has cleansed and purified from every kind of impurity.”
It can generally be said that the greatness of knowing the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and
their high position and loving them reaches an extent where Imām Khomeinī,
may Allah be pleased with him, begins his political-divine will with the
Noble Prophet’s (s ) saying, “Verily I leave two priceless things for you, the
Book of Allah and my [pure] progeny…” Perhaps it was surprising to the
people of the world that in his final will the leader of the great Islamic
revolution prides himself on following that Pure and Infallible Household of
the Noble Prophet (s ). We do not know what lies [concealed] in this love
and affection for the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and dependence on knowledge and
cognition of them and we may likely construe it to be a simple matter and
mistakenly imagine that we ought to love the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) because they
are the children and relatives of the Allah’s Prophet (s ). If it were like this,
they would not have been introduced as being equivalent and the same with
the Gracious Qur’an. Emphasis upon love for the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) is not on
account of their being the Noble Prophet’s (s ) near ones, for the reason that
the Noble Prophet (s ) had several wives and no such recommendation has
been made in regard to any one of them but this emphasis is because Allah
has purified them from every kind of impurity.
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Likening the Ahl al-Bayt to Noah’s (‘a) vessel and the gate of repentance
for the Children of Israel
“Know O Abū Dharr! The Honored and Glorified Lord has made my
Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) like the vessel of Noah (‘a), upon which everyone
who embarked got saved and whoever did not embark got drowned.
Likewise, they are similar to the gate of repentance [bā b h it t ah]
for the Children of Israel which provided safety from the punishment
to any one who entered it.”
The Noble Prophet’s (s ) emphasis on love for the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and his
likening them to the gate of repentance for the Children of Israel is not a
sentimental issue so that some people might mistakenly imagine that the
natural love and affection of the Noble Prophet (s ) for his children and near
ones caused him to always make recommendations and advices about
friendship and fondness for them, but these counsels go beyond natural love
and affection and are made as a result of his believing that the Ahl al-Bayt
(‘a) are the ship of salvation for the Islamic ummah (universal community of
the Muslims) and for the reason that he is convinced that every person lost
and bewildered in the valley of perplexity will get saved from drowning in
the sea full of turbulence, contortion and deviations, in the same way that
Noah’s (‘a) community got saved from divine damnation by embarking upon
Noah’s ship and those who disobeyed, amongst them Noah’s son, perished
and got annihilated.
At the beginning of the Islamic call, when there was no talk about division
and disagreement as yet in the Islamic ummah, the Noble Prophet (s )
advises Abū Dharr that the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) are similar to Noah’s (‘a) vessel.
Man perishes if he has no connection with them and if he does not emulate
them. In reality, this is an admonition and advice to the Muslims who
succumb to deviations, fanaticisms and discords that appear at the same time
with the Noble Prophet’s (s ) passing away and to a number of opportunists
and double-tongued hypocrites who robbed other human beings of
opportunities that the only people who can save the Islamic ummah from
danger and collapsing into aberration, misguidance and deviation are the
Pure and Infallible Ahl al-Bayt (‘a), with ‘Alī ibn Abī T ālib (‘a) at their
head.
Thereafter, the Noble Prophet (s ) likens his Pure and Infallible Ahl al-Bayt
(‘a) to the gate of deliverance [bā b h it t ah] for the Children of Israel
(these two similes, the similitude to Noah’s (‘a) vessel and the similitude to
the gate of deliverance of the Children of Israel have been narrated in a great
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number of h adīths by both the Sunnīs and Shī‘ahs and have reached the
extent of successive transmission). When the Children of Israel were afflicted
by divine wrath as a result of their sin and oppression, and when they
wandered for forty years in the wilderness, out of His mercy and as a result
of their penance, grief and turning back to Him, Allah once more opened the
door of repentance for them.
About this, the Qur’an states:

“ …And when We said: ‘Enter this city, then eat from a plenteous
(food) wherever you wish, and enter the gate making obeisance, and
say, forgiveness.’ We will forgive you your wrongs and give more to
those who do good (to others).” 1
Every person who entered the gate, in addition to attaining honor and
prosperity, also got their sins forgiven. The Noble Prophet’s (s ) intention in
citing this similitude is to explain this point that in the same way that the
Children of Israel secured their earthly and other worldly salvation by means
of entering the gate of repentance, the Muslims too will guarantee their
worldly and heavenly welfare if they enter the door of knowledge and
cognition of the Pure and Infallible Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and follow them.
The word ‘h it t ah’ literally means spilling and destroying; by saying
this word the Children of Israel were asking for forgiveness and the
destruction of their sins. Allah made it a means of attaining their forgiveness.
But a group among them did not have faith in Allah; they took Allah’s word
for a mockery and according to what has been recorded in the h adīths, in
place of the word ‘h it t ah’ they pronounced the word ‘h ant ah’
which means wheat. Allah sent down upon them His divine wrath because of
their moral corruption and their refusing to repent and seek forgiveness:
ﺴـ َـﻤﺎء ﺑِ َﻤــﺎ ﮐــﺎﻧُﻮا
﴿ ﻓَـﺒَــﺪﱠل اﻟﱠــﺬﻳﻦ ﻇَﻠَ ُﻤــﻮا ﻗَـ ْـﻮﻻ ﻏ ْﻴــﺮ اﻟﱠــﺬي ﻗﻴ ـﻞ ﻟ َُﻬــﻢ ﻓَﺎَﻧْـ َﺰﻟْﻨَــﺎ َﻋﻠَــﯽ اﻟﱠــﺬﻳﻦ ﻇَﻠَ ُﻤــﻮا ِر ْﺟــﺰا ِﻣــﻦ اﻟ ﱠ
﴾ ﺴ ُﻘﻮن
ُ ﻳـ ْﻔ

“ Those who were unjust changed it for a saying other than that
which had been spoken to them, so We sent upon those who were
unjust a pestilence from heaven, because they transgressed.” 2

1
2
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The Noble Prophet (s ) presented the Pure and Infallible Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) as
the gate whom following and obeying are a cause of worldly and heavenly
prosperity and freedom from eternal retribution, but the people did not accept
his word and instead of the Pure and Infallible Ahl al-Bayt (‘a), they
appointed other people and never used to see any difference between Imām
‘Alī (‘a) and the others and they used to fantasize that in the same way that
Imām ‘Alī (‘a) is the son in law of the Noble Prophet (s ), ‘Uthmān, too,
was the Noble Prophet’s (s ) son in law!
The other message of this section of the h adīth is that the most fundamental
stage of worship consists of matters of the heart and inner deeds; that is to
say, no person can derive enough benefit from worship unless he has
knowledge, faith in Allah, love for the Pure and Infallible Ahl al-Bayt (‘a)
and conviction in the Noble Prophet (s ). For this reason, adoration is not
confined to external matters and outward deeds, but the origin and roots of
devotion are inner conceptions and all acts of worship that spring from the
heart. ?

L ESSON TWO

THE NEED FOR DERIVING CORRECT BENEFIT
FROM

ALL AH ’S BLE SS I NGS

•

Health and Leisure, Two Unknown Favors

•

Youth Is a Period of Vitality and Liveliness

•

The Need for Appreciating Health and Ability

•

This World’s Life Is a Ground of Choices, Growth and
Spiritual Ascension

THE NEED FOR DERIVING CORRECT BENEFIT FROM
ALLAH’S BLESSINGS
“O Abū Dharr! Act upon my advice so that you may become
prosperous in both worlds. O Abū Dharr! The majority of people are
defrauded of two graces and they do not appreciate them: one is the
blessing of health and the other is the grace of leisure (and ease).
“O Abū Dharr! Make the most of five things before five [other]
things befall you: make the most of your youth before your old age,
your health before your illness, your ability before inability, your
leisure before your toil and your life before death.”
Man is always striving to secure his prosperity and he makes every effort to
achieve it; in other words, prosperity is man’s natural object of desire and
primary goal. For this reason, man strives to bring to hand what gives rise to
bliss and to attain the roots of success and to know the way of attaining
prosperity. That is why the Noble Prophet (s ) emphasizes that if his words
are acted upon, man will attain his natural object of desire; that is to say man
will bring to hand both worldly and heavenly prosperity and if the human
being does not put into practice what the Noble Prophet (s ) has advised, he
gets deprived of that prosperity. This emphasis is meant to bring about more
preparedness and acceptance in man, like the doctor’s emphatic advice to his
patient to definitely follow the directions on the prescription so as to
recuperate his health, otherwise there is no doubt that man visits the doctor to
recover his well-being. After that emphasis, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! Most people are robbed of two graces: leisure and
health.”
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Health and leisure, two unknown favors
Health and leisure are two priceless blessings which Allah, the Exalted, has
granted to mankind, but most people do not appreciate its value and easily
lose it. It is for this reason that the Noble Prophet (s ) advices Abū Dharr to
appreciate the value of these two blessings and not to easily lose them like
the other people.
Allah, the Exalted, has placed countless and priceless graces at man’s
disposal but man easily loses them, perhaps owing to the fact that he
expended no effort at acquiring them. Not only does he not discharge their
right, but also uses them in an iniquitous way; a manner which not only does
not benefit him, but harms him as well.
Health is one of the priceless blessings which a man in good condition pays
no heed to and only knows its worth once he gets afflicted by illness, like the
fish which swims in water and does not appreciate its value until it is
removed from the water.
Not long ago, a frightening thing happened to one of our friends; he narrated
that while giving a sermon on the pulpit, he suddenly lost his voice and no
matter how much he tried to continue his sermon, he failed. Finally, he came
down from the pulpit and was taken to the hospital where, by Allah’s grace
and favor, he got well after a while.
Man rarely meditates upon Allah’s graces; blessings such as the power of
speech, and hardly thanks Allah for that blessing. He only reflects about it
the moment that his voice is lost and he no longer has the power to speak. All
too often, he is ready to give up all his wealth at that moment of need.
For a moment we ought to reflect about health and meditate over what
blessing is higher than being healthy and free from a thousand diseases
which threaten our bodies and that we are not even afflicted by any one of
them. For that reason, we are enjoying the benefits of enormous wealth at
every moment, even though this health is not stable and permanent and is
likely to be lost at every moment.
Word like this has been recorded elsewhere, that the Noble Prophet (s )
stated:
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“There are two blessings that are always not thanked for: health and
security.”1
Leisure is the second blessing which the Noble Prophet (s ) has hinted at,
and it denotes ease and the lack of trouble. Man is faced with different
conditions and situations in his life. He spends some of those opportunities at
leisure and ease and he can contemplate about himself and perceive the
concealed aspects of his being and more often than not it happens that he
intends to remedy his ethical and psychological deviations. He plans to
meditate about his destiny and to sit in solitude in a secluded corner to
embark upon worship and/or study with peace of mind. For every reason,
physical and psychological tranquility reigns over his entire being and this
peace has presented a golden opportunity for him to derive the utmost
advantage from opportunities and make use of every moment in the direction
of his perfection. In contrast, it is possible that man gets confronted by a
period in his life which, for different reasons, he is deprived of leisure and
ease and regrets every moment of it, but what benefit is there in such regret
because time lost is never regained. With regard to making the most of
opportunities, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) says:
“Opportunities and life pass like a cloud, therefore perceive good
opportunities.”2
Problems sometimes arise as a result of being entangled in family issues and
bearing the responsibilities of children and wife, and at other times they
spring up because of social occupations and public responsibilities. These
problems absorb all the spiritual and physical abilities of a human being and
do not afford man a moment’s opportunity to meditate. In the period after the
Islamic revolution in Iran, a lot of government officials had gotten affected
by this condition and they did not even have a break to attend to their
personal affairs.
In contrast, some people are always pursuing vain amusements, and do not
even know how to make use of the time of their invaluable lives. They do not
know whether they should solve the crossword puzzle in the newspaper or
they should spend the hours of the night watching television films? Or should
they sit watching sports news? Or get busy with playing chess? They are like
a person who has amassed a lot of wealth and searches for a place where he
1
2

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 81, p. 170, section [bā b] 1.
Wasā’il al-Shī‘ah, vol. 16, p. 84, section [bā b] 91.
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can set it on fire bit by bit, and derive pleasure from watching that. If we
encountered such a man, we would surely say that he were mad, heedless of
the fact that many of us are afflicted by this same insanity and are busy
burning the capital of our lives, life itself, which is by no means comparable
to the wealth of this world, in the fire of sensual desire.
In reality, this kind of a person has to be called a loser and a man swindled,
because a swindled man is he who exchanges his priceless merchandise for
valueless goods or gets less than their worth. There is no asset so prized that
it can be compared to life, and it cannot be sold at a price less than paradise.
Owing to this fact, appreciate the value of leisure before it is lost and take up
work that is more profitable and praiseworthy than the rest of the
occupations.
Youth is a period of vitality and liveliness
“O Abū Dharr! Make the most of five things before five other things:
the first is to make the most of youth before old age…”
The short period of youth, which is accompanied by happiness and vigor, is
considered as the best period of man’s life and has a special reckoning. Even
if life and living are great favors on the whole, but still youth is a twofold
blessing. It is for this reason that the Noble Prophet (s ) initially mentions
the period of young age and lastly hints at the importance of the principle of
life itself. Despite that the period of life includes the period of youth as well
His Holiness (s ) has cited it at the beginning because this age is viewed
with special importance by the Noble Prophet (s ).
Imām Khomeinī, may Allah be pleased with him, repeatedly used to say, “O
Youths! Comprehend and make the most of the period of youth.” The reason
is because the blessing of youth is the highest grace which if made use of in a
correct and commendable manner can raise man and make him ascend
through the spiritual stations towards Allah, something which is less likely to
be attained during the period of old age. That is why this truth has been
explicitly stated in the words of the Imāms (‘a) too, and in this regard, Imām
al-S ādiq (‘a) says,
“The Qur’an gets mixed with the flesh and blood of every believing
youth who recites it.”1

1
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The period of youth is a period of flexibility and accepting the truth. During
this age man can build himself and free his self from ugly traits. It is during
the period of youth that man:
a) gets influenced by the truth more than any other period;
b) enjoys a healthy body and can easily discharge his social obligations;
c) can perform his religious duties in the best possible form because of
having a strong body and spirit;
d) possesses enough strength for remedying ethical vices;
e) can achieve high academic levels by making use of his body and mind;
f) is most likely to have a strong will and iron resolution;
g) can, without feeling tired, think well and meditate for hours on end;
h) can firmly establish in himself virtuous attributes and practices at a high
level.
And vice versa old age is a period of weakness and decrepitude, a time of the
final shaping of man’s personality and of inflexibility; and in brief, it is a
period of the predominance of physical infirmity and psychological
feebleness.
In the Glorious Qur’an, old age has been referred to as ‘shayb (hoary)’ in
three instances and it has been interpreted as ‘shaykh (old age)’ in four cases.
And in most occasions, the natural weakness of this age has either been
explicitly stated or hinted at; for example, it has been stated about Prophet
Zakariyā (‘a):
﴾ ...﴿ ﻗﺎلَر ﱢب اِﻧﱢﻲ َو َﻫﻦ اﻟ َْﻌﻈْﻢ ِﻣﻨﱢﻲ َوا ْﺷﺘَـ َﻌﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺮأس ﺷﻴﺒًﺎ

“ He said: My Lord! Surely my bones are weakened and my head
flares with hoariness, and, my Lord! I have never been unsuccessful
in my prayer to Thee…” 1

1

Sūrat Maryam 19:4.
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And likewise, with regard to the stages of man’s life, it states:
﴾ ...ﺿ ْﻌ ًﻔﺎ َوﺷﻴﺒَﺔ
َ  ﺛُ ﱠﻢ َﺟ َﻌﻞ ِﻣﻦ ﺑَـ ْﻌﺪ ﻗُـ ﱠﻮة... ﴿

“ …Then he gave strength after weakness, then ordained weakness
and hoary hair after strength…” 1
(In the rest of the explanations the Qur’an has in one way or another hinted at
the disability and feebleness that goes with old age.)
Therefore, the period of youth is a very precious opportunity for cleansing
oneself of ethical vices, a thing which is very hard to do during old age, but
unfortunately man does not believe anything without feeling or experiencing
it; that is to say, he does not understand the pain of elderliness until he has
aged, and no matter how many times the difficulties of this period are made
known to him, he still does not acknowledge the truth as it ought to be
admitted. We have witnessed great people who possessed very lofty moral
perfections, but one point of moral weakness had remained in them which
they either had not recognized during their period of adolescence or they had
not undertaken to correct it. For whatever reason, that weak point had
remained like an incurable chronic illness in their personalities.
The need for appreciating health and ability
The second is that man ought to make the most of his health before getting
afflicted by illness.
The third is that man ought to make the most of his ability before his
inability.
If you are able to cope with your life, no matter how simple and plain it is,
and economic needs have not made you dependant on other people, you
ought to appreciate and make the most of this blessing before, Allah forbid,
you are afflicted by abject poverty and distress and you become dependent
on other human beings for the daily management of your life. If at the
present there are simple facilities at your disposal and you can spend the day
with contentment and carry on with your studies, you ought to make the most
of this opportunity and apprehend the day when you will be compelled to
quit your studies and get occupied with other jobs for the acquisition of the
daily needs of this same simple life. If you can presently pass the days of
your life ascetically, make use of the opportunity at hand and instead of
1
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thinking about privations and wants, contemplate about what you possess at
the present moment and appreciate it. The period of your self-sufficiency is a
good time for you to help others; for this reason hold the hands of the needy
before the arrival of the turn of poverty and destitution.
It is necessary to pay heed to this point that poverty and deprivation which
result in disgrace do not accord with the noble status of the human being, and
they have been rebuked as forbidden attributes. Allah does not approve of
lowliness for his slaves, but desires honor and glory for them. Therefore, man
has to make utmost effort to reduce his dependence on other people and
strive to the last extent of his ability to confront poverty by adopting values
such as contentment, magnanimity of taste, abstinence from pomp and
avoidance of waste, have to be well learned and acted upon.
The fourth point is that the human being ought to make the most of the
period of leisure and ease before the arrival of the period of entanglement.
A lot of discussion has been held in regard to the contents of this sentence,
but it is necessary to be reminded that the Noble Prophet’s (s ) intention is
not that one ought to shirk from obligations and refuse to shoulder social
responsibilities and rather prefer unemployment. This is a negative
perception. As likely as not, the Noble Prophet’s (s ) intention is that you
ought to appreciate the value of these treasured moments when you can
freely choose and decide without imposition and make use of these
opportunities to make the best choices before you are compelled to accept
uncalled for responsibilities and imposed duties and before you are divested
of the power to choose of your own accord.
This world’s life is a ground of choices, growth and spiritual ascension
The fifth is that man ought to make the most of life before the arrival of
death.
The blessing of life is a comprehensive and complete favor which has been
mentioned after the rest of the graces. In reality, all the other blessings are
affixed to the gift of life. If there were no life, there would remain no room
for the other graces. For this reason, the root and fountainhead of the rest of
the gifts is the blessing of the life of this world, which has freely been given
by Allah to his slaves and even if man enjoys the life of the hereafter after
death, but still he gets deprived of the ability to perform volitional deeds, to
freely choose and to make decisions. It is there that he regrets his past life,
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losing opportunities and making bad choices, and he requests to return to the
world in order to make up for past vices, but his petition will not be granted.
﴿ َﺣﺘﱠــﯽ اِ ذا َﺟــﺎء ا َﺣــ َﺪ ُﻫﻢ اﻟ َْﻤـْـﻮ ت ﻗَــﺎلَر ﱢب ْارِﺟ ُﻌــﻮن * ﻟ ََﻌﻠﱢـﻲ اَ ْﻋ َﻤــﻞ ﺻــﺎﻟِ ًﺤﺎ ﻓﻴ َﻤــﺎ ﺗَـ َﺮ ْﮐــﺖ َﮐــﻼ اِﻧﱠـ َﻬــﺎ َﮐﻠِ َﻤــﺔ ُﻫــﻮ
﴾ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻠُ َﻬﺎ َوَﻣﻦ َو راﺋِ ِﻬﻢ ﺑَـْﺮَز خ اِﻟﯽ ﻳـْﻮ م ﻳـ ْﺒـ َﻌﺜُﻮن

“ Until when death overtakes one of them, he says: ‘Send me back,
my Lord, send me back. Haply I may do good in that which I have
left.’ By no means! It is a (mere) word that he speaks; and before
them is a barrier until the day they are raised.” 1
Some of the great men used to recommend that at the time of sleeping, you
ought to imagine that this sleep may possibly not have an awakening and the
Angel of Death will seize your soul in the state of sleep, because the Glorious
Qur’an states:
﴾ ...﴿ اﷲ ﻳـﺘَـ َﻮﻓﱠﯽ اﻷَﻧْـ ُﻔﺲ ﺣﻴﻦ َﻣ ْﻮﺗِ َﻬﺎ واﻟﱠﺘﻲ ﻟَﻢ ﺗَ ُﻤﺖ ﻓﻲ َﻣﻨَ ِﺎﻣ َﻬﺎ

“ Allah takes the souls at the time of their death, and those that die
not during their sleep…” 2
The soul almost gets separated from the body during sleep, and if the hour of
man’s death arrives, it gets completely detached from his body; it is for this
reason that in continuation of the same blessed verse, Allah states:
ِ
۴۲ : ﴾ ﺳﻮرة اﻟﺰﻣﺮ...ﺴ ﱠﻤﯽ
َ َ ﻓـﻴ ْﻤ ِﺴﮏ اﻟﱠﺘﻲ ﻗ... ﴿
َ ﻀﯽ َﻋﻠﻴـ َﻬﺎ اﻟ َْﻤْﻮ ت وﻳـ ْﺮﺳﻞ اﻷ ْﺧﺮی إﻟﯽ اَ َﺟﻞ ُﻣ

“ … Then He withholds those on whom He has passed the decree of
death and sends the others back till an appointed term; most surely
there are signs in this for those who reflect…”
In reality, man travels half the journey towards death when he sleeps; that is
why great men have advised that at the time of sleeping, imagine that after
the soul has been separated from the body, it will never again return, and
when you wake up, you must thank Allah that He has granted existence to
your body once again and He has granted you life once more. To put it
another way, you should imagine that you have gone to purgatory (the
interval between life and death), and that your unworthy deeds have become
apparent, and that you are being called to account for them and you are under
admonition, and at that time you ask the angels which are residing in the
1
2
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proximity of Allah to let you return to the world and as per your request they
grant you the permission; now that you have returned to the world and you
have once again got the chance to perform works, what are you going to do
and how are you going to be? We ought to appreciate the value of this second
chance and make the most of every moment of it because a time will come
when man will deeply desire for saying just one “lā ilā ha illā Allā h (There is
no deity save Allah)” and according to the words of Imām ‘Alī (‘a):
“Whoever falls short of performing good deeds falls into grief, and
Allah has nothing to do with him who spares nothing from his wealth
in the name of Allah.”1 ?

1

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 1146, pithy aphorisms 122, trans. Fayd
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CORRECT PERCEPTION OF THE REALITIES OF LIFE AND
MAKING OPTIMUM USE OF [MAN’S] LIFESPAN
Making timely use of opportunities and keeping protracted hopes at bay
“O Abū Dharr! [Beware] lest you procrastinate praiseworthy deeds
on account of your protracted hopes.”
(This expression is a completion of the Noble Prophet’s (s ) previous saying
and it underscores making timely use of opportunities and not wasting
opportunities or moments of life.)
Procrastination [taswīf] is one of the cankers of the soul which obstructs the
fulfillment of good and praiseworthy deeds and that is why it has been an
object of distain in the h adīths. Procrastination denotes putting obligations
off with the hope of discharging them later. This state can be caused by a
great deal of factors, but its chief and primary cause—as has been mentioned
in this section—is man’s delusive dreams; that is to say, man does not
discharge today’s obligations in the hope of staying alive until tomorrow
when he will carry them out. When the following day arrives, he again plays
for time and hopes for the other day and thus months and years pass while he
puts off his work. The Noble Prophet (s ) states that if you desire to cleanse
your inner self of this quality and attribute, you ought to imagine that you
only have this very day and hour and moment and you will not have another
opportunity to live after this.
The concept of procrastination, like a great number of other ethical concepts,
ranging from moral virtues to vices, is a graded notion and has different
stages. These graded axioms vary with regard to different individuals,
ranging from believers to unbelievers inclusive, and even in regard to the
levels of faith. Some of its levels are ordinary obligatory deeds, others are
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emphasized obligatory works and others are ordinary recommended acts and
others emphasized recommended works. At times, some of these levels are
so accurate that their imagination is impossible for ordinary people.
The stages of negligence
The first stage of procrastination is seeking ease and complacency with
regard to worldly affairs, which results in man putting off his works. This
bad habit is not related to belief; it is also possible for an unbeliever to be
afflicted by it in the same way that a believer does, because unbelievers too
sometimes get lazy and negligent as regards their worldly affairs. This bad
trait and disposition, which causes man to put off his duties, is considered as
an undesirable habit both by the believer and the unbeliever. Of course, this
quality is uglier for a believing man because if he gets used to putting off his
obligations for later, bit by bit this quality becomes his permanent disposition
of mind and spreads by contagion to his religious obligations too, resulting in
his not performing divine obligations on time. That is the reason why it has
been said that if a man were lazy in his worldly affairs, this quality gradually
becomes his permanent trait of mind giving rise to carelessness and
negligence being extended to matters of the hereafter.
The second stage of procrastination is laziness in performing religious
obligations and duties. This indolence, based on the three divisions of
obligatory duties, is also divided into three sections:
1. Laziness and carelessness at performing long and time-consuming
obligatory deeds, like the five daily prayers, every one of which has its own
specified long time. Some people are lazy and torpid at performing these
kinds of prayers, and always put them off to be performed at the last
moments. Even if this kind of indolence and carelessness is not h ar ā m
(prohibited by Islamic laws), it is still considered as an indecent act.
2. Laziness at performing obligatory actions that ought to be done with
immediacy, even if their urgency is not absolute, in the sense that if they are
not discharged at the first opportunity, they have to be fulfilled with urgency
at the second opportunity and likewise if they have not been performed at the
second opportunity, they have to be discharged at the other opportunities;
like repentance, whose incumbency is obligatory at the first opportunity and
whose putting off is forbidden [h ar ā m] by Islamic law but it does not imply
that its incumbency is nullified if procrastinated.
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3. Laziness and heedlessness with regard to discharging limited-time
obligatory works, like fasting, which ought to be done within a restricted and
limited time. Some people procrastinate at discharging these responsibilities
within their specified time and tell themselves that they will make up for
them later in the form of qad ā’ (belated religious obligations performed
outside their prescribed time). Even though the sin committed by such an
individual is less than that of a man whose decision is not to make up at all
for belated divine duties, nonetheless this action is h ar ā m (forbidden by
Islamic law).
Asceticism and wrong interpretations
The other point worthy of mentioning is that matters have been mentioned in
a lot of verses of the Glorious Qur’an and the h adīths which might have
different and sometimes conflicting interpretations, and their explication calls
for perfect expertise and professional knowledge in religious sciences for the
reason that in such circumstances the possibility of error and the likelihood
of inadmissible understandings is high. For example, there are verses of the
Glorious Qur’an and the h adīths that have been quoted whose apparent
purport is rebuking, praising or retreating from the world, and whose
interpretations vary and sometimes oppose each other. One of those
interpretations is the Sufi version which is arrived at without paying attention
to the other aspects of Islam and the explicit religious sciences. In the Sufi
point of view, man has to retreat from this world’s life and engage in worship
in solitude far from the society and/or have companionship with animals,
regardless that this kind of inference is in direct contradiction to the verses of
the Glorious Qur’an, the h adīths and the categorical primary principles of
religion.
If self-reclusion were the primacy of religion, then what fate will befall
religious social obligations such as spending money and wealth in Allah’s
cause, fighting against oppression, enjoining the good and forbidding the
evil, and striving for the establishment of an Islamic government, which are
among the explicit essentials of Islam!? And where, apart from in the society,
are they supposed to be fulfilled? Can these responsibilities be discharged in
privacy and seclusion? It is for this reason that deduction of religious
principles calls for expertise in the whole collection of religious sciences and
it demands attention to all the aspects and dimensions of religion.
In response to this misconception, it ought to be said that seeking the world is
reprehensible if it is perceived as the ultimate goal of life. But if the world
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becomes a means of attaining the perfection of the hereafter, not only is it
irreprehensible, but praiseworthy and commendable as well. Conceiving the
world as a means of attaining the hereafter has itself levels, some of which
are necessary and some of which are considered as part of human
perfections. The utmost limit of seeking the world is that deriving benefit
from the pleasures of the world and engaging in material issues ought not to
lead a human being to quitting the divine obligatory works and committing
forbidden actions. Seeking the world is forbidden by Islamic law [h ar ā m]
if it leads to committing sins and quitting obligatory [wā jib] deeds and if this
materialism becomes firm as a bad habit and permanent trait of the mind,
fighting against it becomes incumbent [wā jib].
From the Islamic point of view, an exemplary man is a person who does not
believe in the primacy of the world and does not perform worldly actions,
even the permissible ones, for attaining materialistic pleasures. Insightful and
perceptive people have attained this stage, which is the highest human
achievement; that is to say, they conduct themselves in such a way that all
their deeds and behavior, even their breathing, are considered as acts of
devotion to Allah. All their physical actions and conduct, such as their eating,
physical exercise, and even the permissible coital gratifications, are
prerequisites for matters of the hereafter and it is for this reason that they are
considered as either obligatory [wā jib] or recommendable [mustah abb].
Asceticism and belief in the primacy of the hereafter
For every reason, believing or not believing in the primacy of the hereafter is
delicate and intricate and its criterion of sincerity cannot be based on man’s
word, but is dependent on the inner intentions of individuals: for instance, if
man eats food in order to derive pleasure, he has believed in the primacy of
materialism even if he denies that by word of mouth, and if his intention is to
thank Allah by means of deriving gratification from the taste of the food, he
has believed in the primacy of the hereafter because his aim is thanksgiving
to Allah. It is for this reason that in the Glorious Qur’an, after mentioning a
part of Allah’s favors, thanksgiving to Him has been referred to as an aim of
making use of His graces. For that reason, the goal is thanksgiving [to Allah]
and this occurs when all of man’s physical actions acquire a divine color.
Most people do not pay attention to the spiritual aspect of their lives and
have gotten so attached to physical gratification that they cannot have any
other goal than materials and physical satisfaction. There is no doubt that
man needs a mentor in order to procure spiritual states because it is likely for
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him to stray from the limits of moderation and get propelled towards
extremism.
People who want to traverse the course of spiritual perfection and its
edification ought to make the pre-eminence and superiority of heavenly
pleasures become embedded in their minds in order to weaken their worldly
inclinations and reduce their materialistic pleasure seeking. In order to
overlook worldly pleasures, they have to inculcate in themselves the
conviction that material gratifications are nothing and valueless in
comparison to heavenly pleasures. It is for this reason that in their
statements, the Noble Prophet (s ) and the Pure and Infallible Imāms (‘a)
seek to lead people towards giving preference to the hereafter and to
encourage them to forgo the world and entirely free themselves from nature
because if man considers the world as a precondition for the hereafter, not
only is he not a materialist, but also a seeker of paradise. All too often
availing oneself of permissible pleasures is itself a prerequisite of not
committing forbidden actions [or seeking forbidden pleasures], and it is for
this reason that they are considered as acts of worship. In addition to this,
availing oneself of permissible pleasures results in spiritual growth and
preparedness for discharging higher obligations.
In regard to dividing daily hours, Imām Mūsā ibn Ja‘far, (‘a) states,
“Also set aside one hour for the purpose of deriving benefit from
permissible pleasures, because it is by deriving benefit from what is
h alā l (permissible) that you can have the vigor to perform the rest
of the duties.”
As we have already been reminded, the Noble Prophet (s ) has alluded to
this truth that the cause for procrastination is man’s dreams of achieving
pleasure; that is to say, man is always trying to attain his worldly pleasures
and this in itself motivates him to put his obligations off. In other words, the
issue revolves around whether he uses opportunities to attain transient
physical pleasures or to achieve perpetual heavenly pleasures, but because he
sees the world readily available and accessible, he expends his time and
efforts trying to bring it to hand; in reality man has more faith in the world
than he has belief in the hereafter and he prefers the transient and short-lived
gratifications to the imperishable pleasures of the eternal paradise. It is
surprising that most of us are afflicted by a degree of polytheism because we
have no faith in the superiority of the hereafter over the world:
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﴾ ﴿ َوَﻣﺎ ﻳـ ْﺆِﻣﻦ اَ ْﮐﺜَـ ُﺮُﻫﻢ ﺑِﺎﷲ اِﻻﱠ َو ُﻫﻢ ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮُﮐﻮن

“ And most of them do not believe in Allah without associating others
(with Him).” 1
Man is polytheistic once he performs an action for other than Allah, even if it
is for attaining the reward of the hereafter. In pure monotheism, there is no
other goal save Allah; even fear of hell and eagerness for paradise are not
ultimate aims in pure monotheism, as Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“O my Lord! I do not worship Thee because of fear of hell and/or
because of craving for paradise, but because you are worthy of my
devoted adoration.”2
Protracted hopes endanger man’s prosperity, and it is for this reason that
Imām ‘Alī’s (‘a) biggest dread was in case people should get afflicted by
prolonged hopes and sacrifice divine duties for their own desires:
“I fear two things greatly; the first thing is pursuing vain passions
and desires of the soul and the other thing is protracted hopes,
because chasing sensual desires results in forgetting the hereafter.”3
Discharging religious duties and obligations promptly
In continuation of his advice with regard to abstaining from procrastination,
the Noble Prophet (s ) states,
“Because you only have today and tomorrow is not yours.”
The Noble Prophet (s ) advises Abū Dharr not to put off today’s obligations
until tomorrow, for the reason that none can be certain about tomorrow’s
coming, and assuming that tomorrow does come, there will still be other
responsibilities to be discharged on that day. When you fulfill your duties
today, you will have no regret if tomorrow never comes, but once you put off
your obligations until tomorrow and it occurs that tomorrow never comes,
you will carry this regret and contrition to the next world with you.
Therefore, one ought to think about this very moment and make the most of
the present life and abstain from procrastination and putting obligations off in
the hope of discharging them another day. When studying and doing
Sūrat Yūsuf 12:106.
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 41, p. 14.
3
Ibid., vol. 77, p. 419.
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research, we ought not to tell ourselves that time is plentiful and we will
study tomorrow, because we will have other responsibilities in the future:
“If you had a tomorrow, keep discharging your duties just like today,
and if tomorrow never comes, you will not be remorseful about your
today’s negligence.”
It is possible for an individual to feel contrition for not being successful at
performing more responsibilities in spite of having fulfilled his daily duties,
but he no longer feels remorseful when he takes the limitations of man’s
ability into consideration and pays heed to the fact that he has discharged his
obligations to the utmost extent of his ability.
To complete the previous issues and to emphasize the point that one ought
not to sit idly waiting for tomorrow, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! How so many a people there are who wake up in the
morning but do not see the sun go down, and what a great number of
human beings there are waiting for tomorrow but will not see it.”
Notice and observe how the Noble Prophet (s ) prepares the mind of the
listener so that he may make the most of the moments of his life. In the
beginning, he urges the listener to think about the extent to which man can be
optimistic about tomorrow for him to put off his responsibilities until then.
If he has no confidence in his tomorrow coming, why does he put his
obligations off until then? When the time for the afternoon prayers arrives,
what makes him so sure that he will remain alive for another hour so as to
delay his prayers? It is self-evident that if he recites his prayers on time, he
will not be regretful later and he can even better manage to perform his other
responsibilities.
The thought of death terminates protracted hopes
“O Abū Dharr! If you contemplate about the hour of death and
perceive with what speed it is coming, you will hate its deception
and snare.”
The best way to fight prolonged hopes and their deception is to think about
death and to know that the hour of death frustrates protracted dreams and
takes man hopelessly to the other world, as Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“(And he who has fallen in love with the world), then it fills his heart
with grief which keeps alternating in the black part of his heart, some
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grief worrying him and another giving him pain. This goes on till the
suffocation of death overtakes him. He is flung dead in the open
while his life veins are severed.”1
Again, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states elsewhere:
“… As for (one) of its lessons, a man reaches near realization of his
desires when suddenly the approach of his death cuts them; then
neither is the desire achieved nor the desirer spared…”2
The intermediary role of the world
Further on in the h adīth, the Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! Live like either a stranger or a passer-by in this world
and consider yourself as a dead human being.”
The Noble Prophet (s ) recommends that in the world man ought to be like a
stranger who enters a town and he must observe how one who has no friends
and acquaintances lives. With regard to his not being able to gain fondness
with anyone, can such a man engage in feasting and entertainment? The
believer’s true abode is the hereafter, and he is like a way-farer and passer-by
in this world. Therefore, he does not intend to spread facilities around
himself and embark upon feasting, drinking and entertainment. By the same
token, the Noble Prophet (s ) advises that man ought to be in the world like
a traveler who does not [even] have the opportunity to stop and rest.
It is likely that attention to the apparent purports of such statements would
lead man to misinterpretation and most probably lead him to thinking about
secluding himself from the rest of the people and abandon thinking about
procuring a house and starting a family and finally [lead him into] abstaining
from the blessings and graces of this world and steer him to only reflecting
upon the hereafter because that is man’s eternal abode! Beyond the shadow
of doubt, such an understanding is not compatible with the basic principles of
Islam. All too often, it is likely that acquiring friends and companions,
founding a household, saving wealth and buying a house et cetera et cetera
all pivot on the hereafter and at the same time it occurs that love for this
world is not man’s motive, rather his incentive is paying heed to the hereafter
and devotion to Allah, because by means of the world and utilizing its
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facilities and pleasures, man can attain heavenly perfections and gain
nearness to Allah.
In reality, an individual who has designated the hereafter as his goal has set
the world as a means of attaining the hereafter. Now if a human being cannot
[completely] renounce the world and he makes use of it as a means of
attaining the hereafter, then at least let him be like a passer-by who rests only
to the extent of replenishing his powers. Even if in such an individual’s point
of view worldly affairs are primary and he cannot dispense with them
altogether, at least let him use them to the extent of rejuvenating his abilities
and securing the needs and necessities from the facilities and permissible
[pleasures] of this world; as Imām Mūsā ibn Ja‘far (‘a), in regard to this
issue, has stated that you ought to set aside a part of your day for the purpose
of pursuing permissible [h alā l] pleasures.
The sentence “consider yourself as a dead human being” is the highest
expression which the Noble Prophet (s ) has employed, but it is likely to be
understood wrongly. When the Noble Prophet (s ) states that you should
count yourself among the dead, the apparent meaning is that in the same way
that the dead are deprived of the most basic needs of life such as eating, you
too ought to abstain from the world and from seeking its benefits. However,
the Prophet’s (s ) intention is that you should pay attention to your
permanent place of abode. When the life of this world is [viewed as] a
stopping-place, and a bridge for crossing over to the ever-lasting world, your
attention has to be fixed on your final place of residence and your effort has
to be concentrated on preparing yourself and acquiring enough provisions so
as not to become ashamed and apologetic there. For that reason, the Noble
Prophet’s (s ) intention is not that you ought to abstain from earthly affairs
altogether and quit thinking about securing livelihood, buying amenities for
yourself and your children’s future and their ease.
Improper deductions from the verses of the Gracious Qur’an and h adīths
have had an old history among the Muslims; such as when the verse about
divine retribution was revealed, some of the Noble Prophet’s (s )
companions left their homes, abstained from coital relations with their wives,
refrained from eating [good] foods and wearing [good] clothes, and [instead
only] got busy with worshiping Allah! When news of this reached the Noble
Prophet (s ), he called them and said, “Why do you act like this? I, who am
a Prophet, mix with my wives and derive benefit from the gifts of the world
alongside my acts of devotion and fasting. You too ought to imitate me and
do not forsake your homes and lives.”
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With regard to the previous matters, mentioning this point is necessary that
all too often it happens that an individual lives a life of abundance in this
world and still does not go under its influence, because he can employ all
material matters as a means and way of attaining the truth. By the same
token, it ought to be taken into consideration that when this world is
castigated, it does not imply that we ought to consider its natural and material
gifts as having no value [at all], because they are all Allah’s creations and
His divine signs.
But criticism is laid on man’s point of view and intention; castigation is made
when he gets addicted to the world and its gifts and sets them as his main
goal and he becomes heedless of their intermediary role. For that reason, the
real object of castigation is man and his improper way of employing material
tools.
In praise of the Noble Prophet (s ), Imām ‘Alī (‘a) says:
“(The Holy Prophet) treated this world disdainfully and regarded it
as low. He held it contemptible and hated it. He realized that Allah
kept it away from him with intention and spread it out for the others
by way of contempt. For this reason, he kept away from it of his own
volition, banished its recollection from his heart and mind and
wished that its recollection should remain hidden from his eye so that
he should not acquire any clothing from it, or hope for staying in it.”1
“O Abū Dharr! When you wake up in the morning do not hope to see
the sun set and when you sleep at night do not hope to see the sun
rise.” ?

1
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THE PROPHET’S (S ) RECOMMENDATION TO MAKE
GOOD USE OF PRESENT ABILITIES
Previously, sections of the h adīth of Abū Dharr have been the subject of
discourse. In those sections, emphasis has been laid on strengthening faith,
making the most of opportunities and appreciating life and Allah’s graces.
Now those same issues will be repeated so as to have a deeper effect on the
hearts of the believers. When man has believed in Allah, the Exalted, the Day
of Resurrection and divine values, he desires to be spotless before Allah and
be the object of His favor, but this is dependant on him knowing the value of
his life and to also know how to put it to use in order to attain the goal, which
is eternal bliss. In continuation, the Prophet (s ) warns man against being
afflicted by heedlessness, sin and deviation, because it is likely that the hour
of death finds him in that state and he gets propelled to the everlasting world
[in a] guilty and conscience-stricken [state].
The role of meditation upon death and the consequences of sin
“O Abū Dharr! Beware lest your death finds you while in a state of
sin in which case no opportunity remains for compensation and
repentance and for returning to the world, no heirs of yours will extol
you for the inheritance you have left them and Allah, the Exalted,
will not accept the excuse which you will make.”
As has been said before this, the Prophet (s ) has articulated some of the
ethical concepts with different expressions and the aim of repeating these
ethical notions is to produce higher effects on the hearts of the believers.
As you will understand after a short review of the verses of the Qur’an, a
great deal of verses have been repeated in various instances, and even the
exact words have been repeated in some cases, like the blessed verse “ Which
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then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny? ” that has been repeated
thirty one times in Sūrat al-Rah mā n. Even if every verse acquires its own
special meaning with every repetition, the role of every repetition in
producing more profound effects on the hearts cannot be denied. In our daily
actions repetition plays a considerable role in changing behavior and
producing either good or bad habits.
It has been narrated that when the Qur’anic verse, “ And enjoin prayer on
your followers, and steadily adhere to it; We do not ask you for subsistence,
and the (good) end is for guarding against evil; ” 1 was revealed, the Prophet
(s ) used to go to ‘Alī’s (‘a) house for eight successive months and used to
state, “Prayer! Allah’s mercy be upon thee, ‘Allah has willed to drive away
uncleanliness from you the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and keep you pure’.”
(If the Prophet (s ) used to go to ‘Alī’s (‘a) once every day, it can be
inferred that this action was repeated two hundred and forty times, despite
that this action was apparently repeated five times a day.)
The outcome of the Prophet’s (s ) statement is that if man does not know
what actions lead him towards prosperity and which ones lead him to
perdition, he gets entangled in sin in the end and if death catches him while
committing vice, he has earned the worst losses for his soul and he has lost
the gem of life and existence, youth and divine gifts in the way of sin and in
return has earned nothing save destruction. It is for this reason that the Noble
Prophet (s ) states that you should fear lest the hour of death comes while
you are committing sin and get your soul in that state. In that case, you
forever do not have another opportunity to make up for your sins and it will
remain available in your record, because no permission will be given to any
to return to the world.
With regard to this, the Qur’an states:
ِ
ِ
ﺻــﺎﻟِ ًﺤﺎ ﻓِﻴﻤــﺎ ﺗَـ َﺮ ْﻛــﺖ َﻛــﻼﱠ اِﻧﱠـ َﻬــﺎ َﻛﻠِ َﻤــﺔ ُﻫــﻮ
َ ﴿ َﺣﺘّــﯽ ا ذَا ﺟــﺎء اَ َﺣــ َﺪ ُﻫﻢ اﻟ َْﻤـْـﻮ ت ﻗــﺎلَر ﱢب ْارﺟ ُﻌــﻮن * ﻟ ََﻌﻠﱢــﻲ اَ ْﻋ َﻤــﻞ
﴾ ...ﻗَﺎﺋِﻠُ َﻬﺎ

“ Until when death overtakes one of them, he says: ‘Send me back,
my Lord, send me back; haply I may do good in that which I have

1

Sūrat T ā Hā 20:132.
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left.’ By no means! it is a (mere) word that he speaks; and before
them is a barrier until the day they are raised…” 1
Man will abstain from sin if at the time of committing vice he thinks about
this point that it is likely for the hour of death to arrive while he is in a sinful
state. Supposing that man too earns a lot of profit in his illicit businesses and
transactions and leaves it as inheritance for his heirs, will it bear him any
good? Are they not going to utilize this inheritance for their own pleasureseeking and forget about him? Even though they were to praise him, what
benefit has it got for his condition? On the other hand, he will meet Allah
with all his errors and offences. Now, what pretexts has he got to present to
Allah? He who knew that what he was doing was prohibited [h ar ā m] and is
contrary to the orders of Allah and proof had been made complete upon him,
what pretexts is he going to present in the presence of Allah and what
response is he going to give to the fire that will be dropped upon him?
“O Abū Dharr! I have never seen a fire like the fire of Hell, which
[even] the sleeping seek to run away from, and I have never seen
[anything] like Heaven, which is desired by even the sleeping.”
The need for appreciating life
“O Abū Dharr! Be more miserly with your life than [you are] with
your money and wealth.”
If a person saves money with a lot of difficulty and effort, does he freely
place it at the disposal of other people? For the reason that he expended a lot
of effort for its acquisition, he does not easily lose it and knows its value. On
the contrary, it is likely that without feeling the slightest loss, man spends
hours of his life pursuing vanity. In other words, it is likely for one to be
mean with his money but not be miserly with his life despite the fact that the
value of life cannot be compared to the value of money.
If the life of a person falls in danger, he is ready to spend many times all his
belongings in order to save his life. Suppose that all gold, silver and diamond
mines were at the disposal of an individual and it is said to him that he ought
to give up all his life in order to stay alive. Does he not give it up?
Man desires worldly facilities for his own use, now of what benefit are they
if he does not stay alive? For this reason, his life has more value than all the
wealth of the world. Why then are you losing this precious asset freely? Not
1

Sūrat al-Mu’minūn 23:99-100.
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only do you lose it freely, but sometimes earn divine wrath in return for it? If
losing money in the free air is not a wise action, how then can losing life
freely in pursuit of transient passions be wise?
Do not put this invaluable asset at the free disposal of companion, friend,
wife and friends. Do not squander it in vain activities for the sake of pleasing
others, worse is that you should waste it on committing transgressions and
sins. Yes, if for the good pleasure of Allah man expends his life pleasing
others, gladdening his wife and children and his believing brother and/or on
alleviating the needs of a believer, not only has he not freely lost his life but
has earned the good pleasure of Allah whose value is more than the whole
world. But it is not rational to expend life which is worth the whole world for
the sake of amusing and entertaining this one and that one, because in this
instance you will have lost it freely.
Discharging duties on time and not being anxious about the following
day
“O Abū Dharr! Does anyone of you expect something other than
wealth which leads to disobedience, or poverty which results in
forgetting Allah, or sickness which ruins his body or old age which
withholds him from activity, or death which arrives hurriedly, or the
arrival of the seditious imposter, or the approach of the Day of
Resurrection which is more dreadful and bitter.”
These expressions are another emphasis on making the most of opportunities
in the direction of discharging obligations. If man does not employ the
energy and opportunities that are at his disposal to fulfill his divine duties
now, then which opportunities is he waiting for? These sentences are a
warning to people who, when it is requested of them to discharge their
obligations, respond that there is plenty of time for fulfilling responsibilities.
What day are you waiting for in order to make up for the past and discharge
your duties that you remain idle [today] and put off your work until later, or
get occupied in pursuing vain activities, or Allah forbid, you get absorbed in
sin? For instance, during the period of poverty and want, man waits for the
encumbrances of the period of poverty to be overcome and become rich and
then discharge his duties. Despite that may be wealth and needlessness may
have worse demands than poverty and lead you to disobedience, because
man becomes defiant when he perceives himself needless.
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ِ ِ
﴾ اﺳﺘَـ ْﻐﻨﯽ
ْ  * اَ ن َرآﻩ،ﺴﺎن ﻟَﻴَﻄْﻐﯽ
َ ْ﴿ َﻛﻼ ا ﱠن اﻻﻧ

“ Nay! Man is most surely inordinate, because he sees himself free
from want.” 1
Do you during the period of needlessness and wealth wait for the
encumbrances that have been brought about by your money and wealth to be
removed and for the period of poverty and want to arrive so as to discharge
your duties? Do you imagine that the loss of your wealth will reduce the
encumbrances of your work and life and you can hence discharge your duties
with ease? All too often, poverty results in forgetting goals and perfections
and occupies all your time that you forget about perfection and spirituality.
When you are healthy you imagine that man remembers Allah more during
the period of illness, despite that this has no universality; it is not always true
that man gets busy with invocation of Allah, supplication and betaking to the
Infallibles (‘a) when he is sick. Sometimes, illness gets so predominant on
man that it robs him of the vigor to discharge acts of devotion.
During the age of youth, you tell yourself to let the passion of youthful pride
and mischief get quenched and then you will discharge the acts of devotion
when old age arrives, negligent of the fact that you will get besieged by the
reduction of ability and strength and will not be able to fulfill your duties.
Therefore, when do you intend to discharge your obligations? When your
death arrives? Or, when the seditious imposter comes?
The term ‘dajjā l (the seditious imposter)’ denotes the liquid of a goldsmith
and is applied to a very deceptive person too, in the same way that the
appearance of a lying person is deceptively attractive and entices others to
himself by his hypocrisy and dissimulation.
In the h adīths, ‘dajjā l’ denotes wickedness and mischievousness. In any
case, the Prophet’s (s ) intention may be one of these two meanings below:
1. The person who will appear at the end of time and cause sedition and
wickedness.
2. The intention may not be a particular person, but every deceitful and
fraudulent person: people who deceive others by means of enhancing their
appearances and who attract others to themselves by means of their
hypocrisy and dissimulation are instances of the dajjā l and people who cause
1

Sūrat al-‘Alaq 96:6-7.
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deviations among the people by presenting falsehood as right and right as
falsehood.
The dajjā l causes truth and falsehood to get so intertwined [with each other]
that separating one from the other is impossible. That is why the Prophet
(s ) emphasizes that until you can distinguish right from falsehood, make
the most of the opportunity and act upon what is right and be bound to its
demands and needs, lest a day arrives when you will be misled and the way
of guidance is closed in front of you; this is the worst occurrence that awaits
man, most deplorable and more bitter than everything else is waiting for the
Day of Resurrection.
In this saying, the Noble Prophet (s ) warns man about the dangers of the
future and embodies them for him, and mentions this possibility that it is
likely for the problems of the future to be more than those of today; it is
therefore fair for man to make the most of his opportunities today, and not
play for time. ?
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CASTIGATING THE ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE FOR
WORLDLY GOALS
The consequences of not acting upon knowledge and attaining social
rank by means of it
In this section the Prophet (s ) has addressed the scholars; His Holiness
urges the scholars to conform their actions to their knowledge and reminds
them about the ill-effects of not conforming conduct to knowledge.
Even if His Holiness’ statements are clear and need no expounding, but for
the sake of making this issue more transparent so as to make it clearer in the
hearts, we will hint at some of the h adīths whose purport is the same as that
of the Noble Prophet’s (s ) statements. But before that we shall be reminded
that from the Islamic point of view a rational man cannot be without
responsibilities, but the standards and limitations of obligations differ.
Therefore, an ignorant man and a scholar equally have responsibilities, even
though the burdens of a scholar are more than those of an ignorant man.
Therefore, for the reason that the ignorant man has obligations too, he is
obliged to learn the divine duties and religious issues of his needs and not
knowing religious issues does not result in man being divested of religious
duties, that is why Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states:
“On the Day of Resurrection, when Allah’s slave who did not fulfill
his duties [in the world] is called for questioning, Allah, the Exalted,
will ask him, ‘Were you aware of your duties and obligations?’ If in
response he says, ‘Yes, I was aware of my duties’, Allah will say,
‘Why did you not act upon that which you were aware of?’ And if
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the slave says, ‘I was an ignorant man’, Allah will say, ‘Why did you
not go to learn your responsibilities so as to act upon them…’”1
The basic difference between a scholar and an ignorant man is that Allah’s
divine proof has fully been presented to him and no pretexts will be accepted
for his not discharging his responsibilities, and he will [even] be dealt with in
a more strict manner than the ignorant.
With regard to this, Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states:
“Seventy sins of an ignorant man will be forgiven before one sin of a
scholar is forgiven…”2
It ought not to be imagined that quitting education is better in order not to be
worse off than the ignorant, because one who fled from acquiring knowledge
and awareness will be asked too [why they did so] and responsibility will not
be divested of him because of his taking flight from education. In addition to
that, why ought we not to be among those scholars who act upon their
knowledge and will get envied in the hereafter in the same way that other
people used to envy them in the world?
In our sources of h adīth, a great deal of sections with different titles have
been recorded with regard to the virtue of acquiring knowledge, to the extent
that it has been recorded in some of the h adīths that even the birds of the
air and the fish of the sea and the animals of the wilderness all seek Allah’s
forgiveness for a person who is seeking divine knowledge.
For every reason His Holiness’ sates in this section that a scholar whose
actions are not in accord with his knowledge will be in the worst position and
rank on the Day of Resurrection and will not smell the sweet scent of
paradise. All too often [it occurs that] a person who embarks upon
acquisition of knowledge initially does so with the intention of serving the
religion and discharging his obligations but encumbrances crop up along the
way; However, some people do not have a divine intention and objective
from the beginning. Not only do they lack sincerity, but have ill-intentions as
well, like acquiring knowledge for the sake of attracting other people’s
attention and respect and acquiring social rank and popularity. It is natural
that right from the beginning such an individual is heading towards deviation

1
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and collapse and consequently gets entangled in the filth of meanness and
misery and will not smell the scent of paradise on the Day of Resurrection.
It is likely that a person who goes to learn secular knowledge for the sake of
attaining position, opportunity and the acquisition of daily bread does not get
reproached and blamed, but a person who learns divine sciences, which have
been designed for the prosperity of the hereafter, for the sake of attaining the
world deserves to be castigated. In reality, such an individual believes that
the position and status of the world is higher than that of the hereafter. In
other words, he has believed in the primacy of the world and not that of
religion. This thought is a result of lack of faith in the basic principles and
values of religion and has no end save being driven away from Allah, as the
Prophet states:
“A person whose knowledge and awareness have been increased but
[he] has not become detached from the world has in fact got very far
from Allah.”1
The consequences of acquiring knowledge for the sake of deceiving
others
“O Abū Dharr! A person who acquires knowledge for the sake of
deceiving people will not smell the sweet scent of paradise.”
Some people not only embark upon acquiring knowledge for the sake of
attaining fame and position but worse than that, they get education in order to
deceive and mislead people.
Up to this section of the h adīth, mention has been made about the
importance of harmonizing our actions in accord with our knowledge and
purifying the intention: that man ought to conceive of what intention he has
when he embarks upon the acquisition of knowledge and should not let evil
intentions appear in his heart. He ought not to set out gathering knowledge
for the sake of titles such as ‘H ujjat al-Islām’, ‘Āyatullāh’, ‘Philosopher’
[fīlsūf] and ‘Interpreter of the Qur’an’ [mufassir] and attracting the people’s
respect [and attention].
Maybe people who take the trouble of getting education for the sake of
attaining fame imagine that every person who is more popular among the
people is more beloved by Allah too. This illusion is vain and void. Has
every one who is popular among the people discharged his responsibilities in
1
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order for him to be beloved by Allah and [thus] attain prosperity? Even if he
is very popular among the people, he is still the most ashamed and disgraced
of all people in the sight of Allah because the criteria of man’s works are
knowledge, action and piety. The standard of judgment is that man ought to
be beloved by Allah, not by the people.
Admitting ignorance is a quality of the divine scholars
In a h adīth, the Prophet (s ) states:
“Every person who learns divine knowledge, which is supposed to be
learnt only for [the good pleasure of] Allah, for attaining worldly
goals and position will not smell the sweet scent of paradise on the
Day of Resurrection.”1
“O Abū Dharr! Whenever they ask you about something which you
do not know, say that you do not know so as to remain safe and do
not pronounce an edict over what you have no knowledge of in order
to escape Allah’s wrath on the Day of Resurrection. (It is not
permissible for man to say that of which he has no knowledge, all
too often, that word becomes a cause of deviation).”
One of the greatest misfortunes which a scholarly man may be afflicted by is
feeling ashamed to admit his ignorance when he does not know something.
This confession is very easy for an ignorant man, but man evades saying “I
do not know” when he is known as an academic. When they ask him
something that he does not know, it is hard for him to let the question go
unanswered because he fears lest the people speculate about the authenticity
of his scholarly credentials if he does not know the answer to questions.
What wrong is there with saying that I do not know in response to the
people’s questions? Has it been made incumbent upon the people to know
everything? Only Allah knows everything and the others have only used a
drop of His knowledge, as has been stated in the Qur’an:
﴾  َوَﻣﺎ أُ وﺗِﻴﺘُﻢ ِﻣﻦ اﻟ ِْﻌﻠْﻢ اﻻﱠ ﻗَﻠﻴِﻼ... ﴿

“ … and you are not given out of knowledge but a little.” 2

1
2
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The late ‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī, may Allah be pleased with him, used to
hold class sessions on Thursday and Friday nights which were attended by a
number of his students and philosophical and non-philosophical discussions
were held. If we had any questions to ask, we used to present them before the
class session or along the way [when going back home after class]. One night
along the way I asked him a philosophical question. He answered, “I do not
know.” I asked a second question, to which he easily replied that he did not
know, then after a moment’s reflection, said, “Can a response be presented in
this form?” Then, he propounded an agreeable and satisfying answer. That
night, he stated, “We ought to compare the things unknown to us with the
things known to Allah. It is in that case that we will perceive that we do not
know anything and the things unknown to us are like the known to Allah,
endless.”
This is the way of those who have been trained in the school of thought of
the Prophets (‘a) and the saints [awliyā’] of Allah, that if they were not
certain about anything, they gave a doubtful response. All too often, the
answers he used to give us were more convincing than the ones we had, but
if he was not certain and fully convinced, he was bound to initially say, “I do
not know.” In reality, this way had been attained as a result of fighting
against the carnal soul and subduing it.
This is the method of people who have spent sixty or seventy years of their
blessed lives along the course of purification of the soul, teaching and
learning. In any case, after we have learnt [only] a few words and
expressions, it is hard for us to say that we do not know when we return to
our cities. We ought to practice and accustom ourselves to easily admitting
ignorance when we do not know something, and if we have doubts, to say
that what we are offering is a possible response. In this case, we will have
freed ourselves from the troubles of the hereafter.
Man’s biggest regret on the Day of Resurrection
“O Abū Dharr! A group of the dwellers of heaven will glance [down]
upon the inmates of the fire and ask them, ‘What made you enter
hell? Despite that we entered heaven as a result of your teaching and
training us.’ In response, they will say, ‘We enjoined others to
perform good works but we ourselves did not do what we advised
others to do’.”
One of the scenes which has been described in the Qur’an is that the dwellers
of heaven are at a higher level above the inmates of the infernal hell fire and
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see them and talk to them, as if paradise is situated at an elevated place and
hell is positioned at a low place, and that is why the dwellers of the Garden
are at a higher level.
The Qur’an’s expression is that sometimes the dwellers of heaven address the
dwellers of hell and sometimes the dwellers of hell address the dwellers of
paradise:
ـﻞ َو َﺟـ ْﺪﺗُ ْﻢ َﻣـﺎ َو َﻋـ َﺪ َرﺑﱡ ُﻜـ ْﻢ َﺣﻘـﺎ
ْ ْﺠﻨ ِﱠﺔ أ
ْ ﴿ َوﻧَﺎدی أ
َ َﺻ َﺤ
ُ َﺻ َﺤ
َ ﺎب اﻟ
ْ ﺎب اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ِر أَ ْن ﻗَ ْﺪ َو َﺟ ْﺪﻧَﺎ َﻣﺎ َو َﻋ َﺪﻧَﺎ َرﺑﱡـﻨَـﺎ َﺣﻘـﺎ ﻓَـ َﻬ
﴾ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻧَـ َﻌﻢ ﻓَﺄَ ﱠذن ُﻣَﺆ ﱢذن ﺑَـ ْﻴـﻨَـ ُﻬﻢ أَ ن ﻟ َْﻌﻨَﺔ اﷲ َﻋﻠﯽ اﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟِ ِﻤﻴﻦ

“ And the dwellers of the garden will call out to the inmates of the
fire, ‘Surely we have found what our Lord promised us to be true;
have you found what your Lord promised to be true? ’ They will say,
‘Yes.’ Then a crier will cry out among them that the curse of Allah is
on the unjust.” 1
Yes, as has been recorded in the h adīth, the dwellers of hell will address a
group of the inmates of the Fire saying, “We attained paradise thanks to the
guidance, teaching and training which you gave us, what happened to you
that you got caught up in Allah’s retribution?” They will respond with regret
and remorse, saying, “We did not discharge what we enjoined others to do,
we invited you to perform good works but we ourselves did not do what we
said. We advised you to fulfill the recommendable works, but we ourselves
did not execute them. We guided you away from sin and gossip, but we
ourselves got contaminated by sin and gossip. You listened to our words and
executed them and earned a place in that lofty abode, but we got entangled in
this miserable and painful fate in spite of all our knowledge.”
This remorse and contrition is the destiny of people who did not discharge
their obligations. This regret is certainly more painful than burning in divine
retribution, because spiritual torture is more painful than physical torture.
The pain of rejoicing at an enemy’s failure is more than that of physical
torture and burning.
It is painful for man to feel that others found their way to the garden of bliss
as a result of his guidance and he got into the predicament of hell despite the
fact that he could have attained higher heights by means of his knowledge,
and his disciples sit [in heaven] watching him. They are enjoying the
1
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pleasures and comforts of the Garden and he is being tormented in the Fire. If
he did not have any torment, besides being deprived of the blessings that are
at the disposal of his followers, this would be enough for him.
With due attention to the points which have been mentioned in this noble
h adīth, we have to initially correct our intention and embark upon the
acquisition of knowledge for [the good pleasure of] Allah and discharging
our responsibilities and execute what we say right from the outset so as to
make this habit firm in ourselves and be able to discharge our duties as we
acquire more information. If at the outset we build the foundation upon
laziness and heedlessness, we initially quit discharging a work and later on
another duty until the habit of disobedience gets strengthened in us and
fighting against the carnal soul is going to be hard later on.
The categories of scholars in the words of ‘Alī (‘a)
“Scholars are of two kinds; the first kind is the scholar whose actions
match his knowledge and he becomes prosperous.
“The second type is the academic whose works do not correspond
with his knowledge and he falls into perdition and without doubt the
dwellers of hell will be bothered by the bad smell of a scholar
without good deeds. Verily, the most regretful and remorseful of the
people of hell is the person who calls another one towards Allah and
the other one accepts the invitation and obeys Allah and thereafter
Allah makes him enter paradise, while the caller [himself] is taken to
the eternal Fire because of not doing what he said [acting upon his
knowledge].”1
In an inspired h adīth, Allah addresses Prophet David (‘a):
“The least punishment which I inflict on a scholar without works
(good deeds) is harder than seventy punishments or requitals, and
that is getting the sweetness of supplication away from him (and
after that he does not derive pleasure from remembrance of me)…”2
?

1
2

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 2, p. 34.
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The Greatness of the Rights of Allah and the Infiniteness of
His Blessings
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The Shortness of Life and the Immortality of Good and
Bad Works
a) The Embodiment of Man’s Worldly Works on the Day of
Resurrection
b) The Suddenness of Death Is a Cause of Vigilance and
Wakefulness
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The Pre-ordination of Man’s Sustenance and Its
Inaccessibility to Others

•

The Unity of Divine Actions [Tawh īd-i Af‘ālī] and the
Source of Allah’s Beneficence

THE MAGNIFICENCE AND MAGNITUDE OF THE RIGHTS
OF ALLAH’S BLESSINGS AND THE NEED FOR ATTENTION
TO OBLIGATIONS
The greatness of the rights of Allah and the infiniteness of His blessings
“O Abū Dharr! Allah’s rights are higher than people could manage to
discharge and his gifts are more than can be counted by His slaves,
but you ought to acknowledge your faults every morning and every
evening when you offer repentance.”
In this section, the discussion pivots on bringing a sense of responsibility and
performing duties. After man has understood that he ought to make use of his
life, and knew that for the purpose of deriving optimum benefit from his life,
time, and leisure, he ought to be knowledgeable; the turn comes for inducing
a sense of motivation and activity in an individual and understanding how
this motivation arises in man. In order to bring about ambition, it is necessary
to pay attention to this point that Allah has rights upon His slaves and for this
reason man finds himself obligated to Allah. Man conceives with his intellect
and natural disposition that if someone had a right on him, he ought to honor
that right and every intelligent man knows that Allah, the Exalted, has the
highest right upon him.
Once man has realized that all the gifts which he enjoys, ranging from the
origin of existence and life to the rest of the gifts, material and spiritual, are
all from Allah, the Exalted, it is not possible for him to forget his devotional
duties. He knows that he ought to be thankful and appreciative to the
Provider of these graces and this in itself is an incentive which drives a
believer to action. That is the reason why in the first sentence of this section
of the h adīth the Prophet (s ) hints at the rights of Allah on mankind and
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states that man can never ever manage to thank Allah and discharge divine
rights fully.
Once man has understood that by expending all his life, he still remains
unsuccessful at performing divine rights and thanking Allah for His
blessings, he always ought to perceive himself as indebted, even if he has not
committed any sin, divine rights are incumbent upon him and he ought to
fulfill them, lest the devil deceive him into imagining that he has a claim on
Allah. If man, with the grace of Allah, were successful at fulfilling his
obligations, he ought not pride himself and boastfully thank Allah that he
does not commit sin! He gets afflicted by heedlessness and self-admiration.
Therefore, it has to be known that man cannot manage to discharge Allah’s
rights and thank Him for His graces, as Allah states:
ِ
ِ
﴾ ...ﻮﻫﺎ
َ ﺼ
ُ ﴿ َوا ن ﺗَـ ُﻌﺪﱡوا ﻧ ْﻌﻤﺔ اﷲ ﻻ ﺗُ ْﺤ

“ And if you would count the blessings of Allah’s favors, you will not
be able to number them…” 1
Supposing that man were able to count Allah’s favors, he would still not be
able to discharge the right of any one of them. Even if he were to content
himself with saying one ‘Praise be to Allah’, he still has not discharged the
right of thanking Allah for it because just saying ‘Praise be to Allah’ is a
grace and favor that Allah has granted unto him, and itself stands in need of
thanksgiving. Therefore, for every thanksgiving, there is [yet] another
incumbent thanksgiving. That is to say, if we were to [repeatedly] say
‘Thanks be to Allah’ up to the Day of Resurrection, we still would not have
discharged the right of one ‘Praise be to Allah’, therefore, how can we be
able to fulfill the rights of all these graces which creatures are not able to
count?
Attention to this point that the graces of Allah are uncountable and He has a
lot of rights upon man inspires a feeling of modesty and humility in man who
still feels indebted to Allah even if he has not perpetrated any sin.
Therefore, if man cannot fulfill all the thanksgiving for Allah’s graces and
discharge His rights, the greatest work he can do is to preserve the condition
of repentance and quitting the small sins, humble submissiveness to Allah
and acknowledging sin and dereliction of duty. This in itself withholds man
from pride and delusion, because when man gets deviated from the correct
1

Sūrat al-Nah l 16:17.
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path, he gets stricken by materialism, complacency and self-indulgence, and
when he gets guided to the correct path and performance of duties for the
first time, he gets afflicted by pride and egotism. He compares himself with
the others and tells himself that people do not know the value of Allah’s
favors and are contaminated by sin, but we have been successful at
discharging [divine] duties and appreciating blessings!
Therefore, despite that we ought to be responsible and practical people with
regard to our duties, we ought not to be stricken by pride; this is the greatest
lesson of edification of character that can be deduced from the words of the
Ahl al-Bayt (‘a).
In this same section, the Noble Prophet (s ) besides encouraging work and
effort and discharging of abilities and perceiving the importance of the rights
of Allah, he warns against being afflicted by pride and self-admiration.
The shortness of life and the immortality of good and bad works
“O Abū Dharr! In the passing of the day and night, you have a life
that is always heading towards diminution, and your works remain
preserved and suddenly death arrives and in that case every person
who performs good works will reap good results and every person
who does a bad work will harvest regret and every farmer reaps what
he sows.”
One point which impels man to work and make effort and brings to
appearance the incentive to be active and perform duties is attention to this
point that life is in the process of being spent. Whether we like it or not, our
life gets decreased with every breath we take and we cannot manage to bring
the wheel of time to a halt and seconds cannot be turned back and in the
words of ‘Alī ibn Abī T ālib (‘a):
“Every breath man takes is a step towards death.”1
We ought to be careful not to lose this capital freely, a capital that is always
decreasing and wearing out, until death arrives and there is no running away
from it, as Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“… A person who fears death does not escape it and he who loves to
stay alive forever will not live forever.”2
1
2
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The only way of preventing the loss of life is a profitable transaction and
what better transaction than that man should build his heaven by means of his
life, because that is the only capital which can purchase the value of life, as
Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“Is there no free man who can leave this chewed morsel (of the
world) to those who like it? Certainly, the only price for yourselves
is paradise. Therefore, do not sell yourself except for paradise.”1
Therefore, what losers are people who bargain their great [and] priceless
asset of life with the fire of Allah’s wrath! Perhaps those who expend their
lives in pursuing vanity imagine that with the passage of life, their works also
vanish. What void imagination! Even if this inebriety is a transitory and
passing intoxication, and [it is] the inebriety of the Day of Resurrection
which is everlasting; but still man’s works remain conserved because works
have a connection with man’s soul and Allah, the Exalted. Even though we
live in an inebriety which is heading towards diminution, but still we have a
relationship with the eternal world and our works will be stored there.
a) The embodiment of man’s worldly works on the Day of Resurrection
One of the acknowledged principles in regard to the Day of Resurrection is
the preservation and embodiment of deeds, which has been hinted at by Allah
in the Qur’an; amongst which is:
ِ ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
ﺻـﻐﻴَﺰة
َ ﴿ َوُوﺿﻊ اﻟْﮑﺘَﺎب ﻓَـﺘَـَﺮ ی اﻟ ُْﻤ ْﺠ ِﺮﻣﻴﻦ ُﻣ ْﺸﻔﻘﻴﻦ ﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ ﻓﻴﻪ وﻳـ ُﻘﻮﻟُﻮن ﻳَـﺎ وﻳـﻠَﺘَـﻨَـﺎ َﻣـﺎل َﻫـ َﺬا اﻟْﮑﺘَـﺎب ﻻ ﻳﻐـﺎد ر
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
﴾ َﺣ ًﺪا
َﺼ
ْ َوﻻ َﮐﺒﻴَﺮة اﻻﱠ أ
َ َﺣ
َ ﺎﻫﺎ َوَو َﺟُﺪ وا ﻣﺎ َﻋﻤﻠُﻮا ﺣﺎﺿ ًﺮا َوﻻ ﻳﻈْﻠﻢ َرﺑﱡﻚ أ

“ And the Book shall be placed, then you will see the guilty fearing
from what is in it, and they will say, ‘Ah! Woe to us! What a book
this is! It does not omit a small one nor a great one, but numbers
them all; ’ and what they had done they shall find present there; and
your Lord does not deal unjustly with anyone.” 2

1
2
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At another juncture it states:
﴾ ﺎل ذَ ﱠرةٍ َﺷﺮا ﻳـ َﺮﻩ
َ ﴿ ﻓَ َﻤﻦ ﻳـ ْﻌ َﻤﻞ ِﻣﺜْـ َﻘﺎل ذَ ﱠرة * ﻳـ َﺮﻩ َوَﻣﻦ ﻳـ ْﻌ َﻤ ْﻞ ِﻣﺜْـ َﻘ

“ So he who has done an atom’s weight of good shall see it. And he
who has done an atom’s weight of evil shall see it.” 1
b) The suddenness of death is a cause of vigilance and wakefulness
No man knows up to when he is going to remain alive and when his hour of
death arrives, as the Qur’an states:
ِ  وﻣﺎ ﺗَْﺪ ري ﻧَـ ْﻔﺲ ﻣﺎ ذَا ﺗَﮑ... ﴿
﴾ ...ْر ض ﺗَ ُﻤﻮت
َي أ
ْﺴﺐ ﻏَ ًﺪا َوَﻣﺎ ﺗَْﺪ ري ﻧَـ ْﻔﺲ ﺑِﺄ ﱢ
َ
ََ

“ … And no one knows what he shall earn on the morrow; and no
one knows in what land he shall die…” 2
One of Allah’s graces is that no man knows the time of his death, because if
we knew when our hour of death arrives, we would get more afflicted by
pride and egoism. Of course, knowing or not knowing the time of death
makes no difference for those [people] who have high spiritual capacities and
are always reflecting about discharging responsibilities. It is possible for
Allah to announce to them when their hour of death arrives, although it is far
from wisdom for Allah to announce the hour of death to us for whom
knowing the hour of death would result in more procrastination and [our]
putting off duties. Divine wisdom necessitates that we always ought to be
concerned that perhaps the hour of death will arrive [just] one moment later
and it is in this instance that we can make better use of our lives.
The pre-ordination of man’s sustenance and its inaccessibility to others
“O Abū Dharr! The position of one who does not hurry will not be
taken away by another man and the covetous greedy person will not
attain what has not been ordained for him.”
Man is confronted by two great calamities in life; the first is that life compels
him to pursue his needs and wants, as a result of which he is stopped from
fulfilling his duties, and the second is that when he succeeds at discharging
divine duties, he gets afflicted by pride and self-admiration which is a fire
1
2
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that exterminates (good) works. A way of preventing these calamities has to
be thought out.
Some people imagine that discharging their obligations impedes on their
lives. They imagine that getting busy with the world is a need which cannot
be avoided and this in itself is a hurdle for performing divine and religious
responsibilities; these excuses and pretexts are the devil’s temptations. What
eliminates these temptations is attention to this point that Allah, the Exalted,
has predestined a determined subsistence for every person and no matter how
hard man strives, he will not attain more than what has been ordained for
him.
One of the doctrines which has been mentioned in the Book and the
Prophet’s (s ) sayings and paying attention to it is incumbent upon man is
the issue of the pre-ordination of sustenance and we currently intend to
explicate the notion of the pre-ordination of sustenance and that man is not
responsible for his subsistence, whether he strives or not. We will briefly
mention that in religious sciences, importance has been accorded to this
issue.
In a lot of instances in “Nahj al-Balā ghah” mention has been made of the
subject of the pre-ordination of sustenance. It has been mentioned in this very
h adīth that if man is lazy at acquiring his sustenance, another person
consumes his subsistence and if a person has a lot of greed at collecting
possessions and strives very hard to acquire a greater share for himself, he
will not attain what has not been ordained. Therefore, attention to this point
forestalls the devil’s temptations.
When the devil intends to stop man from discharging his divine duties and
seduces him to currently be pursuing bread and water (daily sustenance), he
ought to hit the devil’s mouth and say, “Keep quiet! My sustenance is
preordained and will not be allotted to someone else.” Of course, this belief
is attained when man has perfect certitude about the preordination of
sustenance by Allah, the Exalted.
What has been said about Allah, pre-ordaining the sustenance of individuals,
does not imply that man ought to stop striving for his daily sustenance and
say that Allah will grant him his sustenance. It has been discussed in its
proper place that man ought to strive to alleviate his needs and Allah is
disgusted by lazy and self-indulgent people.
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The discourse about the preordination of sustenance is for people who get
seduced by the deceptions and temptations of the devil, they imagine that if
they strive to discharge divine duties, they along with their wives and
children will die of hunger. Allah is greater than that he should leave hungry
a person who is trudging the course of devotion.
The unity of divine actions [tawh īd-i af‘ālī] and the source of Allah’s
beneficence
“Every person who attains good has been granted it by Allah and
every person who remains safe from harm has been protected by
Allah.”
Another point worth mentioning is that once we get successful at discharging
divine duties, performing acts of worship and fleeing from sins, we ought not
to imagine that we are very worthy people because Allah is the origin of
every good work which is performed by us. It is He who grants us the favor
to perform good works and to keep aloof from sin.
Whatever worldly good naturally comes to us with or without effort is from
Allah and also it is Allah who wards calamities off. The root of this
conviction and perception manifests itself in belief in the unity of divine
actions [tawh īd-i af‘ā lī] that man ought to perceive all good and good
works as coming from Allah and also know Him as the Repellant of vices
and evil.
The discussion about the unity of divine actions enjoys great importance and
it can be said that all the issues about divine decree and pre-destination
[qad ā wa qadar] and the like have been said themselves to be prerequisites
for man’s belief in the unity of divine actions.
The benefit of paying due attention to the unity of divine actions is that pride,
self-admiration and egotism get erased from the inside of man and in reality
attention to the unity of divine actions is a cure for a lot of ethical vices;
amongst them laziness, indolence, jealousy and a feeling of inferiority. With
attention to the unity of divine actions, no ground remains for jealousy and
no ground remains for either pride or lowliness. When man sees himself in
connection with Allah, he does not feel inferior. Likewise, a person who
perceives Allah’s greatness does not feel egoistic because he believes
everything as coming from Allah. Likewise, if man were to believe that all
powers come from Allah and man cannot advance in his work save with
Allah’s permission, he does not fear any one. Once he has believed that Allah
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is the Source of all good and no one attains good without His permission, he
no longer puts his hope in other than Allah and only trusts in Allah. ?

LESSON SEVEN

THE VIGILANCE AND ALERTNESS
OF
A BELIEVER

•

Companionship with the Pious and Religious Scholars, and
the Difference of Sin in the Perception of a Believer and an
Infidel

•

The Need for Choosing a Worthy Friend and Perceiving
Sin as Great

•

The Danger of Unrestrained Scholars and Unwise and
Foolish Ignorant People

•

Paying Heed to Sin and Considering It as Great Is a Result
of Allah’s Grace and Favor

•

The Need for Paying Heed to the Greatness of the One who
is being Disobeyed, not the Smallness of Sin

THE VIGILANCE AND ALERTNESS OF A BELIEVER
Companionship with the pious and religious scholars, and the
difference of sin in the perception of a believer and an infidel
“O Abū Dharr! The pious are honorable and the religious scholars
are the guides. Companionship with them results in the increase of
knowledge and virtue. A believer perceives his sin as a frightful cliff
which he fears will come down crumbling upon him while the infidel
conceives his sin as a fly which passes across his nose.”
In the previous statements, the Prophet (s ) has informed man about his
sensitive circumstances, the value of his life and the importance of the
moments of his life and has cautioned him against laziness, idleness and
indifference and [counseled him] to consider the issues of life with a sense of
responsibility. It has been emphasized that man ought to make use of
opportunities and not put off today’s work until tomorrow. Now the question
arises as to what is the best way of utilizing our lives and what is the first
step on the spiritual journey towards Allah?
Incontrovertibly, the first step towards appreciating life and spiritual wayfaring is abstinence from sin, for the reason that man who is contaminated by
sin cannot attain any success and the value of man’s life lies in his not being
tainted by sin.
For this reason sin, no matter how small it is, is a cause of destruction, even
if man performs a lot of worship alongside it. A person who sins alongside
his acts of worship is similar to a person who has a torn bag and no matter
how much money he puts in it, it comes out falling through the hole. Or, he is
like a person who harvests his produce and then afterwards sets it on fire!?
Because sins are like fire that is tossed on our works.
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Therefore, the first stride to take is to know sins and to avoid them and to
repent once we commit transgressions and seek Allah’s help and that of His
saints [awliyā’] so as to be successful at not being contaminated by sin.
The need for choosing a worthy friend and perceiving sin as great
In the Prophet’s (s ) point of view, a man trudging the course towards
perfection needs two things: one is a worthy friend and the other is
conceiving sin as great and keeping himself aloof from it. Perhaps the
medium between these two implies that selecting a good friend is a
prerequisite for perceiving sin as big and finally escaping from sin; and
choosing a bad friend is a requisite for getting even more polluted by sin,
because a good friend can be a source of a lot of graces and favors in the
same way that a bad friend is a cause of a great deal of aberrations and
deviations.
A good friend motivates man to conceive sin as great and to always consider
himself as ashamed and remorseful in the sight of Allah. Similarly, an
immoral friend perpetually encourages man to perceive transgression as
small; to such an extent that he does not feel ashamed of any sin.
In this section, the Prophet (s ) presents two criteria for selecting an
associate:
1. Having piety.
2. Awareness of the divine permissible things and the forbidden ones, in
other words, knowledge of the religion.
Companionship with an impious friend makes man perceive sin as light and
as a result of which he earns eternal perdition and loss; as the Qur’an quotes
some of the inmates of hell saying:
َﺿـﻠﱠﻨﻲ َﻋـﻦ اﻟـ ﱢﺬ ْﮐﺮ ﺑَـ ْﻌـﺪ اِ ذ َﺟـﺎﺋَﻨﻲ َو َﮐـﺎن اﻟ ﱠ
ﺴـﺎن
َ ﴿ ﻳﺎ وﻳـﻠَﺘَﻨﻲ ﻟﻴﺘَﻨِـﻲ ﻟَـﻢ أَﺗﱠ ِﺨـﺬ ﻓُﻼَﻧًـﺎ َﺧﻠِـﻴﻼ * ﻟَ َﻘـﺪ أ
َ ْﺸـﻴﻄَﺎن ﻟﻺﻧ
﴾ َﺧُﺬ وﻻ

“ O woe is me! Would that I had not taken such a one for a friend!
Certainly he led me astray from the reminder after it had come to
me; and Satan fails to aid man.” 1
In the same way that an impious friend is not worthy of making friendship
with, no plans for friendship have to be made with an ignorant person. Even
1

Sūrat al-Furqā n 25:28-29.
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if he intends to perform a good deed, he falls into error and deviation as a
result of ignorance. Therefore, in the same way that awareness and piety are
two wings for traversing the course of spiritual perfection and growth along
the path of right, they are also two good standards for selecting a companion.
It is for this reason that in his recommendation to Abū Dharr, the Noble
Prophet (s ) presents piety and religious scholarship as two criteria for
choosing an associate. Of course, it is proper that these two qualities are
combined in man, because man who intends to perform his duties without
being aware of his religion gets deceived by the Devil and the people, no
matter how holy he might be.
The danger of unrestrained scholars and unwise and foolish ignorant
people
In a well-known h adīth, the Prophet (s ) states:
“Two groups broke my back; a religious scholar who is unrestrained
in performing indecent deeds and a devoted worshiper who is
ignorant and uninformed.”1
Imām Khomeinī (‘a) used to state that sanctimonious people succeed at
discharging their devotional obligations but ignore their original duty, which
is acquiring knowledge. They travel the course with those same aberrant
inclinations of theirs and even insist and persist on it. The damage inflicted
upon Islam by these people is more than the damage inflicted by libertine
people. This category of people neither succeeds at anything nor lets other
people make progress, as Imām al-S ādiq states:
“A person who discharges his obligations without knowledge
produces more corruption and aberration than what he corrects.”2
Likewise, the unrestrained religious scholar who does not do as he says
deceives people as they respect him because of his knowledge while they
inflict blows on Islam as a result of impiety; blows which the ignorant can
never succeed at inflicting. It is for this reason that wherever piety has been
defined and praised, the idea has been righteousness which is accompanied
by knowledge, or else if these two get separated from each other, not only
will it not be profitable but detrimental as well. Also, if religious expertise
and knowledge have been praised, the purport has been religious expertise
1
2

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 2, p. 111, h adīth 25.
Ibid., vol. 1, p. 208.
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and knowledge accompanied by works, because the religious scholar who
does not put his knowledge into practice is a robber.
Allah, the Exalted, addresses Prophet David (‘a) thus:
“O David! Do not place as an intermediary between you and I a
religious scholar who has fallen in love with the world, because he
will prevent you from traversing the course of love of Me. Verily,
they are robbers on the highway ambushing Allah-seeking slaves.
The least punishment I inflict upon them is that I drive out of their
hearts the sweetness of supplication of Me.”1
A scholar without works is like a thief who robs a caravan in broad daylight.
He knows better how to outwit people because he has knowledge. Such an
academic is of no benefit to the religion; therefore, we ought to guard against
being fed with deception. Therefore, piety and religious expertise will be
effective and will result in the prosperity of the individual and society once
they co-occur. Companionship is permissible with people who, on the one
hand, have strengthened their piety, bondage to Allah, servitude and
obedience, and on the other hand, have succeeded at attaining religious
expertise and sciences. Rapport with this kind of divine scholars adds to
man’s virtues and perfection.
Even if the faqīh in technical terms denotes learned people who have the
ability of inference of Islamic law and inversion of the branches of the
religion to the fundamental principals of religion, the faqīh in the
terminology of the Qur’an and h adīths means theologian; ranging from
knowledge of the branches of religion, beliefs and ethics. But a scholar of
beliefs and ethics is more suitable for companionship.
The Prophet (s ) states that now that you have made the intention to
undertake the journey and have selected a suitable friend for yourself, guard
against being contaminated by iniquity in that once you get polluted by sin,
your movement and progression will be futile and your efforts and acts of
worship will bear no fruit.
Man does not pursue sin purposelessly; transgression necessarily has
sweetness, attraction and gravitation by which man gets contaminated. Even
if these attractions are imaginative and are temptations of the Devil and lack
reality, but man still conceives in sin attraction and sweetness which he
1

Us ūl al-Kā fī, vol. 1, p. 46.
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pursues. So, what ought man to do in order to have the grace of not being
contaminated by sin and resisting it?
The best way of abstaining from sin is to perceive its danger and harm; losses
and dangers which go with this transient pleasure and also know the
permanent mal-effects of sin both in this world and the hereafter.
The attribute of a believer is that he has a special perception in regard to sin
and it is this very perceptiveness which prevents him from committing sin.
For a believer sin is a big stone which is about to fall on his head. He gets
bothered once he commits sin and error. That perception has such an effect
on the thought and contemplation that his conscience always instigates him
against sin and he repents and seeks forgiveness when he perpetrates sin. He
is like a person who sees a big stone on top of his head and is always worried
that it will fall on his head. That is to say, the soul of this man is so pure and
untainted that he shows a reaction against every sin and always engages in
reproaching and reprimanding his soul to the extent that he loses his sleep
and tranquility too.
Conversely, an infidel and a person who has contaminated his innate
disposition with evil does not feel troubled and sin in his perception is like a
fly which passes in front of his nose. (The meaning of infidel is not only a
person who denies the existence of Allah and the hereafter, but a person who
denies one of the primary principles of religion is an infidel too.)
Besides the h adīths and Qur’anic verses, it is a psychological truth that
repeating indecent actions divests them of their ugliness and as a result they
manifest themselves as pleasurable and shame is no longer felt when
committing them. Sin too is the same. If a particular sin is repeatedly
committed, its villainy is removed from it and the result of this is that no
shame is felt when committing it.
Right here a criterion can be presented and that is that every person who
wants to know whether he is on the boundary of belief or of infidelity ought
to observe how his reaction is with regard to sin. If he notices that sin is
nothing for him and pays no heed to it, then he should know that he is
trudging the course of disbelief because feeling regret at committing sin
indicates a pure soul and heedlessness of sin points to an unbelieving soul.
The exigency of faith is that if anger and passion overcome man, as a result
of which he commits wrongdoing, he immediately gets sorry and remorseful
for his actions. In the event that such kind of a condition is absent in us, we
ought to be worried for ourselves that we are trudging a dangerous course.
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Paying heed to sin and conceiving it as great is a result of Allah’s grace
and favor
“O Abū Dharr! Allah, the Exalted and Blessed, embodies His slave’s
sins in front of him once He desires his good and makes sin heavy
and unbearable for him and He erases sin from the memory of a
slave whom He intends bad for.”
Allah, the Exalted, loves all human beings; if He did not love an individual
He would not have created him. But Allah has exclusive grace and favor for
his slaves. If this section [of humanity] commits sin, he embodies sin in their
view because the first step in the direction of drowning in corruption and
submerging in sin is forgetting sin, losing sight of sin and its requital. With
regard to [the point] that Allah has attention and favor for His special slaves
and does not leave them alone, He conversely pays no heed to some of them
and has left them alone. Every person can manage to asses for himself
whether he is an object of Allah’s mercy and grace or not.
If he has not forgotten his past sins, and sin is heavy and unbearable for him,
he ought to know that he is an object of Allah’s mercy.
It is clear that keeping the remembrance of sin is only practicable once it
prevents the further perpetration of sin or otherwise if man remembers his
wrongdoings but does not conceive them as unbearable on his shoulders, he
has no qualms about committing sin.
Imām al-Sajjād (‘a) in the Du‘ā’ [he taught to one of his followers by the
name] Abū H amzah al-Thumā lī states:
“I am the one whom You gave respite so as to give up committing
sins and repent; while I did not give up sins. You covered my sins
but I did not feel ashamed and perpetrated sins again. I trespassed the
limits so that You overlooked me.”
Therefore, once Allah intends good for any person, he always embodies sin
for him, to the extent that he sees it as a heavy and unbearable load. When
Allah has no favor for someone and intends bad for him, he leaves him alone
and thereafter sin looks light and unimportant to him.
Of course, in the beginning Allah does not drive anyone away from his
mercy and does not intent bad for anyone, but after man has perpetrated ugly
works and has stubbornly insisted upon committing sin, Allah makes him
afflicted by such requital.
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A person who is beloved by Allah is one who has succeeded at attaining the
status of servitude and nearness to Allah and man who is low in the sight of
Allah is one who is far from Allah and has forgotten him. Once he forgets
Allah, Allah too forgets him:
ﱠ
﴾ ...ﺴ ُﻬﻢ
ُ ْﺴﻮ اﷲ ﻓَﺄَﻧ
َ ﺴﺎﻫﻢ أَﻧْـ ُﻔ
ُ َ﴿ َوﻻ ﺗَ ُﮑﻮﻧُﻮا َﮐﺎﻟﺬﻳﻦ ﻧ

“ And be not like those who forsook Allah, so He made them forsake
their own souls…” 1
The need for paying heed to the greatness of the One who is being
disobeyed not the smallness of sin
“O Abū Dharr! Do not look at the smallness of sin, but look at the
greatness of the One you are disobeying.”
Sin can be looked at from three points of view:
1. Looking at the essence of sin, as regards its greatness and smallness.
2. Looking at sin in respect of the doer [or agent] of the sin.
3. Looking at sin with reference to the One who is being disobeyed.
In the Book and Sunnah, sins have been divided into two sections, every one
of which has a different injunction and a separate punishment. The Qur’an
states that once the list of works is given to some of the people, they will say:
ِ
ِ
ِ
﴾ ...ﺎﻫﺎ
َﺼ
ْ ﺻﻐﻴَﺰة َوﻻ َﮐﺒﻴَﺮة اﻻﱠ أ
َ َﺣ
َ  ﻳﺎ وﻳـﻠَﺘَـﻨَﺎ َﻣﺎل َﻫ َﺬا اﻟْﮑﺘَﺎب ﻻ ﻳﻐﺎد ر... ﴿

“ …Ah! Woe to us! What a book this is! It does not omit a small one
nor a great one, but numbers them all…” 2
Perhaps, the difference between these two kinds is that promise of requital
has been given for the greater sins while promise of punishment has not been
given for the minor sins. Likewise, no limits have been placed over the small
sins and a specific limit has been placed over the greater sins.
It is worth saying that it is possible for a person to commit an action which
seems to him a small sin and [hence] forgivable, but be heedless of this fact
that firstly repeating small sins is itself a great sin and persistence at it makes

1
2

Sūrat al-H ashr 59:19.
Sūrat al-Kahf 18:49.
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man an insolent perpetrator of sin. Secondly, he forgets Who is being sinned
against and Whose bounds he is trespassing.
This section of the h adīth hints at the second point of not just looking at the
smallness of sin, but at Who is being disobeyed. Sometimes, one issue is in
itself small but is [considered] great because it is connected with a great man.
Imagine that you are in the presence of an Infallible Imām (‘a) and His
Holiness orders you to do something, no matter how small: for instance, he
orders you to bring him a blue plate, but you imagine that this order is very
small and refrain from carrying it out because of this very reason. Is such an
imagination logical? Is this the exigency of proper conduct? Is this
disobedience acceptable? It certainly is not so, because in spite of the
smallness of the order, the commander is very great and the small order
acquires greatness because of the one who orders. Now, apply this same
example on the Divine Essence, despite that disobedience of Allah is not
comparable to the disobedience of an Infallible Imām. Therefore, the
criterion for the ugliness of sin has to be the greatness of the Commander and
the forbidder.
Such a perception of sin can bring about a strong incentive in the direction of
opposing the Devil and remove every kind of excuse-seeking from his carnal
soul. Sometimes, a friend asks for a favor from someone within the limits of
humanity, it is possible to reject his request and say that you do not have any
right to give me orders. But sometimes father, mother and/or teacher give
orders disobeying of which is very ugly and sometimes the order is made by
a religious jurisprudent and sometimes by an Infallible Imām and sometimes
by Allah himself. In this instance, the higher the level of the commander or
forbidder, the uglier the disobedience and the more worthy of remonstration
it will be.
When the Devil entices you that one look at a strange woman is nothing, one
minute of listening to prohibited music is nothing, you ought to pay attention
to Who you are disobeying. It is for this reason that the Prophet (s ) states to
Abū Dharr that do not look at the smallness of sin but look at the greatness of
the One who is being disobeyed.
“O Abū Dharr! The anxiety and worry of a man with faith with
regard to his sin is more than the fear of a sparrow which has been
trapped in a net.”
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Here, the Prophet (s ) states another example of the reaction of a believer
with regard to his sin, that if they set a trap to catch a sparrow and this very
active and mobile creature gets trapped, it reacts forcefully and never
becomes tranquil and calm but tries to free itself from the trap and sometimes
its striving results in its death and perdition; it hits itself on the sides so much
that it dies in the end. This is a result of its anxiety and worry for falling into
the trap. The reaction of a believer with regard to his sin is like this too.
When he feels that he has fallen into the Devil’s trap, anxiety and worry
encompasses his entire being, to the extent that he loses his peace and
tranquility and he always tries to free himself from the Devil’s trap.
We are not infallible and are always on the verge of error and sin, and there
is not expectation either that we will not sin. It is likely that sometimes we
fall in the Devil’s trap (of course the meaning of being fallible is not that we
must sin, because it is possible for people who are fallible not to sin, and the
difference between them is that the Infallible has a natural disposition which
prevents him from committing sin, ordinary people also can manage not to
get afflicted by sin despite not having an infallible natural disposition.) In
any case, if we get afflicted by sin, our faith necessitates that we always
worry and make effort to repent, cry and return to Allah and free ourselves
from the consequences of sin. ?
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THE CORRESPONDENCE OF WORDS WITH ACTIONS AND
GUARDING THE TONGUE
The effects of the correspondence and lack of correspondence of words
with actions
“O Abū Dharr! Every person whose words are in accordance with his
actions has received his of prosperity and every person whose works
do not match with his actions has reprimanded himself on the Day of
Recompense.”
The majority of people mention good works when they talk and emphasize
the importance and value of those works and that they have to be discharged
and that they have an effect on the perfection of man; but practically their
words are not in accordance with their actions. There are very few people
who match their words with their actions.
If we believe that the correspondence of words and actions is connected with
the levels of faith, we will deduce that the people whose faith is more perfect
are more truthful and their words correspond more with their actions; in
reality, their conduct is witness to their words.
While elucidating the verse, “ …these are they who are true to themselves
and these are they who guard against evil,” 1 ‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī, may
Allah be pleased with him, states, “Honesty is an attribute which
encompasses all the virtues existent in knowledge and works, because
truthfulness is a disposition which accompanies all the ethical virtues,
amongst them chastity, courage, wisdom and justice; because man cannot be
separated from his belief, words and actions. Man’s honesty denotes that his
1

Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:177.
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belief, word and works match with one another; that is to say, he acts
according to what he believes in and says. The natural disposition of man has
been formed with the inherency of acknowledging the truth and inward
submission to it, even if he may pretend otherwise. Therefore, once he has
acknowledged the truth and is honest in his confession, he says what he
believes in and acts in accordance with his words, it is in this instance that
his faith becomes pure and his morals and works reach the stage of
perfection.”1
He used to state, “Allah has called some people excessively honest, because
the conduct of the truthful people is an example of their words.”
A person whose words are in accordance with his actions is honest too. But
the excessively honest are at a higher level and this is said about a person
who not only matches his words with his actions, but is in accordance with
his actions too in all instances.
The Noble Prophet (s ) states that a person whose actions are in accordance
with his words has attained bliss. If such a person strives to harmonize his
words and actions, he will attain the rank of the truthful. In contrast, man
who does not do what he says is a hypocrite and liar, as the Qur’an calls the
hypocrites who acknowledge the Prophet’s (s ) mission by their tongues but
do not believe it in their hearts liars:
َ ک اﻟ ُْﻤﻨَــﺎﻓِ ُﻘﻮن ﻗَــﺎﻟُﻮا ﻧَ ْﺸـ َـﻬﺪ اِﻧﱠــﮏ ﻟ ََﺮ ُﺳــﻮل اﷲ َواﷲ ﻳـ ْﻌﻠَــﻢ اِﻧﱠــﮏ ﻟ ََﺮ ُﺳــﻮﻟُﻪ َواﷲ ﻳ ْﺸـ َـﻬﺪ إ ﱠن اﻟ ُْﻤﻨَــﺎﻓِﻘﻴﻦ
﴿ إذَا َﺟــﺎء
ِ ﻟَ َﮑ
﴾ ﺎذﺑُﻮن

“ When the hypocrites come to you, they say, ‘We bear witness that
you are most surely Allah’s Apostle; and Allah knows that you are
most surely His Apostle; and Allah bears witness that the hypocrites
are surely liars’.” 2
The untruthfulness of the words of the unbelievers is because:
ِ  ﻳـﻘﻮﻟُﻮن ﺑِﺄَﻓـْﻮ... ﴿
﴾ اﻫ ِﻬﻢ َﻣﺎ ﻟﻴﺲ ﻓﻲ ﻗُـﻠُﻮﺑِ ِﻬﻢ َواﷲ أَ ْﻋﻠَﻢ ﺑِ َﻤﺎ ﻳﮑْﺘُ ُﻤﻮن
َ

“ …They say with their mouths what is not in their hearts; and Allah
best knows what is in their hearts.” 3
Tafsīr al-Mīzā n, vol. 1, p. 43.
Sūrat al-Munā fiqūn 63:1.
3
Sūrat Āl ‘Imr ā n 3:167.
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The Prophet (s ) states that a person who does not match his words with his
actions only castigates himself because his words are indicative of the fact
that he knows the truth and his obligations, denoting that proof has been
made complete for him. It is natural that such an individual knows the truth
and [even] recommends others to it, but he is negligent in his own actions, he
only has to castigate himself.
This word of the Prophet (s ) is directed at the preachers and sermonizers
that they should be bound to their words and their actions ought to be a reflex
of their beliefs and words.
Allah, the Exalted, castigates this section of people in the Glorious Qur’an
when it states:
ِ ﴿ أَﺗﺄْﻣﺮ ون اﻟﻨﱠﺎس ﺑِﺎﻟْﺒِﱢﺮ وﺗَـﻨْﺴﻮ ن أَﻧْـ ُﻔﺴ ُﮑﻢ وأَﻧْـﺘُﻢ ﺗَـ ْﺘـﻠُﻮن اﻟ
﴾ ْﮑﺘَﺎب أَﻓَﻼ ﺗَـ ْﻌ ِﻘﻠُﻮن
َْ َ
َ َ
ُُ

“ What! Do you enjoin men to be good and neglect your own souls
while you read the Book, have you then no sense? ” 1
(Forgetting does not imply erasing from the memory, but denotes not
practically putting your words into action because it is likely that man
remembers his words but does not put them into action.)
When he advises others compassionately and says do this work, and quit a
certain work, how can he himself forget to discharge that act? Does his heart
break more for the others than for himself? Does he love other people more
than he loves himself? Such a thing is not acceptable.
Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“O creatures of Allah! Fear Allah! Fear Allah in regard to your own
selves and those you love the most.”2
His Holiness’ intention is that you [obviously] love yourselves more than the
others, and if you love other people, it is for the reason that they are of
service to you, they make the means of pleasure, ease and prosperity ready
for you and you derive gratification from companionship, conversation and
association with them, therefore you are the origin and you want others for
yourself. Now how do you compassionately advise others while you forget
and do not feel sorry for yourselves and do not put what you say into action?
1
2

Sūrat Baqarah 2:44.
Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 494, sermon [khut bah] 156, trans. Fayd

al-Islām.
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Allah states:
﴾ آﻣﻨُﻮا ﻟِﻢ ﺗَـ ُﻘﻮﻟُﻮن َﻣﺎ ﻻ ﺗَـ ْﻔ َﻌﻠُﻮن * َﮐﺒُـﺮ َﻣ ْﻘﺘًﺎ ِﻋﻨْﺪ اﷲ أَ ن ﺗَـ ُﻘﻮﻟُﻮا َﻣﺎ ﻻ ﺗَـ ْﻔ َﻌﻠُﻮن
َ ﴿ ﻳﺎ أﻳـ َﻬﺎ اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ

“ O you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not do? It is
most hateful to Allah that you should say that which you do not do.” 1
The role of sin in being deprived of sustenance
“O Abū Dharr! All too often an individual gets deprived of the
sustenance which has been pre-ordained for him because of the sin
which he commits.”
This is another explanation intended to draw man’s attention to the bad
effects which go with sin in this world for man and the deprivations that
result from sin.
On the basis of the differences in [the levels of] knowledge, every person is
spoken to in one tongue or another. If an individual has attained the station of
love, it is said to him, “What kind of a lover are you who opposes your
beloved?” A lover is one who always tries to find out what his beloved wants
from him so as to fulfill it, and to discover what his beloved does not like so
as to refrain from it, how possible is it for a lover to oppose his beloved who
says do so and so and abstain from so and so. For those who have the love of
Allah and His saints [awliyā’], this is the best way of stopping them from
committing sin.
It has to be brought to the attention of the lovers of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) that
sin is detested by their beloved. The most abhorred works in the perception
of the Imāms (‘a) is sin. Sin is like a rotten corpse and people who have
perceiving eyes and a strong inward intuition conceive its foul smell at a long
distance. Now, how can a lover of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a), who wants to get
close to them, contaminate himself with something which causes their
disgust?
If a person intends to go and see his friend, he gets rid of the bad smell of his
mouth and body, and cleans and perfumes himself, so that his friend may not
be bothered by him. Sin causes bad smell and contamination of our selves. If
we love the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and would like to have a connection with them,
we ought to cleanse our souls of contaminations so that they may take
1
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pleasure in having relationship with us. Therefore, the way of preventing
individuals who have attained love of Allah and the Ahl al-bayt (‘a) from
sinning is to incite their feelings of affection.
It goes without saying that all those who discharge the obligatory acts of
worship quit the forbidden actions, but based on the levels of their
knowledge, this love differs [from one man to another]. Sometimes, this love
reaches such an extent that man, along the way of union with the Beloved,
overlooks everything, even the eternal Garden of bliss:
“O my Lord! I can bear the fire of hell, but how can I bear being
separated from you?”1
In “Munā jā t-i Muh ibbā n” (lovers’ litany), the ninth litany of the “Munā jā te Khamsa ‘Asharah”, we read:
“O my Lord! Is there any one who has tasted the sweetness of Your
love and chosen other than You?”
If people have not attained that level of love of Allah and the Infallible
Imāms (‘a) enough to withhold them from committing sin, they have to be
warned about the repercussions and consequences of sin. The tortures, being
deprived of prosperity and paradise, the ominous effects of sin in the world
and the hereafter have to be counted. That which motivates man to discharge
his duties and to abstain from certain actions is fear and hope, fear of being
driven away from bliss and hope of attaining benefit. Therefore, the best and
most practicable way of guiding man is drawing his attention to the ill
consequences of sin in this world and the hereafter. This is the same method
which the Noble Prophet (s ) has employed in this section, because some
people perceive the Day of Resurrection as far, despite that in accordance
with the Islamic point of view, the hereafter is near and at hand, as Allah
states:
﴾ ﴿ إﻧﱠـ ُﻬﻢ ﻳـَﺮْوﻧَﻪ ﺑَﻌﻴ ًﺪا * َوﻧَﺮﻳ َﻬﺎ ﻗَﺮﻳﺒًﺎ

“ Surely, they think it to be far off and we see it nigh.” 2
One of the worldly losses resulting from sin is being deprived of sustenance.
Among the instances of sustenance are daily food and clothing.

1
2

Du‘ā’ al-Kumayl.
Sūrat al-Ma ‘ā rij 70:6-7.
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It has been narrated in a lot of h adīths that Allah, the Exalted, has preordained the sustenance of every living creature and this pre-destination is
sometimes definite [or fixed] and sometimes conditional [or suspended]; that
is to say, it gets increased or decreased as a result of our works. Some of the
good works result in the increase of sustenance and some evil deeds result in
the decrease of sustenance.
Once we know that this sustenance which we sometimes earn by our own
efforts and sometimes reaches us freely from Allah will be taken away from
us as a result of our committing sin, we would commit sin less frequently.
Sin in the chain of causes
Sin changes formulae and renders the physical causes ineffective. The
Qur’an states to us that in addition to the apparent repercussions of
wrongdoing, sin has other consequences too, whose connection with their
causes is not discernable by the physical senses. The Qur’an states:
ِ
﴾ ...ﺴﺒَﺖ أﻳ ِﺪ ُﮐﻢ
َ ﴿ َوَﻣﺎ أ
َ َﺻﺎﺑَ ُﮑﻢ ﻣﻦ ُﻣﺼﻴﺒَﺔ ﻓﻴ َﻤﺎ َﮐ

“ And whatever affliction befalls you, it is on account of what your
hands have wrought…” 1
In reality, in a world governed by the order of cause and effect, no
phenomena can be considered as having no cause and on the other hand
afflictions cannot be attributed to Allah who is the ultimate good; therefore, it
is man who directs afflictions towards himself.
Elsewhere, the Qur’an states:
﴾  ﻓَـﻠﻴ ْﺤَﺬ ر اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ ﻳ َﺨﺎﻟُِﻔﻮن َﻋﻦ أ َْﻣ ِﺮﻩ أَ ن ﺗُﺼﻴـ ُﻬﻢ ﻓِ ْﺘـﻨَﺔ أو ﻳﺼﻴـ ُﻬﻢ َﻋ َﺬاب أَﻟﻴﻢ... ﴿

“ …Therefore, let those beware who go against His order lest a trial
afflict them or there befall them a painful chastisement.” 2
Therefore, the verses of the Qur’an clarify this truth that a great deal of
ordeals and deprivations result from sin, in the same way that good works
and piety cause the downpour of graces and blessings.

1
2

Sūrat al-Shawr ā 42:30.
Sūrat al-Nūr 24:63.
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﴾ ...ْر ض
آﻣﻨُﻮا َواﺗﱠـ َﻘ ْﻮا ﻟََﻔﺘَ ْﺤﻨَﺎ َﻋﻠﻴ ِﻬﻢ ﺑَـ َﺮَﮐﺎت ِﻣﻦ اﻟ ﱠ
َﺴ َﻤﺎء َواﻻ
َ ﴿ َوﻟَﻮ أَ ﱠن أَ ْﻫﻞ اﻟْ ُﻘَﺮ ی

“ And if the people of the towns had believed and guarded (against
evil), We would certainly have opened up for them blessings from the
heaven and the earth…” 1
In some instances the relationship which exists between sin and the affliction
resulting therefrom is more or less discernable, like sins which cause certain
illnesses, but this relationship is not perceptible in all instances. Sometimes,
certain consequences arising from wrongdoing are not perceivable to man,
like when man prepares food and [unfortunately or fortunately] something
dirty and contaminating falls into it at the time of consumption, sustenance
that was ready but is suddenly lost by man. Now, extend this sustenance to
other foods and things as well; because all the graces are sustenance. A house
is sustenance, a car is sustenance, and everything else which man makes use
of is sustenance. In many instances being deprived of them is a result of
committing sin.
Sustenance ought to be extended to spiritual sustenance too, because
whatever brings about the perfection of our souls is sustenance too.
Knowledge and faith are provisions as well; the favor of worship too is
sustenance.
Sometimes, committing sin causes man to be deprived of the opportunity to
worship. It has been narrated in a h adīth that it is likely that man is
unsuccessful at waking up at night to fulfill the recommendable prayers as a
result of sin, even if he makes himself ready and tries to wake up on time, but
either he does not wake up from sleep altogether or indolence stops him from
fulfilling that recommendable duty. Therefore, depriving man of the grace to
worship is one of the mal-effects of sin.
For every reason paying attention to the bad effects of sin is one of the causes
which can prevent man from committing sin: that he ought to think that sin
makes his economic endeavors ineffective and deprives him of sustenance.
Because of the relationship which exists between sin and deprivations and
afflictions, when some great ethical personalities got afflicted by affliction,
they used to think about what sin they have committed to be afflicted by this
ordeal. They narrate that one of the great ethical mentors in Tehran was
passing in an alley when an animal [suddenly] scared him, he sat down [at
1

Sūrat al-A‘r ā f 7:96.
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once] and sunk deep into thought as to what sin he had committed so as to
deserve the bother of the animal!
Guarding the tongue and keeping aloof from vain pursuits
“O Abū Dharr! Abstain from whatever is not for your benefit and not
to utter what has no reward for you and protect your tongue in the
same way that you safeguard your money.”
What has been mentioned in this section is complementary to the previous
explanations about preventing an individual from sin. A person who wants to
abstain from sin has to put limits on himself, as has been said that whoever is
moving along a precipice ought to fear lest he falls into it. A person who
wants to abstain from sin has to keep aloof from its prerequisites, and quit
some of the things that are permissible. For instance, if one wants to abstain
from looking at strange people, they ought to avoid looking at some of their
close relatives. If someone wants to stop listening to h ar ā m (forbidden)
music, he ought to stop listening to h alā l (permissible) music first. If one
wants to avoid being contaminated by lies and gossip, he ought to avoid
conversations which are likely to include lies. Of course, it is difficult for
man to abstain from all the permissible things which are likely to propel him
towards sin, especially a person who is at the beginning of the journey, but
people who intend to attain spiritual perfection of the soul have to trudge this
course, whether they like it or not.
The Noble Prophet (s ) advises Abū Dharr to abstain from vain activities, in
the same way that the Qur’an believes prosperity and bliss as embedded in
abstinence from vain pursuits:
ِ ﴿ ﻗَﺪ أَﻓْـﻠَﺢ اﻟْﻤ ْﺆِﻣﻨُﻮن * اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ ُﻫﻢ ﻓﻲ ﺻﻼَﺗِ ِﻬﻢ َﺧ
﴾ ﺿﻮن
ُ ﺎﺷ ُﻌﻮن * َواﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ ُﻫﻢ َﻋﻦ اﻟﻠﱠ ْﻐﻮ ُﻣ ْﻌ ِﺮ
َ
ُ

“ Successful indeed are the believers, who are humble in their
prayers, and who keep aloof from what is vain.” 1
A person who wants to attain prosperity and bliss has to keep aloof from
actions which have no benefit for him, even if those words are permissible,
and utilize his time doing profitable and fruitful work.
The Noble Prophet’s (s ) other advice to Abū Dharr is that he ought to
abstain from words that are not beneficial to him.

1

Sūrat al-Mu’minūn 23:1-3.
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Man ought to be very sensitive with regard to his tongue. One must try to
abstain from uttering even permissible words because sometimes one word is
uttered from one’s mouth which results in bad worldly and heavenly effects.
The reason why it has repeatedly been said in the h adīths to withhold your
tongues and do not utter useless words is because sometimes man cannot
manage to control his tongue and gets affected by lies, gossip and making
fun of others and the rest of the diseases of the tongue. It is for this reason
that some of the great men preferred to stay as quiet as possible.
The Noble Prophet (s ) states that you ought to strive to guard your tongue
in the same way that you make effort to safeguard money and gold coins.
Look at the way you protect your money, you put it in a safe and close its
door strongly and put it in a safe place, guard your tongue, whose value is
more than that of money, in the same way too. Allah has provided you with
barriers for your mouth, and for those barriers He has provided teeth and lips
which limit the tongue within those barriers. Therefore, try not to free it.
Abstain from even permissible words because you expend your energy and
strength in vain and in this same way you will be propelled towards sin and
errors bit by bit until finally you will be pulled towards sin and forbidden
actions [muh arramā t]. How much difference is there between talking about
other people and gossiping [ghaybah]? Talking about other people along
with gossip is a great sin which is seventy times greater than committing
fornication in the Ka‘bah! This is not a difference we can hope to reduce bit
by bit once we get afflicted by it. ?
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THE VALUE AND IMPORTANCE OF PRAYER AND THE
DIFFERENCES OF STATUS OF THE DWELLERS OF
PARADISE
Subdividing some of the Prophet’s (s ) advices
The Prophet’s (s ) advices which have been the object of discussion can be
divided into three sections:
First section
The first section was about waking man up from negligence because he is, on
the basis of his animal nature, more motivated by worldly activities, satiating
his sensual instincts and desires of the flesh. It is for this reason that he
forgets the beginning [of creation] and the Day of Resurrection.
Even though some people are aware about the goal and ultimate aim of their
creation, but still most of the people are heedless of the aim of their creation.
They do not know the reason why they have been created and where they are
going and what they ought to do. Therefore, they have to be awoken and the
sense of responsibility incited in them. The first section of the prophet’s (s )
admonitions was in the direction of getting rid of negligence and making
man pay heed to his responsibilities and that the priceless asset of life is at
his free disposal which he ought to derive benefit from.
Section two
After man’s being aware about the ultimate goal and the need to select the
path which leads him to that aim, the incumbency of acquiring knowledge
and gaining awareness is brought to attention; it is for this reason that in the
second section concentration has been placed on acquisition of knowledge
and the responsibilities of the divine scholars. It has also been mentioned that
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the most necessary knowledge is awareness which imparts the ultimate goal
of creation and conveys the means of attaining it, which is called divine
sciences.
Third section
In this section the need for putting our knowledge to practicable usage in
fulfilling our known responsibilities and duties has been mentioned, and it
has been made known that works find fulfillment in two aspects: the first
aspect is the positive and constructive activities, that is to say the activities
that ought to be done. The second aspect is the negative activities, that is to
say, the prohibited and the forbidden works which ought to be abstained
from. The fundamental point in this section is the need to perceive the heavy
price of sin and the effects of getting contaminated by it. After these three
sections, the fourth section of the Prophet’s (s ) admonitions will be
discussed.
Fourth section
Man ought not to content himself with discharging the obligatory duties and
abstaining from the forbidden actions and imagine that he no longer has [any
more] duties.
Even though attaining this position is important, but still this is just the first
step for attaining his ultimate goal. It is axiomatic that man cannot manage to
abstain from sins and perform the obligatory actions and in short, a person
cannot take the next steps without taking the first step, but this [first] step, in
comparison with the remaining steps, is a short distance already traversed,
and man currently has a very long way to go. Therefore, man has to be
encouraged to undertake effort and activity and awaken in him the
motivation not to content himself with discharging the obligatory works and
quitting sins and the forbidden actions.
The station of Allah’s devotees and the nocturnal worshipers
“O Abū Dharr! Allah takes a group of people to paradise and then
grants them so much favor that they get tired of it, but when they
look at the others residing in higher levels of paradise, they
recognize them and say, ‘O Lord! These are our brothers whom we
used to live with in the world, why have you given them preference
[over us]?’
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“It will be said in response, ‘Far from it! Far from it! They were
hungry when you were full, and they were thirsty as a result of
fasting when you were satiated, and they kept vigil at night
performing acts of devoted worship while you slept, and they were
outside in the way of Allah while you were enjoying ease inside your
houses’.”
On these sentences the Prophet (s ) has portrayed a scene of the hereafter, a
scene where man has found his way to paradise as a result of discharging
obligatory actions and abstaining from forbidden actions. There is no room
for him to talk about hell and its perceptions, because he has been saved from
the danger of the inferno and has become a dweller of the Garden of eternal
bliss, but he has been a man of myopic ambition who contented himself with
the low levels of heaven and did not have the resolve to undertake higher
steps and attain higher levels [of paradise]. Now, they portray to him that
even if you attained heaven by means of your discharging obligatory duties
and responsibilities but still there are other people who are higher than you
and you ought to try to attain their stations.
Allah makes a lot of people enter heaven and grants them a great deal of
graces, to the extent that they get occupied with utilizing and deriving
pleasure from those blessings but for a time. (The Prophet’s (s ) expression
is that Allah grants so many blessings to them that they eventually get tired
of them. Of course, this phrasing is common parlance, otherwise there is no
tiredness in the Garden of eternal bliss, as the Qur’an states:
﴾ ﺴﻨَﺎ ﻓﻴ َﻬﺎ ﻟُﻐُﻮب
ﺼﺐ َوﻻ ﻳ َﻤ ﱡ
 ﻻ ﻳ َﻤ ﱡ... ﴿
َ َﺴﻨَﺎ ﻓﻴ َﻬﺎ ﻧ

“ …toil shall not touch us therein, nor shall fatigue therein afflict
us.” 1
(Therefore, the Prophet’s (s ) intention is that they will be granted whatever
they want.)
All at once these dwellers of the Garden look at their friends who have
achieved higher stations, and get surprised. They make a humble petition,
saying, “O Lord! These were our friends with whom we associated in the
world, performed the prayers with in the same row and were of the same
regiment during divine battles, why have you preferred them over us and
granted them higher stations?”
1

Sūrat F ā t ir 35:35.
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They will be answered, “You and them have a great deal of differences, they
were hungry when you were full; they were thirsty when you were satiated
and they used to go hungry undertaking recommendable fasts. When you
were occupied with reaping the benefits of blessings and permissible foods,
they were fasting. Even if you have not committed any sin, still they used to
keep their stomachs empty of food and drink in the hot summer. You used to
content yourselves to you discharging obligatory duties and thereafter used to
take a rest, but they never went to sleep and were busy with acts of devotion
and performing secret prayers to Allah.” In the Qur’an’s statement, they were
the people who:
ِ
﴾ َﺳ َﺤﺎ ِرُﻫﻢ ﻳ ْﺴﺘَـ ْﻐ ِﻔُﺮ ون
ْ ﴿ َﮐﺎﻧُﻮا ﻗَﻠﻴﻼ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻠﱠﻴﻞ َﻣﺎ ﻳـ ْﻬ َﺠ ُﻌﻮن * َوﺑِﺎﻷ

“ They used to sleep but a little in the night and in the morning they
used to seek forgiveness.” 1
The differences in the gratifications enjoyed by the dwellers of the
different stations of paradise
In these statements the Prophet (s ) reminds us about the different stations
and ranks of paradise. It has been explicitly stated in a great deal of the
verses of the Qur’an and the h adīths that in the same way that hell has
levels, heaven too has ranks and stations. Its lowest level specially belongs to
the people who performed their obligatory duties and the highest level of
paradise is the station of contentment [maqā m-i rid wā n] which is reserved
for the special saints [awliyā’] and sincere worshipers [mukhlis īn] of Allah.
Allah states:
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ﺴـﺎﮐِﻦ ﻃﻴﱢﺒَـﺔ ﻓِـﻲ َﺟﻨﱠـﺎت
َ ﴿ َو َﻋﺪ اﷲ اﻟ ُْﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨﻴﻦ َواﻟ ُْﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨَﺎت َﺟﻨﱠـﺎت ﺗَ ْﺠـِﺮ ی َﻣـﻦ ﺗَ ْﺤﺘ َﻬـﺎ اﻻَﻧْـ َﻬـﺎر َﺧﺎﻟـﺪﻳﻦ ﻓﻴ َﻬـﺎ َوَﻣ
﴾ ﺿ َﻮان ﻣﻦ اﷲ أَ ْﮐﺒَـﺮ ذَﻟِﮏ ُﻫﻮ اﻟْ َﻔْﻮ ز اﻟ َْﻌﻈﻴﻢ
ْ َﻋْﺪ ن َوِر

“ Allah has promised to the believing men and the believing women
gardens, beneath which rivers flow, to abide in them, and goodly
dwellings in gardens of perpetual abode, and best of all is Allah’s
goodly pleasure, that is the grand achievement.” 2
With regard to the sentence ‘and the best of all is Allah’s goodly pleasure
[rid wā n]’, the late ‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī states, “Allah’s goodly
1
2

Sūrat al-Dhā riyā t 51:17-18.
Sūrat al-Tawbah (or Bar ā’ah) 9:72.
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pleasure [rid wā n] is higher and better than all the blessings of the eternal
garden and it is for this reason that the term ‘pleasure’ [rid wā n] has been
used to function as an indefinite or indeterminate noun [in this verse] because
indefinite nouns have no limit whatsoever, or that no matter how little the
pleasure of Allah, it still is greater than all blessings, not from the perspective
that all the blessings are derived from the pleasure of Allah—even if this is
the truth—but from the perspective that the reality of servitude and
devotional service of Allah to which the Qur’an calls [mankind] is servitude
springing from love of Allah, not because of coveting the Garden of bliss
and/or fear of hell. The highest prosperity and bliss for a lover is to win the
pleasure of their Beloved, not striving to please and satiate himself.”1
Servitude out of love and affection for Allah, as has been narrated in some of
the h adīths, is the highest form of devotion and is especially reserved for
the free, liberal and righteous. It is for this reason that it can be claimed that
the highest station of paradise is the station of contentment which is
especially reserved for the righteous and liberal, who worship Allah with
purity of intention.
In connection with the levels of the hereafter, Allah states:
ِ ﻀﻬﻢ َﻋﻠَﯽ ﺑـﻌﺾ وﻟ
﴿ أُﻧْﻈُﺮ ﮐﻴﻒ ﻓَ ﱠ
﴾ َﻶﺧَﺮة أَ ْﮐﺒَـﺮ َد َر َﺟﺎت َوأَ ْﮐﺒَـﺮ ﺗَـ ْﻔﻀﻴﻼ
ُ َ ﻀﻠْﻨَﺎ ﺑَـﻌ
َ َْ

“ See how We made some of them excel others, and certainly the
hereafter is much superior in excellence.” 2
This ā yat makes it known that the differences in the levels of people depends
upon their efforts and endeavors. It is not so that a person whose works are
little will be the same with a person whose works are many. In addition to
that, the levels and ranks of the hereafter are not comparable with different
levels of the world, and have nothing to do with the use of facilities; because
the hereafter is higher than can be imagined at all.
The criteria for superiority in the world are possession of property and wealth
and position and rank in the world, and there is no doubt that these are
limited standards. But the criteria for superiority in the hereafter and the
differences of its levels depends on the level of man’s piety and purity of
intention which are the states of the heart and soul of man and without doubt
are not comparable with the differences of the world.
1
2

Tafsīr al-Mīzā n, vol. p. 354.
Sūrat al-Isr ā’ (or Banī Isr ā’īl) 17:21.
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As has been pointed out, the Prophet’s (s ) statements in this section warn
man that he ought not to content himself with fulfilling the obligatory actions
and abstaining from the forbidden actions, of course a person who contents
himself with the low levels of paradise can please himself with this very
limit, but a day comes when he sees his friends and peers residing in higher
stations and will regret on that day. In order for us to attain the higher levels,
it is necessary to reduce our rest and ease and engage in worship more.
It is worth saying that rest to the necessary limit is desirable and sometimes
incumbent and all too often the prerequisite for an obligatory duty is itself
obligatory, like when one’s lack of rest leads to tiredness and lack of vigor
during prayer. Or, if he does not sleep on time, he does not understand his
lessons. What has been castigated is unnecessary and too much rest, which if
it does not lead to hell, at least it holds an individual behind the others.
The Prophet’s (s ) intense love for prayer
In continuation of the h adīth, the Noble Prophet (s ) introduces prayer as
the best and most praiseworthy work which an individual can occupy himself
with during times of leisure:
“O Abū Dharr! The Glorious and Honorable Lord has made prayer
the light of my eyes, and made it to me as beloved as food is to the
hungry and water is to the thirsty. One who is hungry gets satisfied
when one eats food, and one who is thirsty gets satiated with
drinking water, but I never get contented with my prayers.”
It is better for a person who has decided to get advice from the Noble Prophet
(s ), and has chosen His Holiness (s ) as his role model, to see how the
spiritual wayfaring and conduct of the Noble Prophet (s ) is. That is why at
this stage the Noble Prophet (s ) introduces himself as a practical role model
and this is the best means of instruction for people who love the Noble
Prophet (s ) and would like to traverse his course.
It has been narrated in a h adīth,
“I love from your world sweet scent and women, but prayer is the
light of my eyes.”
That the Noble Prophet (s ) said that prayer is the light of my eyes is the
best expression which man uses with regard to their most beloved one and
say, “So and so is the light of my eyes.”
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In the Qur’an Allah, the Exalted, has introduced Prophet Moses (s ) as the
light of his mother’s eyes, where it states that, “ O Moses we inspired your
mother to put the infant in a box and throw it on the sea. Then, the waves of
the sea took the newborn to the shores of the sea to My enemy and he got the
baby from the sea and I of my own grace showered love upon thee (so that
they must love you) and so that you may get built in front of My own eyes
(and with My favor).” In continuation, it states:
﴾ ...ُﺣﺘُﻚ ﻓَـﺘَـ ُﻘﻮل َﻫﻞ أَ ُدﻟﱡ ُﮑﻢ َﻋﻠَﯽ َﻣﻦ ﻳ ْﮑ ُﻔﻠُﻪ ﻓَـ َﺮ َﺟ ْﻌﻨَﺎك إﻟَﯽ أُﱢﻣﻚ ﮐﻲ ﺗَـ َﻘ ﱠﺮ ﻋﻴـﻨُـ َﻬﺎ َوﻻ ﺗَ ْﺤَﺰ ن
ْ ﴿ إذ ﺗَ ْﻤﺸﻲ أ

“ When your sister went and said, ‘Shall I direct you to one who will
take charge of him? So we brought you back to your mother, that her
eye might be cooled and she should not grieve…” 1
The Noble Prophet (s ) states that prayer is the light of his eyes and because
we cannot perceive this point, we will engage in a sweet explanation of it so
that it may be comprehensible to us. We need to eat and drink and if we go
for hours on end without food, we get very hungry and the most desirable
thing for us is food. And likewise, we get very thirsty when we go for hours
on end without water and the most desirable thing for us is a drop of cold
water.
The Prophet states that his love for prayer is like man’s love for food and
water when hungry and thirsty with this difference that a hungry man gets
satiated after drinking water while I do not get contented with my prayers.
With this expression the value of prayer becomes clear and that if after
performing the obligatory duties man finds an opportunity [of free time],
prayer is the best recommendable work to get busy with, as was the conduct
of the Prophet (s ) and the Infallible Imāms (‘a) and for the purpose of
making this clear, we will cite a few h adīths:
Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states “‘Alī (‘a) was such that whenever an unpleasant
issue occurred, he used to perform the prayers and recite this ā yat, “ And seek
assistance through patience and prayer, and most surely it is a hard thing
except for the humble ones.2” 3

Sūrat T ā Hā 20:40.
Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:45.
3
Mustadrik al-Wasā’il, vol. 2, p. 481.
1
2
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Imām al-Sajjād (‘a) states:
“No calamity befell the Commander of the Faithful, Imām ‘Alī (‘a),
save that he performed a thousand rakats of prayer, gave charity to
sixty poor people and fasted for three days on that day.”1
It has [thus] been narrated in “Bih ā r al-Anwā r” with regard to consistence
and steadfastness in prayer:
“The Prophet (s ) stood for prayer for ten years until his legs got
swollen and his face became pale…”2
“O Abū Dharr! Every man who performs twelve additional rak‘ats
besides the obligatory prayers has a determined right upon Allah that
is a palace in the Garden of eternal bliss.”
Prayer is the key to prosperity and bliss
“O Abū Dharr! As long as you are engaged in prayer, you are
knocking on the door of the Omnipotent King and the door opens
upon every person who knocks a lot on the door of the King.”
This is another expression for motivating man towards prayer. The Noble
Prophet (s ) states that a person who prays knocks on the door of Allah. A
person who has an issue with Allah has to go to the doorstep of His house
and prayer is similar to going to knock on Allah’s door, and it is not possible
for the door of Allah to remain closed to one who goes to knock on it and
insists upon his request.
Therefore, if you would like to be the object of Allah’s attention and for His
door of mercy and acceptance to be opened, knock a lot on it and be steadfast
in prayer. It is likely that the door will not get opened on the first and second
knock because of man’s being contaminated [with sin] or because of divine
wisdom, but finally it gets open.
Beyond the shadow of doubt, the doors of Allah’s mercy are always open for
man because it is not possible for Him to invite people, on the one hand, and
close the doors of His mercy for them, on the other hand. The doors of
Allah’s mercy are only closed to those who deny His signs and the proud,
who of course have closed the doors of divine mercy for themselves:

1
2

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 41, p. 132.
Ibid., vol. 10, p. 40.
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ِ
﴾ ...ﺴ َﻤﺎء
واﺳﺘَ ْﮑﺒَـُﺮ وا َﻋ ْﻨـ َﻬﺎ ﻻ ﺗُـ َﻔﺘﱠﺢ َوﻟ َُﻬﻢ أَﺑْـ َﻮاب اﻟ ﱠ
ْ ﴿ ا ﱠن اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ َﮐ ﱠﺬﺑُﻮا ﺑِﺂﻳﺎﺗِﻨَﺎ

“ Lo! They who deny Our revelations and scorn them, for them the
gates of heaven will not be opened…” 1
It is worthy of mention that what has been recorded in some ā yats and
h adīths that there are doors for the sky and/or what has been recorded in
this h adīth that as long as man is in a state of prayer, he is knocking on
Allah’s door is meant to serve as an intelligible and sensible comparison so
that spiritual and metaphysical issues are perceivable and comprehensible to
us. The truth is that there is no barrier and veil between Allah and His slave
and it is man’s evil deeds which serve as a barrier of his attention to Allah
and in reality, man gets deprived of Allah’s blessings because of his sin. The
key which opens the door of Allah’s mercy and takes away the barriers is
devotion and servitude to Allah and prayer is the best form of devotion.
In continuation of the recommendation about the blessing which a devoted
worshiper enjoys, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! Whenever a believing man stands in prayer, Allah’s
mercy completely encompasses him up to the Throne, an angel will
be assigned for him calling, ‘O progeny of Adam! If you knew what
gains you reap during prayer and with whom you speak, you would
never stop it’.”
The Noble Prophet (s ) states that a person who performs a lot of prayer is
covered with the blessings of Allah from the parting of the head to the
Throne. It is natural that a person who is interested in station and opportunity
lengthens their prayers. Most important of all, Allah appoints an angel that
continually shouts to the sons of Adam if they knew with Whom they were
having intimate talk and with whom they are conversing with, they would not
stop their prayers and never feel tired of praying. Pay heed to before Whom
you are standing and with Whom you are having correspondence, so that you
may understand the importance of your prayer by means of this awareness. If
you knew what benefits, virtues and favors are granted by means of prayer,
you would never give an end to it.

1

Sūrat al-A‘r ā f 7:40.
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Perceiving the sweetness of prayer is the secret of its continuance
For the purpose of the continuity and steadfastness in prayer, what is
important is for man to derive pleasure from worship and believe that he is
gaining benefit; man quickly gets tired of activities which do not give him
gratification. The sweetness of prayer causes man to become more interested
in prayer and this satisfaction and enjoyment is not to be achieved save by
quitting and abstaining from sin. Wrong-doing leads to the pleasure of
worship being divested of man. It is for this reason that the supplication of
some of the Infallibles (‘a) was thus, “O Lord make us taste the sweetness of
worship.”
It sometimes happens that the best food is prepared for a sick person but
because of his illness, he feels that the food has no taste and pleasure. Maybe,
a soundly healthy man derives satisfaction from eating one piece of dry
bread. Therefore, what is important is that the feeling of need and
gratification ought to be enlivened in man.
In the previous sentences, it has been pointed out that the Prophet (s ) stated
that prayer was more desirably sweet to him than food is to a hungry man
and water is to a thirsty man; because they get satisfied from eating and
drinking but he does not get contented with prayer.
In regard to the sweetness of worship for an enamored slave, Imām alS ādiq (‘a) states:
“… If you perceive the sweetness of devotion to Allah, look at the
favors and light of worship and brighten your heart, you will not quit
even for a moment, even if you are torn to pieces.”1
In another h adīth, Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states:
“… I sought the sweetness of prayer and finally found it in the
quitting of sins.”2 ?

1
2

Mustadrik al-Wasā’il, vol. 11, p. 253, section [bā b] 17.
Ibid., vol. 13, p. 173, section [bā b] 101.
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THE LEADERS OF HEAVEN AND THE STATUS OF SOME
OF THE DUTIES AND THE LEVELS OF PARADISE
The leaders of paradise
With regard to the leaders of paradise, the Noble Prophet (s ) says:
“O Abū Dharr! Happy are those who are the standard-bearers on the
Day of Resurrection, who hold the flag in front of people and
precede them towards heaven, those are the same people who take
precedence over others in going to the Mosques early in the morning
and at other times [of the day].”
All human beings belonging to every age desire to take precedence over
others. Of course, this competing and contesting is blameworthy if it is in
connection to the world, but competition and taking precedence over others
with regard to the hereafter is not only free of blame, but also a sign of man’s
growth and seeking prosperity. Because the prosperity of man depends on
having intimacy with Allah and if the believers take precedence over the
others in this regard, it is not out of ostentation but in order to attain bliss.
Emphasis has been laid on this issue in many instances in the Qur’an; in one
of the instances Allah states:
ِ ﺴﻤﻮات واﻷر ض أ
﴾ ُﻋﺪﱠت ﻟَﻠ ُْﻤﺘﱠﻘﻴﻦ
ُ ﴿ َو َﺳﺎ ِر ُﻋﻮا إﻟَﯽ َﻣﻐْ ِﻔَﺮة ِﻣﻦ َرﺑﱢ ُﮑﻢ َو َﺟﻨﱠﺔ َﻋ ْﺮ
ْ َ َ َ ﺿ َﻬﺎ اﻟ ﱠ

“ And hasten to forgiveness from your Lord; and a garden, the
extensiveness of which is as the heavens and the earth, it is prepared
for those who guard against evil.” 1
1

Sūrat Āl ‘Imr ā n 3:133.
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In reality, this ā yat makes known the call of man’s natural disposition
because his basic nature desires his perfection and wants him to be more
perfect than the others.
Natural disposition and the search for perfection
Without doubt, man yearns for the ultimate perfection and that is in intimacy
with Allah. It is for this reason that he makes use of every means and
resources in order to attain it. But limited perfections are not man’s ultimate
object of desire because they lose their appeal to higher perfections, and
secondly, man gets satiated after attaining his desires. It is for this reason that
they have said that union [or attainment] is the grave of love, that is to say
man cannot be a lover of limited beauty and goodness but he naturally is a
lover of immaculate perfection and yearns for Allah.
Man’s deepest desire is a divine want, and if the veils of error were removed
from his eyes and he were able to perceive his Beloved, he would have
intimate acts of devotion, like ‘Alī (‘a).
Allah states in the Qur’an:
﴾  أَﻻ ﺑِ ِﺬ ْﮐﺮ اﷲ ﺗَﻄ َْﻤﺌِﻦ اﻟْ ُﻘﻠُﻮب... ﴿

“ … surely by Allah’s remembrance are hearts set at rest.” 1
The term ‘remembrance of Allah’ [bi-dhikr Allā h] is a monopoly; that is to
say it is only by Allah’s remembrance that hearts are set at rest and it
removes anxiety and worry away and man is terribly wrong if he imagines
that property, wealth, position and status set his heart at rest. Of course, the
Qur’an does not forbid attaining them, but it states that they do not set man’s
heart at rest.2
It has been said that man yearns for ideal perfection and he makes use of
every means and tools; one of the means of attaining spotless perfection is
prayer as an intimate dialogue between an individual and his Lord and
enlivening the mosques. The Prophet (s ) states that happy are those who
take precedence and leadership on the Day of Resurrection. They lead men
towards the Garden of eternal bliss and the others fall behind them in order to
find their way to paradise. They are people who used to go to the mosques
before everyone early in the morning and at other times of the day.
1
2

Sūrat al-Ra ‘d 13:28.
Shahīd Mut ahharī, Insā n-e Kā mil (the Perfect Man), pp. 94-96.
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In order to make this comprehensible to the mind, heed ought to be paid to
this issue that one of the qualities of man’s soul is that he gets motivated
once he sees the others trudging the course of goodness and welfare. The
axiom of yielding to patterns and looking up to role models has been
accepted as an indisputable means of edification of personality. In truth, the
model plays the most fundamental role in man’s way of life.
If man takes precedence at performing good works, he attracts the attention
of other people and as a result, the others too follow his lead. This matter
(yielding to example) is an object of attention for youths. The older the
people grow, the more they desire to be role models for other human beings,
and this feeling is manifested in their conduct and performance of
responsibilities. As a result, the others too get inspired to do good works.
It is natural that when one man in a community begins to do something, the
others easily follow his lead. For instance, in a religious school, the others
get encouraged by the conduct of a number of people who take the lead at
going to the noon [z uhr] prayers. But if some people do not take leadership,
the others do not pay heed to the time of prayer and to being in the mosque
and/or if they pay heed [at all], do not firmly decide to undertake fulfilling it.
This is an expression of that same spiritual and psychological truth which has
been called yielding to role models.
If man performs works secretly for the sake of not getting contaminated by
sanctimony, his works are good and praiseworthy, but if a person openly
performs a good work in order to encourage others, not only is his action free
from blame, but very valuable and productive because he discharges his
duties not with the intention of showing off but of motivating others.
In this regard, Allah states:
ِ
﴾ ...ﺎﻫ ْﻢ ِﺳﺮا َو َﻋﻼَﻧِﻴﺔ
ُ َ َوأَﻧْـ َﻔ ُﻘﻮا ﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ َرَزﻗـْﻨ... ﴿

“ …and spend benevolently out of what we have given them secretly
and openly…” 1
Some people have said that the purpose of spending secretly in the way of
Allah is for man to keep afar from hypocrisy and the purpose of spending
openly is for inspiring others, therefore there is goodness in every aspect.
The work of both the one who prays secretly for the purpose of keeping afar
from sanctimony and that of one who prays openly in the mosque in order to
1

Sūrat al-Ra ‘d 13:22.
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encourage others is good. In addition to that, a person who takes the lead in
going to the mosque with a sincere intention and far from hypocrisy and [his
action] results in inspiring them, his reward is twice as much and he will be
the standard-bearer on the Day of Resurrection because his action has opened
the way to the mosque.
The late Āyatullāh Mar‘ashī Najafī, may he reside in Allah’s garden of
eternal bliss, was bound to going to the Holy Shrine [of Qum] early in the
morning before the call to prayer [adhā n]. During the early days of our
religious education, we sometimes used to succeed at going to the Shrine
early in the morning. Sometimes, snow used to fall and with complete
wonder we used to see the late Āyatullāh Mar‘ashī sitting behind the door
with his cloak pulled over his head. This was one of his high and eminent
qualities. How much does such conduct encourage others to do the same?
When the religious students used to see a religious legal authority sitting
behind the door of the mosque early in the morning, they used to get
encouraged to be present in the Shrine early in the morning.
It is proper for us to cite two h adīths with regard to the importance of being
present in the mosque because mention has been made about the importance
of taking precedence when going to the mosque.
The Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“Verily, there are attendants for the mosques who are companions of
the angels. When they do not attend the mosques on some excuse,
they comfort them and visit them when they get sick and help them
whenever they have need.”1
In another h adīth, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“Sitting in the mosque to wait for the time of prayer to arrive is
worship. Also, they said that Allah builds two houses in paradise for
a person whose speech is the Qur’an and whose house is the
mosque.”2

1
2

Mustadrik al-Wasā’il, vol. 1, p. 358.
Ibid.
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The status and rank of some duties
In continuation of the h adīth of Abū Dharr, the Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! Prayer is the mainstay of religion and that which
flows on the tongue in remembrance of Allah is more important.
Charity erases sin and a word which is beneficial for the people is
more significant than charity. Fasting extinguishes the fire and the
fast of the tongue is more superb. And the jihā d (spiritual struggle) is
honor and dignity and the jihā d of the tongue is more eminent.”
a) The status and rank of prayer
The Noble Prophet (s ) states that prayer is the cornerstone of religion and
that without it religion crumbles, but its invocations and words are more
important and greater than the rest of the works because entreaties are a
manifestation of the devotion and humility of a believing slave before Allah
and also with those implorations the immensity of His mercy is
demonstrated.
It is because of its delicate role in reforming the spiritual and religious
personality of man that prayer has been set forth as the foundation and
linchpin of religion. In reality, prayer embodies man’s faith and grants
perfection to his spiritual identity. It is for this reason that the verses of the
Qur’an and the h adīths of the Infallibles have been granted praiseworthy
importance.
The Noble Prophet (s ) states in a h adīth:
“Prayer is the greatest obligatory duty after knowledge of Allah and
is the first thing which will be asked of a slave on the Day of
Resurrection. If it gets accepted, the rest of the works also get
approved and if it does not get consented to, the rest of the works are
disapproved.”1
In connection with the status of sajdah (the prostration), Imām ‘Alī (‘a)
states:
“If the person performing prayers could perceive the mercy of Allah
that encompasses him, he would never raise his head from
prostration.”2
1
2

Tafsīr Abū al-Futūh , vol. 1, p. 103.
Ghurar al-H ikam, p. 605.
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In connection with the role of prayer in the purification of the soul,
edification of character and cleansing the psyche of impurities and
corruption, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“If there were in the house of anyone of you a stream and you
washed yourselves five times in it, would any dirt remain on your
bodies? One of the companions said, ‘No’. The Noble Prophet (s )
stated, ‘The similitude of prayer to a flowing river is that whenever a
person prays, his sins are forgiven in the intermittence of two
prayers’.”1
b) The status and rank of fasting
The Prophet (s ) has set forth fasting as a shield against the fire because it is
a means of ascending through the spiritual stations, of man’s growth, and it is
a barrier against the Devil.
Mankind possesses a carnal soul which is always pulling him towards
spiritual decadence and losing his divine personality. It is for this reason that
Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“I am afraid of two things for you, one is obeying the carnal soul and
the other is protracted hopes; because following the carnal soul is an
impediment to right and prolonged hopes cause forgetting the
hereafter.”2
Because Allah has love and affection for His slaves, He has provided them
with the means of making up for the oppression that they have committed
against themselves and has caused them to be driven away from Allah’s
divine presence.
One of those means is fasting which cleanses the soul of the effects of its
ugly works and brings about patience and endurance against hardships and
sins.
Regardless of the importance of fasting and its role in self-edification, special
reward has been designated for fasting on some of the days and months;
amongst them fasting in the month of Sha‘bān and Rajab discharging of
which was resolutely done by the saints [awliyā’] of religion and the great
scholars.
1
2

Wasā’il al-Shī‘ah, vol. 3, p. 7.
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 77, p. 419.
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c) The status and rank of the jihād
Jihā d and striving in the way of Allah is a cause of honor and dignity and has
a lively role in the protection and preservation of religion and the people. If it
were not for the jihā d and spiritual struggle, religion and its beliefs would
have been exterminated because materialists and opportunists, in order to
attain their worldly desires, do not relinquish their hostility and fight against
religion. The spiritual wars of the saints [awliyā’] of Allah have been the
reason why religion has remained preserved from their danger and we are
benefiting from the fruits of those wars today. It is for this reason that the
ways of life of the holy soldiers and fighters shine and they have been the
object of Allah’s mercy and grace.
With regard to them, Allah states:
ِ ﴿ ﻻ ﻳﺴﺘِﻮ ی اﻟْ َﻘ
ِ ﺎﻋُﺪ ون ِﻣﻦ اﻟْﻤ ْﺆِﻣﻨﻴﻦ ﻏﻴـﺮ أُ وﻟﯽ اﻟﻀﱠﺮ ر واﻟْﻤﺠ
ﺎﻫُﺪ ون ﻓﻲ َﺳﺒﻴﻞ اﷲ ﺑِﺄ َْﻣﻮاﻟِ ِﻬﻢ َوأَﻧْـ ُﻔ ِﺴ ِﻬﻢ ﻓَﻀﱠﻞ
َْ
ْ
َُ َ َ
ُ
ِ ﺎﻫﺪﻳﻦ ﺑﺄَﻣﻮاﻟِ ِﻬﻢ وأَﻧْـ ُﻔ ِﺴ ِﻬﻢ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ َﻘ
ِ اﷲ اﻟْﻤﺠ
﴾ ...ﺎﻋﺪﻳﻦ َد َر َﺟﺔ
َُ
َ َْ

“ The holders back from among the believers, not having any injury
[or valid excuse], and those who strive in Allah’s way with their
property and their persons are not equal, Allah has made the strivers
with their property and their persons to excel the holders back a high
degree…” 1
The point which has been emphasized by the Noble Prophet (s ) is that what
comes out of the mouth cannot come out of the other limbs and organs of the
body and what is built by the tongue is higher than what is built by prayer,
fasting and the jihā d, whether what is uttered by the tongue is in the form of
enjoining the right and forbidding the evil as has been mentioned in the
h adīths that forbidding the evil and enjoining the right is higher than the
holy jihā d, or is in the form of teaching and educating others; because
guiding an ignorant man towards right is higher than any other spiritual
striving [jihā d]. Likewise, they make us understand that performing
recommendable works not only discharging time-consuming and long acts of
worship but light recommendable works can be fulfilled by the tongue too
without expending a lot of capital, effort and time. Therefore, the value of the
tongue ought to be known and protected from pollution and contamination so
that man’s works are not performed in vain.

1

Sūrat al-Nisā 4:95.
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The differences of believers in their enjoying the different levels of
paradise
With regard to the different levels of the Garden of eternal bliss, the Noble
Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! The distance between the different levels of paradise
is like that between the earth and the sky. A dweller of paradise
looks above himself and then his eyes meet with a ray of light so
bright that it makes him blind, and he asks what light that is. It will
be said to him that this is the light of your brother so and so. He will
protest that we all used to perform worthy works with brother so and
so, why has he been accorded superiority over me? It will be said to
him that brother so and so had superiority over you in performing
good works. Then, contentment will be placed in his heart and he
will become pleased with his station.”
It is surprising that they do not tell that dweller of paradise that your
brother’s works were more than yours, but tell him that his works were
better; that is to say, the quality of his works was higher and he used to have
an attentive heart during his acts of devotion and prayer and sincerity. It is
natural that man ought to regret when he sees his friends taking precedence
over him. If man lags behind the others in the world, he can manage to make
up for his lagging behind, but there is no opportunity for compensation and
discharging duties in the hereafter, that is why punishment and regret in the
hereafter is more regretful than anything else, but despite that there is a
ground for regret in the dwellers of the Garden of eternal bliss, Allah does
not let them get afflicted by remorse. This is a well-kept secret whose
explanation is difficult for us.
Now the question which arises is how come the dwellers of paradise do not
get afflicted by remorse despite seeing their friends taking precedence over
them? In this regard, a metaphor has been narrated from the Prophet Jesus
(s ) in the Gospel of Barnabas that he stated, “In this world no short man
desires to wear long clothes and no tall man desires to wear short clothes.”
It can be gathered from this simile that every one in the Garden of eternal
bliss gets contented with what they have earned and do not expect more than
their stations and in reality perceive the rank that they have attained as
befitting to them. When he sees a number of people, like the prophets (s ),
residing in a higher station than his, he conceives their rank as befitting to
them and perceives their station as a long wide dress for his stature.
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The dwellers of paradise get freed from ugliness and filth before their death
and in the limbo [barzakh], and attain the perfection that they rightfully
deserve. It is for this reason that every person gets contented with what they
have earned and Allah grants him peaceful contentment. ?
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•
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•
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•
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•

Meditation about Hell Is a Cause of Fear and Sorrow for a
Believer

THE IMPORTANCE AND ROLE OF FEAR AND SORROW (1)
This section of the Noble Prophet’s (s ) advices is related to fear and
sorrow. It seems that the relationship between this section and the previous
sections lies in the fact that once man has planned to devote his life to
worship and servitude of Allah, which is that same real perfection, he needs
means and tools which can help him prepare better for his movement towards
perfection.
In order for decision and will power to appear in man, special pre-requisites
and basics have to be fulfilled. (In man’s soul conception and affirmations
and spiritual states like feelings and emotions prepare the ground for will
power and decision.) Therefore, if those pre-requisites are properly used once
they are met, or after their being fulfilled, a suitable opportunity for man’s
advancement towards perfection is said to have been made available.
All too often, man desires something but mere desiring does not cause him to
resolve to take action, but sometimes spiritual states appear which impel him
to take action and advancement; in reality, these spiritual states bring
valuable opportunities into appearance.
Fear and sorrow and abstinence from sin
One of the spiritual states which impels man to take action and becomes a
strong incentive for abstaining from sin is fear and sorrow. The two greatly
help man to come to himself, make the most of his time and not use it in
pursuit of vain and futile activities. Of course, not every kind of fear and
sorrow is praiseworthy and motivates man to search and work. Sorrow which
causes man to get affected by dejection and to quit everything leaving him
with neither the vigor to worship nor the energy to work is blameworthy and
likewise fear which causes the termination of man’s hope and leads to
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despondency in such a way that man too gets pessimistic about himself is
blameworthy.
Not only do some of the fears and sorrows not inspire man to spiritual
journeying to Allah but become its hindrances and impediments, like the
fears and sorrows which occur with regard to the world; one loses an amount
of money and they are ever after gloomy and sorrowful as to the cause of
their loss. Even in prayer one is thinking about that lost money! Or fear
which one has with regard to losing his property and opportunities; man fears
that he will lose his post and position. These kinds of fears and sorrows
become a hindrance in spiritual wayfaring to Allah.
Of course, sometimes it occurs that sorrow with regard to issues of the world
is related to Allah, like when an affliction befalls man and they fear that it
might be divine requital. It is natural that this kind of fear and dread will
become a source of motion for them. Or one becomes heartbroken at losing
some [worldly] favors and a cause of their awakening that they ought not to
fall in love with the world. Therefore, it is likely that fear of losing worldly
blessings can indirectly motivate man to motion in the direction of
eschatological and spiritual perfection.
Allah, the Exalted, states in two verses that once We send prophets (‘a) to the
people, We afflict them with hardships and adversities:
ِ
ﻀ ﱠﺮاء ﻟ ََﻌﻠﱠ ُﻬﻢ ﻳ ﱠ
ْﺳﺎء َواﻟ ﱠ
﴾ ﻀ ﱠﺮﻋُﻮن
َ ﴿ َوَﻣﺎ اَ ْر َﺳﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻗَـﺮﻳﺔ ِﻣﻦ ﻧَﺒ ﱢﻲ اﻻﱠ أ
َ َﺧ ْﺬﻧَﺎ أَ ْﻫﻠَ َﻬﺎ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺒَﺄ

“ And We did not send a prophet in a town but We overtook its
people with distress and affliction in order that they might humble
themselves.” 1
And in another verse, Allah states:
ْﺳﺎء َواﻟ ﱠ
﴾ ﻀ ﱠﺮﻋُﻮن
َ َﻀ ﱠﺮاء ﻟ ََﻌﻠﱠ ُﻬﻢ ﻳـﺘ
َ ﴿ َوﻟََﻘﺪ أَ ْر َﺳﻠْﻨَﺎ إﻟﯽ أ َُﻣﻢ ِﻣﻦ ﻗَـ ْﺒﻠِﻚ ﻓَﺄ
ُ ََﺧ ْﺬﻧ
َ ﺎﻫﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺒَﺄ

“ And certainly We sent apostles to nations before you, then We
seized them with distress and affliction in order that they might
humble themselves.” 2
It is because of His grace for them that Allah afflicts His slaves with
hardships and problems in order for it to become a cause of alertness and
1
2

Sūrat al-A‘r ā f 7:94.
Sūrat al-An‘ā m 6:42.
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vigilance for them and awakening from heedlessness so as to acquire more
preparedness for accepting right. Because until man is intoxicated with
pleasure and elation and drowned in prosperity, he lacks the preparedness to
accept right and what is related to the hereafter.
Fear and sorrow and spiritual ascension and growth of man
It has been said that fear and dread with regard to matters of the hereafter
causes spiritual ascendance, perfection and prosperity. In this regard, Allah
states:
﴾ ْﺠﻨﱠﺔ ِﻫﻲ اﻟ َْﻤﺄَْو ي
َ ﴿ َوأَ ﱠﻣﺎ َﻣﻦ َﺧﺎف َﻣ َﻘﺎم َرﺑﱢﻪ َوﻧَـﻬﯽ اﻟﻨﱠـ ْﻔﺲ ﻋﻦ اﻟ َْﻬﻮی * ﻓَِﺈ ﱠن اﻟ

“ And as for him who fears to stand in the presence of his Lord and
forbids the soul from low desires; then surely the Garden—that is the
abode.” 1
With regard to the role of piety in keeping man away from sins and fear
of Allah, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“O creatures of Allah! Certainly fear of Allah has saved the lovers of
Allah from unlawful items gave His dread to their hearts till their
nights are passed in wakefulness and their days in thirst.”2
Elsewhere, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) introduces fear of Allah as a sign of good opinion
with regard to Allah:
“The most fearful of Allah is the one who holds good thoughts about
him.”3
The difference between fear and sorrow
Sorrow occurs in circumstances once favor has been divested of man or
when harm is directed at him and causes grief and contrition. It is natural that
this condition is related to a matter which happened in the past; for instance,
man has done an indecent action which resulted in bad effects, one has said
bad words which resulted in the disgrace and defamation of someone else
and is remorseful as a result of it. Or, he had capital from which he could
have benefited enormously but has lost it. In any case, sorrow and grief
Sūrat al-Nā zi‘ā t 79:40-41.
Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 353, sermon [khut bah] 113, trans. Fayd
3
Ibid., p. 887.
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overtake man once he loses opportunities or he is deprived of blessings
and/or calamities befall him.
Fear occurs with regard to the occurrences and matters which will occur in
the future: he fears that an ordeal will befall him, an affliction or misfortune
will be directed at him, and/or a blessing will be taken away from him. In
reality, fear and sorrow are two similar qualities of the soul whose adjuncts
are different; one is related to the past and the other is connected to future.
For the reason that danger always exists in this world, the being of fear in
man is natural because man is an entity that is prone to injury, and there is
always the possibility of his health, life and ease and security falling in
danger.
The difference between a believer and a unbeliever lies in the fact that the
believer does not have an autonomous opinion about the common causes [or
ordinary means] and believes that everything springs from Allah, for this
reason he fears Allah but a nonbeliever does not conceive Allah, someone in
whose hands all the sovereignty lies, and maintains that there are
autonomous common causes [or ordinary means]. Of course, in the same way
which the believer fears Allah because of conceiving all the authority in Him,
it is only in Allah that he puts his faith for the reason that he does not believe
in an intermediary role other than Allah.
It has been recorded in a h adīth that:
“Allah subdues the others for a person who is Allah-fearing and He
fills with fear everyone who is not afraid of Him.”1
Once a believer has gathered that all the means lie in Allah’s hands and all
the sovereignty of the world belongs to Him, he does not perceive any
autonomy for others save Allah but only reveres Allah because he has been
relying on Allah and fears only Him and day by day his faith gets increased
and in the end Allah grants him so much power that he fears none save Allah
and the others get overcome by him. He is inflexible in the face of falsehood
and discharges whatever obligation he has diagnosed. But people do not fear
someone who does not venerate Allah and they compromise with other
people in order to safeguard their position and try to gratify others.
The natural disposition of man is such that whenever he is happy and
overjoyed with the world and is busy with himself, he lags behind in paying
1

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 69, p. 406.
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attention to Allah and spiritual matters. It is for this reason that in the Qur’an
this drunken ecstasy is castigated:
﴾ َ ت َﻋﻨﱢﻲ إِﻧﱠﻪ ﻟََﻔَﺮ ح ﻓَ ُﺨﻮر
ﺴﻴﱢﺄ
ﺴ ْﺘﻪ ﻟَﻴَـ ُﻘﻮﻟَ ﱠﻦ ذَ َﻫﺐ اﻟ ﱠ
ﺿّﺮآء َﻣ ﱠ
َ ﴿ َوﻟَﺌِﻦ أَ ذَﻗـْﻨَﺎﻩ ﻧَـ ْﻌ َﻤﺎء ﺑَـ ْﻌﺪ

“ And if We make him taste favor after distress has afflicted him, he
will certainly say, ‘The evils are gone away from me. Most surely, he
is exulting, boasting.” 1
Castigating the world, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“… What is your condition? You feel satisfied with what little you
have secured from this world while much of the next world of which
you have been deprived does not grieve you. The little of this world
which you lose pains you so much so that it becomes apparent in
your faces, and in the lack of endurance over whatever is taken away
from you; as if this world is your permanent abode, and as though its
wealth would stay with you for good.”2
Opposite to this merrymaking and joyousness is sorrow and sadness about
the past and dread in regard to the future which make man inclined towards
obedience, worship and devotion to Allah. It is for this reason that these two
psychological mentalities and emotions have been hailed, as the import of
some of the traditions impart [to us] that Allah grants favor upon a
community amongst whom there is a sorrowful man. Essentially, people who
used to derive benefit from the directions and the divine invitations of the
prophets (‘a) and saints [awliyā’] of Allah were people who held fear of
Allah in their hearts.
﴾... ﺸْﻮ ن َرﺑﱠـ ُﻬﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻐَْﻴﺐ َوأَﻗَ ُﺎﻣﻮا اﻟﺼﱠﻠﻮة
َ  إِﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ﺗُـ ْﻨِﺬ ر اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻳَ ْﺨ... ﴿

“ You warn only those who fear their Lord in secret and keep up
prayer…” 3
The invitation and instruction of the Prophets (s ) are ineffective in people
who do not fear Allah, as Allah states:

Sūrat Hūd 11:10.
Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 350, sermon [khut bah] 111, trans. Fayd
3
Sūrat F ā t ir 35:18.
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﴾  َﺳﻮآء َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬﻢ َءأَﻧَْﺬ ْرﺗَـ ُﻬﻢ أَم ﻟَﻢ ﺗُـﻨُِﺬ ْرُﻫﻢ ﻻ ﻳُـ ْﺆِﻣﻨُﻮن... ﴿

“ Surely those who disbelieve, it being alike to them whether you
warn them, or do not warn them, will not believe.” 1
The notion of fear of Allah: Man fears something which harms and poses
danger for him. Now what is the purport of fear of Allah, the Merciful, who
does not intend to harm His slaves? It can be said, in general, that in reality
man’s fear springs from danger that will be directed at him and contingently
of someone who will direct that harm at him. When man fears his enemy, it
is basically his foe’s torture and injury which he fears and his fear of his
adversary is by accident.
From the material aspect, when man believes that control of the cosmos and
its causes lies in Allah’s hands, his fear of Allah denotes apprehension of
nature’s wrath and worldly calamities because he knows that once he
becomes an object of Allah’s anger, nature and its material causes will be
wrathful to him and consequently earthquakes and floods and the rest of the
heavenly and earthly tribulations will be directed at him for the reason that
nature’s anger is derived from the wrath of Allah.
It can be gathered from the Noble Prophet’s (s ) sayings in this section of
the h adīth that sorrow and fear are desirable once its domain develops from
volitional premises and reflection and meditation and later on stimulate man
to move along the path of Allah and perfection; not that every fear and
sorrow ought to be desirable.
Grief and sorrows which crush man [by destroying his self-confidence and
vigor] and impedes him from working and living is not desirable. It occupies
him when he wants to study, and during prayer the worries of this world
hinder him from being absorbed with Allah. These [kinds of] sorrows and
woes are not only undesirable but are robbers.
Some people who are cowards lose their peace of mind and ease if they
perceive a possibility that danger will be directed at them, even if that
likelihood is meager. This kind of fear is worthless. Fear and sorrow has
value when it leads to man’s spiritual progression. With these expositions,
the connection between fear and sorrow and obedience and devotional
servitude to Allah becomes obvious and that all too often man derives the
best benefit from these two states in order to attain his perfection and bliss.
1

Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:6.
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The world is a prison for a believer and paradise for an infidel
For the purpose of bringing about the conditions for fear and sorrow and
clarifying these two, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! The world is prison for a believer and paradise for an
infidel, no believer turns his night into morning save with grief.”
Once this feeling that he is in prison has been enlivened in man, he does not
anticipate merrymaking [in this world] and does not think about being
preoccupied with the pleasures of this world. He [only] derives benefit from
the blessings of this world to the degree of gaining enough ability for
spiritual journeying. He thanks Allah after deriving benefit from every
blessing and attaining every gratification.
In contrast [to the believer], the world is paradise for an unbeliever, because
he can strive to attain his comfort and satisfaction as long as he is in this
world and if luxury and pleasure ever occur for him, it is in this world and he
will be entangled in the requital of Allah on the Day of Resurrection for the
ugly works which he perpetrated in this world. The punishment and wrath of
Allah is so intense that the world, in spite of all its problems, is [still]
paradise for him!
There is a famous narrative that a poor and sickly Jew approached Imām alH asan (‘a), who was dressed in costly clothes and mounted on a horse, and
said, “Your grandfather stated that the world is a jail for a believer and a
heaven for a nonbeliever. Now for who is the world a paradise, for you who
are mounted on a horse with magnificence and glory, or for me who is poor
and sick? With all the encumbrances and hardships, the world is hell for me,
not paradise!’
Imām al-H asan (s ) stated, “If you knew what hard punishment Allah has
in store for you, you would understand that the world, in this same state that
you are, is paradise. In contrast, if you would perceive what stations Allah
has kept in store for us, you would understand that [even] if the whole world
were given to us, it would be nothing more than prison.”
Once the world is a jail for a believer, it is natural that he is sorrowful
because prison is not a place of joyousness.
It is worthy of mention that commendation of sorrow in this h adīth does
not imply that every sorrow is praiseworthy and that man has to try to be sad
all the time. It is not feasible to deduce such a general and common
connotation [from the above statements in regard to sorrow]. It is doubtless
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that every point which is mentioned in such kind of admonitions is restricted
and its scope is limited; but with the help of research and acquaintance with
the words of Allah and of the Infallible Imāms (‘a), one ralizes that in what
instances comprehensive and general judgments become limited.
Meditation about hell is a cause of fear and sorrow for a believer
In connection to the reasons for a believer’s sorrow, the Noble Prophet (s )
states:
“With regard to the fact that Allah has given the news that he will
cast man into hell and has not promised him to release him from
there, why ought not a believer to be sorrowful?”
One of the causes of fear and sorrow in man, especially a believer, is
contemplation about the unequivocal promise of Allah that all people will
enter hell and in this connection the Noble Prophet (s ) prepares the ground
for sorrow by mentioning this point.
In this regard, Allah states:
ِ ﴿ وإن ِﻣ ْﻨ ُﮑﻢ اِﻻﱠ واِر ُد َﻫﺎ َﮐﺎن َﻋﻠَﯽ رﺑﱢﻚ ﺣ ْﺘﻤﺎ ﻣ ْﻘ
﴾ ﻀﻴﺎ
َ ًَ َ
َ

“ And there is none of you but shall come to it, this is an unavoidable
decree of your Lord.” 1
A believer has faith in the Qur’an and the explicit judgment of Allah that he
will enter heaven and no one has the guarantee of being taken out of hell.
Yes, those who are an object of Allah’s grace and favor, and have been
successful at discharging Allah’s duties, will be released from hell but they
do not know whether they belong to that group or not. This very thought is
enough for them [to become fearful and sorrowful]. He does not know what
his fate will be; for this reason joyousness and happiness are meaningless to
him and this thought and sorrow restrains him from heedlessness.
This apprehension and anxiety prompts man to come to themselves and
desert merrymaking and partying and ponder about his destination. Of
course, there are also other causes and factors in the world which result in
man’s sorrow and sadness, like being affected by illnesses and calamities. Or
that a man’s rights are violated and they are not able to get justice done; in
this connection, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
1

Sūrat Maryam 19:71.
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“A believing man is confronted with illnesses, encumbrances,
unforeseen hardships and oppression, but no one helps him. For this
reason, he asks Allah, the Exalted, for help and reward and
compensation.”
Even if the causes and factors which give rise to sorrow are countless, some
sorrow which arises from some of them is not so worthwhile and plays no
role in a believer’s self-building and edification of character because these
kinds of woes also come to pass for others. Sorrow and grief is very desirable
when it arises from a believer’s knowledge that he is likely not to be released
from hell once he enters it.
In continuation, the Prophet (s ) states:
“A believer departs from the world in a sorrowful state, but he is led
towards the ease and grace of Allah once he departs.”
As has been said, until a believer is in this world, he is faced with worries
and woes as a result of which he gets sad and grieves and/or gets despondent
when he thinks about his pre-destination and looks at the shortcomings of his
past. Therefore, that time when he leaves this world which is entirely filled
with encumbrances and sorrow towards the eternal world and the proximity
of right is when his sadness and sorrow comes to an end and that’s when he
gets happy and joyous.
“O Abū Dharr! Allah has not been worshiped in the same way as
prolonged sorrow.”
A slave who is always afraid of Allah and has been patient in the face of
hardships has been more devoted to Allah than everyone else.
It is natural that once man was fearful and sorrowful with regard to his
destination, he supplicates and prays to the Divine Threshold and
consequently he cleanses his inside of impurities and sin. Likewise, he
engages in more worthy worship accompanied by more wakefulness and
vigilance and purity of heart is a precondition for the acceptance of prayer.
Therefore, sorrow and grief is itself worship because it makes man attentive
to his position of servitude and the greatness of his Lord.
Now that the discussion has come this far, there is room for us to cite some
h adīths regarding the state and station of a believer at the time of his death
and meeting Allah, the Merciful. It has been recorded in a h adīth that at the
time of a believer’s death, two angels say to him:
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“O friend of Allah! Do not be sorrowful or fearful and receive the
glad tidings of paradise and rejoice. Fear and sorrow will not affect
you and you are not deserving of that. Verily Allah, the Exalted, has
willed to free you from every pain and punishment and make you
partake of the sweetness of Allah’s mercy. Verily, hell is closed over
you and you will never enter hell at all.”1
Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states;
“My friend and brother, the Prophet of Allah, said to me, ‘A person
who is happily looking forward to meeting Allah and not to be
rejected by Him ought to choose you to be his guardian and a person
who gets happily anxious to meet Allah and for Allah to be pleased
by him should love your son al-H asan, and a person who is gladly
looking forward to meeting Allah without being fearful must love
your son al-H usayn.”2 ?

1
2

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 8, p. 21, h adīth 205.
Ibid., vol. 27, p. 107, h adīth 81.
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THE IMPORTANCE AND ROLE OF FEAR AND SORROW (2)
The greatest blessing which Allah has granted to us is the gift of Islam and
the guardianship of the Ahl al-bayt (‘a). Under the auspices of the guidelines
and directives of that Pure Household, colossal treasures of their advices and
knowledge have been transmitted to us with the help of the strenuous efforts
of the great scholars over the past fourteen centuries. The least gratitude we
can express concerning this great favor is study and research of these
invaluable hoards of knowledge and making practicable use of them and
increasing awareness of them. It is under the auspices of the guardianship of
the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and their directives that we get led from the darkness of
ignorance and unawareness to the light of knowledge and awareness; as we
read in the Jāmi‘ah Supplication:
“Thanks to your leadership and custodianship, Allah made us know
the knowledge and truths of the religion and set right our corrupt
worldly affairs…”1
The luminous advices of the Noble Prophet (s ) are a clear example of their
instructions. There is room for us to derive benefit from these advices and
recommendations in order to attain the prosperity of this world and the
hereafter because Islam and its instructions are the best prescription that
secures man’s worldly and eschatological prosperity and all his material and
psychological needs.
Beneficial and valuable knowledge
“O Abū Dharr! Whoever imparts knowledge which does not cause
weeping has passed on fruitless knowledge, because Allah has thus
1
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described the scholars in the Qur’an, ‘Surely, those who are given the
knowledge before it fall down on their faces, making obeisance when
it is recited them’.”
Islam is a comprehensive and complete school of thought which, by inviting
man to perfection, aims at training and instructing him in social and ethical
aspects and other prospects. Man attains perfection once he counterbalances
all the academic, ethical and evaluative aspects and angles. Islam grants the
same value to ethical and spiritual issues to the same extent that it grants to
knowledge, expertise, independent reasoning and Islamic jurisprudence and
law and a perfect man thrives for growth in the academic and jurisprudential
aspects as much as he flourishes in the ethical aspects, too.
Unfortunately, sometimes attending to academic issues prevents us from
paying heed to ethical issues, whose worth is not less than that of academic
matters. In the same way that attending to social issues makes man heedless
of spiritual and ethical issues. Man gets so immersed in social and official
duties that he does not find an opportunity to engage in himself and probe
into his ethical needs. In order for us not to get proud and heedless,
sometimes it is necessary to pay heed to ethical and spiritual issues, too.
This section of the h adīths depends on this point that if Allah has granted
us knowledge, He wants us to pay heed to ethical matters too because if we
only attend to academic issues and get negligent of ourselves, we will get
afflicted by ethical deviations such as laxity and egotism.
Some values have been mentioned in the Qur’an which unfortunately have
been forgotten in our society [today], even though some people pay heed to
them, but still it is not to the extent of these values finding their way to the
social scene. This is in spite of the fact that the Qur’an believes those
qualities and values to be attributes of devoted worshippers and the scholars.
One of those attributes and qualities is fear of Allah and the state of
supplication and lamentation.
Perhaps the reason for stressing the quality of sorrow and grief and humility
is for the reason of setting the personality of a believer in equilibrium,
especially an intellectual, because knowledge and awareness have a high
station and are the most eminent values for man after piety. It is natural that
the one who has attained knowledge becomes honored and respected in
society and this itself gives birth to pride and vanity and naturally the
academic is faced with the danger of corruption.
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The divine law [shar ‘] of Islam, in order to obstruct the scholar from egotism
and self-importance and setting his personality balance, recommends him to
humility, yielding before Allah and weeping and wailing, so that the higher
he rises in social position, the smaller and humbler he perceives himself. This
is the same thing that Imām al-Sajjād (‘a) requests from Allah on noble
moral traits and acts pleasing to Allah:
“O Allah! Bless Muh ammad and his Household, raise me not a
single degree before the people without lowering me to the same
extent in myself and bring about no outward exaltation for me
without an inward abasement in myself to the same measure…”1
With regard to what has been cited, the Prophet (s ) states to Abū Dharr that
if your knowledge does not give rise to humility and modesty and does not
bring forth crying in you, know that that knowledge is not beneficial to you.
Knowledge is beneficial and rewarding which adds to man’s yielding before
his Lord. As Allah describes the intellectuals in the Qur’an that when the
divine verses are recited to them, they at once fall prostrating on the ground
and make humble entreaties and supplications [to their Lord]. This is a sign
of man’s submissiveness to Allah.
Even if it is considered an outward act but still it arises from the
transformation of the heart and inside; until man’s heart has not become
sorrowful and man has not become humble in his heart, the state of crying
does not come about in man.
In continuation of the h adīth, the Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! Every person can make himself cry because of fear
of Allah and not every person can make his hearts acquainted with
sorrow and force himself to cry because a hard heart is far from
Allah; but they do not perceive this denotation.”
As has previously been mentioned, the crying which has been recommended
in the h adīths, one of which is this h adīth, is weeping as a result of fear
of being deprived of the prosperity of the hereafter and getting polluted by
sin and/or lamenting because of spiritual deprivations and due to the absence
of the Imām of the Age—may Allah hasten his reappearance—and higher
than all these is lamentation because of deprivation from the beatific vision
of Allah [liqā’ Allā h].
1
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Those who are lovers of Allah and cognition of the divine guardianship weep
as a result of fear of being deprived of the beatific meeting with Allah, in the
same way that Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states in Du‘ā’ al-Kumayl:
“I am at crossroads O my Allah O my Master! I could bear your fire
with patience, but how can I bear separation from Thee!”
If it is not possible for someone to cry, then at least one ought to inculcate his
hearts with topics that cause sorrow and/or meditate upon his spiritual
privations and reflect upon his sins in order to make his hearts grieved. If his
heart still does not become sorrowful, then he ought to at least dissemble to
be anguished. If sadness does not occur for someone and he was always
overjoyed and pompous, he gets deprived of Allah’s mercy. Of course, it is
to be taken for granted that every person who has a state of weeping and
wailing is close to Allah, because it is also possible for the hypocrites to
attain this state as a result of causing and maintaining certain feelings in
themselves in order to quickly become sad and start crying. Opposed to that,
it cannot be asserted that whoever does not get sad and does not cry is stonehearted and far from Allah.
Security and peace in paradise are a product of fear and dread of Allah
in the world
“O Abū Dharr! Allah states, ‘I do not mix two fears and also two
securities in [any] one of my slaves. If he were secure in this world, I
will scare him in the next world. If he were afraid of me in this
world, I will make him secure in the next world’.”
Being secure from divine machinations is a cause of becoming polluted by
sin because once man perceives himself at liberty to do whatever he fancies
and has no fear and apprehension whatsoever, he has no qualms about
committing sin. It is natural that feeling safe in the world—which causes
being polluted by deviations and sin—goes with insecurity and punishment;
in this regard Allah states:
ِ
﴾ ْﺠﺤﻴﻢ ﻫﻲ اﻟ َْﻤَﺄو ی
َ ﴿ ﻓَﺄَ ﱠﻣﺎ َﻣﻦ ﻃَﻐَﯽ * واﺛَـﺮ اﻟْﺤﻴﻮة اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ * ﻓَﺎ ﱠن اﻟ

“ Then as for him who is inordinate, and prefers the life of this world,
then surely the hell, that is the abode.” 1

1
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The Prophet’s (s ) remark in this section is expressive of the fact that man
can do something to bring about fear of Allah in his heart. After man has
comprehended that fear of Allah is desirable and results in the attainment of
the hereafter, the question arises as to how it is possible to cause fear and
dread in oneself? In response to this question, it can be said that this state
arises in man by making some of the necessary preparations and paying heed
to some of the issues:
Sometimes man knows certain things but because they do not pay heed to
those known facts, his faith and knowledge are dormant and faint-colored
and an individual becomes negligent and in the end that knowledge and
belief does not produce its effects. But every time a person pays heed to the
causes giving birth to fear and whenever he tries to pay attention to that fear,
his fear and dread increase and affect his behavior.
The other point is that man can attain a position where he concurrently
combines sorrows and raptures. Weak people cannot have sorrow and
happiness at the same time. They have either happiness and delight or sorrow
at a time. Once the soul gets stronger and more perfect, it is possible that at
one time, he becomes happy from one point of view and from the other
perspective gets sad and sorrowful, and bit by bit attains a level where as a
result of the perfection of the heart and soul, he muster in himself kinds of
sorrows and raptures in the same way that the saints [awliyā’] of Allah used
to gather in themselves different kinds of fears and sorrows and raptures and
hopes. People who have achieved those stations have different spiritual states
simultaneously and can manage to produce the different effects and
conditions in themselves.
The forgiveness of sins is a result of fear of Allah
In connection with the fruits of fear of Allah, the Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! On the Day of Resurrection, the sins of a believing
slave will be shown, he will say, ‘I was scared of the consequences
of this action.’ As a result of this, his sins will get forgiven.”
We have so far understood the importance of fear of Allah and have known
its role in giving aid to man in his journeying towards Allah. In regard to this
matter the Prophet (s ) hints at some of the benefits and profits of fearing
Allah in order to produce or strengthen in us the motivation of bringing about
fear. He states that one of the benefits of fear of Allah is forgiveness and
remission of sins.
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In general, every individual can have two conditions:
1. At the time of committing sin, he had no fear of the consequences of his
action, and enjoyed deriving gratification from his sins in relaxation and
peace of mind and without any worry and anxiety. Such a condition results in
being encouraged to sin more and as a result adamant persistence at
perpetrating that sin and the end result is the bad end for man.
2. At the moment of perpetrating sin, he is fearful of Allah and his end and
destination. He fears to die before succeeding at repentance. This fear and
dread causes a decrease of pleasure at the time of committing sin and
consequently leads to repentance and the forgiveness of sins.
It is natural that on the Day of Resurrection, man will be held accountable for
his sins, and if that sin has not been compensated for and amended, and has
not even been repented for, because if he had repented he would have been
forgiven, he will be led towards hell. But because Allah’s slave was fearful
and dreadful in the world, they say: “O Lord! I was scared of the
consequences of my sin at the time of committing sin.” As a result of this,
their sin will be forgiven. Therefore, if man is afraid of Allah with regard to
his sin, the hope is that he will be forgiven on the Day of Resurrection.
Fear of Allah causes a reduction of sin and man’s wakefulness and vigilance
and is itself a cause of warning against negligence in man at the time of
deviation and error. It is for this reason that the fearful and dreadful of Allah
have been praised and a promise of reward has been promised for fear of
Allah.
With one brief overview at the verses of the Qur’an, we arrive at this
conclusion that the differences of the levels of fear are related to the levels of
man’s knowledge and cognition; that is to say, wise people, amongst them
the Infallible Imāms (‘a), have a higher level of fear of Allah and the rest of
the people are at a lower level. The Qur’an recites two adjuncts for fear and
dread:
1. Fear of the presence of Allah.
2. Fear of divine punishment.
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In Sūrat Ibr ā hīm, Allah sates:
َ﴿ ﻟَﻨ ْﺴ ِﮑﻨَـﻨﱠ ُﮑﻢ اﻷ
﴾ ْر ض ِﻣﻦ ﺑَـ ْﻌ ِﺪ ِﻫﻢ ذَﻟِﮏ ﻟِ َﻤﻦ َﺧﺎف َﻣ َﻘﺎﻣﻲ َو َﺧﺎف َوﻋﻴﺪ

“ And most surely, We will settle you in the land after them; this is for
him who fears standing in My presence and who fears My threat.” 1
In this verse, both fear of Allah and dread of divine punishment have been
mentioned. The highest position of fear is fear of Allah’s presence.
The deceased ‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī states, “Fear of Allah denotes dread
of Allah’s punishment that results from unbelief and sin and its requisite is
that man’s acts of worship have been performed for release from divine
retribution, not worship solely for Allah. This is the worship of slaves who
devote themselves to their Master as a result of fear of punishment. Likewise,
some people devote themselves to Allah out of desire for divine reward and
payment, and this kind of worship has acquired the name ‘worship of the
traders’. But fear of the divine presence is other than fear of divine
retribution. This fear arises from a feeling of smallness and abjectness in the
face of Allah’s greatness and His divine realm, and is a fruit of humility and
lowliness in the face of the honor and sovereignty of Allah.
“In reality, worship and servitude is [done] as a result of fear of the divine
presence and with the denotation of humility and homage, not because of fear
of divine retribution and/or as a result of coveting divine reward and
payment, and this sincere worship only takes place for Allah. Therefore,
people who fear the divine presence of Allah are the purified and fearful in
the face of the majesty of Allah.”2
Criticizing dependence on good works
The Noble Prophet (s ) reproaches a person who performs sin because of
being confident of his good works, and states:
“O Abū Dharr! A man performs good works and by putting his
confidence in it, commits sins and perceives sin as light in
comparison to his good works, such a person gets agitated when he
goes to the divine presence of Allah. Opposite to him is a man who
commits sin and is fearful and dreadful of divine retribution, such a
person will have a free conscience on the Day of Resurrection.”
1
2

Sūrat Ibr ā hīm 14:14.
Tafsīr al-Mīzā n, vol. 19, p. 122.
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The criteria of acceptance or lack of acceptance of works cannot be measured
by outward criteria but acceptance and lack of acceptance of works is
connected to conditions which all too often man does not manage to
compute.
Therefore, no one can be sure of the approval of his works. In addition to
that, surety of the acceptance of acts of worship gives birth to self-conceit in
man, to the extent that it is possible to contaminate himself with venial sins
vis-à-vis the good works which he has committed on the pretext that minor
sins are nothing in comparison to the good works which he has discharged
heedless of the fact that firstly confidence in the approval of his acts of
devotion was misplaced, because oftentimes his works might not be
accepted, secondly not paying heed to venial sins is itself an unpardonable
sin. That man feels safe and assured as a result of reliance on the good works
he has performed and perceives sin to be small and considers it as
unimportant as a result of depending on his acts of devotion is enough to
make man an object of Allah’s wrath.
In contrast to this group, some people are fearful and anxious and always
worried once they commit sin. This group, even if they do not have a lot of
will power to discharge some of the acts of worship, will be freed from the
divine retribution of Allah because of their fear and dread in regard to sin,
and will be in peace and security there. (The Noble Prophet’s (s )
expression in this section has another interpretation which has previous been
mentioned.)
The Noble Prophet’s (s ) intention is to direct Abū Dharr’s attention to the
importance of the spiritual states of the heart and how effective fear of sin is,
to the extent that once man commits sin, anxiety, worry and distress of the
heart will result in his forgiveness and remission. Opposite to this, even if he
performs a lot of acts of worship but feels secure and safe from the
repercussions of venial sins, which is proof that he has regarded sin as light
and pays no heed to Who he is disobeying, he will be afflicted by divine
wrath. Therefore, no sin ought to be considered as minor [or pardonable] and
always make effort to preserve in ourselves fear and dread of Allah so as not
to become self-conceited and deceived by the accursed Devil.
The role of paying heed to sin in shunning the Devil
Higher than what has been said, the Noble Prophet (s ) states in the next
sentence:
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“O Abū Dharr! Allah’s slave commits sin and as a result of that [sin]
goes to heaven.” I said, “O Prophet of Allah! May my father and
mother be thy ransom! How possible is that?” He stated, “He always
perceives his sin and repents it, seeks refuge in Allah until finally he
enters paradise.”
Sometimes, man commits sin and as a result of that is anxious and worried
and this very fear and dread gives rise to repentance and seeking refuge in
Allah and release from the trap of the accursed Devil. Consequently, once he
gets freed from negligence and cravings of the flesh, he no longer perpetrates
sin and as a result of this enters the Garden of eternal bliss. Perhaps, if that
sin were not committed by him, this feeling would not have been aroused in
him. Of course, the proximate [or immediate] cause of paying heed to Allah
and fleeing from the accursed Devil is that same repentance, fear and dread
of Allah and sin is a remote [or distant] cause but at any rate that too has
become a factor.
This statement of the Prophet (s ) is intended to encourage man to [pay
heed] to this point that they ought to arouse in their souls a feeling of fear
and dread. Fear which results in compensating for past sins and makes the
individual who enters the Garden of bliss not of meager value, therefore we
ought to strive to attain it.
A study of the nature of fear and sorrow and the meaning of fear of
Allah
Up to this section, the discussion has been connected to fear and dread which
has been cited in the h adīths. Now is the time to present some questions
and their responses even if these queries are not directly related to this ethical
discussion:
One of the questions pertains to whether having the condition [or state] of
fear is good or bad? If it is good, then why does Allah describe his saints
[awliyā’] as ‘and there is no fear for him nor shall he grieve’1? And if it is
bad, then why does the Noble Prophet (s ) encourage others to give rise to
this feeling in their hearts? And also why has he stated that these two are a
cause of forgiveness and remission of sins?
Two responses ought to be given, fear and sorrow are not in themselves,
without taking into consideration their two adjuncts [or attachments],
1

Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:112.
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desirable or reproachable. It cannot be said with generality that they are
either good or bad, but the cause of that fear and the cause of that sorrow
have to be taken into consideration. Fear of Allah and His retribution is
desirable, because it results in man standing up to perform acts of worship
and obedience of Allah and abstinence from sins and in the end it helps man
to better discharge his duties and with the acquisition of the path to
prosperity and bliss, become a dweller of the Garden of eternal bliss.
Opposite to it is undesirable fear as a result of the world, for the reason that
the origin [or roots] of inclination to the world is not good, worse with fear of
it. The other query concerns what the interpretation of fear of Allah is.
In response it ought to be said that fear of Allah is a reflection of dread of
ourselves and the actions which man has committed, otherwise Allah is the
source of mercy and compassion. Fear of Allah is because of His being ‘the
One who inflicts intense punishment’ [shadīd al-‘iqā b], He does not
overlook man’s actions and He keeps count of every deed.
The other point whose mentioning is necessary is that in one general
division, three kinds of fear of Allah can be cited:
1. Fear of divine retribution in hell
This is the level of ordinary people. In most people dread of the eternal
inferno and divine retribution causes them to discharge their religious duties
and not stain themselves with sin. Of course, it ought to be mentioned that
this stage is very valuable for those who are at the beginning of growth and
perfection and this fear gives fruit to prosperity and freedom from divine
punishment if it is effective in making man abstain from sin.
2. Fear of losing the gifts of Paradise
Some people refrain from sin and discharge their religious obligations as a
result of fearing to be deprived of the blessings of the eternal blissful Garden,
in reality their longing for the Garden of eternal bliss impels them to obey
Allah and shun the Devil. This level is higher than the previous one.
3. Fear of being deprived of the beatific presence and vision of Allah
[liqā’ Allāh]
This is fear of losing the attention and affection of Allah. There is no doubt
that this level is higher than the previous two levels and is especially reserved
for the elect ones of the divine presence and people whose companionship is
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very high and pay no attention to the reward and retribution of the hereafter;
but perceive and pursue things which are higher.
In order to clarify this level and make our minds perceive it, it is necessary to
cite an example:
Imagine that we have been invited by the leader of the Islamic revolution and
a reception has been arranged for us. It is likely for a number of the people
who have been invited to be worried of missing the food once they delay.
Some say to themselves that today is a festival and it has been resolved that
the leader will offer presents. Their fear is that they will miss the gifts if they
arrive late [at the reception]. The ambition of this group is higher than that of
the previous one. It is not important whether they remain hungry or not, but
what is important is receiving a present from the hands of the leader!
The third group consists of people who only value and cherish visiting the
leader and nothing else. That the leader of the Islamic revolution will cast a
glance at them and smile out of pleasure and happiness at them is very
valuable for them and it is no longer necessary for them to be given a coin or
not.
These levels of love and affection which exist among the people as a result of
the differences in motivation and knowledge are coincidentally similar to
fear of the divine presence.
In a h adīth, Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) cites these three levels in regard to
worship and servitude to Allah, the Exalted, stating:
“A group of men worship Allah as a result of fear; the worship of
this category of people is that of slaves. Another party prays to Allah
as a result of ardor for divine reward and profit; the worship of this
sect is that of wage-takers. And another group venerates Allah as a
result of love and adoration for Allah; this is the worship of the free
and is the highest worship.”1
The dread of a person who fears Allah is sometimes apprehension of hell in
such a way that if the punishment of hell is gotten rid off, they are no longer
worried. Of course, this stage is very worthy in comparison to infidelity and
disbelief and is a product of belief in Allah, the Day of Resurrection and faith
in the fact that Allah will punish sinful and disobedient servants. The

1

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 70, p. 236.
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ambition of a person who has achieved this level is low and is like slaves
who work as a result of fear of their master’s punishment.
Some people’s fear of Allah is a result of their foreboding that they will be
deprived of the divine blessings of the eternal Garden of bliss. Even if divine
retribution is out of consideration, they apprehend being expropriated of the
divine favors of Allah. Vis-à-vis, those two groups are a sect which, even if
heaven and hell were not existent, they worry about being the object of
indifference and disregard by Allah. The Qur’an mentions Allah’s disregard
to the disbelievers as one of the greatest divine retributions:
﴾ ... َوﻻ ﻳ َﮑﻠﱢ ُﻤ ُﻬﻢ اﷲ َوﻻ ﻳـﻨْﻈُﺮ إﻟﻴ ِﻬﻢ ﻳـْﻮ م اﻟْﻘﻴ َﺎﻣﺔ... ﴿

“ … and Allah will not speak to them, nor will He look upon them on
the Day of Resurrection…” 1
For a person who is conscious [and perceptive], Allah’s contempt is worse
than His retribution. Worse than any punishment for a man is to go visiting
his friend, father or teacher after a long period of time only to be confronted
by their disregard and indifference.
A question is asked here that why were the Infallible Imāms (‘a) also afraid
of Allah? They were infallible and the control of heaven and hell was at their
disposal, why were they afraid of Allah and how compatible is this fear with
the station of infallibility?
A brief answer is that infallibility connotes quitting sins and abstaining from
what is forbidden and that does not mean that the good pleasure of Allah too
is allotted to the Infallible. An Infallible is a person who does not sin and
does not go to hell, but where is it explicitly stated that he is the object of
Allah’s attention and love? Dread of being expropriated of Allah’s grace and
His good pleasure is higher than fear of divine retribution.
An elaborate and real response to this query is beyond the reach of our
understanding, because we cannot conceive the station of the Prophet’s (s )
Pure Household and [we cannot] perceive what spiritual states they had and
what they were doing and how their conditions were.
Yes, with reliance on the evidence that exists and in comparison with our
own states, in brief and to the extent of our comprehension, we perceive a

1
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very meager fraction of their states but the reality of the matter is not
apparent to us and is not explicable.
The simultaneous appearance of opposing and conflicting states
With regard to the previous topics, it can be gathered that once man’s soul
becomes complete, it can have different states simultaneously—such as
[concurrent] pleasure and displeasure.
Our capacity is limited and we cannot manage to gather numerous
transcendental states at the level of perfection. Therefore, the collection of
sorrows and joys gives rise to a medium and intermediate inner state in us.
But once man becomes more perfect, he can cause to appear in himself two
or more conflicting spiritual states, what is more at the level of perfection.
Fear and hope, with regard to their special factors, appear in the soul and if
the totality of causes are together taken into consideration, it is possible for
them to give rise to a new transcendental state as a result of their actions and
reactions. But if regard is paid to every factor, from the perspective that it is a
source and fountainhead of a specific inner state, its only fruit is that very
spiritual state. For instance, if we concentrate on the origin of fear, only
dread appears in our souls and once we focus on the source of security, the
feeling of security and peace appears in our souls.
People whose souls have become complete and are in firm control of their
inner states and spiritual conditions become full of tears once they conceive
the divine retribution and/or reflect upon the possibility of being deprived of
the good pleasure of Allah and at that very moment perceive the grace,
mercy and forgiveness of Allah and a state of happiness and joyousness
appears in them. That is to say, with regard to the causes of fear and security,
it is feasible for them to concurrently emanate two inner states in themselves.
With regard to these issues, it is possible to have a weak awareness and
knowledge in relation to the holy existence of the Noble Prophet (s ) and the
Infallible Imāms (‘a) in the form of a subtle station ‘union of perfections’
[jam‘ al-jam‘ī] and that those strong souls can synchronically be the
manifestation of all the beautiful Names and Attributes of Allah. They pay
heed to the mercy of Allah and become happy and joyous and hope appears
in them. On the other hand, they pay heed to the harsh divine retribution and
punishment, and an inner state of fear and dread appears in them. But in
regard to the physical [or bodily] appearance and emergence of spiritual
states, whichever gains predominance over the other becomes conspicuous
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and evident because the body of man lacks the capability of manifesting
those two inner states in a complete way. If fear prevails, tears flow and once
the feeling of hope and joy predominates, the lips fall into a smile; of course,
manifesting these inner states is at their free disposal.
With regard to the question of why the Infallibles paid heed to divine
retribution in order to give rise to the inner state of fear in themselves despite
that they knew they had not committed any sin and would never at all
commit any sin, in addition to that, Allah has placed heaven and hell at their
free disposal. Therefore, what motivation do they have for paying heed to the
cause of fear? We have previously provided a response to this query but now
we will give another answer.
The sum of capabilities and inner states which exist in man ought to be the
manifestation of devotional servitude to Allah and to be expended in His
way. Man’s being is a mixture of material and transcendental elements and
states; there is in his natural disposition fear and displeasure and security and
pleasure, and joy and gratification, too.
Allah has granted these spiritual and transcendental states to all human
beings in order for them to use them along His path. They ought to be happy
and laugh for the good pleasure of Allah; that is to say, his joyousness has to
be related to Allah in some way. He ought to be glad for the reason that he
has been an object of Allah’s mercy not because he is deriving pleasure [for]
himself.
It has been narrated in some h adīths that the Shī‘ahs will be guests of the
Prophet (s ) and his Ahl al-bayt (‘a) and sit at their table partaking of their
food. But still is the gratification which the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) derive the same
as that which we derive [from it]? It has been recorded in a verse in the
Qur’an that:
﴾ َﺤﻢ ﻃﻴﺮ ِﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ ﻳ ْﺸﺘَـ ُﻬﻮن
ْ ﴿ َوﻟ

“ And the flesh of fowl such as they desire.” 1
Is the pleasure which the Noble Prophet derives from the fowls of paradise
the same as that which we derive?
Of course, the two immeasurable pleasures are different. The Noble Prophet
(s ) derives pleasure from the perspective that it is acceptable to Allah. In
1

Sūrat al-Wā qi‘ah 56:21.
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any case, the level of derivation of pleasure is related to the standard of
knowledge and affection and love of an individual to Allah.
This very contrast can be made in relation to the fear of the Noble Prophet
(s ) and the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) with the dread of the rest [of people]; even if
they fear the fire of hell but still their dread emanates from their perception
that it is a sign of Allah’s wrath. They perceive it as a sign that their Beloved
has no love for them; Allah’s wrath and separation and parting from Him is
unbearable for them, it is for this reason that they are deeply worried and
anxious. ?
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THE INSIGNIFICANCE AND MINUTENESS OF THE WORLD
AND THE IMPORTANCE OF PERCEIVING THE
HEREAFTER
The differences of perception and conduct between an intelligent and an
unintelligent person
The previous discourse was concerned with the fact that if man commits sin
and becomes regretful and fearful afterwards, Allah grants him forgiveness
as a result of that regret and anxiety. It is likely to falsely imagine that every
person who commits sin and repents afterwards will be forgiven and this in
itself gives birth to more sin and contamination. In order to put an end to this
false illusion, the Noble Prophet states that a smart and clever person is one
who is always contemplating about the best way of making use of his life and
performing commendable works. He tramples the carnal desires of the soul
underfoot and does not act according to the dictates of his appetitive heart,
which consequently leads to getting afflicted by negligence:
“O Abū Dharr! Smart and wise is a man who disciplines his soul and
strives for the life after death and stupid is a person who follows his
soul and its carnal cravings and in spite of that has hope in Allah.”
Man has an intellect and an appetitive soul; sometimes his intellect is
triumphant over his craving soul and at other times the longing heart is
victorious over his reason. Both types have been portrayed in this section:
At times, the soul becomes weak and its yearnings do not have [any]
influence on the intellect. This is in regard to a sagacious man who is on the
path of edification of character and unceasingly reflects upon the everlasting
life after death. In contrast, from time to time the soul and its carnal desires
triumph over reason and man becomes weak in the face of the appetitive soul
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and cannot resist the animal instincts [of the flesh]. This interpretation is
based on the copy of “Bih ā r al-Anwar” in which has been recorded
“whoever debases his soul”, [man dā na nafsah] that is to say wise is a man
whose carnal desires have become weak but the other copies have recorded
“whoever disciplines his soul” [man adabba nafsah]. Perhaps, the second
expression is better than the first, and in this case the denotation of the
sentence will be thus: wise is a person who endeavors to discipline his soul.
In other words, a sagacious man undertakes edification of character and does
not indulge his soul in its every whim and desire. Such a person can think
rationally and close his eyes to the marginal material world and set them on
the infinite horizon and the perpetuity of the final abode and stop them from
short-sightedness and limited perceptions. He discharges his works for the
everlasting life after the Resurrection.
From the Islamic point of view, this kind of thinking is intelligent and this
type of person is clever, because he meditates about the destination and
conceives the infinite cosmos of the hereafter in place of this finite world. By
contrasting the transient pleasures of the world with the permanent blessings
of the eternal abode, a sagacious man prefers the second.
Myopic people think of nothing but short-term pleasures and prefer them
over the imperishable gratifications of the afterworld. They have handed over
the authority of the intellect to the appetitive soul and meekly put themselves
at the disposal of the stomach and passion; and in the words of the
Commander of the Faithful, Imām ‘Alī (‘a):
“All too often, the intellect and wisdom are captives and hostages of
the carnal soul and desires of the flesh which reign over them.”1
Such a person follows the appetitive soul and hopes to be companions with
the saints [awliyā’] of Allah!
Trustworthiness and humility
Previous to this, the discussion was concerned with the two inner qualities of
fear and sorrow and that two commendable and desirable transcendental
states appear as a result of them but for the reason that some perfections and
spiritual sates are likely to be divested of man, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:

1

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 1182, wisdom [h ikmat] 202, trans. Fayd
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“O Abū Dharr! The first attribute that will be divested of this ummah
(Islamic Community) is dependability and humility, to the extent that
a humble individual will not be seen.”
In this statement, the Noble Prophet (s ) has mentioned two eminent ethical
qualities. One of those two values is trustworthiness, which is a social ethical
attribute, and plays a pivotal role in establishing healthy social relationships
and without which it is impossible to found a sound community, because the
bedrock of social relationships is reciprocal trust.
In this section, the Noble Prophet (s ) warns Abū Dharr that after his
departure, a good and acclaimed attribute will be removed from the Islamic
community the highest and first of which is reliability and modesty.
The community of the Noble Prophet of Islam (s ), as a well-trained
community, had two inimitable distinctions over the rest of the nations; the
first quality was concerned with social relationships among themselves and
with the other nations. The second characteristic was connected with the
spiritual states and morals and the formation of the individual personality of
the community. It was outstanding both from the point of view of individual
and spiritual personality and from the social perspective. This trait was
attained as a result of the prolonged instructions sanctioned by Allah and
executed by the Noble Prophet (s ).
The Islamic community was like a garden of greenery in blossom and trees
bearing fruit in the hands of an illustrious gardener such as the Noble Prophet
(s ). Now once this garden meets with misfortune, the effects of that
calamity will become apparent and it will head towards ruin and extinction.
Instructed by the Noble Prophet (s ), a community which was superlative
from the aspect of individual and social qualities had been met with
catastrophe and the greenery turned to yellow leaves after the departure of
the Noble Prophet (s ). The first misfortune to befall the Islamic community
was that the people became hard-hearted and forfeited humility and tenderheartedness, to the extent that they never submitted to right, and positive and
invaluable attributes could never impress themselves upon their hearts. Every
one of them was a cold and cruel man whose heart could never be moved by
the right word and he never got soft-hearted and tearful where it was
appropriate to do that.
The second calamity in connection to their social relations came into being
when dependability and right conduct lost their weight; they were not truthful
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and honest with each other, and used to betray each other. This is a warning
bell for the community: once these two individual and social afflictions come
to appearance in a community, that individual and community will be
propelled into decline.
This value is not confined to Islam and/or the Muslims only. Before the
advent of Islam, all the people used to know that truthfulness and
trustworthiness are good and treachery in regard to people’s property and
possessions is not commendable.
a) The function of trustworthiness
The greatest factor which rendered the Noble Prophet (s ) successful not
only among the Arabs, but amidst all the inhabitants of the world, was that he
was a trustworthy man [right] before the Prophetic mission. The people used
to acknowledge him as a dependable man and used to call him,
‘Muh ammad the Trustworthy’ [Muh ammad-i amīn]. And this very trait
became a cause of the people’s inclination to him, because reliability also
calls for telling the truth. A man who betrays people with regard to their
property cannot tell the truth. A lot of people conceded his assertion that he
was the Prophet (s ) because he never used to tell any lies.
As has been mentioned previously, a value such as dependability is
conceived by the intellect, and if there had not been the prophetic mission
and the divine call, the people would still perceive it but Islam endorsed this
command of the intellect and stated:
﴾ ...﴿ إ ﱠن اﷲ ﻳﺄ ُْﻣ ُﺮُﮐﻢ أَ ن ﺗُـَﺆ دﱡوا اﻻَ َﻣﺎﻧَﺎت إﻟَﯽ أَ ْﻫﻠِ َﻬﺎ

“ Surely, Allah commands you to make over trusts to their
owners…” 1
Trustworthiness is one of the needs of life and if people do not abide by it
and do not become dependable, the system breaks up and no man trusts
another any longer for the reason that the bedrock and foundation of social
life is mutual trust. (Reliability in speech is a necessity of telling the truth and
dependability in works is a requirement of correct conduct and its value
derives independently from the intellect and does not stand in need of
deductive reasoning and in this regard Islamic admonitions have the aspect of

1

Sūrat al-Nisā’ 4:58.
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instruction, the divine Islamic law [shar ‘] countersigns what reason has
perceived and advises mankind to follow it.)
Reliability is not only pertinent to safeguarding the personal properties of
other people but caring about community property and the public funds of
the Islamic government are also instances of trustworthiness. The streets,
water and the trees and everything else belonging to the society is considered
as property [entrusted to us for safeguarding]. Apart from that, taking good
care of public assets is higher for the reason that if someone commits
treachery with regard to the holdings of an individual, it is only to one person
that he is indebted but once he is traitorous to assets of the community and
the funds of the Islamic society, he has betrayed all the Muslims. If that
driver who is in charge of a government car is not honest and does not take
good care of that car, he has committed treachery against all the people. He
has committed treachery once he uses public means for personal purposes.
The Glorious Qur’an introduces the Islamic community as loyal and faithful
to their promises:
﴾ اﻋﻮن
ُ ﴿ َواﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ ُﻫﻢ ﻷ ََﻣﺎﻧَﺎﺗِ ِﻬﻢ َو َﻋ ْﻬ ِﺪ ِﻫﻢ َر

“ And those who are keepers of their trusts and covenants.” 1
At another point, it orders them to return the trusts to their owners:
﴾ ...﴿ إ ﱠن اﷲ ﻳﺄ ُْﻣ ُﺮُﮐﻢ أَ ن ﺗُـَﺆ دﱡوا اﻻَ َﻣﺎﻧَﺎت إﻟَﯽ أَ ْﻫﻠِ َﻬﺎ

“ Surely Allah commands you to make over trusts to their owners…” 2
The reason for the injunction about dependability is because once the value
of reliability is divested of the society, the people double-cross each other
and they abuse each other’s rights and consequently the social links and
bonds which are the bedrock of reciprocal trust disintegrate and this is itself a
beginning of disregard for invaluable attributes and human qualities.
b) The function of humility
If the people were to be humble and flexible in the face of right, they would
not be indifferent and would show reaction to the incidents and occurrences
that take place in society. Such a people respond to the call and guidance of
1
2
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the prophets and tremble once they are warned [about hell] and become
lively and happy when given glad tidings [about the eternal Garden of bliss].
They become angry and tearful when they see someone being oppressed and
get gladdened at seeing the right of someone being discharged. Such people
are soft-hearted and humble in the face of right and have opened their breasts
to accept what is true.
In contrast to them, stony-hearted people are apathetic and unexcited in the
face of truths which are presented to them and to incidents and happenings
taking place around them because their hearts do not have the preparedness
to accept the truth and naturally they never used to respond positively to the
call of the prophets and never used to be submissive in the face of right. They
only think and care about themselves and their animal desires.
The Glorious Qur’an mentions two kinds of the people of the Book: the first
kind is the tribe of Israel who are the bitterest enemies of Islam and the
believers:
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
ِ
ﻳﺘﻔﺠـﺮ ﻣﻨـﻪ
َ ـﺎرة ﻟ ََﻤـﺎ
َ ـﺎرة أَ و أَ َﺷـ ﱠﺪ ﻗَ ْﺴ َـﻮ ة وإ ﱠن ﻣـﻦ اﻟْﺤ َﺠ
َ ﺴـﺖ ﻗُـﻠُـﻮﺑُ ُﮑﻢ ﻣـﻦ ﺑَـ ْﻌـﺪ ذَﻟـﮏ ﻓَ ِﻬـﻲ َﮐﺎﻟْﺤ َﺠ
َ َ ﺛُ ﱠﻢ ﻗ... ﴿
اﻻﻧﻬﺎر وإن ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﻳ ﱠ
﴾ ...ﺸ ﱠﻘﻖ ﻓـﻴ ْﺨُﺮ ج ِﻣ ْﻨﻪ اﻟ َْﻤﺎء

“ …Then your hearts hardened after that, so that they were like rocks
from which streams burst forth, and surely there are some of them
which split asunder so water issues out of them…” 1
Water springs from a rock but the Jews are so hard-hearted that never do
their hearts break down so as to let tears flow and this tribe is a pig-headed
enemy of the believers.
In contrast to this group, the Glorious Qur’an states with regard to the other
group of the people of the Book called the Christians, who are friendly and
kind to the believers:
ِ
ِ
ِ
ﺴﻴ ِﺴـﻴﻦ َوُر ْﻫﺒَﺎﻧًـﺎ َوأَﻧﱠـ ُﻬـﻢ
ﺼـﺎری ذَﻟِـﮏ ﺑِـﺄَ ﱠن ِﻣـ ْﻨـ ُﻬﻢ ﻗِ ﱢ
َ َآﻣﻨُﻮا اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا اﻧﱠﺎ ﻧ
َ  َوﻟَﺘَﺠَﺪ ﱠن أَﻗـ َْﺮﺑَـ ُﻬﻢ َﻣَﻮ دﱠة ﻟﻠﱠﺬﻳﻦ... ﴿
﴾ ﻻ ﻳ ْﺴﺘَ ْﮑﺒُِﺮ ون

“ …Certainly you will find the most violent of people in enmity for
those who believe (to be) the Jews and those who are polytheists, and
you will certainly find the nearest in friendship to those who believe
(to be) those who say, ‘We are Christians’; this is because there are
1

Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:74.
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priests and monks among them and because they do not behave
proudly.” 1
In continuation of this verse, Allah sates:
ِ
ِ ﴿ وإذَا ﺳ ِﻤﻌﻮا ﻣﺎ أُﻧِْﺰ ل إﻟﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺮﺳﻮل ﺗَـﺮ ی أَﻋﻴـﻨَـﻬﻢ ﺗَﻔﻴﺾ ِﻣﻦ اﻟﺪ
﴾ ...ْﺤ ﱢﻖ
ْ
ُ
َ ﱠﻣﻊ ﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ َﻋ َﺮﻓُﻮا ﻣﻦ اﻟ
َ ُ َ
َ ُ

“ And when they hear what has been revealed to the Apostle, you will
see their eyes overflowing with tears on account of the truth that they
recognize…” 2
This characteristic of flexibility and tenderness in the face of right became
the reason of their believing, because their hearts were open to the truth. In
contrast to them, the hard-hearted Jews never used to believe. It is for this
reason that we see in history that a great deal of Christians became Muslims
and became pure and sincere believers, in contrast to a tiny number of Jews.
The Noble Prophet states that a day will come when no humble man will be
found and the notion of humility and modesty will become meaningless.
Some of the people who fancied themselves to be informed Islamists used to
say that Islam does not approve of abjectness and lowliness, even in the
presence of Allah man ought not to feel abject! Melancholy, crying and
humility are worthless for such kind of people! This is in spite of the
Glorious Qur’an introducing the believers as humble.
One of the Islamic scholars was accused of deviating from the right path
because every time that the Glorious Qur’an was recited in his presence, he
used to break down and cry. They used to conjecture that only in mourning
ceremonies and misfortunes should people cry and shedding tears at the time
of recitation of the Qur’an is an innovated practice in Religion. That is to say
that this practice had so been abandoned and forsaken that if a person did it,
he would get accused of deviation and innovation in religion.
Humility denotes a feeling of lowliness, abasement and modesty which
occurs in the heart and its reflection manifests itself in the organs and limbs
of man. The deceased Rāghib Is fahānī says, “Humility connotes a feeling
of weakness and abasement and its most prevalent application is where its
manifestations appear in the organs and limbs of man.”
For instance, in the Glorious Qur’an humility has been used in these cases:
1
2
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1. In speech: “ On that Day they shall follow the inviter, there is no
crookedness on him, and the voices shall be low before the Beneficent God
so that you shall not hear aught but a soft sound.” 1
2. In the eyes: “ Their eyes cast down, going forth from their graves as if
they were scattered locusts.” 2
3. In the face: “ Some faces on that Day shall be downcast.” 3
4. In prostration: “ And they fall down on their faces weeping, and it adds
to their humility.” 4
5. In supplication and prayer: “ Successful indeed are the believers, who
are humble in their prayers.” 5
6. In the heart: “ Has not the time come for those who believe that their
hearts should not be humble for the remembrance of Allah and what has
come down of the truth? ” 6
Discourse concerning every one of the aforementioned instances calls for a
lot of time and presently there is no opportunity of engaging in them now. In
brief, it has become clear that humble is a man in whose conduct modesty,
wisdom and intelligence appear without pride and boastfulness, like an abject
slave he ought to put to death the spirit of egotism and pride because selfconceit and arrogance prevent man from modesty and humility and is without
doubt a clear instance of the proud and rebellious Devil:
ِﺴ
﴾ ﺎﺟﺪﻳﻦ
َﺟ َﻤ ُﻌﻮن * اِﻻﱠ اِﺑْﻠﻴﺲ أَﺑَﯽ أَ ن ﻳ ُﮑﻮن َﻣﻊ اﻟ ﱠ
ْ اﻟﻤﻼَﺋِ َﮑﺔ ُﮐﻠﱡ ُﻬﻢ أ
َ ﺴ َﺠﺪ
َ َ﴿ ﻓ

“ So the angels made obeisance, all of them together, but Iblis (did it
not); he refused to be with those who made obeisance.” 7
While explicating this verse, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“Pride and egotism overcame him and he prided himself on his
creation over that of Adam, and became bigoted on account of his
Sūrat T ā Hā 20:108.
Sūrat al-Qamar 54:7.
3
Sūrat al-Ghā shiyah 88:2.
4
Sūrat al-Isr ā’ (or Banī Isr ā’īl) 17:109.
5
Sūrat al-Mu’minūn 23:1-2.
6
Sūrat al-H adīd 57:16.
7
Sūrat al-H ijr 15:30-31.
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origin (that he was created from the fire) and audaciously disobeyed
Allah. Therefore, this enemy of Allah is the leader of the arrogant
and the standard-bearer of the disobedient, who founded the
prejudice and disputed with Allah over the dress of honor and
greatness (which is specially reserved for Allah) and wore the
garment of glory and honor, for which he was not worthy, and
divested his body of the dress of lowliness and humility.”
In continuation, he states:
“Take lesson from what Allah did to Satan, whose countless acts of
worship and unceasing endeavors were rendered null and void, in
spite of worshiping Allah for six thousand years of which it is not
clear whether their reckoning is of this world or of the hereafter. All
this was a consequence of his momentary pride and disobedience.
Therefore, is there any proud and rebellious man who remains safe
from the retribution of Allah after Satan? Allah, the Exalted, will
never make a slave, who has committed a sin for which an angel was
expelled from the Garden of bliss, enter therein. Verily, the judgment
of Allah is equal for the dwellers of the skies and the inhabitants of
the earth.”
It is important to mention this point that the fountainhead and cause of losing
humility and of hard-heartedness and betrayal of people’s trusts is love of the
world. Love of the world robs man of the grace for humility, crying and
supplication and it is as a result of love of the world that man gets polluted
by doubt, and finally gets addicted to committing forbidden acts and insists
on perpetrating great sins. Therefore, we are compelled to restrain the heart
from falling in love with the world and making it its goal and we ought to
prevent it from being addicted to dubious and forbidden acts.
If we notice that values and virtues are departing from society day by day
and social corruption is gradually on the increase, it is because of man’s
inclination to materialism; this love and fondness of the world prepares the
ground for the perpetration of any sin imaginable.
People do not get sad over the sins which they commit but once a worldly
loss is inflicted upon them, they become sorrowful. This is as a result of love
and affection for the world. If an individual sets their heart on the hereafter
and fixes it as their final destination, he makes use of everything to secure his
hereafter. If he is rich, he makes use of his wealth to secure his afterworld. If
he is not well-to-do, he makes use of patience and submission to acquire the
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eternal Garden of bliss. If he is affluent, he spends his money in the way of
Allah and if he is not wealthy, he helps people in other ways.
Once man’s love for this world increases, he derives benefit from the
permitted pleasures to the extent that he can, and if he got less than he
wanted, he turns his attention on dubious acts and tries to exonerate himself
by seeking the help of religious edicts which have been passed by the
religious jurisprudent. Today, he justifies a kind of illegal profit and
tomorrow he commits a categorically and explicitly forbidden act and he
drifts down to the extent that he does not dread committing any kind of sin,
no matter how big. It is natural that the heart of such a person has become
hard, and the state of humility will be divested of him. Once love of the
world becomes imbedded in man’s heart, he commits treachery with regard
to the possessions of other people and makes use of them for personal
benefit. Therefore, what causes the hardness of heart is sin, obsession with
material things and pleasures of the flesh. Now, in order to remedy this pain,
we ought to find its causes, we must see why this tree has gotten dry and
what poisonous food has been given to it so as to cause it to dry. In order for
the tree of man’s life to remain safe and sound from plagues, healthy food
ought to be given to it and stop it from following animal instincts and
passions because they give birth to hard-heartedness and stone-heartedness.
In order to root out hardness of heart and wipe out sin, diseases which plague
the heart have to be made known to man and the fountainhead of all the
blights which result in man’s separation from Allah and spirituality is love of
the world. With different expressions, the Gracious Qur’an cautions man
against the world and warns him about its consequences. Sometimes, in one
sermon of the “Nahj al-Balā ghah”, the world had been reproached several
times and Imām ‘Alī (‘a) always cautions his companions against the world,
because His Holiness knows that the root cause of all pains is love of the
world. While there is room for love of the world, no virtue and no perfection
remains stable for man.
It is possible for man to make effort for many years and acquire virtues, but
wipe all of them out with one deadly poison. It is because of this that the
Qur’an, the Noble Prophet (s ) and the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) used different
reasons [and arguments] to advise men to disincline from the world. Of
course, abstaining from the world does not mean quitting work and giving up
[the acquisition of] knowledge and abolishing technology; on the contrary, it
connotes not falling in love with the world and its alluring objects and not
chasing the passions. In one word, abstinence from the world denotes not
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giving primacy to the world and making use of it as a means of attaining the
world. In this case, all of man’s efforts and even the acquisition of wealth
and possessions acquire an eschatological bearing for the reason that striving
for the hereafter and seeking the world are related to the motivation and aim
of man. For example, if man’s motive for marrying is only to satisfy his
passions, this is called libertinism [and is a kind of seeking the world and a
type of materialism]. He only absorbs himself with gratifying his animal
passions and cravings of the flesh. All too often, it makes no difference for
him whether he satisfies his sensual desires in a permissible or forbidden
way. On the contrary, if his incentive in marrying is to obey Allah because it
is He who has demanded that man founds a household, otherwise he would
not have done so even if it was full of pleasure. But he marries for the good
pleasure of Allah, even if he may be besieged by thousands of problems.
If you see that nowadays the foundations of family life have been enfeebled
in the west, it is because they merely think about deriving pleasure and their
sexual gratification is better secured by illicit means than by marriage;
therefore, they do not confine themselves to the shackles of family life.
When they see that the necessity of marriage is perseverance of hardships
and problems, they quit it; but the Islamic society is not like this. Until
Islamic values preside, they patiently forebear the problems of family life,
because Allah’s wish is thus. Of course, Allah too has placed pleasures in
this action (He has placed innate and natural pleasures in spouses and
children) but in any case, it has problems too. Therefore, if a person derives
benefit from the pleasures of the world for the good pleasure of Allah, not
only is his action acceptable, but his work is meant for the hereafter, not
worldliness. Worldliness [or materialism] takes place when primacy is
accorded to pleasures.
The insignificance and minuteness of the world in Allah’s views
To explain the frivolity of the world and reproach materialism, the Noble
Prophet (s ) states in the following sentences:
“O Abū Dharr! I swear upon Allah in whose hands lies
Muh ammad’s soul [or life] that if the world had the value of one
fly’s wing and mosquito’s wing before Allah, He would not have
given even one drop of water to an infidel.”
Love of the world is a misfortune which more or less affects all of us. If we
are presently not affected by it, there is [still] the probability of our getting
afflicted by it in the future. It is therefore worthwhile to pay more attention to
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this explication of the Noble Prophet (s ) and try to derive benefit from it
for the edification of souls [and characters].
Pleasures of the flesh are the criterion of value for us, therefore we accord
value to whatever pleases us more and that is more desirable for us. But
Islam introduces another standard and that is conformity with the wish of
Allah; that is to say, a thing has value once it is valuable before Allah.
The Noble Prophet (s ) swears that if this world, with all its expansiveness
and largeness and inclusive of all its gratifications, for which lives are lost
and wasted, had the value of a fly’s wing before Allah, He would not have
given a drop of it to an infidel. If oceans and seas had price before Allah, an
infidel would not derive benefit from it and He would only grant its benefits
to His saints [awliyā’] (‘a). (Of course, the purport of infidel in this saying is
one who is inimical and hostile to the religion and does not yield to right
otherwise the weak, oppressed and coerced unbeliever has another
reckoning.) The reason why you see the Muslim and infidel are equal in the
derivation of pleasure from the world is because it has no essential value and
is a means of trial.
Allah states in the Qur’an:

﴾ ... ﴿ إﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ أ َْﻣ َﻮاﻟَ ُﮑﻢ َوأَ ْوﻻَ َد ُﮐﻢ ﻓِ ْﺘـﻨَﺔ
“ Your possessions and your children are only a trial…” 1

Elsewhere, He states:
﴾ ﴿ أَﻟ َْﻤﺎل َواﻟْﺒَـﻨُﻮن زﻳﻨَﺔ اﻟْﺤﻴﻮة اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ َواﻟْﺒَﺎﻗﻴﺎت اﻟﺼﱠﺎﻟِ َﺤﺎت ﺧﻴـﺮ ِﻋ ْﻨﺪ َرﺑﱢﮏ ﺛَـ َﻮاﺑًﺎ َوﺧﻴـﺮ أ ََﻣﻼ

“ Wealth and children are an adornment of the life of this world; and
the ever abiding, the good works, are better with your Lord in
reward and are better in expectation.” 2
In another verse, in regard to the destructibleness of the world and the
indestructibleness of what is before Allah, He states:
﴾ ...﴿ َﻣﺎ ِﻋﻨْﺪ ُﮐﻢ ﻳـ ْﻨـ َﻔﺪ َوَﻣﺎ ِﻋﻨْﺪ اﷲ ﺑَﺎق

“ What is with you passes away and what is with Allah is
enduring…” 3
Sūrat al-Taghā bun 64:15.
Sūrat al-Kahf 18:46.
3
Sūrat al-Nah l 16:96.
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Man imagines that the things of this world have value, and whoever has more
is regarded as important; in expounding this false illusion, the Glorious
Qur’an states:
ِ
ﺴﺎن إ َذا َﻣﺎ اﺑْـﺘَﻼﻩ َرﺑﱡـﻪ ﻓَﺄَ ْﮐ َﺮ َﻣـﻪ َوﻧَـ ﱠﻌ َﻤـﻪ ﻓـﻴـ ُﻘـﻮل َرﺑﱢـﻲ أَ ْﮐ َـﺮَﻣﻦ * َوأَ ﱠﻣـﺎ إ َذا َﻣـﺎ اﺑْــﺘَﻼَﻩ ﻓَـ َﻘـَﺪ ر َﻋﻠ ْﻴـﻪ ِر ْزﻗَـﻪ
َ ْ﴿ ﻓَﺄَ ﱠﻣﺎ اﻻﻧ
﴾ ﻓـﻴـ ُﻘﻮل َرﺑﱢﻲ أ ََﻫﺎﻧَﻦ

“ And as for man, when his Lord tries him, then treats him with honor
and makes him lead an easy life, he says, ‘My Lord honors me; but
when He tries him (differently), then straightens to him the means of
subsistence, he says, ‘My Lord has disgraced me’.” 1
The truth is that the world is a means of trials and man is an object of Allah’s
testing, whether he is granted of the blessings of this world or deprived of
them. Neither is derivation of benefit from the world a sign of superiority nor
is poverty and destitution an indication of lowliness. Therefore, because the
world is worthless in Allah’s point of view, He does not deprive an
unbeliever of its blessings. In contrast, the Garden of eternal bliss and its
graces have value before Allah; that is why He deprives man of it:
ﻀﻮا َﻋﻠﻴـﻨَﺎ ِﻣﻦ اﻟ َْﻤﺎء أَ و ِﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ َرَزﻗَ ُﮑﻢ اﷲ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا إ ﱠن اﷲ َﺣ ﱠﺮَﻣ ُﻬ َﻤﺎ
ُ ْﺠﻨﱠﺔ أَ ن أَﻓﻴ
ََ﴿ َوﻧ
ْ َﺻ َﺤﺎب اﻟﻨﱠﺎر أ
ْ ﺎد ی أ
َ َﺻ َﺤﺎب اﻟ
ِ
﴾ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ َﮑﺎﻓﺮﻳﻦ

“ And the inmates of the Fire shall call out to the dwellers of the
Garden, saying, ‘Pour on us some water or that of which Allah has
given you.’ They shall say, ‘Surely He has prohibited them both to
the unbelievers’.” 2
Heaven and its graces have such value that the infidels do not merit deriving
benefit from them and in truth this primary and real worth has been
especially reserved for the saints [awliyā’] of Allah. In contrast, the world
has no value for Allah, the reason of which an unbeliever derives benefit
from it too and all too often they procure more gain from it than the rest of
the people and better make use of the facilities of this world; of course, the
more they gather gain from it, the more it adds to their retribution because
the unbelievers utilize those graces on the path of disobedience and deviation
from right.

1
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What is surprising is that in explaining the insignificance and irrelevance of
this world, the Noble Prophet (s ) swears upon Allah. It becomes clear that
accepting this issue is very hard for ordinary people; how is it possible for
the world not to have the value of a fly’s wing with all its expansiveness,
resources, facilities and innumerable pleasures which are enjoyable to man!
The reason for this is because our awareness of the realities of the world is
little and our inner eye is myopic. We have made preoccupation with the
world the cornerstone of our lives and have given primacy to the world,
heedless of the fact that in the divine perspective and the Qur’anic point of
view, the world lacks value and it has subjective value [or metaphorical
interpretation] only to the extent of being an instrument. Its true value
belongs to its excellences and beauties which result in man’s prosperity and
attainment of the good pleasure of Allah. Its true value is found in that which
results in proximity to Allah which is that same goal for which man has been
created and it has been requested of him to make use of every means and
ways of arriving at it. ?
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EXTOLLING PURSUIT OF THE HEREAFTER, ASCETICISM
AND SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT IN RELIGION AND
REPROACHING MATERIALISM
Parts of this h adīth are concerned with reproaching the world, sections of
which have been explained and now we shall study the other part. As has
been mentioned frequently, censure of this world does not mean that man
ought to give up work and earning and endeavor in the various aspects of
social life and not to pursue wealth and possessions; on the contrary,
criticism [of the world] denotes not getting attached to it and not setting it as
a goal. In reality, this is the intention and motivation which gives direction to
man’s works and becomes the cause of that work being considered as a
commendable or abhorred and foul act.
According to the verses of the Noble Qur’an, man arrives at the hereafter by
means of the world and the world is a preparatory field for the next world.
Therefore, man ought to work and make effort. If his endeavors and worldly
activities are meant for the good pleasure of Allah, he attains prosperity and
if his activities are intended for acquiring the world and its pleasures, he will
be impelled to commit sin whether he likes or not, and that is the path
leading to the eternal fire and divine retribution.
Reproaching materialism and elucidating the highness of faith
In order to stop the believers from getting enamored with the world and its
pleasures, like the medical officers, try by various means to caution the
patients from things which are harmful to them, the saints [awliyā’] of Allah
too have tried with different elucidations to make the world abhorred in the
believer’s point of view, one of those explanations is a saying which will be
pointed at in this discourse:
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“O Abū Dharr! The world and all that is in it has been cursed, except
that which is a means of attaining Allah’s pleasure.”
It is evident from the contents of this h adīth that the curse which has been
cast on the blessings of the world has not been directed at things like the
ground, trees and the sky because a thing which can be a means of attaining
the good pleasure of Allah is not only blessed but is also desirable; therefore,
the curse has been cast on setting it as a goal and giving primacy to the
world, for the reason that the creation of the world and its blessings are
meant to make it a channel in the direction of man’s proximity to Allah. The
world has been placed at the disposal of the man so that he may reach Allah
by means of it. Now, if this man perceives the world as means of arriving at
Allah, the mercy of Allah will always descend upon him because he is
pursuing the [right] goal and is proceeding in the correct direction. An
intelligent man never gets heedless of the goal and always sets his eyes on
the destination and selects the path which makes him draw nigh to the
destination. In other than this case, the merciful look of Allah is withdrawn
from man because he has turned his heels and back against his goal and the
aim of the world’s creation. Instead of trudging the course of prosperity, he
has traversed the course of misery and wretchedness.
A companion of one of the slaves was sad because of the largeness of his
income and occupation. The Imām (‘a) met him and asked, “Why are you
unhappy?” The companion answered, “Your Highness, my wealth has
increased, [and] I have become a victim of the world.” The Imām asked,
“Why do you go after wealth and the acquisition of possessions?” The
companion answered, “In order for me and my children not to be a burden to
other people and so that I may manage to help my believing brothers.” His
Holiness the Imām stated, “This is otherworldliness and is not materialism,
and there is no need to be worried about it. You ought to be worried when
you get enamored with the gratifications of the world and be sad once you
covet the world.”
“There is nothing more abhorred by Allah than the world. He created
it and then turned it upside down and cut off the look of compassion
and will not glance upon it till the Day of Resurrection.”
The purport of this saying has been explained in a lot of ethical books by a
large number of the great men of letters, especially the deceased Imām
Khomeinī, and dependence has been laid on it. (It is very strange that for
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people of mystical knowledge, this very expression is enough to make them
not inclined to the world in all their lives.)
There is no doubt that Allah, the Exalted, loves all his creatures and they are
the effects of the beautiful Names and Attributes of Allah and from the
viewpoint that the whole world is a manifestation of the perfect Attributes
and Names of Allah, he pays attention to them and grants them grace until
the Day of Resurrection. Allah does not pay attention to the world from the
perspective that it is considered independent of him and primacy is given to
it. Now, this question arises as to what thing this divine grace and loving
look of Allah is attached; in explaining this point, His Holiness (‘a) states:
“Allah loves nothing more than faith and abstaining from the
forbidden acts.”
The most beloved thing before Allah in the first place is faith and second is
fear of Allah and quitting forbidden acts. It can be gathered from this
h adīth that quitting sins is more desirable than performing obligatory
actions, even if it can be said that discharging obligatory actions is
considered as a level of faith, for the reason that faith consists of both acts of
the heart [or inward acts] and apparent [or outward] acts which are
performed by means of the limbs and members of the body. Anything in the
world that is a means of attaining faith and abstaining from sins is beloved in
the sight of Allah. Therefore, Allah has strongly recommended worldly
affairs for the reason that man attains piety and proximity to Allah by means
of them:
Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) narrates that the Noble Prophet (s ) stated,
“Nine tenths of worship is in trade and work.”1
In another h adīth, Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states,
“A person who marries has procured half of his religion, therefore let
him enjoin piety in the other half.”2
Or in another h adīth, the Noble Prophet (s ) states,
“In Islam, there is no foundation more beloved than marriage.”3

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 85, p. 319, h adīth 2.
Ibid., vol. 103, p. 219, h adīth 14.
3
Ibid., p. 222, h adīth 40.
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There is no doubt that these are affairs of the world but for the reason that
they become channels for worship and devotional servitude to Allah and
forsaking sins, they are beloved by Allah.
The need for loving the hereafter
“O Abū Dharr! Allah, the Exalted and Blessed, inspired revelation to
my brother Jesus [‘Īsā]: O Jesus [‘Īsā], do not treasure the world,
because I do not love it. Take pleasure in the hereafter since it is the
abode of the last world.”
The Noble Prophet (s ) quotes the saying of Prophet Jesus (‘a) that Allah
inspired revelation that He did not love the world and Prophet Jesus too
ought not to be friends with it. It is natural that the Noble Prophet [of Islam]
(s ) is an enemy of the world too, because the criteria for the friendship and
enmity of the Infallibles (‘a) with a person or thing is friendship and enmity
with Allah. It is natural that the best role model for the believers and the
followers of right in encountering the world is the conduct or way of life of
the Prophets (s ) and the Infallibles.
With regard to the Noble Prophet’s (s ) perception of the world, Imām ‘Alī
(‘a) states:
“The Holy Prophet treated this world disdainfully and regarded it
low. He held it contemptible and hated it. He realized that Allah kept
it away from him with intention and spread it out for others by way
of contempt. Therefore, he remained away from it by his heart,
banished its recollection from his mind and wished that its attraction
should remain hidden from his eyes so that he should acquire any
clothing from it, or hope for staying in it. He conveyed from Allah
the pleas (against committing sins), counseled his people as an
admonisher (against divine chastisement) and called (people)
towards paradise as a conveyor of good tidings.”1
This was despite that the Noble Prophet (s ) had the jurisdiction of making
use of all the material blessings of the world and according to his own
statement, all the treasures of the world were presented to him but he did not
accept them:
“O Abū Dharr! Gabriel brought the treasures of the world on black
and white mules and said, ‘O Muh ammad! These are the treasures
1

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 336, sermon [khut bah] 108, trans. Fayd

al-Islām.
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of the world and taking possession of them in the world will not
decrease your share before Allah’.”
That the Noble Prophet (s ) states that Gabriel came to him with the
treasures of the world mounted on black and white mules is probably an
illusion that the world is intertwined with pleasure and pain and good and
evil. No person will be found who only has pain and sorrow in his life and
derives no pleasure and vice versa no individual will be found who only
derives gratification in life and/or not encounter any pain and sorrow. In
reality, beside every pain there is pleasure and beside every pleasure there is
pain, and both of them are means of trial for man:
﴾ ...ﺸ ﱢﺮ َواﻟْﺨﻴﺮ ﻓِ ْﺘـﻨَﺔ
َ ْ َوﻧَـ ْﺒـﻠَُﻮُﮐﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟ... ﴿

“ …We have made you entangled in good and bad so that we may try
you…” 1
The other point is that Gabriel says to the Noble Prophet (s ) that if you
make use of all the treasures of the world, nothing of your share of the
hereafter will be decreased. One of the defects of material pleasures is that
the more man derives pleasure from them, the more the possibility of his
getting deprived of the gratifications of the next world. But the saints
[awliyā’] of Allah and the prophets (‘a) are not like this; it is for this reason
that Gabriel says that no share of the Noble Prophet (s ) will be reduced in
exchange for your making use of all the treasures of the world.
In response, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“My friend Gabriel, I do not need them. I thank Allah whenever I get
satiated and I ask from Him whenever I get hungry.”
The best request a believer can have is that he should derive benefit from the
blessings of Allah, on the one hand, and thank for it and, on the other hand,
feel abjectness and in need of Allah and always open his hand [in
supplication] to him because man is an existent [made up] of two equal parts;
he has to both derive benefit from the blessings of Allah and thank for
them—and this very attention and thanksgiving to the blessings of Allah
results in prosperity—and on the other hand always feel abjectness and need,
so as not to become proud and negligent and not conceive himself as superior
than others. The Noble Prophet (s ) states that having all the riches of the
world at my disposal does not benefit me in any way. I always ought to be
1

Sūrat al-Anbiyā’ 21:35.
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dependant on Allah all the time and always ask for blessings from him and
be thankful in return for those blessings.
Allah’s benevolence and awareness of religion and asceticism in the
world
In continuation of the h adīth, the Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! Whenever Allah intends good for a person, He gives
him religious knowledge and expertise and makes him ascetic in the
world and aware of his faults.”
Whenever Allah intends to do good to a slave [of His], He grants him three
things:
1. Awareness of religion.
2. Asceticism in the world and disinclination to its pleasures.
3. Awareness of his faults and defects.
(In contrast to these three characteristics, the worst thing for man is
ignorance about religion, love of the world and self-conceit and being
preoccupied with fault-finding in other people.)
With consideration of the previous issues and what will be mentioned later,
the main attention is on the sentence ‘and makes him ascetic in the world’
because the discussion concerns the station and status of the world.
Therefore, if a person feels in his heart that he has no inclination to the world
and only derive benefit from it to the extent of remedying his needs and
engage in worldly affairs for the sake of discharging divine duties, he ought
to know that Allah intends good for him. Of course, in one sense Allah
intends good for all people, but on the basis of His institutionalized will, He
has made certain duties incumbent upon all people and has cautioned them
against forbidden acts, now if free-willed man selects a correct path—even if
the prerequisites of selection of the correct path are brought about by the
grace of Allah—and has set the foundation to traverse the course of servitude
and loves things which are pleasing to Allah, and make friends with the
friends of Allah and takes strides in the way of Allah, the special existential
will of Allah is responsible for making him successful:
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ِ ْ اﻵﺧﺮة وﺳﻌﯽ ﻟَﻬﺎ ﺳﻌﻴـﻬﺎ وﻫﻮ
ِ
ِ
﴾ ﻮرا
ُ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ ﴿ َوَﻣﻦ أَ َراد
ً ﻣﺆﻣﻦ ﻓَﺄُ وﻟَﺌﮏ َﮐﺎن َﺳﻌﻴـ ُﻬﻢ َﻣ ْﺸ ُﮑ

“ And whoever desires the hereafter and strives for it as he ought to
strive and he is a believer, (as for) these, their striving shall surely
be accepted.” 1
In contrast, Allah has no enmity with any person and does not send man to
hell without cause. Therefore, if a person, of his own volition and as a result
of his own bad choice, selects a path of infidelity and sin; the existential will
of Allah makes him low and deprives him of the opportunity to perform good
works.
ِ ﴿ ﻣﻦ َﮐﺎن ﻳﺮﻳﺪ اﻟْﻌ
﴾ ﻮرا
َ َﺎﺟﻠَﺔ َﻋ ﱠﺠﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻟَﻪ ﻓﻴ َﻬﺎ َﻣﺎ ﻧ
ْ ﺸﺎء ﻟِ َﻤﻦ ﻧُﺮﻳﺪ ﺛُ ﱠﻢ َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻟَﻪ َﺟ َﻬﻨﱠﻢ ﻳ
َ
ً ْﻣ
ُ ﺼﻠﻴﻬﺎ َﻣﺬ
َ
ً ﻮﻣﺎ َﻣ ْﺪ ُﺣ

“ Whoever desires this present life, We hasten to make him therein
what We please for whomever We desire, the We assign to him the
hell, he shall enter it despised, driven away.” 2
Therefore, a person for whom Allah intends good is granted success in three
things (by Allah):
Firstly, the opportunity to acquire knowledge, and in contrast, if Allah does
not intend good for a person, He deprives him of the opportunity to acquire
knowledge, as has been narrated in the h adīths:
“Whenever Allah drives a slave away, He deprives him of
acquisition of knowledge.”3
We thank Allah that of all his countless slaves, He has granted us the
opportunity to learn religious knowledge. We ought to appreciate the
worthiness of this great honor which has been allotted to us because with this
great divine grace, the ground [or prerequisite] for attaining perfection has
been provided. It has been narrated in a h adīth that:
“All perfections [or virtues] are summed up in three things: 1)
expertise in religious knowledge; 2) arranging an orderly program
for the daily affairs of life; 3) patience and perseverance of
hardships.”4
Sūrat al-Isr ā’ (or Banī Isr ā’īl) 17:19.
Sūrat al-Isr ā’ (or Banī Isr ā’īl) 17:18.
3
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 1, p. 196.
4
Ibid., vol. 78, p. 172, h adīth 5.
1
2
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The second grace of Allah is disinclination to the world and that man’s heart
ought not to covet the allurements and enticements of the world.
Unfortunately, this characteristic lacks in most of us and we are more or less
attached to the pleasures of the world. If man is too obsessed with rank and
dignity in life and if he is always chasing after better cars, a better house, or
better clothes, he is attached to the world and is deprived of attaining the
blessings of the eternal Garden of bliss; as the Qur’an states:
ِ ﴿ ﺗِﻠْﮏ اﻟﺪﱠار
َاﻵﺧَﺮة ﻧَ ْﺠ َﻌﻠُ َﻬﺎ ﻟِﻠﱠﺬﻳﻦ ﻻ ﻳﺮﻳ ُﺪو َن ُﻋﻠُﻮا ﻓِﻲ اﻷ
﴾ ...ﺎدا
ًﺴ
َ َْر ض َوﻻ ﻓ

“ As for that future abode, We assign it to those who have no desire
to exalt themselves in the earth nor to make mischief and the good
end is for those who guard against evil…” 1
In interpreting this verse, a h adīth has been narrated even if man’s desire is
only that he ought to have a better shoe lace than that of another person, this
is an instance of seeking superiority and predominance over the others.2 So,
man ought to try not to be trapped in the snare of the world, not even to the
extent of desiring to have a better shoe lace than the others around. The heart
has to be directed at Allah and the hereafter, not at shoe laces, houses, cars
and et cetera et cetera, because the heart is a place for the descending of
Allah’s light:
“The heart of a believer is Allah’s abode.”3
To whatever extent man’s heart deviates and gets preoccupied with the
world, man gets deprived of the spiritual perfections [or vitues] to the same
extent.
Elucidating on the perception of the prophets (s ) with regard to the world,
Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“Certainly, in the Prophet of Allah (peace and blessings of Allah be
upon him and his Progeny) was sufficient example for you and a
proof concerning the vices of the world, its defects, the multitude of
its disgraces and its evils, because its sides had been constrained for
him while its flanks had been spread for others; he was deprived of
its milk and turned away from its adornments.
Sūrat al-Qas as 28:83.
Tafsīr al-Mīzā n, vol. 16, p. 85.
3
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 58, p. 39.
1

2
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“If you want, I will, as a second example, relate to you concerning
Moses (‘a), the Interlocutor of Allah, when he said, ‘O Allah! I need
whatever good Thou may grant me.’ (Qur’an 28:24) By Allah, he
asked Him only for bread to eat because he was used to eating the
herbs of the earth, and the greenness of the herbs could be seen from
the delicate skin of his belly due to his thinness and paucity of his
flesh.
“If you desire I can give you a third example of David (‘a). He is the
holder of the Psalms and the narrator among the people of paradise.
He used to prepare baskets of date palm leaves with his own hands
and would say to his companions, ‘Who among you will help me by
purchasing it?’ He used to eat barley bread bought out of its price.
“If you desire, I will tell you about ‘Īsā (‘a), son of Mary (‘a). He
used a stone for a pillow, put on coarse clothes and ate rough food.
His condiment was hunger. His lamp at night was the moon. His
shade during the winter was just the expanse of the earth eastward
and westward. His fruits and flowers were only what grows from the
earth for the cattle. He had no wife to allure him, nor any son to give
grief, nor wealth to deviate his attention, nor greed to disgrace him.
His two feet were his conveyance and his two hands his servant.”1
Has Allah got enmity with His saints [awliyā’] so as to deprive them of
worldly pleasures? Or are the hardships and problems of the world a means
of their perfection and a sign of divine love for them? It is necessary to
emphasize this point that it ought not to be imagined that wantonness and
laziness have to be preferred and we ought to quit our obligations by seeking
self-seclusion and retirement and not seek what is permissible [of the
pleasures of this world] or quit going after protecting the honor of Islam! The
discussion is concerned with not falling in love with the world. If all the
treasures and riches of the world were placed at the disposal of an individual
and he derived all the pleasure from it but did not fall in love with it, no harm
touches him. Thus, was Solomon, the son of David, who did not let all that
wealth and that great kingdom [which he possessed] harm his prophetic
mission and authority because he did not fall in love with it? He himself used
to eat dry bread and employed his wealth and power to protect the honor of
Allah’s religion. If he went to or threatened to go to war with the Queen of
Sheba, it was for the expansion of the divine government and in order to
1

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 508, sermon [khut bah] 159.
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uproot polytheism from the surface of the world; not because he wanted to
derive more pleasure from the world for himself.
The sum of the h adīths consecutively narrated by several authorities does
not leave any doubt with regard to the asceticism of the lives of the
Infallibles and that they endured hardships and they were not worldly and
pleasure-seeking. Their method was that of cautioning men from worldliness.
In the same way that there is no doubt regarding the existence of the
Infallible Imāms (‘a), there is no doubt too concerning the way of their lives.
One of their most delicate characteristics was worshiping Allah, rising up
early in the morning [for prayer], supplicating, and crying. Friend and foe,
Shī‘ah and Sunnī, have all acknowledged and written books about these
truths.
Their method of character training was that of cautioning people against the
world and inciting abhorrence of material gratifications. Attention has to be
paid to this fact that the Infallible Imāms (‘a) always encouraged others to
work and earn livelihoods in order not to be burdens of other people [in the
society]. In reality, this means a medium between the world and Allah’s
pleasure, which is not possible for ordinary people.
In the early days of Islam wrong interpretations were made from the
h adīths which reproached and castigated the world. When the world was
reproached, people used to imagine that they ought not to derive any benefit
from the world at all and man ought to live in a cave and wear clothes made
of leaves. On the other hand, when they saw work and endeavor being
praised in some of the h adīths, they imagined that everything [in the world]
has to be sacrificed for the stomach.
Those who had been trained and schooled in the school of the Ahl al-Bayt
(‘a) used to know that there is no disparity or incompatibility between
deriving benefit from the blessings of the world and seeking the hereafter,
but that love of the world is incompatible with love of the hereafter and there
is no possibility of combining those two. It is not possible to both love Allah
and what is hated by Him. The world as a means of attaining the hereafter
and the good pleasure of Allah is not abhorred.
In order to conceive the balance between love of the world and/or lack of
love for the world, man’s outward works are not the criteria, but the standard
is inward intention and motivation. Of course, sometimes works themselves
show [the intention] of those who claim not to be in love with the world but
break their heads and hands for the sake of the world and do not even abstain
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from what is prohibited. Without the slightest doubt, the intention of such an
individual is seeking the world. Therefore, nothing is achieved by making
empty claims and the intention in the heart has to be taken into consideration.
There are some Sufis who make pretentious claims in poetic language about
being disinclined and disregardful of the world but will not let go of a single
coin whatsoever! ?
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•
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•
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Allah

•

An Angle of the Prophet’s (s ) Way of Life

WISDOM, FORESIGHT AND AN ANGLE OF THE
PROPHET’S (S ) WAY OF LIFE
The Noble Prophet (s ) reminds us about the defects of the world and
materialism [or worldliness] and in contrast gives the good news of the
superiority of asceticism and disinclination to the world. It is something of a
miracle that the Noble Prophet (s ) mentions issues of edification of
character in one specific field by means of different expressions and various
ways, the result of which is that every one benefits from his sayings
according to his own understanding and natural capacity. Issues are so many
and have been expressed in different ethical and instructional forms that
every person can derive benefit from them according to his own taste and
disposition and select the best provisions of edification of character which
suit them. One of the ways which the Noble Prophet (s ) has selected is
recommending asceticism and encouraging people to undertake it and citing
the invaluable effects which result from disinclination to the world.
Wisdom and foresight are the products of asceticism
“O Abū Dharr! A slave of Allah does not live ascetically save that
Allah stabilizes wisdom in his heart and his tongue overflows with it,
and makes it aware of the defects, pains and quarrels of the world
and leads him to the eternal Garden of bliss in a sound state.”
In this section, the emphasis of the Noble Prophet (s ) is that asceticism and
disinclination makes man’s heart ready to accept wisdom and after that he
perceives truths. People who are obsessed about the world cannot conceive
the realities of the world because love of the world makes man heedless and
negligent. In contrast, people who are disinclined to the world perceive
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realities because they are superior over the world and choose the best way
after comparing it with the hereafter.
Asceticism denotes disinclination or lack of desire, as has been narrated with
regard to the brothers of Yūsuf (‘a):
ِ اﻫﻢ ﻣﻌُﺪ َود ة وَﮐﺎﻧُﻮا ﻓﻴﻪ ِﻣﻦ اﻟﺰ
ِ
﴾ ﱠاﻫﺪﻳﻦ
ْ َ ﴿ َو َﺷَﺮْوﻩ ﺑِﺜَ َﻤﻦ ﺑَ ْﺨﺲ َد َر
َ

“ And they sold him for a small price, a few pieces of silver, showing
no desire for him.” 1
Asceticism in the world means that man ought not to be inclined to the
world; if he has some wealth and certain facilities at his disposal, he thinks
about how to use them for the good pleasure of Allah and is not obsessed
with acquisition of possessions. (People like prophet Solomon (‘a) had such
a state that they used to eat dry bread in spite of having so much wealth and a
great kingdom and lived in contentment and frugality.)
In explanation of the sentence, “Allah stabilizes wisdom in his heart” it is
necessary to mention a few points:
1. There is a close relationship between disinclination to the world and
perception of divine knowledge; that is to say, it is impossible to find a
person who in spite of his heart being obsessed with the world, his soul at the
same time is overflowing with divine knowledge and awareness.
2. Wisdom, which is a product of disinclination to the world, stabilizes
man’s knowledge and awareness and defends against instability of belief and
wavering of the mind. It is possible for man to attain knowledge and perceive
the truth but still his awareness is shaky and unstable because he has not
attained certitude or certainty, which stabilizes and steadies knowledge in the
heart.
Among the basic principles of religion, in addition to the fundamental
principle of belief, the stability of knowledge also has special value and it is
for this reason that seasonal and periodical faith not only has no value, but
also has negative consequences and has been reproached in various instances
in the Qur’an:

1

Sūrat Yūsuf 12:20.
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ِ
﴾ ﺎﻫﻢ إﻟَﯽ اﻟْﺒَـ ﱢﺮ إ َذا ُﻫﻢ ﻳ ْﺸ ِﺮُﮐﻮن
ُ ﴿ ﻓﺈ َذا َرﮐِﺒُﻮا ﻓﻲ اﻟْ ُﻔﻠْﮏ َد َﻋﻮا اﷲ ُﻣ ْﺨﻠﺼﻴﻦ ﻟَﻪ اﻟ ﱢﺪﻳﻦ ﻓَـﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎ ﻧَ ﱠﺠ

“ So when they ride in the ships they call upon Allah, being sincerely
obedient to Him, but when He brings them safe to the land, lo! They
associate others (with Him).” 1
3. Once wisdom has become steady, it does not remain confined to the
heart but its effects become apparent in speech and works and conduct too.
The words of a person in whose heart wisdom has become stable will also be
wise: he abstains from vain and futile talk and counsels in such a
philosophical and thoughtful way that his words deserve praise and
extolment.
Yes, the tongue is passage for man’s heart and, in other words, the
exudations of a man’s heart are carried out on the tongue because it is the
oozing external part of the jar which is inside him, of course this oozing out
not only appears on the tongue but with the rest of man’s conduct too.
The other effect of aversion of the world is that the defects of the world
become apparent to man; that is to say, man can witness the deficiencies,
lowliness and inferiority of the world in the case that he liberates himself
from attachment to it, otherwise it is not expected of the lovers of the world
to see the defects of their beloved and darling (the world), because
infatuation with the world blinds man’s eyes from seeing its defects and
deafens man’s ears from hearing its deficiencies, on the contrary he perceives
as beautiful its vileness and supposes his discreditable conduct which has
appeared as a result of excessive fondness with the world to be fair. This
interpretation has been explained by different expressions in the Glorious
Qur’an, amongst them:
﴾ ... زﻳﱠـﻨﱠﺎ ﻟ َُﻬﻢ أَ ْﻋ َﻤﺎﻟ َُﻬﻢ... ﴿

“ …We have made their deeds fair-seeming to them…” 2
﴾ ...ﺴ ُﮑﻢ أ َْﻣ ًﺮا
َ  ﺑَﻞ َﺳ ﱠﻮﻟَﺖ ﻟَ ُﮑﻢ أَﻧْـ ُﻔ... ﴿

“ …your souls have made the matter light for you…” 3

Sūrat al-‘Ankabūt 29:65.
Sūrat al-Naml 27:4.
3
Sūrat Yūsuf 12:18.
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 َو زﻳﱠﻦ ﻟ َُﻬﻢ اﻟ ﱠ... ﴿
﴾ ...ﺸﻴﻄَﺎن أَ ْﻋ َﻤﺎﻟ َُﻬﻢ

“ …and the Satan has made their deeds fair-seeming to them…” 1
The various interpretations are indicative of this truth that falling in love with
the world causes the world and the worldly behavior of man to manifest
themselves as fair-seeming in his perception and the more this fondness
increases, the more beautiful the world and its defects appear in man’s
perception for the reason that the lover does not see the defects and
deficiencies of their beloved. Without doubt, such an individual only sees the
outward deceptive world and is incapable of perceiving and comprehending
its inner side and seeing beyond it:
ِ ﺎﻫﺮا ِﻣﻦ اﻟْﺤﻴﻮة اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ وﻫﻢ َﻋﻦ
ِ
﴾ اﻵﺧَﺮة ُﻫﻢ ﻏَﺎﻓِﻠُﻮن
َُ
ً َ﴿ ﻳـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮن ﻇ

“ They know the outward of this world’s life, but of the hereafter they
are absolutely heedless.” 2
In contrast, clear-sighted and pragmatic people with regard to the world see
both its good and its bad. This group, in contrast to the first group which only
sees the beautiful appearance and fair-seeming lines and spots from this
venomous snake, also perceives its deadly poison and fatal fang:
“The example of the world is like a serpent. It is soft to the touch but
its inside is full of venom. An ignorant person who has fallen into
deceit is attracted towards it but a wise and intelligent man keeps on
his guard against it.”3
Yes, the spiritual insight and far-sightedness of divine people is a hurdle
against their getting deceived by the superficial manifestations of the world
and their profound perception of horizons further than material horizons is
their basic difference with materialistic superficial perceptions of hedonists;
in the words of Imām ‘Alī (‘a):
“The lovers of Allah are those who look at the inward side of the
world while the other people look at its outward side. They busy
themselves with the remoter benefits while the other people busy
themselves with in the immediate benefits. Therefore, they kill in

Sūrat al-Naml 27:24.
Sūrat al-Rūm 30:7.
3
Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 1141, short saying 115, trans. Fayd
1

2
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their hearts those things which they feared would have killed them
and leave here in this world what they think would leave them.”1
In continuation, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! If you see a brother of yours living ascetically in the
world, give heed to his words because wisdom is given to him.”
This talk is a continuation of His Holiness’ that Allah establishes wisdom in
the heart of whoever lives ascetically. Therefore, if man were disinclined to
the world, he has attained wisdom and his speech will be wise when he
speaks for the reason that the speech which flows from the heart of a person
who is detached from the world undoubtedly settles in the heart. An ascetic
person has proved by means of his conduct that he believes in what he says;
therefore, expectation of wise talk from him has to be had. In contrast, a
person who is seduced by the world and is drowned in its gratifications is
deprived of wisdom and knowledge and the depravations of this world have
closed his eyes against truths and consequently his word is unavailing and far
from wisdom.
Signs of the most ascetic people
When the discussion reaches here, Abū Dharr gets enamored by ascetics, for
this reason he requests the Prophet (s ) to explain the attributes of an ascetic
so that he may embark upon making plans of friendship and learning wisdom
from the ascetic once he identifies him. In response, the Noble Prophet (s )
acquaints the most ascetic person by citing five characteristics:
1. Whoever does not forget graves and decomposed corpses
The first characteristic of the most ascetic person is that he does not forget
graves and decomposed corpses. The lovers of the world always have their
eyes set on the world and its attractions and mourn over things which they do
not themselves have; but a person who does not pay heed to the world always
sets his sight on graves and the ruins of the world, because they are the signs
of the destructibility and extinction of the world. An ascetic is a person who
does not forget graves, desolate places, and ancient and obliterated places. Of
course, not in that sense that man ought to spent their entire time from

1

Ibid., p. 1287, short saying 422.
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morning to evening at grave sites but to go visiting the dwellers of tombs
from time to time and take lesson from them.
People seduced by the world turn their faces away and flee when they pass
by graves fearing lest their feasting and drinking gets overturned. They get
upset when they hear death being mentioned and know it to be a fault; in
contrast, those who have set their attention on the hereafter always remember
the Day of Resurrection and never forget death.
2. And renounces the adornments of the world
The second attribute of the most ascetic person is that he renounces excess
adornments in the world. Without the least doubt, man has need of the
facilities of the world and derives benefit from comforts which are necessary
for the continuation of life; amenities such as clothing, housing, food and
embellishments and all too often they play a role in the perfection of man and
for this reason the divine law not only has permitted but exhorted them too.
ِ ﴿ ﻗُﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺣ ﱠﺮم زﻳﻨَﺔ اﷲ اﻟﱠﺘﻲ أَ ْﺧﺮ ج ﻟِ ِﻌﺒ
﴾ ... ﺎدﻩ َواﻟﻄﱠﻴﱢﺒَﺎت ِﻣﻦ اﻟ ﱢﺮْز ق
َ َ
َ َ

“ Say: Who has prohibited the embellishment of Allah which He has
brought forth for His servants and the good provisions? ” 1
What ought to be done is to benefit from worldly facilities and adornments to
the extent of need and forsake excessive and extravagant adornments and
give the rest to others, because if he does not content himself with only what
is needed and knows no limits and bounds, he will not get contented no
matter how much he derives benefit from worldly embellishments and
gratifications and no matter how much he adds to the decoration, luster and
beautification [of his house] and continually changes curtains with more
expensive and exorbitant ones and acquires for himself a modern car because
man’s nature is such that it seeks variety and is never satiated not recognizing
any limitations. With all certainty, such an individual is not an ascetic; an
abstinent person is one who derives benefit from the world to the extent of
need. He contents himself with a protecting roof and does not intend to
acquire a grand building. Or, if he has need of a car, he gets a car which suits
his needs of going to and fro, he does not insist on the car being definitely
modern and luxurious.

1

Sūrat al-A‘r ā f 7:32.
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In this sentence, His Holiness’ emphasis is on forsaking superfluous
adornments, otherwise embellishments which are a necessity of life and/or
are necessary in the maintenance of individual and family life are not only
not blameworthy but have also been recommended; like man’s adorning
himself for his wife and a woman’s beautifying herself for her husband,
wearing clean clothes, cleaning the hair and face, combing the hair and
perfuming the body. Basically, the status of a believing person necessitates
that he abstains from outward and inward contaminations and bad smells
which cause the aversion of others.
For this reason, Islam emphasizes keeping the body and clothes clean and
beautifying the face and hair. It has been recommended a lot that when man
wants to go to the mosque and/or enter a group of people, he ought to spray
perfume so that the others may enjoy his sweet smell, not a despicable and
abhorrent smell which offends them. Or, it has been advised that at the time
of prayer man should spray perfume and two rak‘ats of a man who has
perfumed themselves has more reward than seventy rak‘ats of prayer. What
is necessary is for man to forsake additional adornments which are not
rationally wise and are not beneficial in the direction of man’s perfection and
are signs of hedonism and mammonism and adoration of pleasures of the
flesh.
It has been recorded in description of the Noble Prophet’s (s )
characteristics that:
“The Prophet’s (s ) habit was to look himself in the mirror and
clean his face and comb his hair. Often times, he used to do so with
the help of water placed in front of him and beside the people of the
house, he used to beautify himself for his companions and used to
state, ‘Allah loves his slave who prepares and beautifies himself
when going out of the house to visit his brothers’.”1
3. He prefers what is eternal over what is ephemeral
The third quality of the most ascetic person is that he prefers what is eternal
over what is ephemeral.
If a comparison is made between the short-lived and vanishing pleasures of
the world and the constant and everlasting pleasures of the hereafter, he
wisely opts for the eternal pleasures of the Garden of bliss overlooking the
1

Tafsīr al-Mīzā n, vol. 6, p. 330.
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ephemeral pleasures of this world. He also would rather bear the hardships
and difficulties of responsibilities and duties than the ease and comfort of the
world, because his far-sighted eyes are set on the future of the world; when
moving, he only perceives the destination and he does not recognize the
world save as a bridge for passage.
ِ ﴿و
﴾ اﻵﺧَﺮة ﺧﻴـﺮ َوأَﺑْـ َﻘﯽ
َ

“ While the hereafter is better and more lasting.” 1
4. And he does not look forward to tomorrow
5. And considers himself among the dead
The fourth and fifth characteristics of the most ascetic person are that he does
not count tomorrow as part of his life and considers himself as living among
the dead.
Man has to always perform his duties and never stop striving and activity.
Without the least doubt, a person who has embarked upon discharging
responsibilities cannot be in comfort and luxury and a pleasure-seeker,
because endeavor and activity are not compatible with luxurious and lazy
living. A person who is obsessed with the world is always after acquiring
facilities for pleasure and ease; when time comes for activity and endeavor,
sometimes lessons and discussion and personal study and the rest of the
duties, his love of comfort dissuades him from activity and postpones duties
to tomorrow and he is not prepared to hurt his comfort and pleasure-seeking.
In truth, procrastination and postponing duties to the other day is a result of
man’s long-term planning for himself and his hope of attaining them in the
future of his life and for this reason he puts off today’s responsibilities in the
hope of tomorrow. It is natural that attaining those protracted hopes calls for
a long lifespan and it is for this reason that the mammon hopes for a longer
and more protracted life and this results in procrastination and postponement
of works and/or as a result of fear of failure, causes dejection and stress.
An ascetic person and one who is disinclined to the world discharges his
daily duties [on time] and contrary to a hedonist, he does not count tomorrow
as part of his life so as to put his duties off until then, because he is not sure
of his being alive the following day. He believes that even if he still had a
tomorrow, he will have other responsibilities to discharge.
1

Sūrat al-A‘lā 87:17.
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Protracted hopes and procrastination of obligations is a sign of weakness
of faith and weakness of confidence in Allah
As has been mentioned, a lot of people have protracted hopes and have
expectations of living long years in this world and their work and endeavor is
for the future and they are always worried about the future and that which
must come to pass. They are distressed that if they do not go to university,
they might not have a job and not have an income for their daily living. They
are anxious about whether their future lives will be easy or not. Of course,
this nervousness is a result of not having a spirit of faith and trust in Allah;
otherwise, a person who completely relies on Allah and perceives his graces
and blessings has no apprehensions about tomorrow because Allah, the
Exalted, is the Possessor and Owner of everything. In addition, from where is
a person who is nervous about his future certainly sure that he has a
tomorrow?
Islam and religious sciences commend that man has to be engaged in
discharging today’s duties and not to be thinking about tomorrow because it
is not clear whether he will be alive up to the next hour or not. Of course,
apprehending being deprived of the world and future pleasures of the earth is
blameworthy, otherwise if man discharges today’s duties and makes plans
and decisions for possible future responsibilities, this is not only
praiseworthy but is considered a part of religious duties. Every duty and
responsibility is incumbent on a particular day and time assigned to it: today
my prayers are incumbent and I have no responsibility over tomorrow’s
prayers, but if I remain alive until tomorrow, it becomes incumbent that I
recite prayers tomorrow too; it is the same with rest of the duties every one of
which is incumbent in its own occasion and we do not have any more duties
[other than that].
Therefore, being anxious about the future and the end of his worldly life is
irrelevant but apprehension of the definite future and last day is proper
because there is no escaping from tomorrow’s resurrection and hereafter,
even if it were pleasing to some people if there was escaping from the
hereafter.
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Allah, the Exalted, states:
﴾ ...ﱠﻣﺖ ﻟِﻐَﺪ
َ آﻣﻨُﻮا اﺗﱠـ ُﻘﻮا اﷲ َوﻟْﺘَـﻨْﻈُﺮ ﻧَـ ْﻔﺲ َﻣﺎ ﻗَﺪ
َ ﴿ ﻳﺎ أﻳﱡـ َﻬﺎ اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ

“ O you who believe! Be careful (of your duty to) Allah, and let every
soul consider what it has sent on for the morrow…” 1
In continuation of the h adīth, with regard to Allah’s recommendations to
him about forsaking the collection of wealth, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! Allah has not sent revelation to me [recommending]
so that I may engage in the acquisition of wealth and has on the
contrary inspired me to thank, praise and adore the Lord for His
graces and to be one of the prostrating slaves and when your death
draws nigh, worship Him.”
If the collection of wealth and saving of money was desirable and would
cause the perfection of man, Allah would have advised the Noble Prophet
(s ) to embark upon acquisition and preservation of possessions and riches.
But Allah never at all made such recommendations but to be engaged in
praising, worshiping and supplicating to Allah to the moment of his death.
Of course, adoration and servitude of Allah has various manifestations:
sometimes worship denotes discharging personal duties and early rising [for
the purpose of worship] and at other times it connotes carrying out social
duties, acquisition of knowledge, teaching, preaching and propagation of
Islamic culture and finally every duty which is incumbent upon man.
An angle of the Prophet’s (s ) way of life
People who have selected the Noble Prophet as the best model and example
ought to try to their best ability to harmonize their lifestyles with his; it is for
this reason that His Holiness explains a niche of practical way of life and
conduct:
“O Abū Dharr! I wear coarse clothes and sit on the ground, wash my
hands after food and whoever does not follow my way and conduct
is not from me.”
The standard of deriving benefit from the material benefits for the Prophet
(s ), who has the power of dominion over creation [and] can have the world
at his free disposal, is to the measure of securing his basic needs. Previously,
1

Sūrat al-H ashr 59:18.
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His Holiness stated that Gabriel [Jibrā’īl] set the treasures of the world at the
Noble Prophet’s (s ) free disposal but His Holiness abstained from
consenting. In this section, he clearly states his contentment, simple living
and social conduct:
On account of the way of life of Allah’s Prophet (s ), as the most eminent
creature and bringer of revelation, being the object of attention of the
Muslims and even the non-Muslims, all the practical conduct and states and
even the minute details of his way of life and social manners were under the
close scrutiny of his companions. It is for this reason that a lot of the details
of his way of life have been narrated by word of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a), his
companions, the generation which followed the companions but never met
the Noble Prophet (s ) himself and many other people. In addition to that,
His Holiness himself in certain instances has stated a section of his way of
conduct in the same way that in this section he hints at an angle of his
personal conduct so that the followers of His Holiness, by knowing his
natural temperament and conduct, may select him as their role model and
example.
His Holiness states that he wears coarse clothes and does not wear soft
clothes so as to be at ease, he sits on the floor not on fine and expensive
carpets. He was bound to eat with his fingers at the time of eating food; in
addition to that, he used to clean his hands after food. He used to mount a
bare and undecorated donkey and used to carry another man at the back.
From this explanation the humility and peak of servitude of His Holiness
becomes apparent. It is amazing that His Holiness was this humble and
down-to-earth, to the extent that he used to mount an undecorated donkey
and as a result of the extremity of his humility used to carry another man
with him, in an environment where pomp, arrogance and haughtiness used to
reign with injustice.
In contrast, we, the claimers of being his followers, are preoccupied with
wearing good clothes and eating delicious food and finally securing a
comfortable and easy life for ourselves. We covet buying a modern and
luxurious car and desire to derive as much pleasure from the world as
possible.
It is worth mentioning that in this era it is not possible to expect the people’s
ways of life to conform with the time of the Noble Prophet (s ) because the
standards of life and the economic conditions of every era differs to that of
another age and the equivalence of scientific and technological advancements
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have brought about great leaps in the living conditions of mankind. What is
incumbent is to follow the inviolable Islamic laws and fundamental
postulates and in every time the social position of [the majority of the] people
has to be taken into consideration and to abstain from pomp, acquisitiveness
and pride. ?
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THE DANGER OF LOVING WEALTH AND POSITION AND
PRAISING CONTENTMENT AND SIMPLE LIVING
The world, a goal or a means
On the basis of the Qur’anic perception, if there were no world, there would
not be a hereafter. We build our hereafter by means of our volitional works
and actions in this world, as has been recorded that the world is a
[preparatory] ground for the hereafter. Therefore, if there were no world, no
one would go to the eternal Garden because the blessings of heaven are a
reward for worldly works. The divine graces, virtues and transcendental
states of the hereafter are all produce of our efforts and works which man has
discharged in the world; therefore, the world has a lot of values. Taking this
reality into consideration, the question is presented as to why so much
reproach and condemnation has been heaped on the world, which has such
value.
In response to this question, it ought to be said that the life of this world from
the point of view that it is in the category of Allah’s creatures has no
individual essential reality whatsoever and is basically the life system of the
world and the best system that enjoys the benefits of ultimate perfection and
beauty. For this reason, the main problem has to be looked for elsewhere.
With a bit of concentration on the verses of the Glorious Qur’an and the
h adīths, we gather that the fault and flaw lies in the quality of man’s
relationship with the world and his way of interaction with it, because it is
that very way of his interaction with the world which can either be beneficial
or harmful, valuable or worthless, good or bad for his future. From his
interaction, conduct, life and future of man, save in a few instances which as
a result the deterministic imbalances give rise to a chain of vices and
deficiencies, what defect and fault can be found with the world? In addition,
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these vices and flaws are incomparable to the countless virtues and
perfections of the world.
Therefore, it has become clear that blame and fault lies in the way of man’s
relationship with the world; a relationship which is formed on the basis of
giving primacy to the world and a materialistic perception to the world: the
perception of people who imagine that beside the life of this world there is no
other life but in reality this fallacy is null and void looking at the world with
such a perception is an error which will give rise to more mistakes in the
conduct and behavior of man.
Therefore, we ought to rectify our conception of the world and understand
that living is not confined to the life of the world but there is an eternal life
for man beyond this earth. In the case that man considers the world as a
station and passing place, not the main destination and ultimate goal, it is
natural that he will secure for himself the conveniences of life, enough
wealth and riches needed for attaining the necessary perfection. In this case,
food, clothing, housing, a car, money, riches and leadership are considered as
preliminaries and means, not the main goal. But in the instance that they are
the main goal, neither preliminaries nor means, they prevent man from
attaining human perfection and his ultimate goal and it is for this reason that
they have been criticized.
The reproached world
With regard to what has been mentioned, the Noble Prophet reproaches love
of wealth and position stating:
“O Abū Dharr! The love of wealth and position harms man’s religion
more than two vicious wolves injure the herd of sheep which they
ambush at night time so that they have all the time till morning to
ravage the herd of sheep.”
In order to describe the importance of the subject and warn the Islamic
community [ummah] about the danger of love of the world and the jeopardy
of obsession with worldly position and social status, His Holiness likens love
of the world and position and social rank to two vicious wolves which
ambush a herd of sheep confined in a certain place at night and from night
until morning embark upon devouring them. It is natural that once a wolf
attacks a herd of sheep, it does not get content with one sheep but tears apart
every one of them and finally gets busy with eating them. Now, if two brutal
wolves assault a herd of sheep, do they leave a sheep alive?
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The danger of love of the world and leadership to man’s religion and ethical
values is more than the jeopardy of two vicious wolves which attack a herd
of sheep, because love of the world and leadership destroys the spiritual and
human and religious identity of man: that to which the identity and real
existence of man is attached.
(The purport of His Holiness’ words in this section has been consecutively
narrated by several authorities of h adīth and it has been narrated by
different expressions. Even in the book entitled, “Us ūl al-Kā fī” a section
has especially been set aside for the recrimination of love of the world and
leadership.)
His Holiness’ words are not idle talk but a reality which has been set forth in
the form of a warning to the Muslims. This is a reality which historical
experience has also confirmed. From the early days of Islam up to now, the
root of all the treacheries which have been committed against Islam has been
love of money and leadership, because the danger that a person who has been
seduced by earthly riches and power poses on religion is more than that of
any other enemy! Diverting the course of the caliphate and forcibly usurping
it and the establishment of oppressive and invalid governments and all the
blows which have been inflicted on the body of Islam arise from love of
wealth and position. Therefore, with regard to the jeopardy of love of riches
and status to man’s religion, we ought to be vigilant, and until we are youths
and the two mean qualities of love of wealth and obsession with rank have
not yet become firm in us, fight them and never let them develop roots in our
hearts. If we acquire wealth, we ought to make use of only what we need for
our basic needs and put the rest at the disposal of the poor, relatives and the
needy friends. We ought to try to give that which we love most to others, for
the reason that the Qur’an states:
﴾ ...﴿ ﻟَﻦ ﺗَـﻨَﺎﻟُﻮا اﻟﺒِﱠﺮ َﺣﺘﱠﯽ ﺗُـ ْﻨ ِﻔ ُﻘﻮا ِﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ ﺗُ ِﺤﺒﱡﻮن

“ By no means shall you attain to righteousness until you spend
benevolently out of what you love…” 1
(Without the least doubt, giving things which man loves prevents the
establishment of love of wealth in man’s heart.)
The likeness of what we have mentioned can be explained in two aspects of
fighting against the vice of love of leadership [and power]: once man attains
1

Sūrat Āl ‘Imr ā n 3:92.
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leadership and responsibility, he ought to try not to let the feelings of
superiority, arrogance and bossiness appear in him but try to serve in disguise
and not seek fame, people’s love, personal renown and reputation. Of course,
the danger of love of power for people who have not yet attained any
position is not in question and is directed at people for whom the ground for
position and rank has been prepared and puts their religion in real jeopardy.
Poor believers are light-burdened on the Day of Resurrection
After the Prophet (s ) has warned against love of wealth and position, Abū
Dharr asks:
“O Prophet of Allah, does Allah give precedence to the fearful, lowly
and submissive in going to the Garden of bliss?”
After comprehending that the seekers of wealth and position are heading
towards perdition, Abū Dharr imagines that Allah gives priority to the fearful
and submissive; for this reason, he asks the Noble Prophet (s ) in this regard
and His Holiness refutes him stating:
“The indigent among the Muslims will be led to paradise with their
feet placed on the shoulders of other people. Then, the treasurers of
heaven will say, ‘Stay in your places until your accounts are attended
to.’ They will respond, ‘Why are we going to be held to account? We
swear upon Allah that we did not have power to spend in Allah’s
way and embark upon discharging justice. Wealth which was granted
to us was just enough to secure our needs so we could neither spend
it nor be greedy with it; but we worshipped Allah and in the end
accepted his divine call’.”
What is surprising is that in spite of the praise and extolment which religious
sciences have heaped on values such as humility, modesty and keeping alive
the praise of Allah, the Noble Prophet (s ) does not mention the adorers of
Allah as the leaders to the Garden of eternal bliss and instead states that the
guides to paradise are people who protected their religion in spite of poverty
and need and never relinquished making the jihā d, effort and fighting and/or
acquisition of knowledge. Those ones will be led to the eternal Garden of
bliss mounted on other people’s shoulders; as if they want to fly. When it
shall be said to them to wait until their accounts are attended to, they will
reply that they did not have any government and power so as to select of our
their own volition the course of civility with the people and discharge justice;
we did not have any money to spend in Allah’s way and/or be greedy with.
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What was expected of us was worship and obedience of Allah, which we did
not neglect at performing.
Yes, they did not have any wealth to be answerable for lavish living and
waste and/or negligence at helping other people. It is for this reason that their
accounting does not take long, because if they had had wealth and had spent
it in the way of right, even then their accounting would not last long.
With regard to the criticism which has been laid on the world and the dangers
which are directed against man’s religion from the realm of love of riches
and rank, the Noble Prophet’s (s ) speech is comforting to the conscience
for people who have no access to worldly riches and/or for the reason of
discharging duties like knowledge and the jihā d and fighting with the enemy,
they did not manage to derive any benefit from the world. It is true that if
man were to have possessions, he can spend it in the way of Allah by helping
other people and use it at the service of Islam but a person who embarks
upon acquisition of knowledge and/or being present at battlefronts and hence
is encumbered in the acquisition of wealth and riches and spending it in the
way of Allah still attains a higher position and status than a person who
spends his possessions in the course of Allah because he sets aside as capital
his wealth while the seeker of knowledge and the soldier at the battlefront
expends as his capital his very being, his safety and ease in the way of Allah
and values which such a person attains are higher than the produce of other
people.
When man at the end of the war returns from the battlefront empty-handed
and sees those unfamiliar with war and the jihā d have acquired enormous
wealth for themselves, have built magnificent buildings for themselves and
consequently have brought to hand all the amenities for their feasting and
drinking, it is likely that the Devil tempts him that you went to the battlefront
and remained empty-handed with regard to the wealth of the world, but look
at where the other people have reached! You went to the combat front and
fought and got injured and/or lame and now no one values you nor is any one
heedful of you and the other people have got posts and positions for
themselves! This seduction of the Devil often produces effects in people of
weak faith and gives rise to their regretting.
Likewise, it is likely for people who embarked upon acquisition of religious
education in theological schools to get tempted to think that what a great
mistake they made! The other person went to university and got a suitable
career after graduation and got colossal wealth under the auspices of his job
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but as a seminary student after thirty years of learning and I am still
incapable of acquiring bread for my dinner! These seductions always come
about for believers who are empty-handed in the world. It is for this reason
that His Holiness with his words sets their hearts and minds at peace that if
you have remained behind the caravan of the rich but still you have attained
values which others have been deprived of and on the Day of Resurrection
they will envy your position.
In continuation, His Holiness states:
“O Abū Dharr! The world pre-occupies the lives and bodies of
people. Allah, the Magnificent and High, will hold us accountable
over permitted conveniences more so with things which have been
acquired by illicit means.”
Without the least doubt, in the acquisition of riches of the world bodily and
energetic capital has to be expended. People who are occupied with work and
acquisition of wealth know this truth very well that sometimes man’s
problems are so numerous that they deprive man of the peaceful sleep of the
night and he always thinks about checks and precious stones, selling and
buying, inflation and deflation, debts and taxes and issues of this nature. In
any case, a person who embarks upon acquisition of wealth has to strive hard
whether he wants to acquire that wealth by permissible means or by illicit
ways, because wealth does not easily come to hand. It is natural that
individual does not find a single opportunity for worship and meditation. He
does not find the convenience to reflect about Allah, the Day of Resurrection
and supplication to Allah. A person who has love of the world in the deepest
recesses of his heart goes so far as to perform acts of worship as a means of
attaining the world, he is never at peace from morning to night and if he
wakes up at night to perform the night prayers, he requests for his daily
income to be increased and his riches to get colossal. Is there any intention
more mean and infamous than that man should invoke Allah and worship
Him for the sake of his stomach and material possessions? Worship which
ought to be a means of attaining heaven and higher than that the good
pleasure of Allah is set as a means of getting more bread, a better house and a
more luxurious car.
In contrast, riches and poverty are the same for a heart which has been
liberated from the world, ashes and purified gold make no difference in his
perception. If we have no access to such people, the reality is that such
people do indeed exist. There are People for whom the litter in the dustbin is
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equivalent with a heap of bank notes and the only thing which is worth any
value in their opinion is that which is employed in the way of Allah. It is
likely that man does not believe what he does not see, but I believe because I
have seen with my own eyes:
About forty years ago I went to buy a self-cooker from a tradesman in the
bazaar in Tehran with the intention of returning to Qum after buying all the
other things which I needed. The attraction of that man so much captivated
me that I stayed with him up to evening time and he kept giving me pieces of
advice. In between the advice and recommendations, tears kept flowing from
his eyes wetting the white beards on his cheeks. He asked me, “What is the
name of the first book which you study in the seminary?” I said, “Sharh
Amthalih.” He said, “What is written in the introduction of the book?” I said,
“The beginning of knowledge is awareness of the High…” He said, “You
have learnt that the beginning of knowledge is awareness of Allah!” He was
talking while tears were pouring from his cheeks like drops of rain. In this
pandemonium, his shop-boys were busy selling and he was inattentively
getting the money and throwing it in the cash box.
When it was time for afternoon prayers, he arose with tearful eyes and went
to the mosque and after the prayers and eating lunch, I returned to his store
and I stayed there until evening time and kept listening to his advices.
Yes, if love of the world is divested of man, heaps of money have no value to
him and his heart belongs elsewhere. But if love of the world is embedded in
man’s heart, his heart belongs elsewhere even as he prays and his prayers too
have worldly goal. Once the heart is occupied by love of position, man still
plans to attain position even if he were to study mystics and he were
acquainted with spiritual wayfaring and edification of character, and he
incessantly thinks about attaining positions which others have not attained; in
any case, he intends to gain predominance over the others. In reality, he does
not intend to be Allah’s slave. He is like the magicians of India who after
strenuous practice and effort attain powers to perform certain miraculous
works which other people are incapable of performing.
The one who has been trained by Islam only intends to adore Allah and
nothing else. Islam wants man whose spiritual striving and endeavor are for
the good pleasure of Allah, even the wealth which he acquires is for the good
pleasure of Allah. In the same way that Imām ‘Alī (‘a) used to care for datetrees until they gave fruit and dug wells to supply water which he placed at
the disposal of the people in the way of Allah. Therefore, we ought to try to
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reduce our affection for the world. Of course, naturally the more material
blessings are placed at the disposal of ordinary people, the more they get
addicted to the world because once the graces of the world increase, their
sweetness gradually settles on man’s palate and increases man’s inclination
to the world. It is for this reason that people who chase after possessions and
riches have heavy responsibilities and they will be held to account for every
bit of their possessions, whether they acquired it legally or illegally.
In contrast to ordinary people, the saints [awliyā’] of Allah do not in the least
bit fall in love with the world no matter how abundant the graces at their
disposal; of course, this kind of person is scarce. In the whole course of
history people like Solomon have been very few who in spite of having all
those countless blessings and a great kingdom used to eat dry bread.
Therefore, in regard to the invaluable recommendation of the Noble Prophet
(s ), it is better for man not to be pre-occupied with thoughts of acquiring
wealth and riches and cleanse his heart from the contaminations of the world
by means of worship and adoration of Allah; as was Abū Dharr whom Imām
‘Alī (‘a) describes in this way:
“In the past I had a brother on the course of Allah whose
contemptuous look on the worthless world made him look great in
my eyes…”1
Praising contentment and simple living and reproaching covetousness
In continuation of the h adīth, the Noble Prophet states:
“O Abū Dharr! I have requested Allah to grant to those who love me
only what is enough for their daily subsistence and to increase the
wealth and children of my enemies.”
As has already been mentioned, for most people the availability of a great
deal of blessings gives birth to more affection and love for the world in their
hearts. Therefore, it is better not to place a lot of facilities at their disposal
and only to give them enough amenities to meet their basic needs so as to
prevent them from being contaminated by the world. That is why the Noble
Prophet (s ), as a result of compassion for his adherents, asks Allah to grant
them enough only to meet their basic needs not to the extent where they will
be led to extravagance and waste. In contrast, he asks Allah to increase the
wealth and progeny of his enemies. In reality, adding to the material capital
1

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 1225, short saying 281, trans. Fayd
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of Allah is a divine practice derived from “the law of divine deception’, that
is to say, Allah grants so much material and worldly blessings to the infidels
that they get deceived by the world and become proud and as a result of their
being drowned in the world, their disbelief and sin increases and as a result
of this their punishment and requital in the hereafter multiplies and becomes
more tormenting. In addition to that, their worldly worries too multiply.
For the enemies of Allah and his saints, there is no punishment higher than
that as a result of their drowning in the allurements of the world, they
become deprived of divine grace and their lonesomeness, deviation and
disbelief increases. In this regard, Allah states:
﴾ اد وا إﺛْ ًﻤﺎ َوﻟ َُﻬﻢ َﻋ َﺬاب ُﻣﻬﻴﻦ
ُ ﺴﺒَ ﱠﻦ اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ َﮐ َﻔُﺮ وا أَﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ﻧُ ْﻤﻠﻲ ﻟ َُﻬﻢ ﺧﻴـﺮ ﻷَﻧْـ ُﻔ ِﺴ ِﻬﻢ إﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ﻧُ ْﻤﻠﻲ ﻟ َُﻬﻢ ﻟﻴـْﺰ َد
َ ﴿ َوﻻ ﻳ ْﺤ

“ And let not those who disbelieve that Our granting them respite is
better for their souls; We grant them respite only that they may add
to their sins; and they shall have a disgraceful chastisement.” 1
In another place, He states:
ِ ِ
ِ
ﺴـ ُـﻬﻢ َو ُﻫــﻢ
ُ ﴿ ﻓَــﻼ ﺗُـ ْﻌﺠ ْﺒــﻚ أ َْﻣـ َـﻮاﻟ ُُﻬﻢ َوﻻ أَ ْوﻻَ ُد ُﻫــﻢ إﻧﱠ َﻤــﺎ ﻳﺮﻳ ـﺪ اﷲ ﻟﻴـ َﻌــ ﱢﺬﺑَـ ُﻬﻢ ﺑ َﻬــﺎ ﻓــﻲ اﻟْﺤﻴ ـﻮة اﻟـﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ وﺗَـ ْﺰ َﻫــﻖ أَﻧْـ ُﻔ
﴾ َﮐﺎﻓُِﺮ ون

“ Let not then their property and children excite your admiration;
Allah only wishes to chastise them with these in the world’s life and
that their souls may depart while they are unbelievers.” 2
In order for the believers not to set their eyes on the riches of the world and
not to envy the enamored with the world, Allah states:
ِ ﴿ ﻻ ﺗَﻤ ﱠﺪ ﱠن ﻋﻴـﻨـﻴﮏ إﻟﯽ ﻣﺎ ﻣﺘـﱠﻌﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻪ أَْز و
ِ
﴾ ﺎﺣﮏ ﻟِﻠ ُْﻤ ْﺆِﻣﻨﻴﻦ
ْ َ َ
َ َاﺟﺎ ﻣ ْﻨـ ُﻬﻢ َوﻻ ﺗَ ْﺤَﺰ ن َﻋﻠﻴ ِﻬﻢ َوأ ْﺧﻔﺾ َﺟﻨ
ً َ
ُ

“ They would certainly say, ‘Only our eyes have been covered over,
rather we are an enchanted people’.” 3
In response to a question about the meaning of ‘Good’, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“Good is not that your wealth and progeny should be much, but good
is that your knowledge should be much, your forbearance should be
great, and that you should vie with each other in worship of Allah. If
Sūrat Āl ‘Imr ā n 3:178.
Sūrat al-Tawbah (or Bar ā’ah) 9:55.
3
Sūrat al-H ijr 15:88.
1

2
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you do good deeds you thank Allah, but if you commit evil you seek
the forgiveness of Allah. In this world, good is for two persons only:
the man who commits sins but rectifies it and the man who hastens
towards good actions…”1
Recommending detachment from the world and disinclination to it
In continuation of the h adīth, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! Happy are the ascetics in the world and people who
have set their hearts on the hereafter and have set the earth of Allah
as their bedding and soil as their carpet and its water as their
perfume. They have got attached to the Book of Allah as the
undershirt gets attached to the body and supplication is like their
outer shirts and they have disentangled and freed themselves from
the world.”
Happy is the man who has no disposition to the world and only thinks about
the afterworld, because they have knowledge of the world and where the real
value lies. They are prepared to sit on the ground and sleep on the earth and
for them the earth and expensive fine carpets are the same. In contrast, we,
the infatuated by the world, are never ready to sit on the ground and feel
ashamed when people see us sitting on the ground. We ought to give rise to
this spirit in ourselves of perceiving the earth and fine carpets in the same
light. If one day duty calls for it, we ought to humbly sit down besides a poor
man and comfort his heart without feeling ashamed.
Ascetics never plan on certainly perfuming themselves with expensive
colognes, but clean and perfume themselves with water which flows from the
earth. Their relationship with Allah is so strong that when they feel as if
Allah is conversing with them during recitation of the Glorious Qur’an
and/or when supplicating, it seems as though they are saying the same word
with Allah. They are living among the people and their faces are exposed to
everyone but their hearts are elsewhere and their derivation of benefit from
the world is tantamount to turning their backs towards it and they roll it up
like a scroll. They have set their hearts on that which is with Allah because
the world is fast-passing and heading towards extinction.
It has repeatedly been said that these instructional expressions do not imply
that we ought to completely forsake Allah’s graces and/or does not mean that
1

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 1058, wisdom [h ikmat] 92, trans. Fayd
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the people who have worldly blessings at their disposal are essentially bad
people. These explications are meant to reduce our obsession with the world
and see what the duty calls for. If duty calls for us to wear good clothes,
mount a fine horse and do other things like that, we ought to do it because it
is duty and is desirable by Allah. But if we chase after good things as result
of our heart’s wishes, we have set foot on a dangerous course and, whether
we like it or not, we will be drawn towards actions which are not pleasing to
Allah because the wishes of the heart and the desires of Allah cannot be
combined. The way of the heart and the desires of the carnal soul diverge
from the course of adoration of Allah and never are they close to each other.
ِ
ِ
ِ
﴾ ...ﺸ َﺎو ة
َ ﺼ ِﺮﻩ ﻏ
َ ﴿ أَﻓَـ َﺮأﻳﺖ َﻣﻦ اﺗﱠ َﺨﺬ اﻟ ََﻬﻪ َﻫ َﻮاﻩ َوأ
َ ََﺿﻠﱠﻪ اﷲ َﻋﻠَﯽ ﻋﻠْﻢ َو َﺧﺘَﻢ َﻋﻠَﯽ َﺳ ْﻤﻌﻪ َوﻗَـﻠْﺒِﻪ َو َﺟ َﻌﻞ َﻋﻠَﯽ ﺑ

“ Have you then considered him who takes his low desire for his god,
and Allah has made him err having knowledge and has set a seal
upon his ear and his heart and put a covering over his eye…” 1
Therefore, these explanations intend to reduce our affection for the world.
Encouragement that we ought to sit on the ground and not be obsessed with
expensive carpets, decorations and luxurious living does not imply that we
exert unnecessary hardships on ourselves and not derive any benefit from the
benefits of Allah. A spiritual wayfaring Sufi asked Imām al-S ādiq (‘a),
“Why are you wearing this fine cloth as if you are not ‘Alī’s (‘a) child?” His
Holiness’ stated, “In the era of Imām ‘Alī the people were living in poverty
and want; for this reason, it was necessary for the Imām of the Muslims to
live a simple life so that the people might not get dejected and depressed as a
result of their poverty. But when the people are living in prosperity and
abundance, the righteous are more entitled to derive benefit from graces than
the others.”
When the conditions necessitate, Muslims ought to pursue advancement in
technology and change in their ways of life so as to preserve the dignity of
the Muslims in the face of the infidels. In addition, if the Muslims do not
pursue progress, advancement and development in arts and technology which
are needed in a civilized and advanced society, they will be obliged to extend
their begging hands to the unbelievers and this will be a cause of lowliness
for them.

1

Sūrat al-J ā thiyah 45:23.
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From a social point of view, if the Islamic community intends to content
itself with merely using hand tools and the basic needs of transport and arm
themselves with poor weapons and abstain from creativity and ingenuity with
the belief that an Islamic community ought to be a simple and contented
society, it will certainly fall under the dominion of the infidels and it will
become a lowly, base and mean society and Allah, the Beneficent, does not
approve that a divine society should be a captive and in need of the infidels,
because:
﴾  َوﻟَﻦ ﻳ ْﺠ َﻌﻞ اﷲ ﻟِﻠْﮑﺎﻓِﺮﻳﻦ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟ ُْﻤ ْﺆِﻣﻨﻴﻦ َﺳﺒﻴﻼ... ﴿

“ And Allah will by no means give the unbelievers a way against the
believers.” 1
And it is Him who has restricted honor to Allah and the Noble Prophet (s )
and the believers:
﴾ ... َوﷲ اﻟ ِْﻌﺰﱠة َوﻟَِﺮ ُﺳﻮﻟِﻪ َوﻟﻠ ُْﻤ ْﺆِﻣﻨﻴﻦ... ﴿

“ …and to Allah belongs might and to His Apostle and to the
believers…” 2
Considering that technological backwardness brings with it colonization and
cultural invasion, endeavor in the direction of creativity and advancement of
the Islamic ummah (community) is a divine duty which cannot be overlooked
at whatever pretext.
The repeated recommendations which the Noble Prophet (s ) and the rest of
the Infallible Imāms (‘a) have given in regard to acquisition of knowledge
and arts are a true witness of this assertion; the Noble Prophet (s ) states,
“Seek knowledge even if it is in China.”3 That is to say, the Muslims ought to
learn every kind of knowledge which is needed in the Islamic community.
At the end of this section, His Holiness states:
“O Abū Dharr! The plantation of the hereafter is good works and the
plantation of the world is wealth and children.”

Sūrat al-Nisā 4:141.
Sūrat al-Munā fiqūn 63:8.
3
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 1, p. 177.
1
2
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(If a person were a seeker of the hereafter, he ought to perform good works
and if he were a seeker of the world, he ought to chase after saving money.)
?
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THE EFFECTS OF CRYING FOR THE HEREAFTER, THE
BROADNESS OF A BELIEVER’S HEART AND PIOUSNESS
Most of the Noble Prophet’s (s ) advices which have hitherto been
examined have been rotating on three axes:
1. Abstinence from love of the world and obsession with it.
2. Exhortation of invocation of Allah.
3. Humility and modesty and crying as a result of fear of Allah.
In this section of the h adīth, the Noble Prophet (s ) once again explains
the importance of crying as a result of fear of Allah and/or crying due to
intense longing to perceive His beatific vision [liqā’ Allā h] and he embarks
upon elucidating the importance of paying heed to the hereafter, keeping
aloof from the world and curing the inner conscience and abstaining from
sanctimony.
The effects of crying for the hereafter
“O Abū Dharr! The Lord has given me the news [saying], ‘I swear
upon My honor and glory that my slaves will never comprehend the
reward of crying and its value. I have established palaces in the
highest levels of paradise for those who shed tears and no one will
share it with them’.”
As has been mentioned previously, the crying which the Noble Prophet has
recommended is shedding tears as a result of fear of Allah and/or weeping
due to the intensity of yearning to be admitted in the divine beatific presence
of Allah. Even if these two sections of crying are desirable and play a vital
role in awakening man and making heedful to Allah but still crying as a
result of desiring to be admitted in the divine beatific presence of Allah is
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higher and calls for deep and profound knowledge which is not attainable
save for a small group [among mankind], amongst the Infallibles (‘a).
Perceiving this fact that the saints [awliyā’] of Allah (‘a) and the Infallibles
are enamored and in love with Allah and there is no pain for them
comparable to the ache of separation and remoteness from their Beloved, by
examining the supplications of the Imāms (‘a), we comprehend how much
they used to weep and wail as a result of the pain of separation from their
Beloved and how they used to hurt due to their intense longing to be in the
divine beatific presence of Allah. Supplications which have been narrated
from Imām ‘Alī (‘a) and Imām al-Sajjād (‘a) are a sign of the endless love of
the Infallible and Pure Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) in regard to Allah. With consideration
to these supplications, a section of the unlimited awareness and knowledge of
the Infallibles becomes manifest to us. Knowledge which caused those of
pure birth, of pure breastfeeding and the models of mankind not to become
heedless of the presence of their Lord even for a single moment and for the
reason that they used to perceive Him as higher than everything and believed
that all things are under His power, they were only enamored by Him and
this inner love-sickness would not for one moment leave them tranquil and
calm. Their supplications and invocations are themselves a sign of the
pinnacle of this love:
In Du‘ā’ al-Kumayl, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) removes the curtain from his yearning to
attain the divine beatific presence of Allah and believes that it is harder to
bear remoteness from Him than to bear the infernal hell and addresses his
Lord thus:
“O Allah! My Lord and Master! I can bear your punishment, but how
can I bear being separated from Thee?”
And explaining his anguish in the case that he is separated from his Lord, he
continues:
“I swear upon Your glory O my Master! O my Lord! that if you lead
me to hell with a speaking tongue, I will wail and weep so loudly and
sorrowfully and I will shout very much, and like a person who has
lost his beloved, I cry bitterly as a result of remoteness from Thee!”
Imām al-Sajjād (‘a) states in the Du‘ā’ Abū H amzah:
“I ruined my life with procrastinations of deeds and postponements
of duties and with protracted hopes and now I have reached a stage
where I have completely been driven to despair with regard to
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edification of character [and purification of the soul]. Therefore, who
is in a worse and more ruined state than mine? Woe upon me if in
this state I get led to the grave, which I have not made ready for
myself and have not made it fine with good works. Why ought I not
to cry when I do not know what the consequences of my actions are
and now my soul deceives me and my days beguile me regardless
that death has cast its shadow on me?”
It is because of the evaluative role of crying in cleansing the inner conscience
of ethical vices and shortcomings that the Noble Prophet (s ) states that the
virtue and reward which is derived from crying is more than what is derived
without crying and the people who cry shall attain stations which other
people will not attain.
Abū Dharr asks who the most intelligent man is and the Noble Prophet (s )
states:
“The most intelligent person is the one who thinks about death and
prepares himself for it more than any one else.”
A person who has selected a course to traverse always sets his eyes on the
destination if he is smart thinker and tries to arrive at the goal quicker. If a
person becomes inattentive along the way, becomes bewildered and
perplexed along the way, he does not arrive at the destination in sound
health. He who knows that the world is only a means of attaining the
hereafter does not get deceived by the material attractions of the earth and
incessantly meditates about death and prepares himself for it. Therefore,
when his death draws nigh, he goes to Allah with full hands and overflowing
provisions but people who lose sight of the goal have not prepared produce
and provisions for the hereafter setting out on a long journey without
provisions and necessities which is a very hard job.
The broadness of a believer’s heart and its signs
“O Abū Dharr! If the light shines in the heart, it becomes broad and
spacious.”
In the beginning, hearts are dark, then Allah adds His light to them and hearts
become apt to receive that light. Once that light settles down, the heart’s
capacity to broaden increases. To cite an intelligible example, it is like a dry
water-skin which expands when water is poured inside it and/or like a
bladder which the more air they pump in it the more it enlarges. Therefore, a
heart which has been broadened by the light of Allah has an increased
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capacity. (The purport of heart is not the piece of flesh beating in our hearts,
but heart in this discourse denotes a spiritual essence and a place of
perception and the station of faith.)
Perhaps His Holiness’ (s ) intention is that the excessiveness of
remembering death and preparedness to meet it keeps the light of man’s life
burning and as a result of remembrance of death, a light is set in man’s soul
which does not let his pure natural disposition get contaminated by the
darkness of sin and it is as a result of that same light that, in the words of the
Noble Prophet (s ), broadens and increases the capacity of man’s soul in this
sense that he perceives beyond this narrow world and concentrates on the
everlasting afterworld.
For the reason that such a state is not intelligible to Abū Dharr, because this
is not a matter susceptible to the senses so as to be felt by the physical senses,
he asks the Noble Prophet (s ) about the signs of a large heart. In response,
His Holiness (s ) cites three signs of this state:
1. The first sign of a broad heart is longing for the hereafter, in this sense
that man overlooks the transient and perishable world and sets his eyes on the
eternal world of the hereafter. In explanation of the meaning of ‘anā bah’
(returning from committing sins and going back to Allah), the deceased
Rāghib Is fahānī states, “Returning towards Allah implies going back to
Him by means of repentance and good works.”
2. The second sign of a large heart is abstaining from the deceiving world.
Once a believer concentrates on the everlasting world, he becomes vexed by
this narrow world, which is why he detaches himself from the world and
prepares to depart from it.
The House of Pride [dā r al-ghur ūr] is one of the names by which the world
is called in the Glorious Qur’an. Pride denotes deception and trickery and
because adornments and ornaments of the world deceive man and make him
infatuated with it; that is why it is called the House of Pride.
Explaining the deception of the world, eminent people like ‘Allāmah
T abāt abā’ī, may he reside in Allah’s Garden of bliss, used to state that
man has a natural object of desire, that is to say man’s natural disposition has
a lost treasure it is always trying to find. His primary destination is becoming
close to Allah and in other words, attaining absolute perfection. Even if he
himself is not conscious of this but unconsciously he still moves towards
absolute perfection. But sometimes he losses his main aim and as a result of
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this mistake selects the world as his main goal; in reality, he has become
seduced by the adornments and ornaments of the world and imagines them to
be his lost treasure; that is to say the world presents itself as the real goal and
desirable object of desire for man. As a result of this, he attains the world
after a life of struggle and effort only to find out that it was not his natural
object of desire and does not satiate his spiritual needs. For this reason, the
world can be compared to the nipple of a breast-feeder which once put in the
mouth of a hungry child longing for breast milk will make it forget the
mother’s breast and finally realizes that the breast-feeder does not satiate his
need for his mother’s milk.
Yes, the world is nothing more than a mirage and the real object of man’s
desire is life giving water which springs from proximity to Allah and satiates
his natural disposition. Even if he imagines the world to be his real object of
desire—whether it is worldly ostentation in the form of a house and car or in
the form of other earthly pleasures and attractions—but it has to be
understood that with all its spaciousness and various gratifications and
blessings, all are a means for attaining absolute perfection and the good
pleasure of Allah, not the ultimate goal and natural object of desire.
We conclude that a person whose heart is in chaotic darkness and has not
been enlightened by the light of faith, heedlessness and darkness get erased
from his soul and he clearly discerns the truth and does not fall into error. He
only sets his heart on the hereafter and it is not possible, even for a moment,
to give his heart to the world because he knows that the world is not the right
place to fall in love.
3. The third sign of a large heart is to get ready for death before handing
over his soul.
When man is not obsessed with the world and is always meditating about the
hereafter, he always has to be ready to go back to the eternal Abode and
attain his natural Object of desire. A person who knows that he has not been
created for the world and the world is only a bridge of passage to the
everlasting Abode zealously looks forward to the moment of gaining
proximity to the divine presence of Allah. He impatiently tries to cross the
bridge so as to attain his ultimate goal.
A state of impatience and hurriedness to attain the goal also appears for man
in the world. Along the way as man is traveling in a car to a city, he wishes
to arrive at the destination quicker. When his car overtakes all the other
moving objects on the road, he becomes happy that he will arrive earlier than
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the others at the destination. Even if this is a childish fancy it still has its
roots in man’s natural disposition. When he knows that the destination is
another place and he has no role to play in choosing the course and path, he
tries to traverse the course faster so as to reach the goal which of course is a
reasonable matter.
Therefore, a slave whose heart has become enlightened by Allah’s light and
whose eyes have become opened to the truth knows that the ultimate goal is
the vicinity of the Truth and proximity to the divine presence of Allah and
that the world is nothing more than a means; for this reason, he employs this
means in order to arrive at the destination and does not become calm as a
result of yearning to arrive and longing to meet the Beloved, to the extent
that he forgets the world altogether.
Piousness and fleeing from sanctimony and hypocrisy
Warning Abū Dharr against hypocrisy and sanctimony, the Noble Prophet
states:
“O Abū Dharr! Fear Allah but do not sanctimoniously manifest your
dread of Allah to the people with the intention of attracting their
respect while your heart meditates about performing sin.”
Hypocrisy denotes man manifesting his outward better than his inside and
making apparent what is contrary to that which is hidden in the inner soul.
That is to say:
His appearance resembles Abū Dharr and Salmā n [F ā rsī],
His inner soul resembles Abū Sufyan.
Sanctimony is considered as hidden polytheism and a sanctimonious person
is called a polytheist.
One of the great graces of Allah concealing man’s sins and faults, as a result
of which He has been called ‘the Hider of Faults’ [sattā r al-‘uyūb]. In truth,
life would become unbearable if the vices of people were divulged and they
perceived the faults of one another. It is for this reason that Allah’s
concealing of defects is a great blessing for which being thankful is
incumbent. Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
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“If you were to perceive the secrets of one another, you would never
bury one another.”1
In the same way that Allah Himself conceals the faults of the believers, he
does not give permission to the others to reveal the sins of other people;
neither does He Himself discredit a believer nor does He allow a believer to
disgrace himself. Therefore, man has no right to divulge his sins to other
people. It has been recorded in a h adīth that Allah has not allowed the
believers to demean and debase themselves; naturally there is no meanness
worse than sinning and corruption; it is for this reason that as soon as a
believer sins, Allah sets a covering over that sin and does not allow the sinner
himself to remove the covering from his sin and gives him the opportunity to
repent.
Of course, this is not a general rule, because sometimes on the basis of His
wisdom and in order to discipline people, Allah, the Exalted, divulges a bit of
their sins and removes the covering from their secrets. Revealing their secrets
is a means of training them. That is to say, in the case that he does not get
corrected no matter how much he is warned and cautioned over his ugly
works, the best way to awaken and train him is to disgrace him a bit so as to
prevent him from committing further vices. Of course, this is an existential
matter and is related to Allah and His control and no man has the right to
disgrace others on the pretext of correcting them.
Therefore, from the Islamic perspective no person has the permission to
disgrace neither himself nor other people; concealing and hiding personal
defects is a duty of all the believers. Sometimes, the punishment of divulging
sins is higher than sin itself and revealing sins is considered as one of the
delicate instances of spreading corruption:
ِ ﺸﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ آﻣﻨُﻮا ﻟَﻬﻢ َﻋ َﺬاب أَﻟﻴﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ و
ِ ﴿ إ ﱠن اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ ﻳ ِﺤﺒﱡﻮن أَ ن ﺗَﺸﻴﻊ اﻟْ َﻔ
اﻵﺧَﺮة َواﷲ ﻳـ ْﻌﻠَﻢ َوأَﻧْــﺘُﻢ
َ ﺎﺣ
ُ َ
َ
﴾ ﻻ ﺗَـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮن

“ Surely (as for) those who love that scandal should speculate
respecting those who believe, they shall have a grievous
chastisement in this world and the hereafter, and Allah knows, while
you do not know.” 2

1
2

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 77, p. 385.
Sūrat al-Nūr 24:19.
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Like scandal-mongering, sanctimony and outward adornment too is an ugly
thing; it is unacceptable for man to portray himself as better than how he
actually is. In spite of being a sinner and wrong-doer, he tries to portray
himself as a man of piety, faith, fear of Allah and supplication and invocation
so that the people may accord him respect. Shaddād ibn Aws and ‘Ibādah ibn
S āmit narrate that in interpretation of the ā yat, “ Say: I am a mortal like
you; it is revealed to me that your god is one God, therefore whoever hopes
to meet his Lord, he should do good deeds, and not join any one in the
service of his Lord” 1, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“A person who prays and fasts out of sanctimony and hypocrisy is a
polytheist.”2
The intention and its role in the evaluation of works
“O Abū Dharr! Make an intention for every one of your works, even
eating and sleeping.”
From the viewpoint of edification of character, mentioning this matter is very
important and constructive and in addition, this mater is founded on a very
important scientific and philosophical axiom which calls for detailed
discussion. The value of every work which man discharges, even worship
and adoration of Allah, is related to the intention: the evaluation of one
action performed as a result of two differing intentions is not the same. A
person who accepts his friend’s invitation positively does a praiseworthy
work, but his action is considered as worship which gives fruit to reward and
profit if he accepts the invitation and goes to the house of his friend with the
intention to please Allah because Allah is pleased to see the believers
accepting the invitations of their fellow believing brothers [and having good
relations].
Or, he is fasting a recommendable fast and one of his friends, ignorant of this
fact, invites him to partake of food; in the case that he breaks his fast for the
sake of pleasing Allah, his action is considered as worship and gives fruit to
divine reward and profit; but if he breaks his fast for the reason that he is
pleased with the food and longs for it, his action has no reward because it
was not done for the good pleasure of Allah. Therefore, this very eating has
divine reward and profit if it is done for the sake of pleasing Allah and has an
invaluable role in the perfection and spiritual ascendance of man. Therefore,
1
2

Sūrat al-Kahf 18:110.
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 84, p. 248.
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heed has to be paid to this fact that man can discharge all his daily works,
starting from trivial actions such as sleeping, eating, looking, and even joking
up to the more important actions such as prayer and fasting for the good
pleasure of Allah in the case that they are discharged in the direction of
servitude and obedience of Allah.
Some of the great people used to pause a while before doing anything they
wanted to do until they got sure that their intention was purely for the good
pleasure of Allah and they were certain that the work has been performed for
Allah. Or, if a question was asked of them, they never responded with haste
and before reflecting a little and purifying the intention in their hearts. Then,
they used to give the response for the good pleasure of Allah.
This point is indicative of the fact that a believer can be so smart and sharp
that he can make every single moment of his lifespan in the course of Allah
and His good pleasure. Therefore, it is as well possible to have a pure and
correct intention in regard to pleasures of the flesh, actions which both give
pleasure and are acts of worship at the same time. Man can attain both the
pleasures of the world and the gratifications of the hereafter. In such
instances a medium between the world and the hereafter is possible. It is in
cases that there is incompatibility between two actions that a medium cannot
be found, for example between the obligatory [wā jib] works and the
forbidden [h ar ā m] actions for which a medium is impossible. But if man
has a divine intention in doing permissible actions, he attains both the
pleasure of this world thereby increasing his bodily energy and vigor and
brings to hand divine reward and profit. Of course, the divine intention itself
has stages and one of its stages is a firm decision to abstain from sin and quit
disobedience of Allah’s will.
The deceased ‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī, may he reside in Allah’s Garden of
bliss, used to narrate that whenever Imām ‘Alī (‘a) woke up to pray the
optional night prayers [nā filah], he used to take a cold bath in order to
increase his physical vigor and preparedness.
It is natural for a person such as Imām ‘Alī (‘a) who from morning to night
was at the battlefront or was busy doing some other social duties in addition
to performing five hundred and/or one thousand rak‘ats of prayer to be
exhausted and not to have enough energy and vigor for waking up at night to
pray. It is for this reason that taking a cold bath increases his energy, vigor
and liveliness. ?

L ESSON EI GHTEEN

HO NO RIN G T HE DIV INE MAJ ES T Y
AND

SPLENDOR OF ALLAH

•

The Status of Invocation of Allah in the Qur’an and the
H adīths

•

The Quantity and Quality of Invocation of Allah

•

The Relationship between Invocation with Words and
Invocation with the Heart

•

Two Benefits of Invocation with Words

HONORING THE DIVINE MAJESTY AND SPLENDOR OF
ALLAH
“O Abū Dharr! The majesty and splendor of the Lord of creation
ought to increase and do not remember Him lightly as do the
ignorant and unenlightened who when they see the dog and pig say,
‘O Allah! Suffocate and choke it to death’.”
The status of invocation of Allah in the Qur’an and h adīths
The subject of discourse in this section is remembrance of Allah and
honoring His majesty. A great deal of importance has been accorded to
invocation of Allah in the Glorious Qur’an and h adīths, to the extent that
topics like incentives for remembrance of Allah, the worldly and heavenly
benefits of invocation of Allah, the quantity and quality of imploration of
Allah, the place and time of supplication of Allah have all been examined in
detail. Likewise, explications have been made by the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and
religious scholars with regard to which one between invocation with words
and invocation with the heart is more important and higher and/or which one
is better between supplication in secret solitude and imploration in a public
and populous place.
In one h adīth, Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states:
“There has not been a nation and people who gathered and forsook
invoking Allah and remembering us save that they will reap regret on
the Day of Resurrection.”
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And he also stated:
“Remembrance of us is tantamount to remembrance of Allah.”1
Explicating the importance of invocation and remembrance of Allah, Imām
al-S ādiq (‘a) states:
“Holy and glorified is your Lord; Allah who is the Mighty and
Matchless and is remote from the ignorant description of creatures,
and peace and blessings of Allah be upon the prophets (‘a), and
praise is especially reserved for Allah who is the Creator of the
world.”2
Therefore, man has to always preserve a state of remembrance of Allah on
his tongue and in his heart and this invocation is not confined to a special
place, gathering and time. It has been recorded in a sacredly inspired h adīth
that Prophet Moses (‘a) asked, “O My Lord! I feel shy to invoke Your name
with my tongue in certain places and states and hence to remember You.”
Allah stated, “Invoking My Name in every state is good.”
All these emphases and recommendations to remember and invoke the divine
name of Allah are in regard to the role which they play in keeping man aloof
from ethical vices and shortcomings and propelling him towards prosperity
and well-being, because man abstains from issues which are not compatible
with the good pleasure of Allah and he withholds the soul from disobedience
if he is always preoccupied with the invocation of Allah and perceives
himself as being in the divine presence of Allah.
All the problems and errors which occur as a result of seductions of the
carnal soul and the Devil are caused by negligence of invocation of Allah and
His punishment and requital. In addition to that, forgetfulness of Allah
darkens the heart and consequently the Devil and carnal soul overcome man.
In contrast, remembrance and recollection of the divine presence of Allah
gives rise to the cleansing and purification of the soul from vices and man’s
liberation from the shackles of the appetitive soul. In that case, the heart
becomes a manifestation of the Beloved and love of the world, which is the
fountainhead of all errors and deviations, departs from the soul.

1
2

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 72, p. 468, Beirut print.
Us ūl al-Kā fī (with Farsi translation), vol. 4, p. 254, h adīth 3.
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In a h adīth, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“Know that the best and the most proper of your works before Allah
and the most sublime of them in your levels and the best thing on
which the sun shines is invocation of Allah, because Allah has thus
stated with regard to Himself, ‘I am a Companion of one who
remembers Me’.”1
In another h adīth, Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states:
“The Honored and Glorified Allah states, ‘I grant to whoever lags
behind at asking issues in regard to Me because of invocation more
than I grant to the one who asks with respect to Me’.”2
Allah told Prophet Jesus (‘a):
“O Jesus! Remember Me in solitude so that I may remember you
before Myself, and remember Me in a group of men so that I may
remember you in a group better than that of men (ie the angels). O
Jesus! Soften your heart for Me and remember Me abundantly in
solitude and know that what pleases Me is your submission in
respect to Me. Keep your heart alive for this work and do not be dead
(i.e. sad and dejected).”3
The emphasis of the Qur’an and its attention to invocation of Allah has
reached the extent that prayer in the Qur’an has been introduced as
invocation of Allah, with regard to the fact that in Islam prayer has a high
status and has been known as a pillar of religion:
﴾  َوأَﻗِﻢ اﻟﺼﱠﻠﻮة ﻟِ ِﺬ ْﮐﺮي... ﴿

“ …and keep up prayer for My remembrance.” 4
For the reason the aim is more important than the means, it can be inferred
from this verse that invocation of Allah is more important than prayer and in
truth prayer is a means of remembering Allah; (in reality, from the viewpoint
of the Qur’an, invocation of Allah has a purport and reality for which prayer,
in spite of all the value it has, is considered as nothing more than a means.)
‘Iddah al-Wā‘ī, p. 238.
Us ūl al-Kā fī (with Farsi translation), vol. 4, p. 261, h adīth 1.
3
Ibid., p. 264, h adīth 3.
4
Sūrat T ā Hā 20:14.
1
2
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The question is that how possible is it for what embodies all the invocations
and even some of the ā yats and special works and movements to be a means
of remembrance of Allah?
In explanation of this point, it ought to be said that prayer is not considered
as invocation of Allah because of the shape and form and movements and
activities which it has but invocation is a condition of the heart and is an
inward attention and is a connection between the heart of man and the divine
Essence of Allah. Therefore, man prays so as to give rise to that attention of
the heart and inward connection. Therefore, prayer is itself a means and the
goal is attention and connection of the heart which is doubtlessly more
honorable than prayer itself.
The quality and quantity of invocation of Allah
One of the issues mentioned in the Qur’an and the h adīths is the quality
and quantity of Allah. Some verses in the Qur’an lay emphasis on the
quantity and abundance of invocation of Allah; like the verse:
﴾ آﻣﻨُﻮا اذْ ُﮐُﺮ وا اﷲ ِذ ْﮐ ًﺮا َﮐﺜﻴ ًﺮا
َ ﴿ ﻳﺎ أﻳﱡـ َﻬﺎ اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ

“ O you who believe! Remember Allah, remembering frequently…” 1
(In this ā yat emphasis has been laid on the abundance of invocation.)
It has been recorded in some of the h adīths that there is a determined limit
for everything, even for prayer too there is a fixed limit: it has been made
incumbent upon every adult person competent to undertake religious duties
to pray seventeen rak‘ats in five turns a day and it is recommended to
optionally pray twice the number of obligatory rak‘ats per day, or the
incumbency of the h ajj (pilgrimage to the House of Allah) once in a life
time upon every adult and economically able person. Therefore, there is a
limit specified for everything, except the invocation and remembrance of
Allah for which there is no limit. However, much man invokes the divine
name of Allah, it is still insufficient.
In contrast to the first section of the ā yats and h adīths, there is a section of
the verses of the Qur’an and h adīths which lay stress on the quality of
invocation of the divine name of Allah, amongst them the verse:

1

Sūrat al-Ah zā b 33:41.
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ِ
ِ
﴾ ...ﺎء ُﮐﻢ أَ و أَ َﺷ ﱠﺪ ِذ ْﮐ ًﺮا
َ َ﴿ ﻓﺈ َذا ﻗَﻀﻴﺘُﻢ َﻣﻨَﺎﺳ َﮑ ُﮑﻢ ﻓَﺄَ ذْ ُﮐُﺮ وا اﷲ َﮐﺬ ْﮐ ِﺮُﮐﻢ آﺑ

“ So when you have performed your devotions, then laud Allah as
you lauded your fathers, rather a greater lauding…” 1
It is not commanded in this ā yat to invoke Allah a lot, but it states that
invoke Allah greater [or more intensely]. Therefore, the frequency and
infrequency of invocation of Allah is not under consideration but rather its
weakness and strength and this is related to neither invocation with words
nor invocation by the tongue. The purport is not to thicken or weaken the
words of invocations, but the attention of the heart.
At the footnote of this verse, the deceased ‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī states
that the custom of the Arabs during the Age of Ignorance was to engage in
praising and lauding their fathers after the h ajj in the area of Minā. But
after the advent of Islam, Allah gave orders that this custom should be
brought to an end and invocation of Allah should take its place.
In this verse, invocation has been described as strong; this makes it known
that in the same way that the amount of invocation of Allah is capable of
increasing, it is also capable of strengthening in regard to quality. In addition,
invocation of Allah is not a matter of words, but of the heart and is
performed with the presence of heart and words are its explanation.2
All too often, we confine invocation of Allah to the tongue [and words],
when invocation of Allah is recommended, we imagine that invocation
implies [just] saying ‘al-h amdulillā h’ and the Four Praises [tasbīh ā t-i
arba ‘ah] and others of this kind; in the case that all these words are
indicative of invocation and in reality the imploration which has been
emphasized and recommended is that which goes with remembrance and
attention of the heart. That is to say, man ought to be mindful of Allah at the
time of performing duties and obligations, so that he may discharge his duties
along with perceiving His divine presence and also at the time of abstaining
from sin, man ought to remember Allah so that the perception of Him may
cause his forsaking sin. The connection between invocation of Allah by
words and invocation by the tongue and the relationship between the word
and the meaning is like the relationship of the skin of the fruit with its core.
In reality, invocation by words is a dress for invocation by the heart and
1
2

Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:200.
Tafsīr al-Mīzā n, vol. 2, p. 81.
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invocation by the heart is the core of the fruit. Therefore, invocations by
words are a pre-requisite to the remembrance of Allah by the heart and inner
soul and have to certainly be an object of attention. It is for this reason that
the numbers and instances of invocations have been specified, like the
supplications which have been specified as the invocations after prayer.
The relationship between invocation with words and invocation with the
heart
It is necessary here to give more explanations in regard to the relationship
between invocation with words and invocation with the heart and also to
demonstrate why so much emphasis has been laid on imploration of Allah, to
the extent that it has been put forward as the goal of prayer. Basically, what
role does invocation of Allah have in the life, prosperity and perfection of
man? Do those who do not invoke Allah in their lives and are not attentive to
Him earn less in life and fail?
When we speak and utter words on the tongue, we have imagined a meaning
for that word previously and our aim of speaking is to make known and
comprehensible to the others that meaning. Usually, speaking is for the
reason of presenting the purport and intention even if sometimes the meaning
of words and speaking is not to show a purport but to suggest special
psychological issues and offer private spiritual instruction.
One of the recommendations which psychologists and psychotherapists have
emphasized in connection with their work is private spiritual instruction, for
which, of course, they have selected special words and phrases, so that
private instruction may produce effects; like when they say that you ought to
sit in solitude and raise your voice to a specified level and repeat a particular
sentence [for a stipulated number of times] so as to be effective in the soul.
These instances are exceptional and usually man conceives a meaning when
he speaks and then after presents it to the other people. A reasonable person
does not say anything without visualizing the meaning and intention of their
words, because words are indicative of meanings.
At the time of pronouncing invocations with words, like the Four Praises
[tasbīh ā t-i arba ‘ah], for which we imagine the meaning and this word is
indicative and suggestive of that intention, the intention is not to inculcate
that meaning to Allah, the Exalted, and/or the angels and other people,
because we have no intention of conversation and dialogue but we want that
meaning to have an effect in our hearts. Therefore, the effect is derived from
the meaning and the words are nothing more than just a means.
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When we say Allā h-u Akbar (Allah is Great), and we take it as a divine work,
our intention is the effects of the meaning of that invocation in the soul of
man and his prosperity, otherwise words and letters devoid of meaning are
nothing but sounds which emerge out of the tongue, it is for this reason that
meaningful words have to be used in invocation of Allah.
We conclude that before uttering invocation with words, a preparatory level
of remembrance of Allah appears in man, thereafter a higher level of
invocation of the divine name of Allah appears. When man is reciting
invocations of Allah, he initially is reminded of Allah; (otherwise, if he
completely becomes negligent of Allah, he does not undertake to invoke the
divine name of Allah); no matter how weak man’s attention might be, he
becomes aware of Allah before invocation of the name of Allah and
thereafter recites an invocation which is indicative of the remembrance of
Allah. Therefore, before invocation of Allah a level of the remembrance of
Allah appears.
Two benefits of invocation with words
The first benefit and goal of invocation of Allah with words is to strengthen
that weak stage of remembrance of Allah so that man’s attention may be
fixed on Allah. In the beginning, he had an obscure attention or his attention
was scattered but with the help of invocation with words, especially prayer,
that attention becomes strong, concentrated and directed at Allah; this is one
of the benefits which can be cited for invocation.
The second benefit of invocation with words is that if that weak level of
invocation of Allah with words does not become strong, at least it becomes
permanent and does not disappear. Man’s states and attentions, amongst
them the remembrance of Allah, are always in a state of change and
transformation and in the danger of disappearing. It is for this reason that the
help of invocation with words has to be sought for the permanence and
continuity of that attention of the heart, so that they do not forget the
remembrance of Allah. Therefore, two benefits and aims can be cited for
invocation of the divine name of Allah and of course the first benefit and
goal is higher and better.
Sometimes, it happens that invocation of Allah with words produces no
benefits and that occurs in the case that it becomes and idle habit and futile
utterances of the tongue to which man pays no attention, like the rest of the
habits of the tongue and actions which people exude without the least
attention to that habit. Some people continually turn the prayer beads without
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paying the least attention to the praises they are reciting and their benefit. Or
some people who have become accustomed to playing with their fingers
and/or beards and moustaches. In regard to habits of the tongue, some
children get accustomed to making certain words involuntarily flow on their
tongues without paying the least attention to them.
For most of us reciting supplications and invocations has become a dry habit
and we do not pay the least attention to the purport of what we recite. It is for
this reason that they do not give rise to any effect and transformation in our
hearts. It is possible that we initially begin an action and start reciting an
invocation with attention, as we have heard in a h adīth that for example
that reciting the invocations of Fāt imah (‘a) or a certain other invocation
brings to hand a certain amount of reward, for this reason we begin reciting
this invocation with attention of the heart initially but gradually our attention
decreases to the extent that those words become uttered out of habit and
without any attention to it. Of course, saying invocations like ‘Allā h-u Akbar
(Allah is Great)’, ‘Lā ilā ha illā Allā h (There is no god save Allah)’, even
without attention, is better than pronouncing vain and ugly words but they
still do not give rise to a desirable spiritual effect.
There have been people who did not have the least belief in God but used to
mention the name of God out of habit and this action has become a form of
custom among them. There were communists here in Iran who did not have
the least belief in Allah and the transcendental cosmos but at the time of
separating, according to habit and custom, and out of respect for one another,
used to say, ‘khudā -h ā fiz (may God be your protector)’ without paying
the least attention to its meaning. In the same way that pronouncing the name
of Allah has become a habit and custom for some of us the Muslims, and we
do not pay the least attention to its meaning and purport.
Among the Ignorant Arabs and likewise the Arabs who lived at the advent of
Islam and had recently reverted to Islam, it was a very prevalent custom
among them to pronounce the name of Allah. Whenever they saw a dog or
pig, they used to say, “May Allah suffocate or choke it” without having the
least attention to the meaning and purport of the words. This was just a habit
which was devoid of conviction of the heart. Certainly, these words do not
leave any impression in man and are not considered as remembrance of
Allah.
In this h adīth, the Noble Prophet advises Abū Dharr that when you want to
praise and glorify Allah, first imagine His greatness and majesty. Remember
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that the name of Allah, who is the Creator of the whole world and in whose
powerful Hands lie everything, has unlimited greatness and glory in the same
way that He himself has boundless greatness and glory. It is for this reason
that He ought to be remembered with greatness and glory. This occurs in the
case that your heart and soul perceives the greatness of Allah, as a result of
which you pronounce His name with humility and submissiveness. You
ought not to be like those Ignorant people who used to pronounce the name
of Allah without paying the least attention to the meaning.
Invocation leaves an effect in the heart and soul of man, becomes the cause
of tranquility and the goal of performing the prayers, the cause of man’s
spiritual ascendance and growth of the soul, and becomes the cause of
forsaking vain materialistic thoughts and looking forward to the eternal
world and the encompassing blessings of Allah, becomes the cause of a
strong connection between man and Allah which is pronounced with
attention to the meaning and purport of the invocation and keeping in mind
the divine presence of Allah. This is that same invocation in praise of which
Allah says:
﴾ ...﴿ إﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ اﻟ ُْﻤ ْﺆِﻣﻨُﻮن اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ إذَا ذُﮐِﺮ اﷲ َو ِﺟﻠَﺖ ﻗُـﻠُﻮﺑُـ ُﻬﻢ

“ Those only are believers whose hearts become full of fear when
Allah is mentioned…” 1
At the end there is room for us to quote the words of Imām ‘Alī’s (‘a)
description in regard to the standard of the invocation and remembrance of
Allah:
“I have seen the companions of the Prophet (s ) but I do not find
anyone resembling them. They begun the day with dust on the hair
and face (in hardships of life) and passed the night in prostration and
standing in prayers. Sometimes, they put down their forehead and
sometimes their cheeks. With the recollection of their resurrection it
seemed as though they stood on live coal. It seemed that in between
their eyes there were signs like knees of goats, resulting from long
prostrations. When Allah was mentioned, their eyes flowed freely till
their shirt collars were drenched. They trembled for fear of

1

Sūrat al-Anfā l 8:2.
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punishment and hope of reward as the tree trembles on a stormy
day.”1 ?

1

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 286, sermon [khut bah] 96, trans. Fayd

al-Islām.
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THE GREATNESS OF ALLAH’S STATUS IN THE
VIEWPOINT OF THE ANGELS
“O Abū Dharr! Allah has angels who as a result of fear of Him have
their heads permanently bowed [in submission] while standing on
their feet up to the Day of Resurrection. Then they all say, ‘Purity
and praise are for you, we did not worship you as you deserved to be
adored.”
We have previously discussed invocation and remembrance of Allah. It has
been said that invocation of Allah ought to be done as a result of humility,
modesty and with the presence of heart; not as a result of habit and futile
utterances of the tongue. Now, the discourse regards what things play a role
in bringing about attention and presence of heart at the time of invocation of
the divine name of Allah. It is for this reason that the Noble Prophet (s )
embarks upon explicating the point which has excellent effects in bringing
about attention to Allah and perceiving his divine presence at the time of
invocation of the name of Allah.
The role of arousing hope and fear
In a natural way, man’s motivation in regard to volitional works is hope for
reward and fear of harm; of course the realm of reward and harm is very
wide: for some people the reward lies in these same worldly benefits and
material facilities and for some people reward and benefit belong to the
hereafter. In the same way, some material and worldly losses are taken into
consideration and for some people losses and divine punishment of the
hereafter are taken into consideration. Higher than these two types, for the
saints [awliyā’] of Allah, reward lies in perceiving the presence of Allah and
deriving benefit and the pleasure of Allah and their loss lies in being
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deprived of that prosperity and perfection. Their fear is in respect to being
deprived of the beatific presence of Allah and without the least doubt this
fear is more than the fear of other people in regard to the losses of the world
and the hereafter is higher. Of course, the reality of this issue is not known to
us and is far from our comprehension; we briefly deduce from the ā yats
[verses of the Qur’an] and h adīths there is such fear as well. (We hope
Allah, the Exalted, will grant us the grace and aptitude to perceive this
meaning by means of deriving benefit from the enlightening words of the Ahl
al-bayt (‘a).)
For every reason fear of Allah and/or fear of harm which appears by means
of man himself and can be repelled by Allah causes man to attain deeper
attention and in the same way eagerness for reward and profit and that which
Allah grants to His slave, or eagerness for being in the beatific divine
presence also gives rise to more attention and presence of heart. Even if for a
lot of people fear plays a greater role in arousing and compelling them to
action and freeing them from negligence and making them perceive the
danger and harm. Every person can test himself as to whether they become
more impelled to take action by listening to fearful news which foretells
extra danger and harm for them or hope and reward.
For us endeavor to repel harm is more important than attracting reward.
Perhaps, this very point has become the cause that the Glorious Qur’an pays
more heed to warning and premonition than it does to giving good news and
tidings and the prophets (s ) have been introduced as warners. In some ā yats
the prophets (‘a) have been introduced as both warners and givers of glad
tidings, like the ā yat:
﴾ ... ﻓَـﺒَـ َﻌﺚ اﷲ اﻟﻨﱠﺒﻴﻴﻦ ُﻣﺒَﺸﱢﺮﻳﻦ َوُﻣﻨِْﺬ رﻳﻦ... ﴿

“ …So Allah raised prophets as bearers of good news and as
warners…” 1
And very few instances are found where the Prophets (‘a) have been
introduced as bearers of good tidings [bashīr or mubashshir] but the title of
warners [nadhīr] has been employed alone in a lot of instances, like the
verse:

1

Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:213.
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﴾ ﴿ ﺗ َﮑﺎد ﺗَﻤﻴﱠـﺰ ِﻣﻦ اﻟْﻐﻴﻆ ُﮐﻠﱠ َﻤﺎ أُﻟْﻘﻲ ﻓﻴ َﻬﺎ ﻓُـْﻮ ج َﺳﺄَﻟ َُﻬﻢ َﺧ َﺰﻧَـﺘُـ َﻬﺎ أَﻟَﻢ ﻳﺄْﺗِ ُﮑﻢ ﻧَﺬﻳﺮ

“ Almost bursting for fury; whenever a group is cast into it, its keeper
shall ask them: did there not come to you a warner? ” 1
(Emphasis on the prophets (‘a) being warners is because their warnings leave
more effect in the hearts of the people than their glad tidings.)
Fear of Allah is one of the states having a lot of benefits for man, especially
if it becomes a stable habit and as has been mentioned, one of its benefits and
effects is remembrance and deep attention to Allah. Even if there is no room
for delving in this discourse deeper, but still we will hint at certain issues in
order to bring about more comprehension of the h adīths which have been
narrated in regard to fear of Allah and also bringing about a deeper effect of
fear of Allah in the heart and soul.
The essence of fear and dread of Allah
One of the questions which are treated is what the reality of fear is and what
causes play a role in giving rise to it and what effects does it leaves behind?
Do fear and awe differ from one another? These discussions largely involve
lexical aspects; in order to comprehend fear and awe of Allah and the
difference between these two, a lot of ā yats and h adīths will be discussed.
With regard to the application of fear and awe in the ā yats and h adīths,
there is no considerable difference to be noticed and in some instances these
two have been used interchangeably.
Once man has perceived and felt the greatness of Allah, a feeling of selfabasement, servility, humility and modesty appears in him. This state and
psychological reaction has been embedded in the nature of man. (Of course,
this state and reaction is not confined to man, the other living creatures also
have this feeling vis-à-vis those that are stronger than them.) Usually, this
state is also called awe and in reality fear is employed in place of awe. When
man perceives the greatness of another one, even if he posses no danger and
harm to him, he feels in himself the feeling of humility and lowliness, as if he
has lost his being.
Sometimes, fear denotes fear of harm which is directed at man—usually fear
has been used in this sense—naturally the application of fear in regard to

1

Sūrat al-Mulk 67:8.
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Allah implies dread of the divine retribution and requital which are likely to
be earned as a result of man’s bad works.
With regard to the saints [awliyā’] of Allah and people who have attained
higher levels of servitude and obedience of Allah, their fear sometimes arises
as a result of paying heed to the majesty of Allah and sometimes due to the
possibility of being deprived of the beatific vision of Allah [liqā’ Allā h]
because the beatific vision of Allah and presence in his divine realm is not a
definite and certain matter and is likely to either disappear or never occur at
all. Therefore, attention to this meaning causes the appearance of fear of
Allah in the saints [awliyā’] of Allah because the honor of being in the
beatific presence of Allah and being accepted in His divine presence is the
greatest perfection and prosperity and man’s hope is to attain divine
knowledge and the greatest gratification for him is feeling that he is in the
presence of Allah. A bit further than that level, we perceive how much the
happiness of Allah brings pleasure to faith. A friend who feels that his
beloved is happy and pleased with him fears lest he becomes deprived of that
happiness, pleasure and love of his beloved. This is the highest kind of fear
and dread for a person who has attained love. Lower than that is fear as a
result of divine retribution and requital of the hereafter which is the meaning
intended in most of the ā yats and h adīths. This stage plays an intermediary
role for attaining higher levels because for us who up to now have not
attained higher levels of awareness, this medium level of fear of Allah
becomes the cause of our being heedless to the world and its pleasures and is
itself a cause for abstaining from sins and keeping aloof from worldly
contaminations; of course, this is not a small thing that in man exists an
inward cause for abstaining and fleeing from obsession with the world and
sins.
For people who have low objectives, fear of Allah denotes dread of worldly
problems and encumbrances. Fear lest Allah inflicts them with disease, or
lest they lose their dignity and become lowly, and lose the respect of people
and/or fear lest they lose their beloved one. (For people who have faith in
Allah, dread of becoming entangled in problems and afflictions and
dejections is a kind of fear of Allah and in short is desirable and most of the
prophets’ (‘a) warnings intend this type of fear of Allah.)
The benefit and status of fear of Allah
This discussion concerns the desirability and benefits of fear of Allah. What
value and benefit has fear of Allah got so as to be so much recommended that
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man ought to endeavor to attain the station of fear and know its course? The
reality is that a lot of people have not comprehended the good qualities and
benefits of fear. Even if they know that a lot of verses of the Qur’an have
been revealed in regard to fear of Allah and that people who are fearful of
Allah have been praised but still they do not know what benefit and gain
there is in fear of Allah. Once mention of the states of fear of the prophets
(‘a) and the saints [awliyā’] of Allah and the front-men of religion is made,
they surprisingly ask as to why ought man to be so fearful and cry so much
that his eyes get damaged and gus face injured!?
It has bee narrated in regard to John the Baptist, in whom the station of fear
of Allah had appeared and manifested more than the other prophets (‘a), that
he used to cry so much that his eyes and face used to get injured, to the
extent that his mother used to bandage the sores on his face so as to reduce
the pain caused by flowing tears. When man hears these incidents, he gets
amazed that why ought a Prophet of Allah (‘a) to fear so much!? If amongst
us a person was in such a state and fears this much, if we do not say that he is
mad, then at least we affirm that his state is not normal and not natural!
If we look at the verses of the Qur’an with the intention of taking lesson and
admonition, we gather that fear of Allah has been introduced as a condition
for deriving benefit from the admonitions of the prophets (s ) and attaining
prosperity.
ِ
ِ
﴾ َﺟﺮ َﮐﺮﻳﻢ
ْ ﴿ إﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ﺗَـ ْﻨﺬ ر َﻣﻦ اﺗﱠـﺒَﻊ اﻟ ﱢﺬ ْﮐﺮ َو َﺧﺸﻲ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﺣ َﻤﻦ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻐﻴﺐ ﻓَـﺒَﺸ ْﱢﺮﻩ ﺑِ َﻤ ْﻐﻔَﺮة َوأ

“ You can only warn him who follows the reminder and fears the
Beneficent God in secret; so announce to him forgiveness and an
honorable reward.” 1
In this ā yat, Allah advises the Noble Prophet (s ) to direct his calling and
guidance at people who fear Allah in the hearts and whose natural
dispositions have not yet been completely contaminated by sin, wrong doing
and obscurities. This type of people benefits from the calling and directives
of the prophets, not that person who has no fear and dread of Allah
perpetrates sin audaciously and without any guilty feelings at all. Without the
least doubt, his heart is dark and is harder than the rock and there is no
aperture in his inner soul for the penetration of light and brightness.

1

Sūrat Yā Sīn 36:11.
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In another verse, Allah states:
ِ
﴾ ْﺠﻨﱠﺔ ﻫﻲ اﻟ َْﻤﺄَْو ی
َ ﴿ َوأَ ﱠﻣﺎ َﻣﻦ َﺧﺎف َﻣ َﻘﺎم َرﺑﱢﻪ َوﻧَـ َﻬﯽ اﻟﻨﱠـ ْﻔﺲ َﻋﻦ اﻟ َْﻬَﻮ ی * ﻓَﺎ ﱠن اﻟ

“ And as for him who fears to stand in the presence of his Lord and
forbids the soul from low desires, then surely the Garden—that is the
abode.” 1
Definitely fear is contrasted with hope and optimism, and Allah states, “ And
as for him who fears to stand in the presence of his Lord” , He does not state
that “as for him who hopes to stand in the presence of his Lord”; this show
that fear of Allah results in preventing the disobedience of the carnal soul and
setting foot on the course of guidance and hope in the mercy of Allah has no
effect in this regard.
In another verse, Allah states that after the high station and status of the
people of faith and good works, paradise and its blessings are especially
reserved for those who fear Allah:
ِ ﴿ ﺟﺰا ُؤ ُﻫﻢ ِﻋ ْﻨﺪ رﺑﱢ ِﻬﻢ ﺟﻨﱠﺎت َﻋْﺪ ن ﺗَ ْﺠﺮي ِﻣﻦ ﺗَ ْﺤﺘِ َﻬﺎ اﻷَﻧْـ َﻬﺎر َﺧﺎﻟِﺪﻳﻦ ﻓﻴ َﻬـﺎ أَﺑـ ًﺪا ر
ﺿـﻮا َﻋ ْﻨـﻪ
ُ ﺿـﻲ اﷲ َﻋـ ْﻨـ ُﻬﻢ َوَر
ََ
َ َ
َ َ
﴾ َذﻟِﮏ ﻟِ َﻤﻦ َﺧﺸﻲ َرﺑﱠﻪ

“ …Their reward with their Lord is gardens of perpetuity beneath
which rivers flow, abiding therein for ever; Allah is well pleased
with them and they are well pleased with Him, that is for him who
fears his Lord.” 2
In another verse, fear, dread, humility, submissiveness and self-abasement in
the presence of Allah has been mentioned as one of the most delicate
qualities of the scholars of religion:
ِ ﺸﯽ اﷲ ِﻣﻦ ِﻋﺒ
﴾ ...ﺎدﻩ اﻟ ُْﻌﻠَ َﻤﺎء
َ  إﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ﻳ ْﺨ... ﴿
َ

“ …those of His servants who are possessed of knowledge fear
Allah…” 3
In another instance, Allah warns the Muslims against fear of the oppressors
and orders them to fear Him:

Sūrat al-Nā zi‘ā t 79:40-41.
Sūrat al-Bayyinah 98: 8.
3
Sūrat F ā t ir 35:28.
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﴾ ﺸ ْﻮﻧﻲ َوﻷُﺗِ ﱠﻢ ﻧِ ْﻌ َﻤﺘﻲ َﻋﻠﻴ ُﮑﻢ َوﻟ ََﻌﻠﱠ ُﮑﻢ ﺗَـ ْﻬﺘَُﺪ ون
َ ﺸ ْﻮ ُﻫﻢ َوا ْﺧ
َ  ﻓَﻼ ﺗَ ْﺨ... ﴿

“ …so do not fear them, and fear Me; that I may complete my favor
on you and that you may walk on the right course.” 1
In another place, he states:
﴿ إﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ذَﻟِ ُﮑﻢ اﻟ ﱠ
﴾ ﻮﻫﻢ َو َﺧﺎﻓُﻮن إن ُﮐﻨْﺘُﻢ ُﻣ ْﺆِﻣﻨﻴﻦ
ُ ُﺸﻴﻄَﺎن ﻳ َﺨ ﱢﻮف أَ ْوﻟﻴﺎﺋَﻪ ﻓَﻼ ﺗَ َﺨﺎﻓ

“ It is only the Satan that causes you to fear from his friends, but do
not fear them, and fear Me if you are believers.” 2
The status of fear of the leaders and the saints [awliyā’] of Allah
A brief look at the invaluable role of fear of Allah and the praise that has
been made in regard to it makes us comprehend why the saints [awliyā’] of
Allah used to preserve the highest level of this state in themselves, by
studying the states of the Noble Prophet (s ) and the Pure Imāms (‘a) we
come across amazing states which if one or two h adīths had been narrated
about them, there was room for man to doubt the existence of those states but
they have not been narrated once or twice, on the contrary a lot of h adīths
have been narrated in a successive way or with unbroken chains of
transmission in regard to these states, to the extent that whenever we
remember the personality of Imām ‘Alī (‘a), our minds are associated with
his weeping and wailing and implorations and it is not possible at all to
imagine Imām ‘Alī (‘a) without having an image of fear of Allah and also it
is not possible at all to remember Imām al-Sajjād (‘a) without the state of
fear and dread of Allah. The Du‘ā’ Abū H amzah al-Thumā lī and the rest of
his supplications are delicate cases in point and are indicative of the
existence of his extraordinary fear of Allah which is unimaginable for us.
It has been narrated in a h adīth that at the time of performing the ritual
ablution, the state of Imām ‘Alī used to undergo change and his entire being
used to shake. Likewise, it has been narrated in regard to Imām al-H asan
al-Mujtabā (‘a) that whenever he came close to the mosque, the color of his
cheeks used to change and his body used to tremble at the time of saying the
inaugural phrase of prayer Allā h-u Akbar. Likewise, the rest of the Infallibles
and Fāt imah al-Zahrā’ (‘a) were like this in the presence of Allah.

1
2

Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:150.
Sūrat Āl ‘Imr ā n 3:175.
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All this diligence in regard to keeping alive the quality of fear of Allah in the
inner conscience and recommendation to it and manifestation and appearance
of this state in the conduct of the leaders of religion is because of the
invaluable role of fear of Allah in the formation, perfection and spiritual
ascendance of man in his attainment of the course of direction and servitude.
Without doubt, there are various effects and benefits depending on the levels
of fear. When we examine our psychological states, we gather that there is a
certain limit of fear of Allah in us and we perceive its special benefits, but
when we examine the states of people who have attained higher awareness
and have gone a step further than us in knowledge of Allah and have attained
perfection, we gather that their fear and dread of Allah was different in form
and so were the effects and benefits different.
Of course, explaining the station of fear of Allah and its nature and effects is
problematic and in order for this topic to become clearer, mentioning this
point that when man perceives a great thing vis-à-vis himself, it gives him a
state under whose auspices he feels that he has lost his being and does not see
his being any more. In other words, when man feels a greatness, he melts in
it; like ice which melts under the rays of the sun. This melting and forgetting
himself is an effect and special state which appears as a result of perceiving
the greatness of Allah.
With regard to the previous discussions and issues about which books of
ethics and mystics have been written, man attains perfection once he feels in
himself utmost lowliness, self-abasement and humility in the face of Allah,
the Exalted, and His endless majesty. The mystics have called this state the
station of complete denial of the self or the station of annihilation; in this
case man no longer perceives himself and once he sees himself no longer, he
perceives Allah and His greatness. In technical terms, he comprehends that
besides attachment nothing else exists.
Even if this talk is interesting and admirable but still the truth is that only a
few people have ever attained this station and we have a long distance with
that level. We ought not to think that our problem will be solved by learning
a few terms; our problem will only be solved by perceiving realities and
under the auspices of servitude and obedience of Allah and following the
way of the Infallible and Pure Ahl al-Bayt (‘a). We ought to try to take steps
along their course and give room to rays of their attentions, fear and dread of
theirs in our hearts, so that as a result of the capability and aptitude that we
have we may draw nearer to Allah. Attention to those high stations and
acknowledgement of their existence is beneficial to us, on the condition that
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we ought not to become proud and not imagine that we have attained those
stations.
The perfection of man and the feeling of humility and lowliness in
regard to Allah
Therefore, the perfection of man draws nearer when he melts in the face of
Allah and does not see any autonomy for himself and perceives himself as
dependent and in need of Allah; and the more man sees himself as dependant
and low, the nearer he draws to Allah. The way of attaining this perfection is
that once he perceives the greatness of Allah, a feeling of lowliness and
inferiority appears in him, for people who are seeking perfection, knowledge
and the high levels of servitude, this is the best way.
For us fear is an undesirable state, but it is interesting that we ought to know
that the saints [awliyā’] of Allah derive pleasure from their fearful state and
whenever they lose it once again try to recover it. This state is so desirable
and pleasurable to them that they never want to be separated from it! We do
not have the correct perception of that state and cannot explain it well
because we have not attained it. But what we have gathered from the stories
of the saints [awliyā’] of Allah is that those who possessed intense love used
to derive pleasure from suffering along the course of love. They derive
pleasure from crying as a result of absence from Him. Despite that the origin
of crying is sadness and sorrow, but because it is for the Beloved, it is
pleasure-giving to them. It is for this reason that we assert that fear of Allah
is desirable and constructive for the saints [awliyā’] of Allah and they are not
displeased with melting in the presence of Allah and having a state of fear
and awe; at least they know that this itself is a prerequisite to attaining
eternal gratification beyond which there is no other pleasure.
For this reason the saints [awliyā’] of Allah and the leaders of religion used
to accord great importance to fear of Allah, because they believed that it was
the best factor for annihilating the rebellion of the carnal soul and restraining
them from the feelings of needlessness and autonomy and self-sufficiency
and egotism. Likewise, this state is the best method of attaining the stage of
annihilation in Allah [fanā’ fī Allā h].
In this regard, what ought to be made clear is that once some people learn
terms such as ‘the station of annihilation and absorption in Allah’ [maqā m-i
mah w wa fanā’ fī Allā h], they fantasize that they have become mystics and
have attained high positions. It is good for this group to test themselves and
see whether the feeling of fear of Allah exists in them or not; has there been a
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night in their lives when they did not sleep as a result of fear and awe of
Allah? Have their eyes ever been swollen as a result of their crying as a result
of fear of Allah? It is very easy for man to claim that they have attained
annihilation in Allah and no longer need these states and stations but we
ought to carefully examine as to whether a little bit of the state that had been
attained by John the Baptist (‘a) exists in us or not. Has any effect appeared
in us as a result of these states? A person never becomes a mystic by making
claims and learning a few mystical terms. This is a very long path filled with
dangers; to quote that great man the deceased Āyatullāh Shaykh
Muh ammad Taqī Āmolī, may he reside in Allah’s Garden of eternal bliss,
traversing this course is harder than uprooting a mountain by means of eye
lashes [as the tools].
If a person wants to trudge the course of divine awareness, he has to make
himself ready to endure a lot of hardships, ascetic self-discipline and keeping
vigil at night; the path has to be trudged in the way that travelers have
traversed it [before]. We ought to observe how the saints [awliyā’] of Allah
like Imām ‘Alī (‘a) and Imām al-Sajjād (‘a) traveled this path.
Fear of Allah and fleeing from sin and obsession with popularity and
position
According to what has previously been discussed, one of the effects of fear
of Allah for people who have attained high spiritual stations is annihilation or
absorption in Allah but for ordinary people, the greatest produce of fear of
Allah is abstinence from sin and forsaking wrong-doing. When man
perpetrates sin, he aspires to bring to hand some benefit or attain some
pleasure and gratification, whether that pleasure is real or imaginary, whether
that gratification is licentiousness or from the category of acquiring titles and
popularity and position. What can refrain man from such futile urges, which
are a cause of sin and deviation, and free him from the trap of the Devil, is
fear of Allah; attention to the fact that sin produces ominous effects and
deprives him of the eternal and permanent blessings of the hereafter, makes
him entangled in everlasting punishment (without the least doubt, the more
the fear of Allah, the more its effects.)
It has been narrated in h adīth that if there is fear of Allah in the heart of
man, there will remain no room for love and obsession with power and
position. That is to say a person who fears Allah is not obsessed with
position, does not chase after being beloved by the people and having a good
name and popularity. Ambition for position is the greatest calamity for man.
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It has been recorded in some h adīths that the greatest calamity for the
believers is love of wealth and position. Obsession with status connotes
seeking position and leadership. The thing which can remedy love of
position, which is the last immodest quality to exit the hearts of the truthful,
is fear of Allah:
Without the least doubt, the mania for fame, love of position and rank leaves
the mind of a person who perceives the greatness of Allah and comprehends
his own minuteness and smallness vis-à-vis Allah and knows what dangerous
repercussions sin has for his world and hereafter. Therefore, the greatest
effect of fear of Allah in us is flight from becoming tainted by sin. Of course,
love of Allah has become stable in people whose knowledge has become
complete and they yearn to reach the beatific presence of Allah. It is this very
love of Allah and yearning to attain the beatific presence of Allah that causes
them to overlook [anything] other than the Beloved but this exclusively
pertains to the worthy and we have not attained that position of love of Allah.
The only thing which is attainable for us is strengthening fear of Allah in our
hearts, so that as a result of that we may remain invulnerable to sin and bit by
bit attain the aptitude to love Allah in our hearts and arrive at high levels of
love and divine knowledge.
The role of perceiving the status of the fear of the lovers of Allah and the
angels
Now that talk concerning fear of Allah and its importance and benefits has
been brought up, the issue arises as to what we ought to do in order to give
rise to fear of Allah in us? One of the best ways to arrive at this level is to
look at the degree of the fear of people who are beloved by Allah. Without
the least doubt, attending to their [spiritual] states and their boundless fear of
Allah is the best way to motivate us to attain fear of Allah. This is the same
method which the Noble Prophet (s ) has pursued in this h adīth.
Among the most beloved slaves of Allah are the angels. The Gracious
Qur’an, describing these worthy servants of Allah who are pure from any
contamination states:
﴾ ...ﺴﺒﱢﺢ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻋﺪ ﺑِ َﺤ ْﻤ ِﺪﻩ َواﻟ َْﻤﻼَﺋِ َﮑﺔ ِﻣﻦ ﺧﻴ َﻔﺘِﻪ
َ ﴿ وﻳ

“ And the thunder declares His glory and praise, and the angels too
for awe of Him…” 1
1

Sūrat al-Ra ‘d 13:13.
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With regard to what has been mentioned that knowing the majesty of Allah
and paying heed to it give rise to fear and dread of Allah, we find a fine
example of this knowledge in the angels of Allah, as the Noble Prophet (s )
has expressed in this report that a group of them who are in the divine
presence of Allah perceive themselves as small and low and are humbly
standing with lowered heads in fear and dread of Allah since the beginning of
their creation to the Day of Resurrection. Perhaps, they lack the courage to
raise their heads as a result of the intensity of fear of divine need and worry
and anxiety and/or as a result of attending to the infiniteness and majesty of
Allah.
When the angels of Allah who are pure from any contamination and sin are
scared of divine need in this way, they drop their heads before His majesty
and tremble and do not dare raise their heads as a result of feeling guilty of
neglecting worship of Allah, is it not worthwhile that us who are stricken by
sin and have been ensnared into the fetters of the carnal soul and the deadly
trap of the Devil not to raise our heads as a result of excess shame and
embarrassment?
A finer example of the state which the angels have in regard to Allah is when
we find ourselves confronted by a great person; we lose ourselves, our
tongues do not have the ability to speak and involuntarily drop our heads.
Once people who had experienced the greatness of Imām Khomeinī’s
personality and knew him completely were in his presence, it used to seem as
though the personality of Imām Khomeinī used to melt them like ice as a
result of the excess greatness and awe of Imām Khomeinī. They used to find
themselves facing a majestic mountain of knowledge and power and used to
feel they are completely nothing. This is one of the stages of the servants of
Allah.
Allah has angels who even the great angels hardly perceive their greatness. It
has been narrated in a report that the Angel Gabriel revealed his true image
only a few times to the Noble Prophet (s ). The Noble Prophet (s ) stated
that at the time of his appearance and manifestation, the Noble Prophet used
to witness his light encompassing the East and West.
Imām al-Bāqir (‘a) states,
“One day the Noble Prophet (s ) was seated and the Angel Gabriel
was next to him. Suddenly, Gabriel looked at the sky and the light
from him reflected in the sky and its intensity was continually
increasing until it attained the color of saffron. Then, Gabriel drew
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himself close to the Noble Prophet (s ) and the Noble Prophet
looked at the sky. Then, he saw that the light of Gabriel had
encompassed the West and East of the cosmos in entirety and was
getting close to the earth.”1
Of course, the rank of the Noble Prophet (s ) and his luminousness is further
than that of the Angel Gabriel, but the Noble Prophet (s ) perceived such
greatness of Gabriel because his reality manifested itself on the human nature
of the Noble Prophet (s ). ?

1

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 16, p. 292.
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There are various ways of attaining the station of fear of Allah, amongst
which is contemplation on the spiritual states of the dreadful and fearful of
Allah whom knowing can aid man at selecting them as the best role models
in the course of attaining the state of fear and dread of the presence of Allah.
For this reason, in this section of the h adīth, the station of fear of the best
of Allah’s slaves, the angels, has been introduced and in the previous lesson
we discussed about it.
Meditation about the greatness of creatures
The other way of attaining the station of fear is meditation about the
greatness of creatures. Without doubt, comprehending the greatness, stability
and firmness of creatures leads man to understand better the majesty and
infinite wisdom of Allah and his own incapacity, inability and indigence [in
the face of Allah] and in this case undertake more diligent endeavor in the
direction of attaining perfection and completion and forsake obeying the
appetitive soul. In addition to this, by knowing the majesty of Allah and his
boundless authority and power, he becomes acutely afraid and apprehensive
of disobeying Allah.
By examining in religious texts and h adīths and verses of the Gracious
Qur’an the directives about knowledge of the greatness of creatures and
awareness of the majesty of the Creator, we find that Allah and the saints
[awliyā’] of religion have taken a lot of effort to explain the greatness of the
creatures of Allah. They have set forth with their clear explications the
delicateness, stability, firmness and variety of creatures and in this way used
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to incite people to look around themselves and meditate about the creatures
of Allah, ranging from very small creatures to the big and great creatures.
In his brilliant explanation, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) makes meditation and
contemplation about the infinite power of Allah and the variety of His
blessings known as a means of being led to the correct path and to fear of
Allah:
“Had they pondered over the greatness of His power and the vastness
of His bounty, they would have returned to the right path and feared
the punishment of the Fire; but hearts are sick and eyes are impure.
Do they not see the small things He has created, how He
strengthened their system and opened for them hearing and sight and
made for them bones and skins? Look at the ant with its small body
and delicate form. It can hardly be seen in the corner of the eye, nor
by the perception of the imagination; how it moves on the earth and
leaps at its livelihood. It carries the grain to its hole and deposits it in
its place of stay. It collects during the summer for its winter, and
during strength for the period of its weakness. Its livelihood is
guaranteed, and it is fed according to fitness. Allah, the Kind, does
not forget it and Allah, the Giver, does not deprive it, even though it
may be in dry stone and fixed rocks.”1
Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) narrates a thorough h adīth that Zaynab the perfume
seller came to the Noble Prophet’s (s ) house and asked about the majesty of
Allah, the Exalted. In response to her question, the Noble Prophet (s )
embarked upon comparing the cosmoses and seven skies and the galaxies
and also the minuteness and smallness of every one of them with the other;
one of his statements was:
“This earth and that which is inside it and that which is above it is in
the face of the second sky like a finger-ring that has fallen [or been
lost] in the desert.”2
This relationship also exists regarding every cosmos when compared with the
cosmos above it until we arrive at the seventh sky, which too is nothing when
compared to the Divine Throne. In order to give rise to wonderful fruits from
meditation about the expansiveness and greatness of the cosmos and to
perceive the minuteness and smallness of man, the scholars of ethics and
1
2

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 736, sermon [khut bah] 227.
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 60, pp. 83-85, Iranian print.
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divine instructors have recommended that when you want to recite your
prayers and attend to the divine Essence, go to an expansive desert with
boundless vastness because it is in that case that you will better perceive your
minuteness in the presence of His majestic creation. It is natural that as a
result of man being confined to a closed and confined environment, his
imagination of the cosmos is limited to that same tight environment but once
he goes to the expansive desert and witnesses the mountains and seas, he will
have another conception of the world. It has to be borne in mind that this is
just in regard to the expansiveness and greatness of the world, regardless of
the comparison of the earth with the sky and the first sky with the rest of the
skies!
Nowadays, information which has been attained from the galaxies and stars
by means of telescopes and spaceships gives invaluable help to man in
understanding the created world. It is natural that if before worship man
thought a little about the greatness of creation, he would perceive his
smallness better and in this case get closer to Allah, because the way of
getting close to Allah is feeling small and minute in His presence.
The indescribable greatness of the Resurrection
There is not the least doubt that the last world, among others heaven and hell,
are among the greatest creations of Allah whose conception and perception
are not feasible for us. On the basis of what is gathered from the verses of the
Qur’an and the h adīths, in the same way that we are incapable of
perceiving the greatness of Allah, we are incapable of perceiving the
greatness of the Day of Resurrection and its awe and terror too and we
cannot have any conception of it. But paying heed to and taking a look at the
explanation of the Qur’an and h adīths in regard to the Day of Resurrection
prepares us better to perceive our smallness and circumstances in the face of
the greatness of the Resurrection and heaven and hell, which are signs of the
greatness of the Creator.
In regard to dread and terror that prevails over the Resurrection, the Qur’an
states:
ِ ْﻫﻞ ُﻛ ﱡﻞ ﻣﺮ
ﻀﻊ ُﻛ ﱡﻞ ذَات َﺣ ْﻤـﻞ َﺣ ْﻤﻠَ َﻬـﺎ َوﺗَـَـﺮ ی اﻟﻨﱠـﺎس ُﺳـ َﻜﺎری َو َﻣـﺎ ُﻫـﻢ
َ َﺿ َﻌﺖ َوﺗ
َ ﺿ َﻌﺔ َﻋ ﱠﻤﺎ أَ ْر
َ ﴿ ﻳـْﻮ م ﺗَـَﺮْوﻧَـ َﻬﺎ ﺗَﺬ
ُْ
ِ
ِ
﴾ ﺴ َﻜﺎری َوﻟَﻜ ﱠﻦ َﻋ َﺬاب اﷲ َﺷﺪﻳﺪ
ُﺑ

“ On the day when you shall see it, every woman giving suck shall
quit in confusion what she suckled, and every pregnant woman shall
lay down her burden, and you shall see men intoxicated, and they
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shall not be intoxicated but the chastisement of Allah will be
severe.” 1
The Resurrection plain is so terrifying and horrifying that man becomes
unconscious, such that he has no power to control himself. A mother, for
whom her most beloved one is her child, even worse a suckling baby who
has an intense material and emotional need of her, forgets the baby as a result
of fear and dread. Once man carefully attends to the concept and purport of
the ā yats of the Qur’an, he will comprehend how daunting they are and impel
man to review his opinion in regard to their perceptions and vain activities, a
transformation will occur in man and will forsake that which is an
encumbrance on the path to guidance and prosperity. But it is regrettable that
we seldom pay attention to the purport of these ā yats and content ourselves
only with recitation and outward form of ā yats and refrain from
contemplating about the meanings and perceiving their greatness. With
regard to what has been mentioned, we are incapable of perceiving the
essence and greatness of the hereafter and heaven and hell and our
conception of the Resurrection, heaven and hell is similar to the imagination
and feeling which arise in the world. If it is narrated to us about the fire of
the hell and its burning, our imagination of its burning is like the burning we
feel when we put our hands on fire and nothing more. Or, when mention is
made about the blessings and pleasures of heaven, our conception does not
go further than what we have known and felt in the world.
The utmost limit of man’s brain goes so far as to conceive things which it has
seen or their prototypes which it has witnessed, even then after comparison,
and it has no conception and imagination of things which it has not seen. It is
as a result of these very limitations in the perception and comprehension and
activities of the brain of man that there is no option for explaining the
attributes and qualities of the last world save that they are explicated in forms
which are similar to what man perceives in the world, otherwise he will
never at all comprehend those qualities. For this reason, it is possible for
those qualities to have occurred a million times for them to reflect and
reproduce themselves in the realms of our worldly comprehension and
understanding and be effective, otherwise if it is beyond the realm of our
perception, it will not be effective in us because it is not perceptible and
comprehensible.

1

Sūrat al-H ajj 22:2.
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In regard to what has been mentioned, effort has been made in the Qur’an
and h adīths to explain the majesty of heaven and hell and the blessings and
punishments in the form of examples which people are acquainted with. In
this h adīth too the Noble Prophet (s ) has selected this same method in
order to explain the greatness of heaven and hell.
Describing a section of the tortures of hell
The Noble Prophet (s ) explains a section of the punishments of hell to Abū
Dharr stating that if an insignificant amount of it appears in the world, it will
have very destructive and disastrous effects. He also mentions an example
from heavenly blessings which are unbearable for earthly man. This
elucidation is intended at guiding us lovers of the world and its treasures so
that as a result of comparing the world with the hereafter, we may perceive
the minuteness and smallness of the world. Even if the last world with all its
indescribable largeness and expansiveness is itself a specimen of the ā yats
(signs) of Allah and all have acquired existence with one existential
resolution [of Allah] but are themselves evidence of the majesty and power
of the divine Essence.
The Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! If on that day man had works equal to the works of
seventy prophets, he would count his works as few as a result of that
which he sees.”
We do not even have works equivalent to the works of one believer, what
with having the acts of adoration and works of the Noble Prophet (s ) and
what with performing good works equivalent to the worship of seventy
prophets (s ). Even if, assuming impossibility, we had such aptitude and
capacity as to perform works equivalent to the works of seventy prophets
(s ), we would still not consider it equivalent to a minute particle on the
Resurrection once we see the greatness and expansiveness of that Day. The
Last Day is so frightening and terrifying that without the grace and favor of
Allah even the works of seventy prophets (‘a) will not be of any avail to us.
For this reason, we always have to have hope in the grace and mercy of Allah
and safeguard the outpour of His clemency by means of supplication and
imploration and inward attention to His expansive mercy. We ought not to
rely on our works, because they do not avail us anything.
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In continuation, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“And if a pail of the pus and filth of hell were poured on the eastern
part of the earth, the brains of the people living on the western part of
the earth would boil.”
In the Gracious Qur’an kinds of food for the dwellers of hell are mentioned,
amongst which is refuse [ghislīn]:
﴾ ﴿ ﻓَـﻠَﻴْﺲ ﻟَﻪ اﻟْﻴَـْﻮ م َﻫ ُﻬﻨَﺎ َﺣ ِﻤﻴﻢ * َوﻻ ﻃَ َﻌﺎم إﻻﱠ ِﻣﻦ ِﻏ ْﺴﻠِﻴﻦ

“ Therefore, he has not today a true friend, nor any food except
refuse.” 1
refuse [ghislīn], which is the drink of the people of hell, denotes filthy water
which remains after washing clothes and utensils. That water is very fetid
and dirty as a result of sucking all the dirt and smell out of the washed items.
In reality, refuse is dirt and contamination which is a result of the filthy and
ugly works of man and is so smelly, fetid and chocking that if a pail of it
were poured in the eastern part of the cosmos, the brains of those dwelling on
the western part of the world would boil.
Our conception of the boiling of man’s brain is limited to a very inflamed
and burning fire brought close to the head of a human being until their brain
boils and becomes exterminated but no matter how hot and burning that fire
might be, it is not effective when placed at a distance of ten or more meters.
But in the Resurrection, the dwellers of the eternal infernal hell become so
thirsty that they become compelled to drink boiling and hot water one pail of
which if poured on the eastern part of the earth would boil and wipe out the
brains of those dwelling on the western part of it.
The fire of hell and the punishment of the grave and the Resurrection are not
comparable to the fire of earth and its punishment. The fire of the world is
cold and docile and only burns the surface and is easier to endure than the
fire of the eternal inferno but the fire of hell is pure and even conscious. It is
for this reason that no fire in the world burns the soul but the fire of hell
burns and melts the heart and soul too in addition to the body. There is no
doubt that the fire of hell and its punishment are a reflection and consequence
of man’s works in the world.

1

Sūrat al-H ā qqah 69:35-36.
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The reaction of people and angels in the face of the clamor and roar of
the hell
In continuation, the Noble Prophet (s ) explains the intensity of the roaring
and clamor of hell stating:
“And when the hell roars, no angel and messenger remains standing
save that they fall on their knees and say, ‘O Lord! Give us
redemption!’ Even Abraham forgets his son Isaac and says, ‘I am
Your friend Abraham. Forget me not’.”
Allah in the Qur’an states:
﴾ ﴿ ﻓَﺄَ ﱠﻣﺎ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ َﺷ ُﻘﻮا ﻓَِﻔﻲ اﻟﻨﱠﺎر ﻟ َُﻬﻢ ﻓَ َﻴﻬﺎ َزﻓِﻴﺮ َو َﺷ ِﻬﻴﻖ

“ So as to those who are unhappy, they shall be in the fire; for them
shall be sighing and groaning in it.” 1
Interpreting this ā yat, ‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī states:
“In the commentary of the Qur’an by Zamakhsharī entitled,
“Kishā f”, ‘zafīr’ denotes air and breathing out and ‘shahīq’ implies
breathing in the air. Allah’s purport is that the dwellers of hell take
air in their chests and then release it and because of the hotness of
the fire and the greatness and magnitude of the punishment, raise
their voices in lamentation and wailing and mourning.”2
According to the aforementioned commentary, in the same way that man
breathes in and out, hell too breathes in and out. By breathing out, the hell
takes out the flames and burning heat which embraces all the dwellers of the
inferno and by breathing in pulls the dwellers of hell back inside. The Noble
Prophet (s ) states, “Once hell roars, all the people, even the great prophets
of Allah (‘a) and the angels residing in His proximity become fearful and
scared and fall on the ground, forget all the people and things and only think
about themselves. They neither have the ability to move nor the tranquility to
remain calm, that is why they fall on their knees in humility and lowliness
and raise their hands asking for the infinite mercy of Allah and ask Him to
grant them redemption; such that Abraham (‘a) forgets his most beloved son
Isaac and says, “O Lord! I am Your friend Abraham. Forget me not and grant
me redemption from this great and deadly event.” This is an example of the
1
2

Sūrat Hūd 11:106.
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requital of Allah on the Day of Resurrection which would drive all creatures
into fright if it were to appear in the world.
In order to gather more awareness of hell and its tortures, it is worthwhile to
quote a thorough h adīth from Imām al-S ādiq (‘a):
“One day when the Prophet (s ) was seated, the Angel Gabriel came
close to him in a sad and sorrowful state as a result of which his
color had transformed. The Prophet (s ) stated, ‘Why are you sad
and sorrowful?’ Gabriel replied, ‘O Muh ammad! Why ought I not
to be thus when the breaths of hell have been released today?’ The
Prophet (s ) stated, ‘What are the breaths of hell?’ He replied,
‘Verily Allah, the Exalted, created the fire, then let it burn for a
thousand years until it became red. Then, He ordered it to go down
for a thousand years until it became white. Then after that too He
ordered it to burn for a thousand years until the fire became black
and that is the black and dark fire. Therefore, if one hook of the
chain of the burning fire whose height is many inches high were let
loose on the world, the world would melt as a result of its fire’.”
After that the Noble Prophet (s ) cried and the Angel Gabriel also cried.
Allah sent an angel to the two of them and that angel said, “Allah sends His
peace upon you and states that He protected you from committing sins for
which you would be punished.”
Heaven is the eternal abode of the believers and righteous
Without the least doubt, heaven and its blessings are among the greatest
creations of Allah and is allotted to people who traverse the path of servitude
and obedience to Allah and by means of faith and good works have attained
the highest human levels and in the end have got the capacity of ascending
the spiritual realms [or celestial world]:
ِ ﴿ وﺑ ﱢ
 َوﻟ َُﻬــﻢ ﻓِ َﻴﻬــﺎ أَْزَواج...ﺼــﺎﻟِ َﺤﺎت أَ ﱠن ﻟ َُﻬــﻢ َﺟﻨﱠــﺎت ﺗَ ْﺠــِﺮ ي ِﻣــﻦ ﺗَ ْﺤﺘِ َﻬــﺎ اﻷَﻧْـ َﻬــﺎر
آﻣﻨُــﻮا َو َﻋﻤﻠُــﻮا اﻟ ﱠ
َ ﺸــﺮ اﻟﱠــﺬﻳﻦ
ََ
ِ
ِ
﴾ ﱠﺮة َو ُﻫﻢ ﻓ َﻴﻬﺎ َﺧﺎﻟُﺪ ون
َُﻣﻄَﻬ

“ And convey good news to those who believe and do good deeds,
that they shall have gardens in which rivers flow…and they shall
have pure mates in them, and in them, they shall abide.” 1

1

Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:25.
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In another verse, Allah states:
ِ
ِ
ِ ِِ
ِ
ِِ
ﺴـﺎﻛِﻦ ﻃَﻴﱢﺒَـﺔ ﻓِـﻲ َﺟﻨﱠـﺎت
َ ﴿ َو َﻋﺪ اﷲ اﻟ ُْﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨﻴﻦ َواﻟ ُْﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨَﺎت َﺟﻨﱠـﺎت ﺗَ ْﺠـِﺮ ي ﻣـﻦ ﺗَ ْﺤﺘ َﻬـﺎ اﻷَﻧْـ َﻬـﺎر َﺧﺎﻟـﺪﻳﻦ ﻓ َﻴﻬـﺎ َوﻣ
﴾ ﺿ َﻮان ِﻣﻦ اﷲ أَ ْﻛﺒَـﺮ ذَﻟِﻚ ُﻫﻮ اﻟْ َﻔْﻮ ز اﻟ َْﻌ ِﻈﻴﻢ
ْ َﻋْﺪ ن َوِر

“ Allah has promised to the believing men and believing women
gardens, beneath which rivers flow, to abide in them, and goodly
dwellings in gardens of perpetual abode; and best of all is Allah’s
goodly pleasure—that is the grand achievement.” 1
The truth is that man prepares his heaven and its blessings by means of his
righteous deeds and good works. For this reason, the more he endeavors at
servitude and obedience of the Lord, and overcomes the hurdles by means of
ascetic self-discipline and fighting with the carnal soul, the more he attains
abundant and higher blessings; this is a reality we clearly infer from the
h adīths and verses of the Gracious Qur’an. It has been narrated from Imām
al-S ādiq (‘a) that the Prophet (s ) stated:
“When I was taken around the sky, we entered heaven and there I
saw the angels busy building a palace and were placing bricks of
gold and silver one over the other and sometimes used to put their
work to a stop. I asked them, ‘Why are you working intermittently?’
They replied, ‘We are waiting for materials and stuffs to be provided
to us.’ I asked, ‘What are your materials?’ They said, ‘The
invocations ‘subh ā nallā h [glory be to Allah]’, and ‘al-h amdu
lillā h [praise be to Allah]’, and ‘lā ilā ha illā Allā h [there is no god
but Allah]’ and ‘Allā h-u Akbar [Allah is Great]’ which is
pronounced from the lips of the believer; once he gets pre-occupied
with these invocations we too get busy with building and whenever
he stops reciting these invocations, we stop our work as well’.”2
The Noble Prophet (s ) introduces and elucidates about heaven thus:
“O Abū Dharr! If one of the women of paradise were to appear on a
dark and unlit night, she would enlighten the world more than does
the moon of the fourteenth night [of the lunar month] and the
perfume which will arise from scattering her hair will reach the noses
of every creature of the earth and if one of the clothes of the dwellers
of the Garden of eternal bliss were spread in the world today, every
1
2

Sūrat al-Tawbah (or Bar ā’ah) 9:72.
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 8, p. 123.
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person who would see that would become unconscious and the eyes
of men would not have the ability to see its radiance.”
It can be gathered from the words of the Noble Prophet (s ) that man’s
organs and eyes are in the Resurrection stronger than organs and eyes in the
world: people in the world are so weak and their perception and
comprehension and endurance is so minute that if one of the clothes of
paradise were to appear in the world, no eye would have the capacity to see
and perceive it and every person who sees it would lose his senses and
become unconscious; in spite of the fact that wearing and looking at that
dress is a normal thing. The truth is that in heaven aptitudes, amongst them
the ability to see and perceive, are very high. The consciousness and
perception of existents having the aptitude to perceive and comprehend, such
as man, will be increased to more than a million times in the hereafter. In the
last world, all things have life and in reality true life exists there and under its
auspices every thing has an intellect and a conscience and the ability to
speak; it is for this reason that even the trees and stones speak:
ِ
ِ
﴾ ْﺤﻴَـ َﻮان ﻟَﻮ َﻛﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳَـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮن
َ ْﺤﻴَﻮة اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧْﻴﺎ إﻻﱠ ﻟ َْﻬﻮ َوﻟَﻌﺐ وإ ﱠن اﻟﺪﱠار اﻵﺧَﺮة ﻟَﻬﻲ اﻟ
َ ﴿ َوَﻣﺎ َﻫﺬﻩ اﻟ

“ And the life of this world is nothing but a sport and a play; and as
for the next Abode; that most surely is the life—did they but know.” 1
It is natural that when everything has life, and even the herbs and stones
speak as well, without the least doubt people will also have life and existence
and all the organs of their bodies will be able to speak. It is for this reason
that when in hell the ears, eyes and skin of the bodies of the dwellers of hell
will give evidence about their crimes and sins, they will say, “How did you
provide evidence about our works.” Those organs will reply thus:
﴾ ... أَﻧْﻄََﻘﻨَﺎ اﷲ اﻟﱠِﺬ ي أَﻧْﻄَﻖ ُﻛ ﱠﻞ َﺷ ْﻲ ء... ﴿

“ …Allah who makes everything speak has made us speak…” 2
That which has been mentioned in this section in regard to the tortures of hell
and the blessings of heaven cannot be measured by standards of this world.
What is the nature of substances such as the refuse of hell which are so fetid
and dangerous and choking that if a pail of it were poured on the eastern part
of the cosmos would boil the brains of those living on the western part of it!?
1
2

Sūrat al-‘Ankabūt 29:64.
Sūrat Hā Mīm (or Fus s ilat) 41:21.
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Of course, in order for us not to imagine that such a thing is not feasible and
is far from conception, Allah has placed and compressed energies in some
substances such as atomic energy in uranium which if a small amount of their
energy were released, it is so explosive and destructive that it would wipe out
and turn upside down the whole city. This is just the energy of elements and
materials existent in this world. Now that world whose power and energy is
probably a million times more than the power and energy of this world leaves
behind very great effects which are not perceptible to us.
That which has been mentioned is intended to make us comprehend our place
of abode and circumstances; we ought to know that we have not been created
for this limited world, in which we enjoy limited perception and conception.
Our perception and conscience are limited in a world whose pleasures are
limited too. We ought to know that whatever is in the world is a pre-requisite
for the hereafter and has a partial phenomenon of that thing which exists in
the hereafter. Gratifications which we perceive in the world are not
comparable to the pleasures of the Last Abode. Calamities and afflictions
with which we are confronted are nothing compared to the tortures of the
next world.
Without the least doubt, comparing the tortures of this world with those of
the Last Abode and also comparing the blessings and pleasures of the world
with the gratifications of the Eternal Abode and explaining the differences
and great disparities between them results in man, to the extent of his
capacity and the ability of his brain, to perceive his minuteness and smallness
and the world in which he lives in contrast to the Last World and also
comprehend the minuteness of the created order vis-à-vis the Creator. The
other fruit of this comparison and analogy is forsaking pride and egotism and
humility and submissiveness vis-à-vis right. If he derives benefit from the
world, he ought not to take pride in himself and if he is deprived of a
blessing, he should not wish for it because all the blessings of the world are
not worth the value of one apple of paradise. For this reason, this world is not
a place of falling in love. We ought, by the grace of the directives of the
prophets (‘a) and the saints [awliyā’] of Allah, to perceive the greatness of
the Resurrection and its Creator and by knowing our circumstances endeavor
not to be entangled in pride, egotism, self-admiration and bigheadedness. ?
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THE IMPORTANCE OF MEDITATION AND THE NEED FOR
PRESERVING FACTORS WHICH WARD OFF NEGLIGENCE
Previous to this, discourse was had in regard to fear and dread and factors
which make them appear in men. It has been said that amongst the factors
which cause fear of Allah to appear in man is paying heed to the greatness of
the Resurrection, the intensity of the tortures of hell and the value and
expansiveness of the eternal Garden of bliss. The relation of this section of
the words of the Prophet (s ) with the previous issues is for the reason that
qualities of the soul and the inner conscience like fear, dread, yearning, hope,
love and affection all come into appearance once man is heedful and his heart
is awake and aware; but if he were heedless, and his attention were weak, the
states either never at all come into appearance and/or appear in a weak and
faint form.
Once man becomes afflicted by negligence and hardheartedness and he
himself gets aware of this ethical vice, there are causes and factors which
help man to emerge from that low condition. Some of the causes and factors
are from the inner conscience of man and some of those factors are external.
Sometimes, in the external world an event occurs, words are heard and/or
conditions are provided which result in man’s admonition, wakefulness and
emerging from heedlessness. Of course, this effect is in the category of
divine graces and man ought to make the most of these opportunities and to
be thankful, so that the graces and favors of Allah, the Exalted, may multiply.
If these opportunities are not appreciated and not made use of, the negligence
and hardheartedness of man increases. In this regard, the Noble Prophet (s )
states:
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“O Abū Dharr! Soften your voice [when you are] near corpses or at
war with the enemies of religion and at the time of reciting the
Qur’an.”
In this section, the Noble Prophet (s ) hints at three ethical, instructional and
security advices:
The three recommendations of the Prophet (s )
a) Speaking softly at the time of escorting a funeral
It is very proper for man to speak softly and not loudly; this is a praiseworthy
habit which Luqmān, the Wise, recommended to his son:
ِ ُ  وا ْﻏ... ﴿
﴾ ْﺤ ِﻤﻴﺮ
ْ ﺻ ْﻮﺗِﻚ إ ﱠن أَﻧْ َﻜﺮ اﻷ
َ َﺻ َﻮات ﻟ
َ ﻀﺾ ﻣﻦ
َ َﺼْﻮ ت اﻟ
َ

“ … And pursue the right course in your going about and lower your
voice; surely the most hateful of voices is braying of the asses.” 1
Even if in ordinary instances speaking softly is desirable, but still in some
cases we ought to speak softer than the common and ordinary instances
and/or adopt quietness; for instance when man wants to concentrate his
thoughts and attention on an event which has taken place and stop
themselves from other deeds. It is natural that one of the instances which
ought to drive man into thought and reflection and from which he ought to
take lesson is at the time of escorting and burying a corpse. Man has to attend
to this fact that this death will one day come to him.
For this reason, he ought to abstain from talking about worldly affairs and his
attention should be concentrated on his final destination; he ought to ponder
deeper into this fact that his corpse will be carried on the shoulders of people
someday and take lesson from it. It is a pity that we do not pay heed to this
issue and even at the time of escorting and burying corpses too we do not
follow the proper rules of conduct and do not seek to take lesson. We do this
in spite of the fact that it has been recommended that at the time of escorting
a corpse we ought to move in silence, tranquility, soberness and calm and our
attention ought to only be directed at the corpse, that is why the Noble
Prophet states:

1

Sūrat Luqmā n 31:19.
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“O Abū Dharr! When you are escorting a dead body, busy your
intellect with meditation and humility, know that you too will go
back to Him.”
One of the issues which are likely to drive negligence out of man is
witnessing the corpse of a believer which has left the world after a lifetime of
endeavor and deriving benefit from the favors of the world and pleasureseeking and his dead body is being taken to the grave. Without the least
doubt, witnessing that sad scene drives man out of heedlessness because
paying heed to the world and its treasures and encumbrances gives rise to
negligence and the thing which concentrates man’s attention to the hereafter
causes wakefulness and abstinence from negligence. For this reason, the best
cause of wakefulness and keeping heedlessness at bay is for man to look at
objective entities; after a lifetime of struggle an individual’s life comes to an
end, and he gets led to the last world. Even if man knows that death is certain
and everyone dies, still witnessing a person who has passed away has more
effects than merely knowing.
Opportunities like being present at the burial of believers ought to be made
the most of in the direction of edification of the soul and getting rid of the
carnal desires of the soul and abstaining from distracting our attention while
only concentrating on one’s end. Man ought to conceive that this is a way we
all are destined to trudge, sooner or later. Therefore, is the transitory life of
this world worth striving for without any anxiety? We ought to think whether
we have endeavored for the hereafter or not.
Meditation and reflection about death, as has been emphasized in the
h adīths and Qur’an, is one of the most effective factors which cause
abstaining from the Devil and setting foot on the right path. Man ought to
think that perhaps he may not remain alive an hour more because no man is
certain about up to when he is going to remain alive. Therefore, in contrast to
long and protracted hopes which cause hardheartedness and heedlessness,
paying attention to death results in abstaining from negligence and in man’s
awakening and all too often meditation and thought transform man’s way of
life and his destiny too.
It is natural that once man reflects about his destiny and perceives himself
subdued in the face of the majesty of Allah, a state of brokenness, lowliness
and humility appears in his heart whose effects also get manifested outwardly
in the same way that once a believer stands to recite his prayers perceives
himself in the presence of the greatness of Allah giving rise to humility and
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lowliness in him and of course this is something which has been emphasized
and has been mentioned as the most delicate quality which causes a believer
to attain his prosperity:
ِ ﴿ ﻗَﺪ أَﻓْـﻠَﺢ اﻟْﻤ ْﺆِﻣﻨُﻮن * اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻫﻢ ﻓِﻲ ﺻﻼَﺗِ ِﻬﻢ َﺧ
﴾ ﺎﺷ ُﻌﻮن
َ
ُ

“ Successful indeed are the believers, who are humble in their
prayers…” 1
(In contrast, people who do not perceive the majesty of Allah and do not
reflect upon the contents of prayer do not have humility and submissiveness.)
As we have already said humility takes place in the heart and its effects
become manifested in the organs and members of the body such as eyes, but
at times humility is attributed to certain parts of the body, as the Gracious
Qur’an states:
ِ
﴾ ﺴﺎ
َ  َو َﺧ... ﴿
ْ ﺸ َﻌﺖ اﻷ
ً َﺻ َﻮات ﻟﻠ ﱠﺮ ْﺣ َﻤﻦ ﻓَﻼ ﺗَ ْﺴ َﻤﻊ إﻻﱠ َﻫ ْﻤ

“ …and the voices shall be low before the Beneficent God so that you
shall hear ought but a soft sound.” 2
Elsewhere, He states:
ِ
﴾ ﺴ ُﺠﻮد َو ُﻫﻢ َﺳﺎﻟِ ُﻤﻮن
ﺎرُﻫﻢ ﺗَـ ْﺮَﻫ ُﻘ ُﻬﻢ ِذﻟﱠﺔ َوﻗَﺪ َﻛﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳُ ْﺪ َﻋْﻮ ن إﻟﯽ اﻟ ﱡ
َ ْ﴿ َﺧﺎﺷ َﻌﺔ أَﺑ
ُﺼ

“ Their looks cast down, abasement shall overtake them; and they
were called upon to make obeisance; but they shall not be able.” 3
According to what has been mentioned, being present at funerals and paying
heed to the destiny of one who has passed away and also attention to the
scene of the Resurrection and describing its conditions, to the extent that man
is aware, causes humility, submissiveness and abstinence from negligence.
But if man is at that moment indifferent, as if nothing has taken place, and
only thinks about the world and talking to this person and that other person,
transformation does not occur in him.
Once someone dies, some people get busy with thinking about the benefit
and gain which they derive from his death; if he was a teacher, they preoccupy themselves with taking his position, if he was a boss, they become
Sūrat al-Mu’minūn 23:1-2.
Sūrat T ā Hā 20:108.
3
Sūrat al-Qalam 68:43.
1
2
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happy at the prospect of occupying his position. Once a doctor passes away,
others are happy that they will take his place. This is very regrettable and
shameful. An event which is supposed to increase man’s attention to the
hereafter and the destiny of life becomes a cause for man to get more
submerged in the world. It is regrettable that in circumstances where lesson
has to be taken and events which ought to be factors for man to become
awake and to distance himself from illusions and fantasies, some people are
afflicted by negligence and hardness of heart, become more entangled in
delusions and fallacies and that frightening and awakening scene not only
does not awaken them, but also increases the hardness of their hearts. It is for
this reason that the Noble Prophet (s ) advises Abū Dharr that one of the
instances which causes fear, humility, lowliness and submissiveness in man
is presence at funerals and burying rites; on the condition that one is attentive
and heedful and abstains from being noisome and paying attention to this and
that person. He only ought to think about himself and speak softly so as to
follow up on his meditation and reflection; for the reason that speaking
loudly and even merely speaking occupy the heart of man and prevent him
from presence of heart:
One day a man in Tehran asked the late ‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī, may he
reside in Allah’s eternal Garden of bliss, “What ought I to do in order to have
presence of heart during prayer?” In response, ‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī said,
“Speak less [during the course of your day].” We may perhaps be surprised
about the role speaking has in preventing man from having presence of heart
during prayer (coincidentally, that man was very talkative). Without the least
doubt, speaking and talking expend the energy [which is supposed to be
preserved] for the mind, the soul and spirit of man, especially if talking is a
custom, like admonishing, delivering speeches and teaching. When a group
of people are listening to the words of a speaker, he takes care not to make a
single mistake; it is for this reason that he concentrates all his attention on his
talking and refrains from attending to himself. For this reason, speaking less
and also speaking softly results in man becoming more attentive to his inner
self and keeping mental distraction at bay.
In regard to the Noble Prophet’s (s ) state at the time of escorting or burying
a corpse, a h adīth has been recorded stating:
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“At the time of escorting and burying a corpse, intense sorrow used
to overcome him and he used to attend more to himself and speak
less.”1
b) Speaking softly at the time of war
Considering the circumstances of the forces and the privacy of military
secrets during military operations and war, the Noble Prophet (s )
recommends speaking softly during war. During war special conditions
arise—especially during planning for military operations and gathering
information about the war zone—which call for utmost precaution and care
at keeping war secrets and not divulging the conditions of your forces to the
enemies.
All too often, speaking and improper movements result in the enemy
becoming aware of the strategy of your operations and in the end the lives of
people and soldiers fall in danger and the design and strategy to become
thwarted and frustrated.
This truth was very much felt by our soldiers during the entire eight years of
war; at times circumstances were so sensitive and dangerous and their
conduct was so fateful that they had to use ways where their footsteps had
not to be heard; in truth, they used to make use of the principle of attacking
while the enemy is unaware.
Another point which can be derived from this advice of the Noble Prophet
(s ) is that the sensitivity and importance of war and military operations
demand that the forces use all their capacity and energy in the direction of
advancing military goals. In view of this, with silence and tranquility and
concentration of the senses, they ought to concentrate all their capacity and
energy concealed in their inner selves and with perfect firmness, decisiveness
and steadfastness combat their enemies and abstain from that which
dissuades them from war and military operations. Bearing this important
matter in mind, in his military recommendations to his son Muh ammad ibn
H anafiyyah during the war of Jamal, Imām ‘Alī (‘a) states:
“Mountains may move from their position but you should not move
from yours. Grit your teeth. Lend to Allah your head (in fighting for
Allah, give yourself to Allah). Establish your feet firmly on the
ground. Have your eye on the remotest foe and close your eyes (to
1

Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 78, p. 264, Beirut print.
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their numerical majority). And keep sure that succor is but from
Allah, the Glorified.”1
c) Speaking softly at the time of reciting the Qur’an
If man finds the grace to be present in sessions of recitation of the Gracious
Qur’an, whether his aim and motivation is to derive benefit from the Noble
Qur’an or reasons other than that, like participating in sessions of wishing
Allah’s mercy for the dead and to expresses condolences to the remaining
people, it is necessary to make the most of this invaluable chance, embark
upon meditation about the ā yats (signs) of Allah and paying heed to their
meanings and purports.
Even when the celestial sound of the Gracious Qur’an is being aired on radio,
we ought to delve into deep thought and meditation so as to derive benefit
from the meanings of this eternal, inspiring and guiding miracle in the
direction of edifying and purifying the inner soul and getting rid of inward
ethical vices and establishing invaluable attributes like humility and
lowliness, as the Qur’an states:
ـﻮد ُﻫﻢ
َ ﺸ ِـﻌ ﱡﺮ ِﻣﻨْـﻪ ُﺟﻠُـﻮد اﻟﱠ ِـﺬﻳﻦ ﻳَ ْﺨ
َ ﺸﺎﺑِ ًﻬﺎ َﻣﺜَﺎﻧﻲ ﺗَـ ْﻘ
َ َْﺤ ِﺪﻳﺚ ﻛِﺘَﺎﺑًﺎ ُﻣﺘ
ُ ُﺸْـﻮ ن َرﺑﱠـ ُﻬـﻢ ﺛُـ ﱠﻢ ﺗَﻠِـﻴﻦ ُﺟﻠ
ْ ﴿ اﷲ ﻧَـﺰﱠل أ
َ ﺴﻦ اﻟ
َ َﺣ
ِ
﴾ ...َوﻗُـﻠُﻮﺑُـ ُﻬﻢ إﻟﯽ ذ ْﻛﺮ اﷲ

“ Allah has revealed the best announcement, a book conformable in
its various parts, repeating whereat do shudder the skins of those
who fear their Lord, then their skins and their hearts become pliant
to the remembrance of Allah…” 2
With regard to the wonderful effects of the Qur’an, if man does not pay
attention to the purports of the verses at the time of recitation of the Gracious
Qur’an and for him there is no difference between the sound of the Qur’an
and the words of others, he gets afflicted by negligence and his
hardheartedness increases.
Considering the importance and gravity of the need to protect the honor of
the Gracious Qur’an and to grant it value, Allah states:

1
2

Nahj al-Balā ghah, p. 62, short saying 11, trans. Fayd
Sūrat al-Zumar 39:23.

al-Islām.
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ِ ْﺎﺳﺘَ ِﻤﻌﻮا ﻟَﻪ وأَﻧ
﴾ ﺼﺘُﻮا ﻟ ََﻌﻠﱠ ُﻜﻢ ﺗُـ ْﺮ َﺣ ُﻤﻮن
ُ ْ َ﴿ وإ َذا ﻗُﺮی اﻟْ ُﻘْﺮ آن ﻓ
َ

“ And when the Qur ’an is recited, then listen to it and remain silent,
that mercy may be shown to you.” 1
It is natural that in regard of the fact that Allah has placed the Qur’an as a
means for man’s guidance and his inner transformation and conversion and
concentrating his attention on Allah, now if he does not pay attention to the
sound of the Qur’an and not differentiate between that heavenly sound from
the rest of the sounds and not embark upon deriving benefit from the divine
admonitions and advices, he has done an ugly deed and has behaved with
ingratitude. For this reason, in addition to this fact that he has lost an
invaluable opportunity, his hardheartedness has also been increased and loses
that relative and limited readiness which he had for guidance.
In order to derive benefit from the Gracious Qur’an, it is necessary to
concentrate our attention and listen to it as if the heavenly sounds of the
Gracious Qur’an are being pronounced by the two lips of the Noble Prophet
(s ). In this case, the Qur’an produces fruit in us and we derive benefit from
it in a praiseworthy way.
In sessions of reciting the Gracious Qur’an, like the mourning sessions
during which the Qur’an is recited, listening to it and paying heed to it is a
praiseworthy habit and a lot of recommendation has been made in regard to
it. Unfortunately, we do not observe this good habit. We engage in
conversation with one another during recitation of the Gracious Qur’an at
mourning ceremonies and often times we talk loudly and without the least
doubt a person whose thoughts and mind have been drawn to conversation
and listening to the words of those around him lags behind at paying
attention to the gracious Quran. In this regard, the Sunnīs have excelled more
than us; they have set up special sessions for recitation of the Qur’an and pay
praiseworthy attention to the sound and recitation of the Gracious Qur’an,
but on the other hand some of them participate in those sessions in order to
watch the skills which are being displayed by the reciters of the Qur’an and
to encourage and cheer them by repeatedly saying ‘Allah Allah’. Far from
comparison, these sessions are like concerts where a singer sings and the rest
of the people clap hands for him.

1
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In reality, such people are paying attention to the words and sounds of the
Gracious Qur’an and not to its purports and wonderful effects and taking
lesson from it. Unfortunately, we seldom hold sessions of recitation and
listening to the Gracious Qur’an. The general sessions of our recitation of the
Qur’an are just those same sessions of recitation for the dead at mourning
ceremonies. In these sessions the reciter recites the Qur’an, but the other
people are busy with their own work and/or talk to one another! Sometimes,
they raise the voice of the loud speaker so high that it bothers the ears of
every listener and for this reason divest them of the interest to listen to the
Qur’an. This is in spite of the fact that all the aspects have to be observed and
the sound of the loud speakers have to be adjusted to the extent that those
present in the session derive benefit and it ought not to be the cause of their
getting bothered and leaving the recitation session.
It has to be added that both these two methods and customs are incorrect and
insufficient; both the method which we have adopted of not paying attention
to and rarely holding recitation sessions is not right and both the method
which the Sunnīs have opted for merely holding recitation sessions for the
sake of displaying their artistic capacities and not paying heed to the
meanings and purports of the verses of the Qur’an is insufficient. It is proper
to hold general and expansive sessions for recitation of the Qur’an where the
sound and recital is beautiful and also makes available the opportunity and
occasion to explain the meanings and purports of the Qur’an and to take
lesson from it. Verses of the Gracious Qur’an ought to be recited with a
beautiful and sorrowful sound which gives rise to humility and
submissiveness in the listeners and also causes admonition and wakefulness
and self-awareness in them:
ِ ِ
﴾ ...ﱠﻣﻊ
ْ ﴿ وإذَا َﺳ ِﻤﻌُﻮا َﻣﺎ أُﻧِْﺰ ل إﻟﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺳﻮل ﺗَـﺮی أَ ْﻋﻴُـﻨَـ ُﻬﻢ ﺗَﻔﻴﺾ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪ

“ And when they hear what has been revealed to the Apostle, you will
see their eyes overflowing with tears…” 1
The consequences of inattention to the causes of spiritual wakefulness
“O Abū Dharr! Know that salt is the preserver [or medicine] of
everything corruptible, but once salt itself becomes corrupt, there is
no treatment [or preserver] for it.”

1
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Perhaps, the connection between this sentence and the previous issues is that
all our problems arise from negligence, hedonism and obsession with
material things and they give rise to the corruption of the heart and soul.
Now, there are means and ways of treating these pains and encumbrances
which give rise to vigilance and man’s paying heed to his destiny. One of
those causes is presence in mourning ceremonies and burying rites and
paying attention to death. When man sees the corpse of a person who is
heading to the last world being carried on people’s shoulders, he visualizes
his own death and delves deep into thought. This transformation of the inside
results in shame and humility, a state of humility and lowliness vis-à-vis right
is brought to life in him. At that time, he becomes afraid of the destiny which
lies in expectation of him.
In regard to taking lesson from the death of other people, Imām al-S ādiq
(‘a) states to one of his companions by the name of Abā S ālih :
“When you are carrying a corpse on your shoulders, imagine that
you are being carried on other people’s hands and you are requesting
your Lord to return you to the world once again and He too grants
your request and you are returned to the world. Then, take care and
observe how you begin your second life once more.” Thereafter, he
stated, “It is surprising that some people who are deprived of seeing
either the previous and later generations and amongst whom the call
of departure and emigration is continually made are likewise preoccupied by amusement and play.”1
In consideration to what has been mentioned, once a factor like salt, which
prevents the corruption of the heart and is medicine for spiritual pains,
becomes corrupt, what thing would remedy it? Being present at mourning
and burying rites ought to plunge man deep into thought and remind him
about his own death, if it becomes a cause of more reflection about the world
and his future and/or at the time of movement not only does he not take
lesson, but with utmost lack of shame engages in gossiping and back-biting
other people; he becomes corrupt like corrupt salt and after that man
becomes afflicted by hardheartedness and coldness and awakening scenes do
not bring about any transformation in him and no medicine can cure his inner
pains. There is no doubt that recitation of the Gracious Qur’an is a remedy of
man’s inner spiritual pains, as states the Gracious Qur’an:

1
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ِ
﴾ ﺼُﺪ ور َو ُﻫﺪی َوَر ْﺣ َﻤﺔ ﻟِﻠ ُْﻤ ْﺆِﻣﻨِﻴﻦ
ﺎءﺗْ ُﻜﻢ َﻣ ْﻮ ِﻋﻈَﺔ ِﻣﻦ َرﺑﱢ ُﻜﻢ َو َﺷ َﻔﺎء ﻟِ َﻤﺎ ﻓِﻲ اﻟ ﱡ
َ ﴿ ﻳﺎ اﻳﱡـ َﻬﺎ اﻟﻨﱠﺎس ﻗَﺪ َﺟ

“ O men! There has come to you an admonition and a healing for
what is in the breasts and guidance and a mercy for the believers.” 1
Now once the Gracious Qur’an, which is a cure and paying attention to its
meanings places invaluable truths at the disposal of man, becomes a means
for the world and acquisition of fame, not only is it not a cure but itself adds
to our spiritual pains and becomes a cause of more obsession with the world
and becoming distanced from Allah and the truth of the Gracious Qur’an.
Reproaching laziness and vain laughting
Reproaching futile laughter and laziness, the Noble Prophet states:
“Know that there are two unacceptable traits among you: one is
laughter out of surprise and wonder (laughter that has no cause) and
the other is (deliberate) laziness and idleness which is not a result of
forgetfulness and ignorance.”
The Noble Prophet (s ) admonishes the believers that there are two
unacceptable qualities in them which cause more negligence and the
weakening of the state of fear and dread. It is proper for the believers to
undertake curing and remedying these two indecent attributes, one of which
is inopportune laughter. At times, man is encountered by surprising and
laughable scenes in which case he naturally becomes overcome by laughter,
despite that people whose attention is fixed on Allah only smile when they
witness a laughable scene and do not raise their voices to a boisterous laugh.
When a funny tale was narrated to some great men, or when they were
encountered by a laughable incident, they only used to smile but their
attention was elsewhere and witnessing that incident did not leave the least
effect in them.
Even if the dignity of a believer and his attention to the ultra-cosmos and to
the presence of Allah do not grant him the opportunity to laugh, if a comical
moment occurs, there is no fault with laughing but we ought to keep aloof
from loud and inappropriate laughter because intense heedlessness has
overcome the heart of a person who laughs inopportunely and loudly on a
small pretext.

1

Sūrat Yūnus 10:57.
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Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states in a h adīth:
“Inopportune laughter is a result of ignorance,” and thereafter His
Holiness adds, “Do not laugh to the extent where your teeth become
visible regardless of your indecent actions. And a person who has
performed ugly deeds is not free from nightly afflictions.”1
In this h adīth Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) clearly states that the boisterous
laughter of a person who as a result of ugly actions has a bleak future and a
dangerous destiny, in such a way that it is likely for divine requital to befall
him at any moment, is inappropriate; such laughter is admissible for a person
who is certain about his future and is not worried about his destiny. This is in
spite of the fact that we notice that even the Prophet (s ) and saints [awliyā’]
of Allah did not have such surety and only put their trust in the mercy and
grace of Allah.
Concerning the effects of excessive laughter on the heart, Imām al-S ādiq
(‘a):
“Excessive laughter kills the heart.” Then, he also stated, “Inordinate
laughter dissolves religion in the same way that water dissolves
salt.”2
For this reason, we ought to keep aloof from inappropriate laughter which
has no logical reason. Man ought not to lose his control over his mouth,
tongue, eyes and ears. If he wants to laugh, he ought to see whether there is a
reason for laughing and what the cause of laughter is, otherwise he ought not
to laugh on every pretext imaginable.
It is necessary to mention that having a cheerful face and smiling at all times
is desirable and valuable and one of the social manners of the believers is to
smile in their gatherings and when they meet one another—no matter how
full their hearts may be filled with sorrow, grief, fear and dread—so that their
conduct may not be a cause of inconvenience and bother for others; as has
been recorded in a h adīth:
“Believers have cheerful and smiling appearances and their sorrow is
hidden in their hearts.”3

Us ūl al-Kā fī, vol. 4, p. 486, Kitā b al-‘Asharah.
Ibid.
3
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 67, p. 305.
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This cheerfulness and smiling is different from loud and boisterous laughter
which is not befitting of a believer. A pious believer who is focused and has
faith in the resurrection does not overlook his works and movements and
does not act on the basis of the carnal souls and appetitive soul.
The second characteristic which the Noble Prophet (s ) considers as
indecent for the ummah (Islamic community) is laziness and indolence.
Sometimes, man does not discharge a certain duty as a result of heedlessness,
like forgetting to perform some worship; in this case he has not perpetrated
sin. But sometimes he feels lazy to discharge a known duty consciously; this
quality is not worthy of a believer. It is not acceptable of believers to
consciously evade responsibilities. It is not acceptable of a believer to feel
lazy when prayer time is due and upon hearing the call to prayer [adhā n] and
as a result be absent at the congregational prayers. This kind of disregard is
not expected of a believer, whether this laziness is in regard to discharging
obligatory duties or recommended ones.
One of the scholars of Yazd by the name of the deceased H āj Shaykh
Ghulām Rid ā Yazdī was a very earnest man. One day he and I entered the
mosque. When he saw a number of people sitting idly while waiting for the
prayer leader [imā m] and not performing the recommended optional prayers,
he got angry and said, “Allah’s curse be on the Devil! Are you scared of
being taken to paradise? Stand up and recite the recommended optional
prayers!” It is very proper that man engages in performing the recommended
optional prayers once man enters the mosque before the congregational
prayers and is not befitting of a believer to be heedless to this important
issue. This matter is true in regard to the rest of the issues too; sometimes
man lags behind in his studies as a result of illness, but sometimes laziness
and seeking comfort prevent him from study and research. Basically, laziness
and pleasure-seeking are great adversities which stand in the way of man’s
growth and advancement and it is proper that we get rid of them in ourselves.
The role of meditation in worship
In continuation of the h adīth, the Noble Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! Two rak‘ats (cycles) of conscious and heedful prayer
accompanied by meditation is better than one night of worship with a
heedless heart.”
Taking into account the importance and prominent role of meditation and
reflection, the Noble Prophet (s ) states that two rak‘ats (cycles) of prayer
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performed in a conscious and heedful manner—not that they ought to be
necessarily long—but along with thought have more reward and effects in
the perfection of man than waking up at night and spending it all in prayer
until morning without the presence of heart. Of course, if man recites his
prayers very fast and with a lot of haste, he cannot perceive his duties and
pray in the correct way; as can be inferred from the h adīths, prayer with
haste which is devoid of reflection, thought and heed is like a crow with its
beak in the ground; that is to say, this prayer is not profitable and because it
occurs without attention and is performed so fast that man does not find the
opportunity to perceive the presence of Allah, and to reflect and meditate
upon the context and purports of prayer. What is being asserted is that two
rak‘ats of prayer with consciousness and attention are better than long and
repeated prayers without heed and presence of heart.
As has repeatedly been said, man’s spiritual journeying consists of both
academic and spiritual journeying; man’s spiritual ascendancy depends on
his intellect and the increase of his perception. In other words, man sets foot
on the course of ascendancy towards Allah accompanied by knowledge. His
gaining proximity to Allah does not imply changing places; there is no need
for man to move from one place to another, but his becoming proximate to
Allah is dependent on the increase of his intelligence and attentiveness, the
rise and growth of his conception of the majesty of Allah and His Attributes;
the more his awareness increases, the more he becomes close to Allah. This
kind of spiritual journey is called scientific [or academic] journeying towards
Allah which is attained under the auspices of more knowledge and its first
stage is awareness of the self which gives rise to knowledge of Allah. In
contrast, man lags behind in perfection and growth to the same extent that he
is ignorant.
Prayer is a means of attaining perfection and is meant to make man feel more
nearness to Allah. But if this prayer is devoid of attention and perception of
the status of Allah, the person reciting the prayers is like a person busy
performing exercise and stretches, because he has not derived any benefit
from the context and purport of prayer. Of course, prayer devoid of attention
and presence of heart is better than sleeping all night long and not praying, or
Allah forbid, being pre-occupied with perpetrating sin and evil doing. The
very act of keeping vigil at night with the intention of prayer, even if that
prayer does not procure complete reward because of being performed
without the presence of heart, is a praiseworthy act but it is proper that prayer
is accompanied by attentiveness and presence of the heart; in which case his
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movements become faster and he arrives at the destination faster, which is
proximity [qurb] to Allah. ?
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THE REALM OF RIGHT AND FALSEHOOD
“O Abū Dharr! Right is heavy and bitter while falsehood is light and
sweet. All too often, an hour’s licentiousness results in protracted
sorrow and grief.”
Right and falsehood and the instances of their application
One of the general axioms which is discussed in Islamic culture and has wide
applications is the concept of ‘Right and Falsehood [h aqq wa bā t il]’. In
the Gracious Qur’an, right and falsehood have been employed in regard to
objects of worship; in the case that Allah, the Exalted, is asserted as the right
object of worship and the rest of the objects of worship are known as false:
ِ ﴿ َذﻟِﮏ ﺑِﺄَ ﱠن اﷲ ﻫﻮ اﻟْﺤ ﱡﻖ وأَ ﱠن ﻣﺎ ﻳ ْﺪ ُﻋﻮن ِﻣﻦ ُد وﻧِﻪ ﻫﻮ اﻟْﺒ
﴾ ...ﺎﻃﻞ
َ ُ
َ َ َ ُ

“ That is because Allah is the Truth, and that which they call upon
besides Him; that is the falsehood…” 1
Sometimes, right and falsehood are treated in the field of beliefs, opinions
and notions and at times they are discussed in the scope of actions and deeds.
One of the issues which the Gracious Qur’an teaches us is that the world is
intertwined with right and falsehood. It can be asserted that the formation of
this cosmos is combined of two elements; right and falsehood. Allah is the
foundation of right and falsehood which is a parasitical matter that manifests
itself under the auspices of right. On the basis of the teachings of the Qur’an,
this mixture of right and falsehood is not eternal, a day will come when right
will be completely separated from falsehood and will remain stable and
falsehood will be exterminated:
1

Sūrat al-H ajj 22:62.
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ِ ﺎﻃﻞ ﻓـﻴ ْﺪﻣﻐُﻪ ﻓَِﺎ َذا ﻫﻮ َز
ِ ﴿ ﺑﻞ ﻧَـ ْﻘِﺬ ف ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤ ﱢﻖ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْﺒ
﴾ ...اﻫﻖ
ُ
َ
َ
َ
َ

“ Nay! We cast the truth against the falsehood, so that it breaks its
head, and lo! It vanishes…” 1
Elsewhere, Allah likens falsehood to foam:
ﺴﻴﻞ َزﺑَ ًﺪا َراﺑﻴﺎ َوِﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ ﻳﻮﻗُِﺪ ون َﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﱠﺎر اﺑْـﺘَـﻐَـﺎء
ﺎﺣﺘَ َﻤﻞ اﻟ ﱠ
﴿ أَﻧْـَﺰ ل ِﻣﻦ اﻟ ﱠ
ْ َﺴﺄَﻟَﺖ أَْو دﻳﺔ ﺑَِﻘَﺪ ِرَﻫﺎ ﻓ
َ َﺴ َﻤﺎء َﻣﺂء ﻓ
ِ
ْﻫﺐ ُﺟ َﻔــﺎء َوأَ ﱠﻣــﺎ َﻣــﺎ ﻳـﻨْـ َﻔــﻊ اﻟﻨﱠــﺎس
ْ َﺣﻠﻴَــﺔ أَ و َﻣﺘَــﺎع َزﺑَــﺪ ِﻣﺜْـﻠُــﻪ َﮐــ َﺬﻟِﮏ ﻳ
َ ْﺤــ ﱠﻖ َواﻟْﺒَﺎﻃــﻞ ﻓَﺄَ ﱠﻣــﺎ اﻟﺰﱠﺑَــﺪ ﻓـﻴَــﺬ
َ ﻀــِﺮ ب اﷲ اﻟ
َﻓـﻴ ْﻤ ُﮑﺚ ﻓﻲ اﻷ
﴾ ﻀِﺮ ب اﷲ اﻷ َْﻣﺜَﺎل
ْ ْر ض َﮐ َﺬﻟِﮏ ﻳ

“ He sends down water from the cloud, then watercourses flow (with
water) according to their measure, and the torrent bears along the
swelling foam, and from what they melt in the fire for the sake of
making ornaments or apparatus arises a scum like it; thus does Allah
compare the truth and falsehood; then as for the scum, it passes
away as a worthless thing; and as for that which profits the people, it
tarries in the earth; thus does Allah set forth parables.” 2
There is a delicate point, which becomes apparent once we pay heed to the
reality of foam, in the comparison between falsehood and foam. Foam
denotes bubbles which appear on top of water: when man looks at a water
basin full of soap foam, he sees bubbles floating and going up and down. If a
person looks at that water basin for the first time, it is the foam which attracts
his attention and he becomes heedless of the water under that water basin and
is the source of that foam. He imagines that reality is this same foam which
appears on top of the water floating up and down and has various colors,
despite the fact that the foam has acquired its reality from that same water
and is itself under the auspices of water.
The world is synthesized of right and falsehood, but falsehood exists as a
parasitical companion of right. It is possible for falsehood to become more
manifest than right, to have a lot of sparkling, to have a lot of bloom and
thrive, but in the laws [or principles] of nature right is like water and
falsehood is like its foam and does not last long and becomes exterminated
and that which endures is right that is beneficial to people.

1
2
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Falsehood, like foam, is manifest for a few moments and after that, reveals
its true reality and truth. Of course, once we measure these moments with our
standards, we think that one moment ought not to last more than a few
seconds or a minute, but a hundred and also a thousand years are nothing
more than one moment for the One who has total knowledge of the past
eternity and the future eternity; His standards are different from our criteria.
The criteria which we employ in measuring times and immortality [or
continued existence] of things differ from the standards of [Allah] the Right.
The length of times, whether it were a moment, an hour, a year or a century,
does not have any credibility for someone whose perception conceives right.
He perceives what is beyond our sights and conceives horizons which are
very high and enduring and when he takes those criteria and standards into
account, falsehood is not a matter worth paying attention to and it lacks
endurance [or continued existence].
The visible appearance of right and falsehood
The theme of the Noble Prophet’s (s ) words in this section is that right is
heavy and bitter and falsehood is light and sweet. To explain this sentence, it
ought to be said that a believer who is pre-occupied with the prosperity of the
hereafter must take the exigencies of his faith into consideration, reflect
about his spiritual and psychological perfection and get rid of all the hurdles
of the way and attain his aim. It is natural for a believer who is at the
beginning of the journey to expect everything to be light, easy, pleasant and
sweet. He has not made himself ready to bear hardships and bitterness; it is
for this reason that he is likely to stumble along the way and trespass the
bounds of right and/or if as before he carries on along that way, he is sad and
worried about all the hardships and problems along the path of good and
right.
The question is always asked of man regarding why right is heavy and bitter
and man is confronted by strenuous hardships but on the contrary falsehood
is easy and sweet. Perhaps, this query may arise that, God forbid, is Allah
stingy and does not let His friends derive benefit from the pleasures and
sweetness of the world and places on their shoulders heavy and hard duties?
What prevented Him from making right sweet so that all the people might
become followers of the truth and not be misguided?
When we compare the life of a believing person with that of an infidel, we
observe that a believer has to endure a lot of problems; we notice how he has
to kill themselves in order to procure one piece of licit bread, how he has so
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many problems with his family, mate, children and neighbors. In contrast, his
corrupt and licentious neighbor or relative has a pleasurable and pleasant life
and has no problem whatsoever. As a result of this comparison, he asks this
question, “Why does Allah who, according to uncountable h adīths, loves
the believers and has heaped a lot of praise on them, confront them with
these encumbrances and hardships? Consider how much a believer has to
suffer pains in order to procure the needs of his lives. Once he has made up
his mind to marry, he sometimes has to search for years to find a suitable
mate. Wherever he goes to ask for a girl’s hand in marriage, they feign
disdain and do not give him a wife. But the others easily select wives of their
choice. This same comparison exists between believing and infidel societies;
when we compare the Muslim people of Bosnia-Herzegovina with their non
Muslim neighbors, we ask ourselves why the people of Bosnia-Herzegovina
have to endure all these hardships and tragedies. Why do the unbelievers live
in peace in their vicinity and neighborhood and the Muslim nation has to
every moment bear seeing their lives, properties and families being trampled
underfoot and for the callous Serb nation to prevail over them? If Allah is a
Supporter of the believers, then why does He not help them?
These questions arise in different forms for us and every person has a
response to them suiting his knowledge. But in any case, ambiguities exist
for most of us. Perhaps, the people whose faith is mightier say that what
occurs is based on the expedience of Allah.
There is no opportunity here to embark upon academic issues in order to give
responses to these questions, amongst them the question as to why right is
bitter and why Allah has not made it sweet so that all people might be
inclined to it and not be seduced to falling into perdition and our aim is to
derive practicable results from and strive to make the matter clear because if
an issue does not completely become clear for man, it does not leave an
impressive effect on the heart and/or the Devil seduces him and by bringing
doubts up becomes a hurdle of effective fruits in the heart and after the
clarification of issues and overcoming the hurdles, there no longer remains
any room for doubts and the Devil’s insinuations.
Man and his free-will, volition and Allah’s temptations
Man’s life in the world is founded on choosing the correct path and
traversing the stages of perfection of his own volition. Man’s most
outstanding quality is that he is free and at liberty as regards his movements
and spiritual wayfaring. Allah created existents like angels which only have
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an inclination towards right and even if their actions are volitional, their
disposition is still only directed towards right and adoration of Allah and they
have no tendency towards falsehood. Worship of Allah is sweet and
pleasurable for them. Therefore, the order of nature is not devoid of existents
which only have a tendency towards right and are exclusively preoccupied
with servitude of Allah. For this reason, the will of Allah is dependent upon
His creating an existent whose position is higher and loftier than that of the
angels; that is why He made a human being who in spite of having an
inclination to falsehood and the carnal soul, will trudge the path of his
perfection of his own volition. Man ought to forsake the pleasure of sin in
order to attain eternal prosperity. If this existent tramples the appetitive soul
underfoot and seeks the path of bliss, he will, without the least doubt, ascend
higher than the angels for the reason that in spite of being faced with two
conflicting dispositions, he of his own choice and volition abstains from his
pleasures and procures the spirit of worship and adoration of Allah.
What has been gathered is that man in the world has two paths in front of
him: one is the way of right and the other is the course of falsehood. Of
course, it ought to be borne in mind that it is not true that once man selects
any one of those two courses, he is compelled to keep trudging that path.
With regard to what has previously been mentioned—that man is a freewilled and unrestrained existent—it must be admitted that as this free-will
and volition is existent in the initial selection of the way and path, so too is it
existent in its constancy. For this reason, man always has the capacity to
change his direction and course and he is endlessly free and at liberty when
confronted by the two paths of right and falsehood. One of those two ways is
the course of Allah and the other is the path of the Devil; one is the course of
spiritual ascension and perfection and the other is the path of decadence and
condemnation.
The other point which ought to be taken into consideration is that the world
is a place of tests and trials and naturally it denotes a time when man is
confronted by bitterness and hardships and comes out of the test triumphant
by bearing with patience those hardships. If spiritual ascendancy and
perfection were sweet at first sight for man and falsehood and decadence
were bitter, tests would be devoid of purport because trials call for man to
forsake his desires and wishes and perform deeds for Allah and in the case
that right were to appear sweet at first sight, man would disincline himself
from the bitter falsehood and incline towards the sweet right for his own sake
and for the good pleasure of Allah. In the same way, if all falsehood were
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sweet and the course of right were devoid of any sweetness and pleasure, a
person who abstained from falsehood and selected the correct path would be
deprived of all pleasures; therefore, it is not true at all that there is absolutely
no gratification along the course of right.
In any case, right is heavy and falsehood is bitter and it is natural for a person
who has chosen the right course of his own volition to patiently bear all the
bitterness and hardships of the path of right. Of course, Allah’s divine decree
is not the same for all people, because the capacity of all individuals is not of
the same manner and not all human beings have the capability to endure
every kind of affliction and hardship; it is for this reason that Allah has a
special divine decree for every human being; He decrees tribulations and
problems for some people in their youth and for others in their old age. He
afflicts one man with illness and another with poverty. He tries one man by
means of his spouse and the other through his friend. It is not true that a
believer will be guaranteed safety from any hardships and adversities
because in this case he would not attain perfection. For the reason that the
world is a place of trials, a believer ought to strengthen his faith by means of
enduring hard times and prove his loyalty to divine laws and his contentment
with the divine will of Allah. With all certainty, this is a very hard
undertaking, but he ought to patiently go through all these tribulations
because he professes to be believer. But the infidel has no such affirmation;
on the contrary he has no familiarity with Allah and the truth. He wishes to
be at ease in this transient world and whatever happens later is not a matter of
his concern. If he performs good works in this world at all, Allah grants him
his reward right in this world:
ِ
ﺴـﻮن * أَ ْوﻟَﺌِـﻚ ﻟَـﻴﺲ ﻟ َْﻬـﻢ
ُ ﴿ َﻣﻦ َﮐﺎن ﻳﺮﻳﺪ اﻟْﺤﻴﻮة اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ َو زﻳﻨَﺘـ َﻬﺎ ﻧُـَﻮ ﱢف اﻟﻴ ِﻬﻢ أَ ْﻋ َﻤﺎﻟ َُﻬﻢ ﻓﻴ َﻬـﺎ َو ُﻫـﻢ ﻓﻴ َﻬـﺎ ﻻ ﻳـ ْﺒ َﺨ
ِ
ِ اﻵﺧﺮة اﻻﱠ اﻟﻨﱠﺎر وﺣﺒِﻂ ﻣﺎ ﺻﻨَـﻌﻮا ﻓﻴﻬﺎ وﺑ
﴾ ﺎﻃﻞ َﻣﺎ َﮐﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮن
ََ َ ُ َ َ َ َ
َ ﻓﻲ

“ Whoever desires this world’s life and its finery, We will pay them in
full their deeds therein, and they shall not be made to suffer loss in
respect of them. These are they for whom there is nothing in the
hereafter, and what they wrought in it shall go for nothing, and vain
is what they do.” 1
For this reason, people who seek the truth ought to be ready to endure
tribulations and adversities and be content with whatever occurs because this
is the exigency of selecting the right path. If an individual does not have the
1
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capacity to endure hardships, he must select a course other than the path of
right. Advancement, perfection and the super human spiritual stations are not
attainable save by means of perseverance in the face of tribulations. The
secret truth is that right is bitter and falsehood is sweet and that the seeker of
right ought to choose the right path of his own volition and be tried for his
choice. If it were not like this, no human being would be tried and without
the least doubt this trial is for the purpose of measuring the standard of faith
and piety of individuals and their disposition to right and the other purpose is
also to make clear the extent to which they prefer the will of Allah over their
carnal souls? Therefore, there ought to be hard and tiresome duties so that
man may by exercising piety and contentment with the will of Allah and
patience in the face of tribulations traverse the course of perfection. If all
duties were easy and simple, all the people of the world would become
Muslims and the prominence and distinction of any person would not
become clear. It is in the battlefield of adversities, hardships, overlooking the
carnal desires and putting the will and pleasure of Allah first that a prominent
person like Salmān Fārsī shows himself and in arriving at the zenith and
pinnacle of human perfection, leaves the rest of the people behind and attains
the highest levels of completion and human ascendancy.
There is room here to relate the story of one of the ‘ulamā’ (Islamic scholars)
and great mystics, the late Ilāhī Qumshe’ī, may Allah be pleased with him.
He was a great and emancipated man. This prominent and earnest man
translated the Gracious Qur’an and did not receive any payment for doing
that invaluable job despite that if he had got the right of publication, he and
his family would have lived in ease and leisure. He sometimes used to drive
himself to the university on a tripod wheeled machine despite being a
university lecturer. On one of his journeys to the holy city of Mashhad, once
he had entered the holy shrine of Imām al-Rid ā (‘a), it occurred to him that
he ought to ask for the station of contentment [rid ā’] from the Imām (‘a).
This is what impelled him to say, “Your Holiness! Your name is al-Rid ā
(lit. pleasure), and I have come into your house. Ask Allah to grant me the
station of rid ā’ (being well-pleased and content with whatever pleases
Allah or is decreed by Him).” When he was coming out of the holy
mausoleum and was heading towards home, he was accidentally hit by a car
as a result of which he got injured and his bone got broken. The people
gathered and arrested the driver, but the late Qumshe’ī addressed them thus,
“Leave him alone and let him go free. This is a gift from Imām al-Rid ā. I
asked him for the station of contentment and submission to Allah’s decree
and I have attained it. If this accident did not occur, it would not become
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clear whether I have attained the station of contentment or not. I have to
prove beyond the shadow of doubt that I am pleased with whatever pleases
Allah and am not sad at all!”
Man and the two inclinations towards right and falsehood
Man has two different attractions in two directions; circumstances have to be
provided in order to clarify to what man is more inclined when faced with
two antagonistic inner attractions towards right and falsehood. Sometimes,
the right deed which he carries out is not opposed and is not at conflict with
his desire and wish; in this case discharging that work is not difficult. The
problem lies where there is antagonism and disagreement between these two
pulls; the devil commands one thing and Allah orders other than that, the
carnal soul demands one thing and Allah enjoins the opposite of it. It is in
these circumstances that man becomes an object of trials and the value of
deeds becomes apparent. In this case, the more the allurement towards sin
and the more an individual tramples his carnal soul underfoot and opposes it,
the more he will earn reward and that resistance against the appetitive soul
has more considerable fruits in the perfection of man’s heart and soul.
The value of a youth who in spite of having feelings and strong instinctive
inclinations towards pleasures of the flesh but abstains from sin which is
suitable with his youth is more than the worth of an old man who forsakes
that sin. It is not difficult for an old man to abstain from that sin because he is
not very inclined to that sin. In this case, the reward of that youth is more and
in contrast if that old man commits that sin, his guilt is more because he was
not under any pressure and was not so inclined to that evil deed. (It is very
ugly for an old man to commit adultery.) If, Allah forbid, a youth finds
himself on the verge of committing sin such as adultery or fornication and
succeeds at prevailing over his animal instincts and passion, he ascends high
spiritual stations and forsaking that sin brings to hand immense perfection
because he has succeeded at overlooking sin as a result of a lot of inner effort
and intense love for Allah and high faith. It is therefore natural for sin to be
sweet in this world and for right to be bitter so that man may be tried and
thus it will become clear who preferred Allah over everything else and who
preferred right over the carnal soul and who chose to pursue falsehood
instead of right.
Of course, it is self evident that the nobility and eminence of man is
dependent upon perfection being volitional and a fruit of free-will. He ought
to be absolutely free and at liberty when combating the carnal soul and
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perform good works and forsake evil deeds of his own volition and for the
sake of love of Allah and His pleasure.
It has been said that right is bitter and falsehood is sweet; but the sweetness
of sin and the bitterness of sin is meant for ordinary people, not everyone.
Ordinary people, on the basis of their natural disposition, pursue the desires
and wishes of their hearts and duties which impose restrictions on them are
hard and unbearable. In contrast, falsehood is for them light and easy,
because they do not see any hardships and restrictions in doing it. It is very
easy for man to utter vain and futile words, but once he decides to say
meaningful things, he ought to reflect upon every word of his speech lest he
utters void words and it is misconstrued as gossip, false accusation or slander
and lest he makes fun of and torments someone. In that case, he meditates
about the effects and fruits of his words. But if he wants to utter futile and
vain words, he opens his mouth and utters whatever empty words he wishes.
The reason why it has been stated that the bridge over hell is thinner than a
hair is because man ought to take the destination and the provisions of this
journey into consideration whatever step he intends to take and whatever
course he sets foot on along that path. He ought to ask himself whether Allah
is pleased with his course or not. He ought to take the motive and incentive
of every work into consideration and guard over his tongue lest he utters
whatever crosses his mind and he must watch over his eyes to avoid looking
every where and at everything or everyone. Without doubt, observance of all
its aspects is very hard and equal to performing toilsome duties. In contrast,
if man intends to do everything according the futile whims and desires of his
heart, he lives easily and with pleasure and sweetness. Beyond the shadow of
doubt, all adversities of the believer are confined to this world and he will not
have any pains and hardships in the eternal Garden of bliss:
﴾ ﺴﻨَﺎ ﻓﻴ َﻬﺎ ﻟُﻐُﻮب
ﺼﺐ َوﻻ ﻳ َﻤ ﱡ
ﻀﻠِﻪ ﻻ ﻳ َﻤ ﱡ
ْ ََﺣﻠﱠﻨَﺎ َدار اﻟ ُْﻤ َﻘ َﺎﻣﺔ ِﻣﻦ ﻓ
َ َﺴﻨَﺎ ﻓﻴ َﻬﺎ ﻧ
َ ﴿ اﻟﱠﺬي أ

“ Who has made us alight in a house abiding forever out of His
grace; toil shall not touch us therein, nor shall fatigue therein afflict
us.” 1
Not only is the eternal Garden of bliss devoid of hardships and tribulations,
and nothing similar to what is in the world exists there but also even the
dwellers of paradise do not feel hunger too but, on the contrary, feel appetite
1

Sūrat F ā t ir 35:35.
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for food and derive pleasure from it. In contrast, the nature of this world’s
life is intertwined with pain and hardships and everyone is confronted with
adversities and encumbrances whether he is a believer or unbeliever:
﴾ ﺴﺎن ﻓﻲ َﮐﺒَﺪ
َ ْ﴿ ﻟََﻘﺪ َﺧﻠَ ْﻘﻨَﺎ اﻹﻧ

“ Certainly we have created man to be in distress.” 1
This same world is different for the believers and the infidels, the lovers and
companions of right and the lovers of falsehood. Those obsessed with
falsehood enjoy relative ease and comfort and have a sweet experience from
life but in contrast life is bitter for a believer and lovers of the truth. Of
course, it is not true that the entire course of the lives of believers and the
friends of right are encompassed by bitterness; on the contrary, the bitterness
of the world is for them relative. There are special pleasures too reserved for
the saints [awliyā’] of Allah. They too derive pleasure from eating and
sleeping, but their tribulations and encumbrances in the world are more than
the adversities of the people of falsehood.
For the reason that man grows and is nurtured on the laps of nature, he
naturally initially feels the sweetness and pleasures of the natural cosmos.
His sense of taste is more prepared for the perception of worldly, material
and sensual pleasures; it takes long for him to attain a spiritual experience
and disposition. By means of volitional spiritual journeying along the right
course and habituating himself with good deeds and enduring the tribulations
of life and forsaking material gratifications, man gradually tastes the spiritual
pleasures and sweetness of right. This is a truth which the Gracious Qur’an
hints at too:
ِ ﴿ واﺳﺘَﻌﻴﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟﺼﱠﺒﺮ واﻟﺼﱠﻠﻮة واِﻧﱠـﻬﺎ ﻟَ َﮑﺒﻴﺮة إﻻﱠ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ َﺨ
﴾ ﺎﺷﻌﻴﻦ
َ َ
ْ َ
َ ْ
َ

“ And seek assistance through patience and prayer, and most surely
it is a hard thing except for the humble ones.” 2
Allah states that prayer is a hard and heavy burden for all the people except
the humble ones. Some people wake up early in the morning and get busy
with exercise and work-out and perform heavy duties but feel lazy when they
want to perform two rak‘ats (cycles) of prayer. They do not wake up from
1
2

Sūrat al-Balad 90:4.
Sūrat al-Baqarah 2:45.
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sleep in order to pray but arise from sleep to do exercise often times take up
to one hour exercising, running and/or mountain climbing! They do so
because their sense of taste does not perceive the feel of prayer. He feels the
pleasure and benefit of exercise and he derives gratification because it has
been said that exercise is beneficial and invigorating for the body. In
contrast, his faith is not so strong and he does not believe nor has faith in the
words of Allah, the Noble Prophet (s ) and Infallible Imāms (‘a).
For humble people and men who have known Allah and have believed in
Him, not only is prayer not a heavy and expensive burden, but is easy and
pleasure-giving. Because they have attained spiritual maturity, they find
affection and fondness with Allah during prayer and feel so much satisfaction
from prayer that they do not desire to bring their prayers to an end. For them,
there is no pleasure higher than prayer and invocation of Allah; it is for this
reason that some of the great scholars have stated, “If the emperors of the
world knew what pleasure lies in prayer, they would forsake the empires and
purse nothing else but prayer.” For the prophets (‘a), the saints [awliyā’] of
Allah and those who have been trained on their school, right is so sweet and
gratifying that they feel as though they have lost their most beloved person
once they go beyond the bounds of right. They have become so fond of the
right path and doing good deeds and have fallen so much in love with it that
once they quit doing a good work, they feel as though they have lost an item
from which it is not feasible to detach one’s heart. People who have a habit
of keeping vigil at night feel very distressed once they fail to wake at night to
engage in prayer and invocation of Allah.
The general inclination to sensual and worldly pleasures
Taking into consideration the fact that most of the people have an inclination
to sensual and worldly pleasures, the point of discourse is that what ought
man to do in order to remain on the course of perfection and to have the
capacity to fight against materialistic leanings and set foot on the path of
right in spite of feeling the animal instincts and pleasures of the flesh in
himself? In response to this query, it ought to be said that pleasure-seeking
has been embedded in man’s natural disposition and man’s motivation for
doing deeds is the gratification which he brings to hand. We do deeds which
please us and keep aloof from what is displeasing to us. We conceive
pleasure for ourselves even in the vanity and sin which we do but the way to
forsake it is to reflect upon the fruits, consequences and encumbrances which
result from sin, or meditate upon the pleasures that are a result of good
works. Even if enduring the hardships of good and right deeds is exhaustive,
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but still if the pleasing benefits and fruits of good deeds are taken into
consideration, bearing those tribulations becomes easy for us. In reality,
people have this kind of comparison when performing the hard and difficult
chores of life:
The laborer who embarks upon hard work early in the morning with
motivation and works up to night time in sweat derives pleasure from
enduring all hardships because he is engrossed in thinking about the fruits of
his work. The baker who sometimes bakes bread at fifty degrees of heat
bears all hardships because he earns a wage with which he procures the needs
of his life. When he ponders about the results of his work and conceives that
some of his problems in life will be solved, he derives benefit from life and
he easily bears the pains of his work. In reality, enduring these hardships is
reasonable and all people are such that once they have compared hardships
with pleasures, they do that which will grant them more gratification. If they
earn more profit and wages from their occupation, in the end they attain more
satisfaction. In truth, they do not directly derive pleasure from the profit and
benefit of their labor, but it is a means by which to derive pleasure; he
procures a house and the amenities of his life with the money which he earns
from his work. For this reason, an intelligent man endures the hardships of
work in order to bring to hand higher pleasure in the end.
An intelligent man keeps aloof from using drugs and his transient pleasure
because he ponders about his long term ill effects. He knows that he will
derive pleasure for a few seconds and feels high, but he will be miserable for
the rest of his life. If we admit that no matter how sweet and pleasurable sin
might be, what consequences and encumbrances it gives birth to—if in the
world we are not with bad consequences, beyond the shadow of doubt we
will be encountered by them in the hereafter—it is for this reason that we
keep aloof from using drugs. We also forsake sin because we fear lest we are
entangled in eternal divine retribution because of it.
Transient pleasure which results in protracted regrets and entanglements
appears in various forms nowadays. In the past, there used to be only alcohol
which used to intoxicate man and thereafter the ill and undesirable
consequences would become visible; but nowadays different kinds of drugs
have been added to them. A bad friend deceives man by explaining the
pleasure and high which lies in a substance like heroin and impels him to use
it. Man feels pleasure the first time he uses it, uses it once more and finally
becomes an addict and miserable for the rest of his life. Other sins too are
like this. If we were to reflect upon the entanglements which the sin we are
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about to commit gives rise to, we would certainly keep aloof from it. In
addition to the hereafter, a lot of sins have ill consequences right in this
world. Sometimes, one licentious look at a strange person makes the entire
life of a person miserable and a household crumbles as a result of that
licentious look. This is one of the consequences of sin in this world; the
divine retribution and requital of the next world have not yet been inflicted:
ِ ْﺨﺰي ﻓﻲ اﻟْﺤﻴﻮة اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧـﻴﺎ وﻟَﻌ َﺬاب
ِ ﴿ ﻓَﺄَ ذَاﻗَـﻬﻢ اﷲ اﻟ
﴾ اﻵﺧَﺮة أَ ْﮐﺒَـﺮ ﻟَﻮ َﮐﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮن
ُ
ََ

“ So Allah made them taste the disgrace in this world’s life, and
certainly the punishment of the hereafter is great; did they but
know.” 1
Elsewhere, it states:
ِ ﴿ ﻟَﻬﻢ َﻋ َﺬاب ﻓﻲ اﻟْﺤﻴﻮة اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧـﻴﺎ وﻟَﻌ َﺬاب
﴾ ...اﻵﺧَﺮة أَ َﺷ ﱡﻖ
ُ
ََ

“ They shall have chastisement in this world’s life, and the
punishment of the hereafter is certainly more grievous…” 2
Therefore, by comparing the pleasure of sin with its consequences, we ought
to try not to be contaminated by sin; especially before the attraction of sin
affects us and we are not on the verge of sin, keeping aloof from sin is very
easy because once the allurement of sin has had an effect in us and we have
arrived on the verge of sin, it is very difficult to abstain from it. There was a
great man, may Allah have mercy on him, who used to say that the youths
ought to request Allah to tranquilize the carnal desires because in other than
that case extinguishing them is difficult. Until man has not gone under the
influence of carnal desires and/or anger, he is peaceful and he is capable of
reflecting and making decisions and self-inspection so that he may have the
ability to resist the temptation to sin. But if he does not pre-decide and premeditate, he does not find the opportunity to think at the time of enticement
by carnal desires or when overtaken by anger because the intellect is put out
once man is enticed by carnal desires.
Besides the carnal desires and anger, the Devil has other means and forces
too for misleading man, some of which are social causes: in the society,
everyone naturally wants to be like the others. This is a psychological and
spiritual cause which appears in man in his early days of life. Of course, this
1
2
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cause, like the rest of the causes, has both negative and positive results. What
is necessary is to know the bounds of good and evil and derive benefit from
this cause to the correct extent so that man does not blindly follow and
imitate.
Conformity with the others in most cases is a cause of man’s deliverance
from destruction; a lot of youths who had the inclination of being like their
good friend have been pulled to the mosque. So many youths went to the
battlefield under the auspices of this very cause. In the beginning, they were
not so interested in going to the battleground, when they noticed their friends
and the boys in the neighborhood going to the battlefront, they too got
attracted to fighting. These are the good effects that this cause has. In
contrast, in an environment which is corrupt and depraved, this very cause
becomes a means of getting disposed to sin, especially among adolescents
and youths because adolescents and youths quickly acquire the
characteristics of those around them and do not resist an indecent
environment that much. But the factor of seeking to be like the others is
weaker in those older and they seldom copy the characteristics of other
people.
The role models for youths are either the majority of the community and/or
prominent individuals and/or advanced nations. Once there exists in most of
the people an inclination, a person is after imitating a role model tells himself
that most of the people are normal and not mad; therefore, their actions are
correct. Thereafter, he goes under the influence of that cause which we have
mentioned and follows the majority of the people. It is for this reason that we
see some of the people under the influence of this cause and they are allured
to corruption; especially if the majority of the community is depraved. ?
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THE PERFECT SCHOLAR AND THE PRACTICAL
APPEARANCE OF BELIEF IN THE UNITY OF DIVINE
ACTIONS
In continuation of the Noble Prophet’s (s ) recommendations, we come to a
section regarding the unity of divine actions [tawh īd-i af‘ā lī] which stands
in need of exposition: belief in monotheism [tawh īd] has several stages, the
lowest level of which is conviction in monotheism in Islam and every person
who believes in that is considered as monotheist [muwah h id] from the
viewpoint of Islam; belief in absolute unity of the Essence and divine
Attributes of Allah and conviction in the existential sovereignty [rubūbiyyat-i
takwīnī] of Allah and the institutional lordship [rubūbiyyat-i tashr ī‘ī] of
Allah1 and also certitude that the only object of worship is Allah. After this
stage are other stages, one of which is conviction in the unity of divine
actions [tawh īd-i af‘ā lī]. The unity of divine actions denotes that man
ought to comprehend first by knowledge and later on by intuition or inner
witnessing that the real Influencer [or the only true One who causes or
affects] in the cosmos is Allah, the Exalted, and there is no existent
independent in effect. (Whether this belief is or is not compatible with the
Monotheism in existential lordship [rubūbiyyat-i takwīnī] denotes that the management and
will of the world is in the hands of Allah, the Exalted, and that we ought to believe that the
revolving of the moon and the sun and the appearance of the day and the night, and that the
life and death of human beings and giving subsistence to creatures is in the hands of Allah and
it is He who safeguards the skies and the earth. In the same way, every existent which comes
to appearance in this expansive world, and grows and multiplies, and every existential effect
which appears from it, are all at the same time under the divine management and will and
there are no phenomena which exist outside the realm of Allah. Institutional lordship
[rubūbiyyat-i tashr ī‘ī] is related to the volitional management of people. Among all the
creatures of Allah, only people have free will and control over their development and gradual
perfection.

1
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issue of free will and responsibility has been discussed in theological and
philosophical discourses and there is no opportunity for us to engage in that
now.)
As has been mentioned, there are two stages for the unity of divine actions;
the first level is conviction in the unity of divine actions as a result of
definite, deductive and demonstrative reasoning and knowledge that there is
no existent which is in itself independent and every existent is like a
connection and attachment to the Cause (Allah). All the effects and
influences and causes and effects spring from the divine Essence of Allah.
Even if this stage of belief in the unity of divine actions is very important and
invaluable, still its worth is not the same with the value of the stage of inner
witnessing or vision of the unity of divine actions.
The second stage: after attaining knowledge in regard to the unity of divine
actions, man perceives and becomes convinced by way of spiritual wayfaring
and traversing and mystical intuition and vision that the real Influencer
[mu’aththir] in the cosmos is only Allah. It is at this stage that he perceives
that all else other than Allah, according to their strength and weakness, have
no independent effect in the destiny of man and it is the will of Allah which
has penetration and appears in the causes and agents.
Abraham and belief in the unity of divine actions
The best example of those who believe in the unity of divine actions and
believe that the order of causes and effects is attached to the divine will and
authority and have certitude that independent influencing is only a unique
right especially confined to Allah, and do not take anyone save Allah as their
safe haven and shelter, are the prophets (s ) and frontrunners of religion.
Here, we will mention the most excellent role model of the monotheists, a
man who feared no one in calling people to the divine path, and he was none
other than Prophet Abraham (‘a). After resisting and not surrendering to the
polytheists and idol-worshippers of Babylon, and after he had been breaking
idols in their absence and after returning to their cities when they asked who
had broken their idols, he used to engage in debate with them and used to
prove as false and void their unfounded beliefs by means of sound and clear
reasoning so much so that they did not have any response in the face of his
strong logic and the only option they had was to throw him in the fire of their
wrath:
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ِ َ﴿ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﺣ ﱢﺮﻗُﻮﻩ واﻧْﺼﺮ وا اﻟﻬﺘ ُﮑﻢ إن ُﮐ ْﻨﺘﻢ ﻓ
﴾ ﺎﻋﻠﻴﻦ
ُ
َ
ُُ َ

“ They said: Burn him and help your gods, if you are going to do
anything.” 1
After that they gathered a lot of wood and cast him into the core of the fire.
At that moment, Prophet Abraham (‘a) only set his attention on the divine
Essence of Allah, to the extent that Imām al-Bāqir (‘a) states:
On that day, Prophet Abraham (‘a) only said,
ِ
« َﺣﺪ
َ ﺻ َﻤﺪ ﻳﺎ
َ َﺣﺪ ﻳﺎ
َ ﺻ َﻤﺪ ﻳﺎ َﻣﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻠﺪ َوﻟَﻢ ﻳﻮﻟَﺪ َوﻟَﻢ ﻳ ُﮑﻦ ﻟَﻪ ُﮐﻔ ًﻮا أ
َ َﺣﺪ ﻳﺎ أ
َ » ﻳﺎ أ

“ O One! O One! O Refuge! O Refuge! O He who begets not, nor is
He begotten, O He whom none is like [Him].”
After that, he said, “I only rely on You.”2
He had so much faith in Allah and was so firm in his faith that he used to
perceive his entire being as being in need of the divine Essence and did not
ask any one for help, not even the angels in the proximity of Allah.
Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states:
“When they cast Abraham in the fire, the arch-angel Gabriel, who
was in a state of descending from the sky, saw him and said, ‘Do you
need help and assistance?’ His Holiness Prophet Abraham (‘a) said,
‘But not from you’.”3
This discourse of Prophet Abraham (‘a), which has been narrated by both the
Shī‘ahs and Sunnīs, denotes the high level of monotheism in the spirit and
soul of this divine champion and it is this belief and spirit which made him
befitting of receiving invisible help; Allah commanded the fire to become
cold. They say that the fire got so cold that Prophet Abraham (‘a) begun
shaking and gritting his teeth, so that Allah once again ordered the fire to
become suitable and sound for him. The Archangel Gabriel descended and
sat down with Abraham in the fire and they began to converse.

Sūrat al-Anbiyā’ 21:68.
Tafsīr al-Mīzā n, vol. 14, p. 307.
3
Ibid., p. 308.
1
2
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Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states:
“Qanbar, Imām ‘Alī’s (‘a) slave, loved Imām ‘Alī (‘a) very much
and armed with a sword, he used to follow Imām ‘Alī (‘a) whenever
His Holiness left the house and went out. One night, Imām ‘Alī (‘a)
saw him and asked, ‘O Qanbar! What is that you are doing?’ Qanbar
answered, ‘O Amīr al-Mu’minīn! I came behind you in order to
protect you.’ Imām ‘Alī (‘a) stated, ‘Woe upon you! Are you
protecting me from the dwellers of the skies or the dwellers of the
earth?’ Qanbar answered, ‘Not from the dwellers of the skies, but
from the inhabitants of the earth.’ His Holiness replied, ‘The
inhabitants of the earth cannot harm me save with Allah’s
permission, therefore, return and go back.’ Qanbar returned as
ordered.”1
Reliance on everything else other than Allah is a result of lack of belief
in the unity of divine actions
What has been mentioned is a reflection of the belief in the unity of divine
actions in the human perception, temperament and behavior of man and that
man ought to rely only on Allah and not pay any heed to anything else other
than Allah regardless that before arriving at the stage of inner witnessing of
the unity of divine actions, man depends on other people and imagines that
he is in need of them and hopes that they will provide his needs and solve his
problems. Or, he fears that they will harm him. In reality, he believes in the
independence of causes and effects in influencing events and puts his faith in
them. With all certainty, this trend is not compatible with monotheistic
thinking. The exigency of monotheistic knowledge is that man ought not to
give his heart to and not rely on all else save Allah. In this regard, the Noble
Prophet (s ) states:
“O Abū Dharr! A man does not attain perfect comprehension and
complete scholarship until he perceives people as camels lacking in
understanding being moved by Allah, the Exalted, and then he looks
at himself and sees himself lower than all of them.”
It is interesting that the Noble Prophet’s (s ) expression is that no person is a
perfect scholar until he perceives the will of people in the hands of other than
them, like camels whose harnesses are in the hands of the camel driver and
he guides the drove of camels and they have no free will of their own.
1
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Selecting the course of direction, arranging and managing duties are
controlled by the one in whose hands are their harnesses.
In the beginning, man fantasizes that other people are independent in their
movements, in their wars and victories and the events that come to pass. But
when his cognition grows and he attains monotheistic knowledge, he
conceives them as a convoy of camels whose harnesses are in the hands of
someone else and the order of the movements of these causes as being in the
hands of Allah. It is true that the causes and effects are at work and this order
is in a state of movement, this order is not a series of movements. There is
someone who has gotten the reigns and harnesses of these horses in his
hands. Of course, this does not imply that people are under compulsion, but
the point is that absolute influencing is not in their hands; it is not true that
they are the doers of all their deeds and the deciders of their affairs. They are
under the influence of another order and a will above the human will controls
them. Therefore, a monotheist is a person who does not forget Allah and does
not overlook the hand of Allah in the order of the cosmos; in other than this
case, he has not comprehended monotheism. Of course, explaining this
matter is not easy and exposition does not play a fundamental role in
perceiving and understanding this reality, on the contrary we ought to ask
Allah to grant us the grace to conceive these realities.
Man ought not to feel safe from the insinuations of the accursed Devil for the
reason that the Devil never at all leaves man free on his own. The Devil
strives harder at misleading those who have set foot on the right course and
are traversing the path of perfection. But weak people go after the Devil of
their own volition and there is no need for the Devil to deviate them.
Shaykh Ans ārī and his flight from the Devil’s trap
There is a well-known story that a person during the days of the deceased
Shaykh Ans ārī saw the Devil in his dreams with ropes of various colors in
his hands. Some ropes were green, red and orange and some of those ropes
were thin and the others were thick. Among those ropes, he saw a very thick
rope which had gotten broken. He asked the Devil what those ropes were.
These are ropes with which I deceive and trap the son of Adam. That person
asked about every one of the ropes. He was told which rope was a woman,
which one was a house, money and position. That man asked which one of
the ropes was his trap. The Devil replied that there was no need to have a
rope for trapping that man because he was so weak that he followed the
Devil of his own volition. These ropes were for throwing around the necks of
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people who did not follow the Devil and by this means force them to come
after me. That man asked whose the broken rope was. The Devil replied that
he had taken lots of pains to make that rope ready with purpose of trapping
Shaykh Ans ārī but last night when the Devil cast it around the neck of the
Shaykh, he broke it with one shaking of the head. After saying that, the Devil
gave out a loud painful cry.
That person woke up from sleep and spent the rest of the night sad and
worried about what had occurred. Early in the morning, he went to visit
Shaykh Ans ārī and related the dream to him. The Shaykh began crying and
said, “Last night the time for my wife was about to deliver arrived and the
midwife and the other neighboring women said a woman in child labor ought
to consume oil and ordered me to go and buy a little oil. I did not have any
money with which to buy the needed oil. The only money with me was two
tumā ns1 of the portion of the Imām [sahm-i imā m] which I had put aside to
give to anyone entitled to it. I got that same money with the intention of
buying oil for my wife. Along the way, all of a sudden, it occurred to me that
what if the wife of another religious student got in labor tonight and that
religious student did not have any money with which to buy oil? I told
myself that perhaps in the outskirts of Najaf there is a student whose wife
will get into labor and they have no money to buy oil for her. At once, I
returned home and put the money back in its place and said my wife will
deliver with or without oil. This was the trap which the Devil had set for me
and he had been expecting and planning for this opportunity for nine months
now. He intended me to take possession of the portion of the Imām but Allah
granted me the grace to tear the Devil’s trap and rope.
Yes the Devil devotes his effort to mislead people who have set foot on the
course of perfection and trudging the path of completion. When man attains
levels of perfection and awareness and his heart becomes enlightened and
manifestations of monotheism become indisputably evident, or the unveilings
of inspiration become apparent to him, he sees or hears something, the Devil
visits man without the least delay and incites him that you have attained very
high stations and you are very different from the rest of the people. When
man becomes successful at attaining this level of awareness of understanding
that other people are not independent influencers and they do not have such
value so as to impel man to bow down before them for an amount of money
and/or ask them for a favor, all of a sudden, the Devil insinuates him to think
1
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that he has attained very high levels and has become very important. In this
instance, man becomes afflicted by pride. It is with the intention to prevent
such pride that the Noble Prophet (s ) states that man ought to perceive the
rest of the people as though they were camels next to Allah. Without any
delay, he says that man ought to conceive himself as lower than everyone
else. Perceive yourself as not just similar to the others, but even lower than
the others and as a link in the chain of existents just like the rest of the links
and the chain of all the movements of creatures is in His hands.
Therefore, if a person attains scholarship in religion, firstly he compares the
rest of the creatures with Allah and perceives them as nothing, secondly he
compares himself with the rest of the creatures and conceives them as better
than himself, and this is a very surprising quality. That is to say, Allah grants
such grace to man, on the one hand, to perceive human beings as ineffective
as regards influencing his life and does not give any value to them, and, on
the other hand, observe legal customs. In spite of the fact that he does not
believe in the role [or function or influence] of any human being, his
humility, manners and respect in regard to them does not decrease. He
observes legal manners and truly perceives himself as humbler than the rest
of the people.
On the other hand, he perceives human beings similar to burden bearing
camels in contrast to Allah whose harnesses are in the control of them and,
on the other hand, perceives himself as smaller than the camels. He ought not
to imagine that once he has perceived the rest of the people as camels, then
he ought to fancy that he himself is their rider! On the contrary, he ought to
perceive himself as both smaller and lower than the others and admit the
meanness of his soul. Of course, with this kind of perception, it is hard for
man to count himself as small and be humble and modest; but this is possible
and is real in the objective world. If man perceives this issue and at the same
time not believe in the effect and role of other human beings, and also have
perfect humility and modesty in regard to them, the responses to a lot of
religious queries which exist in the divine sciences become clear. In reality,
with this exposition, the Noble Prophet (s ) clarifies the limits of humility
and that humility does not denote that a human being ought to make himself
weak and servile in the face of other people. On the contrary, the humility
expounded in the words of the Noble Prophet (s ) increases the honor and
greatness of man.
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Humility is an agent of divinity and honor
It has been related in a h adīth that H asan ibn Jahm asked Imām al-Rid ā
(‘a) about the limit of humility. In response, His Holiness (‘a) said:
“Humility has stages; one of those stages is that man ought to
comprehend his value and esteem, and with peace of mind and of his
own free will, attain his rightful position and behave with people in
the same way that they behave with him and if they have behaved
kindly with him, he ought to behave in kind with them, and if they
have behaved badly with him, he swallows his anger and forgives the
people and Allah too loves the doers of good.”1
Beyond the shadow of doubt, such humility not only is not a cause of
lowliness and servility, but also increases the honor and dignity of man. The
Prophet (s ) states:
“… Verily, humility increases the station of man; then, be humble so
that Allah increases your honor…”2
Some of the psychologists are of the opinion that if man perceives his self as
lower and less valuable than the others, he is afflicted by an inferiority
complex and in the end he cannot relate to the rest of the people; he cannot
speak fluently, becomes afflicted by a lot of shyness and embarrassment and
loses his self-confidence. He flees from the community and lives in isolation
and solitude. The question which arises is that how can a medium be struck
between humility and self-confidence? That is to say, how ought we, on the
one hand, to pursue humility and, on the other, preserve the soundness of
psyche, and how must we preserve the vigor of our psyches at the same time
as perceiving ourselves as smaller than the rest of the human beings?
It appears as though the fountainhead of a lot of psychological disorders in
human beings (without having to overlook the role of the household and the
environment) is the lack of belief in Allah and the lack of man’s reliance on
the great source of divine inspiration: if man loses this fundamental and
important point of reliance, a storm of psychological dilemmas and crises
overcome him and his psyche becomes a target of the arrows of diseases and
disorders. But if he regulates all his actions and reactions according to
heavenly criteria, he finds salvation from a great deal of psychological
disorders; it is for this reason that humility in the h adīths has been
1
2
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restricted only to modesty before Allah: “Whoever be humble before Allah,
He increases his honor.”1 If man’s humility before other human beings is
only for the intention of pleasing Allah and his deeds were purely for Allah,
he will never feel servile and low. Therefore, humility is acceptable only if it
results from purity of intention for none other than Allah, otherwise humility
which is a product of weakness and inferiority complex is devoid of any
value and there is no reward for it.
According to this analysis, it ought to be said that if man’s humility is only
motivated by obedience and adoration of Allah, not only is it not a cause of
weakness, but is also a cause of pride for man; that is to say, he perceives
modesty as a way of adoring Allah and feels proud of it.
In the same way that falling on clay and grinding one’s forehead on the
ground in prostration for the divine Essence does not cause lowliness in any
believer at all, on the contrary, is gives rise to pride and honor in the same
way that man’s humility in the face of other people, on the condition that it is
done for the good pleasure of Allah and for the cause of executing his orders.
Imām al-Sajjād (‘a) and the perception of spiritual deficiency and
poverty
By taking what has already been discussed into consideration, we can be
helped to better understand why Imām al-Sajjād (‘a), in spite of being
infallible and of pure soul, in the supplication he taught to Abū H amzah alThumālī, addresses Allah thus:
“… Who is in a state worse and bleaker than mine? If I am
transferred to the grave right now, I have not made ready the
provisions for my peace and tranquility…”
(An Infallible Imām does not flatter any one and does not speak with the
intention of making funny jokes and all his words are serious.)
How the state of an Infallible Imām (‘a) can be worse than that of the rest of
the people is an intricate enigma which gets solved once man has had an
acquaintance with monotheistic sciences [or knowledge]. Once he perceives
that all that he has is provided by Allah, he comprehends that whatever
insufficiency that exists is ours and arises from our existential poverty. When
we commit sin, it is either as a result of our lacking knowledge and our not
knowing with Whom we are confronted and with Whom we are in
1
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opposition; or our resolution is so weak that we surrender ourselves to carnal
desires and anger. All these are indicative of our weakness and man has
nothing save weakness. What do we have of ourselves that was not granted
to us by Allah? Knowledge, comprehension, thought, worship and the grace
to adore Him and do good deeds and everything that we have are all gifts
from Allah. They have all been allotted to us as a result of divine grace. He
has also placed at our disposal the means, otherwise we have nothing save
those same modalities of non-being (weakness and insufficiency) and if we
want to separate our accounting from Allah, what remains of us is an empty
container; assuming that this expression of an empty container is correct. We
of ourselves neither have wealth nor understanding and the intellect; what we
have is ignorance, lack of custom, deviated conception and weakness of
resolution, which are instances of imperfection and weakness.
If weaknesses and imperfections are a cause of deviation and error, a person
who has more weakness and imperfection has more likelihood of being
misled. A human being who has more weakness and defects is the one who
has more existential capacity; a container which is bigger has more volume
and needs more items to be filled up. When the existential capacity of man is
more, he has to be granted more perfection and in any case he has nothing
from himself. One sparrow, in regard to its small size, has less capacity and
Allah has granted it eyes, ears, the ability to fly and to make noisy sounds
according to the limit of its capacity. If Allah divests it of all these capacities,
your container will be empty of the size of one sparrow. But an elephant
whose capacity is more, Allah has granted it limbs and members and ability
and power according to its capacity. Now, if you divest it of all its capacities,
its container becomes empty to the extent of one elephant.
Is our spiritual capacity the same as that of Imām al-Sajjād (‘a)? Beyond the
shadow of doubt, this is not true at all. Our capacity is very little and goes
only so far as our understanding and intellect goes. It is for this reason that
we will be chastised according to our capacity and never will we be held to
account in the same way that Imām al-Sajjād (‘a) will be held to account.
The duties which the Noble Prophet (s ) and the Imāms (‘a) are charged
with can never at all be directed at us because we do not have the ability to
bear them. Therefore, our capacity is very limited in comparison to the
capacity of the Infallible Imāms; it is for this reason that our deficiencies and
weaknesses are limited as well. When the Imām looks at the capacity which
Allah has granted him, he witnesses a lot of weaknesses in himself because
he has a great deal of capacity for what Allah has granted him and is going to
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grant. It is for this reason that when he looks at himself, he conceives that his
weakness is more than the weaknesses of all the other human beings for the
reason that his capacity is more. That is why he says, “Whose state is worse
than mine?”
Is the sin of a mistake and error of an adolescent who has just attained the
legal age to discharge religious obligations and has little knowledge the same
as the sin of a scholar who has spent fifty years studying h adīth and
Qur’anic sciences and commits the same sin? Without the least doubt, the sin
of that scholar is more because he has more capacity and capability. The sin
of that adolescent is very small because the understanding and capacity that
he has is very limited, and taking into consideration the high capacity of that
religious scholar, his sin is doubtlessly more and his retribution is going to be
more severe. It is for this reason that it has been narrated in a h adīth:
“… Seventy sins of an ignorant man will be forgiven before one sin
of a scholar has been forgiven…”1
The sin of an ignorant man is less, because his understanding and capacity is
less. To grant an impossibility, if an Infallible Imām were to commit sin, his
retribution is a thousand times more than the retribution of ordinary people
because his perception and capacity is more. When the Imām looks at
himself, he conceives that whatever obedience and worship and praiseworthy
deeds he has performed are all from Allah, the Exalted, and has been
discharged with his grace and nothing remains of him save weakness and
because he perceives his weakness more, he is more guilt ridden than the rest
of the people. This was a justification and accounting for the words of Imām
al-Sajjād (‘a).
If man’s inner eyes become more open and he is able to perceive realities
more, he perceives how weak he is in the face of Allah. He conceives that
there is no room to feel pride of and perceive his self. Was he not a drop of
liquid which has been nurtured to attain this stage? Now that he has grown
and attained physical perfection, has he brought himself to this stage so as to
feel proud of himself? Therefore, if we truly look at ourselves, we perceive
ourselves as lower and humbler than all the human beings; not that we ought
to pretend to be humble. It is hypocrisy for man to apparently appear humble
and falsely claim with his tongue that he is lower and humbler than everyone
else but perceive himself as better and higher than the rest of the people. We
1
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ought to consider ourselves smaller and humbler than the rest of the people
from the depths of our hearts. This state is not attainable save by means of
divine grace and the light of awareness which Allah makes to shine in man’s
heart. I hope that Allah will grant us this knowledge and awareness and even
higher than that.
The fruits of true faith in the words of the Noble Prophet (s )
In continuation of the h adīth, the Prophet (s ) says:
“O Abū Dharr! You cannot attain the reality and truth of religion
unless you perceive as dull in regard to their religion and clever in
regard to their world.”
O Abū Dharr! Once you have perceived the reality of faith and you notice
that other people have made advancements and are active in their lives in this
transitory world, know that they are clever and have understanding and
intelligence in regard to their lives in this transitory world but they are very
ignorant and foolish in regard to their lives in the next world.
(In the Noble Prophet’s (s ) statement, the expression ‘kulluhum (all of the
people)’, that is to say all the people are like this because the ones who are
not like this are scarce; in this regard, in contrast to the majority of the people
who are fools, the wise are not considered countable at all.)
Wise is a person who, when faced with deciding between useful and useless,
profitable and profitless, chooses the useful and profitable. When we
compare the transient world with the eternal hereafter, we perceive that the
hereafter is more rewarding and profitable, for the reason that both from the
point of view of length and from the aspect of infiniteness—the earthly
lifespan of man ranges between seventy and eighty years and/or does go
beyond a hundred years; even if we were to imagine that man’s lifespan were
to last a thousand years, but still it is reckoned as nothing when compared to
the eternal life of the last world—and also from the point of view of quality:
the pleasure of the world is attained by way of enduring painstaking toil and
exertion, and in addition to that, is intertwined with labor and hardships but
we have gotten so accustomed to pains and hardships that we content
ourselves with that same gratification which is mixed with hardships. How
much hard work do we have to do for the pleasure of food? We have to make
money and with that procure food and even after then our jaws become tired
when chewing the food. All these pains and hardships are undertaken for the
sake of putting food in our mouths so as to derive [transient] pleasure from
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the food. In addition to that, we get tired and worn out by the effort to
acquire our needs. But the pleasure of the last world is not coupled with pain
and tiredness. Man does not expend any effort to procure or derive benefit
from the pleasure of the hereafter and not even after using it:
﴾ ﺴﻨَﺎ ﻓﻴ َﻬﺎ ﻟُﻐُﻮب
ﺼﺐ َوﻻ ﻳ َﻤ ﱡ
 ﻻ ﻳ َﻤ ﱡ... ﴿
َ َﺴﻨَﺎ ﻓﻴ َﻬﺎ ﻧ

“ …toil shall not touch us therein nor shall fatigue therein afflict
us.” 1
The hereafter is higher than this world in regard to quality and also from the
point of view of the length of durability of its everlastingness:
ِ ﴿و
﴾ اﻵﺧَﺮة ﺧﻴـﺮ َوأَﺑْـ َﻘﯽ
َ

“ While the hereafter is better and more lasting.” 2
Taking into consideration the unimaginable superiority of the hereafter over
the world, which one of those two does the intellect select after comparing
them with each other? Without the least doubt, the intellect selects the
hereafter, but among mankind there are very few people who do such kind of
comparing and act according to the deduction of their comparison for the
reason that a lot of people have not attained the reality of faith. But people
who have attained the reality of faith, in addition to preferring the hereafter
over the world, know that people are wise in regard to their world but are
ignorant in regard to their Last Abode. In connection with earthly affairs,
they distinguish very well between what is profitable and unprofitable, and
are cognizant of their material benefits but have no awareness of the
hereafter. They do not believe that there is a hereafter and that it is superior
to the world.
Perhaps, the secret of the Noble Prophet’s (s ) words is that once a believer
has arrived at this conviction that the majority of people are ignorant and
uninformed in regard to their religion, they do not try to follow them in life
and take a separate path from them. They try in connection to the Last Abode
to take lesson from the errors of other people and follow the right path. From
another point of view, in connection with the world they try to derive benefit
from the experiences of other people, of course by following the rules and
laws of religion. ?
1
2
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF-EXAMINATION, COMPARING
WORKS AND SHAME FOR ALLAH
This section of the Noble Prophet’s (s ) advises is related to self-inspection
and shame of Allah. In the h adīths, and amongst them in the Nahj alBalā ghah (the Peak of Eloquence), a lot of emphasis has been laid on selfexamination of the soul and the scholars of morals believe that one of the
initial stages of edification of the soul and spiritual way-faring and
journeying is self-inspection of the inner being.
“O Abū Dharr! Hold yourself accountable before they hold you
accountable, and in order for your accounting to be easy tomorrow.”
The likeness of this subject matter has repeatedly been related in other
h adīths too:
“Hold yourself accountable before you are held accountable.”1
But in this h adīth something more has been added that does not appear in
the rest of the narrated h adīths and that is that self-examination in the
world makes accounting in the Resurrection lighter and easier.
Self-examination is an unavoidable need
The axiom of self-inspection and examination of man’s conduct is an
unavoidable issue and is understandable and perceivable. Every person has
some accounting and inspection to do in his life; accounting is very
important especially for those who do earn money and the businessmen
whose occupation involves investments, money, profit and loss. Usually,
every seller checks his account at least once a year, but in addition to this
1
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yearly accounting, he checks his accounts on a daily, weekly and monthly
basis also so that at the end of the year his checking and balancing of
accounts may be easier. If that businessman does not check and balance his
accounts on a daily or weekly or monthly basis and allows his account books
to increase, his work at the end of the year becomes hard and sometimes
makes big mistakes as a result of heedlessness and inattention.
What is being asserted is that just like a trader who checks and balances his
accounts with careful attention to know how much profit and loss he is
making and does not bypass a single coin, a believer too ought to settle his
accounts with Allah and in this regard he ought to be careful of the trickery
of his soul and fear lest his soul deceive him by justifying sins and in this
way not let him settle his accounts with accuracy. He ought to demand a
convincing reply and hold himself as accountable as the divine agents will
hold him accountable on the Day of Resurrection.
Principally, accounting for sin is more accurate if it occurs on time and is not
left to accumulate and man gets a more accurate result and is confronted by
less problems on the one hand and on the other hand if accounting for sins is
delayed, with the passage of time we forget what sins we have committed
and thus they accumulate. In addition, when we pay no heed to our sins, we
do think about the alternative and also we do not believe the thickness of our
sins. If it were asked of me what sins I have committed and I were very
honest, I would say a thousand sins despite that if I were more accurate in my
accounting, I would gather that perhaps in a day, week and month I commit
more than a thousand! When all these sins are put together, a great
astronomical figure is made. We are heedless and we imagine that because
we have not committed theft and murder, the rest of the sins are not worthy
of the name. Perhaps, if we were called sinners, we would protest and say,
“What sin have we committed to be called wrong doers?” The nature of
man’s soul is forgetfulness, especially in regard to that which is harmful for
it.
One of the psychological subjects is that because mentioning and reminding
man about his errors and sins gives rise to shame and shyness, he is not
inclined to pay heed to them and he endeavors to forget those shortcomings.
Nowadays, psychologists have made a lot of progress in the field of
forgetfulness and remembrance of events which have come to pass and how
man ought to forget things and what factors play a role in forgetfulness and
how man ought to make himself forget things and also in regard to what
causes give rise to a strong memory so that man may easily remember
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events? Unfortunately—in spite of the fact that examining and analyzing
these topics is good and very important for our religion and world—we have
not made advances in these fields and have lagged behind the others.
Therefore, man does not like to attribute that which he does not like to
himself. According to psychological research, man who is after committing
every kind of crime and iniquity strives to justify his sins. Because of the
pain which he endures as a result of committing that sin and for the reason
that he seeks to get free from guilt of consciousness, he desires to evade the
guilt of perpetrating sin and, in other words, he strives to show himself as not
being at fault and endeavors to either forget his sin or lays the blame on other
people, or the environment, or the world, or the Devil, or the structure of the
society and/or other factors. In this way, he takes refuge in these defense
mechanisms in order to defend himself and once seeking refuge in a defense
mechanism becomes firm in man and he justifies every sin and does not hold
himself accountable and does not judge fairly in regard to himself and did not
condemn himself for his sinful deeds, there is also the danger of committing
greater sins for the reason that he with his action has liberated himself from
the scourge of sin and on account of that he has no pain and remorse so as to
be dreadful of the consequences of sin. It is here that the ill consequences of
justifying sins and also its dangers are greater than the ill consequences of sin
itself.
Because man has self-love, in addition to wanting to be respectable in the
society, he also desires to be proud of himself; he does not want to be
ashamed of himself and perceive himself as incomplete. He wants to
conceive himself as complete and honorable. For this reason, he expels from
his memory that which is a cause of his incompleteness and decadence;
because remembering them gives rise to his feeling low and light and this is
opposed to the natural inclination and desire of man. Taking this point into
consideration, if in this regard there are no factors which remind man of
those imperfections and defects and deviations, a bad end lies in wait for him
and he will have to bear irreparable losses. It is for this reason that in the
h adīths in the direction of mentioning factors which remind man of his bad
deeds and effort to make up and compensate for them has been chosen as the
best way and the scholars of ethics, taking these h adīths into consideration,
have mentioned the three stages of ‘preconditioning’, ‘alertness’ and
‘accounting’ for people who plan to undertake edification of character and
purification of the soul in such books as “Mi‘r ā j al-Sa ‘ā dah”, “J ā mi‘ alSa ‘ā dā t” and “Ih yā’ al-‘Ulūm”.
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Preconditioning [mushārit ah], watching over the soul [murāqibah] and
self-examination [muh āsibah]
a) Preconditioning [mushārit ah]
When man wakes up in the morning, he ought to pay heed to this fact that
new capital has been placed in his hands: if we did not wake up from sleep
and the soul left our bodies for ever, would our life not come to an end?
ﻀــﯽ َﻋﻠﻴـ َﻬــﺎ اﻟ َْﻤـْـﻮ ت وﻳـ ْﺮ ِﺳــﻞ
َ َ﴿ اﷲ ﻳـﺘَـ َـﻮﻓﱠﯽ اﻷَﻧْـ ُﻔــﺲ ِﺣــﻴﻦ َﻣ ْﻮﺗِ َﻬــﺎ َواﻟﱠﺘـﻲ ﻟَــﻢ ﺗَ ُﻤــﺖ ﻓِــﻲ َﻣﻨَ ِﺎﻣ َﻬــﺎ ﻓـﻴ ْﻤ ِﺴــﻚ اﻟﱠﺘِــﻲ ﻗ
﴾ ﺴ ﱠﻤﯽ إِ ﱠن ﻓﻲ ذَﻟِﻚ ﻷﻳﺎت ﻟَِﻘْﻮ م ﻳـﺘَـ َﻔ ﱠﻜُﺮ ون
َ اﻷُ ْﺧَﺮ ی إِﻟﯽ أ
َ َﺟﻞ ُﻣ

“ Allah takes the souls at the time of their death, and those that die
not during their sleep; then He withholds those on whom He has
passed the decree of death and sends the others back till an
appointed term; most surely there are signs in this for a people who
reflect.” 1
Therefore, by sleeping, we pass through a stage of death and we lack any
activity in the same way that the dead lack activity. Now, once we wake up
again from sleep, a second life has been granted to us and new capital has
been placed at our disposal. For this reason, we ought to thank Allah and
address our souls in this way, “O soul! Allah has placed this invaluable
capital at your disposal so that by means of it you may secure the prosperity
of the hereafter. If you commit error, you will lose your capital and meet
with loss and failure.” We ought to set conditions with our souls and get it to
promise and pledge not to come close to sin and not to do anything which
will result in the anger and discontent of Allah. We ought to make our souls
promise to use this invaluable capital in the way that is pleasing to Allah, the
Exalted, and gives fruit to prosperity for man because the pleasure of Allah
results in man’s prosperity and if Allah is not pleased, man cannot and does
not attain prosperity. We ought to set conditions on our souls not to be lazy at
discharging incumbent duties [wā jibā t] and divine duties and not to abstain
from doing every good deed that is feasible for it.
It is better for this preconditioning [mushā rit ah] to de done after the
morning prayers and the supplications that follow it [ta ‘qībā t] and man has to
address his soul in this way, “O soul! I have no capital save this limited life
and if I lose it, all my capital will have been lost in thin air. O Soul! Today
1

Sūrat al-Zumar 39:42.
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Allah, the Merciful, has again granted me a grace period and if I were dead
today, I would wish that Allah returns me to the world so as to make ready
my provisions. For this reason, O Soul! Imagine that you were dead and
requested to be brought back to the world and you were brought back.
Therefore, be careful lest your today is wasted for the reason that every
breath that you take is a precious and invaluable jewel and it is possible to
attain eternal pleasures by means of it so as to give fruit to lasting peace.”
b) Watching over the soul [murāqibah]
After the stage of pre-conditioning [mushā rit ah] comes the stage of
watching over the soul [mur ā qibah]; this denotes that during the course of
the day man ought to be careful to act according to what he has
preconditioned on himself and be careful at every moment not to commit sin.
He ought to see whether he is traversing the right path or the way of sin and
error. To put it another way, watching over the self is tantamount to piety
[taqwā ], because piety implies watching over divine values and protecting
good works: it has been narrated in a h adīth that piety is similar to a man
who walks in the darkest of nights in a desert full of snakes and scorpions
and it is possible for that every moment he may step either on a snake or
scorpion and put an end to his life once bitten by them. Now, in the same
way that he takes utmost care and makes sound judgment so as not to be
bitten by either a snake or scorpion, man has to also have perfect precaution
and care to go free from the danger of the Devil and not be afflicted by the
retribution of the hereafter. Therefore, piety denotes that man has to
continually meditate about his deeds and perceive the consequences of his
deeds.
Imām al-S ādiq (‘a) states:
“A man came to the Noble Prophet (s ) and said, ‘O Prophet of
Allah! Give me some advice.’ The Noble Prophet asked him three
times, ‘Are you going to accept my advice if I give it to you?’ The
man replied, ‘Yes O Prophet of Allah.’ The Noble Prophet (s )
stated, ‘If you make up your mind to do something, think about its
consequences. If the results of your decision are good, discharge that
work and if its end were bad, abstain from it’.”
Keeping permanent watch over the self is attained as a result of knowledge of
Allah and due to certitude that Allah, the Exalted, is aware of the inner
secrets of man and nothing is hidden from Him. For this reason, there is no
deed which man commits without needing watch over the soul at the time of
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doing it because man in his deeds is either in a state of obeying and
worshiping Allah and/or in a state of committing sin and/or in a state of
doing deeds that are permissible but not recommendable. His watching over
the self at the time of obedience and worship of Allah denotes that he ought
to have purity of intention and striving in the direction of perfecting his deeds
and observing the etiquettes of worship and protecting his deeds from
decadence. His self-vigilance at the time of sinning implies repentance,
feeling remorse, detaching his heart from misdeeds, feeling shame and
resolving to make up for his wrong doing. His watching over the self and
being vigilant at the time of doing permissible but not recommendable deeds
means that he observes correct conduct and always keeps in mind the Giver
at the time of deriving benefit from the blessings of this world and being
thankful for those gifts and bearing afflictions with the utmost of patience.
c) Self-examination [muh āsibah]
Self-examination [muh ā sibah] is the third stage which the scholars of
h adīth have recommended for the edification of character and purification
of the soul. Self-examination denotes examining his daily deeds at the end of
the day and asking himself whether he has discharged the divine and
incumbent duties which lie on his shoulders or not. If after self-inspection he
perceives that he has discharged his divine duties and his daily deeds were
concordant with the legal criteria, he ought to be thankful to Allah for
granting him the opportunity to perform his duties for the reason that
discharging divine duties is dependent on the grace of Allah and man ought
to be thankful for that term. Likewise, he ought to try on the other days to
continue that same sound and correct path. But if he has not discharged his
divine duties, or he has performed them imperfectly and has been afflicted by
error and deviation, he ought to endeavor to make up for them by discharging
recommendable [mustah abb] and especially optional prayers and castigate
himself and repent when he has not discharged his divine duties and has
committed sin against Allah so that Allah may forgive his sins. Likewise, he
ought to try to make up for his sins by doing good and praiseworthy deeds; in
this case, his sins will be compensated for at the time of sleeping and no sin
remains for him. This is that same self-examination which the Infallible and
Pure Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) have recommended for their companions and scholars
of ethics on the basis of the orders of the Infallible and Pure Ahl al-Bayt (‘a)
have advised other people to be accountable for their deeds.
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Taking into consideration the role and importance of self-examination in the
edification of the character and purification of the soul, Imām al-Kāz im
(‘a) states:
“He is not from us a person who does not hold himself accountable
for his deeds; therefore if he has done good deeds, he ought to ask
Allah to increase his good deeds and when he has committed sinful
and bad deeds, he ought to seek forgiveness from Allah and return to
Him.”1
The Noble Prophet (s ) orders his companions thus:
“Should I inform you about the most intelligent of intelligent people
and the most ignorant of ignorant people?” The companions
responded, “Yes, O Prophet of Allah.” The Noble Prophet (s )
stated, “The most intelligent of people is the one who holds his soul
accountable and performs good deeds for his life after death and the
most foolish of people is the one who follows his carnal soul and
always asks Allah to grant him his wishes.”2
The benefit of self-examining the soul
One of the benefits of holding the soul accountable is that once man has
perceived his errors, he immediately makes up for them and does not let their
effects to remain in his soul. If man does not hold himself accountable, he
will not know how many sins he has committed. If it were asked of us how
many good deeds and how many ugly and unacceptable works we have done
and where we committed error, we would not know. But when we have
undertaken to hold the soul accountable for its deeds, we remember every
one of the deeds we have done and know how many of our sins were
corrected and how many were not corrected.
When man does not pay any heed to the sins he commits, those sins leave an
effect in his soul and a black spot is created in his heart and with the increase
of sin, the blackness and darkness of the heart encompasses his heart and, all
too often, no bright spot remains in it. This point has been inferred from the
purport of some of the h adīths, one of which is Imām al-S ādiq’s (‘a)
statement:

1
2

Us ūl al-Kā fī (with Farsi translation), vol. 4, p. 191.
Bih ā r al-Anwā r, vol. 70, p. 69.
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“Whenever an individual commits sin, a dark spot arises in his heart.
Therefore, the blackness of the spot is erased whenever he repents
and it is increased whenever he commits sin, to the extent that it
becomes predominant over his entire heart and never will he get
guided.”1
Sometimes, man does not comprehend this and when he understands that sin
has encompassed his entire heart and if he compares his present state with his
previous state, he perceives that a blatantly obscene change has taken place
in him. Some of the people who for some time are pre-occupied with
learning and acquisition of knowledge, taking into consideration the decline
which they witness in their souls, morals and conduct, thus tell themselves: at
the beginning of education, we had high spirits and purity of heart, what has
caused that high spiritedness to decline by the passage of time? Some people
blame this decline on studies; they imagine that studying causes the darkness
of heart. This group of people does not want to concede that their sins are the
cause of the decadence and degeneration of souls and the darkness of their
hearts. Without the least doubt, studying is one of the good and invaluable
deeds of man; even if sometimes these same good deeds of man have a great
deal of defects which arise from the weakness and inattention of man.
This is one kind of self-deception which man lays his blame on once he sees
that he gets tired of studying and/or he has no hope of being successful, or
when studying is not compatible with his carnal desires, he blames it as a
cause of his defect and decadence and says that studying has caused his heart
to become dark because at the beginning of our studies and education, our
hearts were pure! It is true that at the beginning our hearts were pure and now
they have become impure, but the cause is not studying; on the contrary, the
cause is not studying correctly. The cause of darkness of our hearts is sins
and education devoid of purification of the soul and edification of character.
Yes, when man does not hold himself accountable, the real and existential
effects of sin do not get effaced and make his heart black and he does not
have the least attention. This is similar to a person who wears white clothes
and black spots regularly fall on it and he does not pay any attention to them
and does not see that his clothes have become dirty and impure, without the
least doubt with the continued increase of those black spots his clothes
become so dirty and disgusting that they raise the disgust of every looker, but
the owner does not know anything because he has closed his eyes.
1

Us ūl al-Kā fī (with Farsi translation), vol. 3, p. 373.
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The greatest defect and loss of abstaining from holding the soul accountable
for its deeds is that the effects of sin remain embedded in his soul and man
day by day becomes more contaminated and his heart becomes darker and he
becomes more distanced from Allah but he himself is not aware of this and
often times he imagines that he is a good and capable man and falsely prides
himself on being this and that. In spite of the fact, everyday he is declining
and in the end he falls in the pit of decadence and ill fate:
ِ
ﺴـﺒُﻮن أَﻧﱠـ ُﻬـﻢ ﻳ ْﺤ ِﺴـﻨُﻮن
َ ﺴﺮﻳﻦ أَ ْﻋ َﻤﺎﻻ * اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ
َ ﺿ ﱠﻞ َﺳﻌﻴـ ُﻬﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟْﺤﻴﻮة اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ َو ُﻫﻢ ﻳ ْﺤ
َ ﴿ ﻗُﻞ َﻫﻞ ﻧُـﻨَﺒﱢﺌُ ُﻜﻢ ﺑﺎﻷَ ْﺧ
﴾ ﺻ ْﻨـ ًﻌﺎ
ُ

“ Say, ‘Shall We inform you of the greatest losers in their deeds?
These are those whose labor is lost in this world’s life and they think
that they are well versed in skill of the hands’.” 1
‘Allāmah T abāt abā’ī, may he reside in Allah’s Garden of eternal bliss, in
interpretation of this verse, states: “Loss and failure in regard to work and
occupation whose aim is making profit occurs when that goal is not attained
and/or when capital is decreased and/or once man’s efforts are wasted. In the
blessed verse, wasted effort implies losing and wasting effort; like when man
loses his way and does not arrive at his destination as a result of that.
“Sometimes, man’s losing in work and occupation is a result of inexperience
at work and/or not being acquainted with the way and/or because of other
undesirable causes. This loss and depletion is likely to be made up for the
reason that there is hope of the loser waking up and starting all over again
and regaining what has been lost and making up for the past. But sometimes
it happens that man meets with loss and imagines that he has made profit. He
makes loss and believes that he has attained nothing save profit! This is the
worst loss and misfortune for which there is no hope of making up for.
“Man’s duty in the world is only to struggle for prosperity and he ought not
to wish save for that. If he is on the path of right and has attained his aim, he
has arrived at the goal. But if he deviates from the right path and does not
conceive his deviation and mistake, he has made loss in his efforts and
endeavors but there is hope of his being saved. But if he deviates from the
right path and attains other than right and insists on it and never does a ray of
right become manifest for him, a curtain has been drawn over his soul and
has made him afflicted with the self conceit and pride of the Age of
1

Sūrat al-Kahf 18:103-104.
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Ignorance. This person is the biggest loser in his deeds and efforts for the
reason that there is no hope in making up for his losses and there is no hope
of his attaining prosperity; this is that same point which Allah has mentioned
in the blessed verse.”1
As has been previously said, one of the benefits of accountability of the soul
is that man perceives his errors and embarks upon correcting them. He does
not let the existential effects of sin remain in the soul and gives rise to its
degeneration. The Noble Prophet (s ) has explained this reality with two
expressions which are: “Hold your soul accountable before others hold you
accountable;” and after that he states, “Because that will make your
accountability easier tomorrow on the Day of Resurrection;” for the reason
that if you hold yourself accountable for your deeds, you embark upon
remedying and making up for your errors and deviations and the result is that
your accountability on the Day of Resurrection will be light. But if you do
not do thus, your sins will accumulate and your problems on the Day of
Resurrection will be increased. In the world, you do not know and are
unaware of how much you have fallen, but when you will be confronted with
the list of your deeds and see your innumerable sins, regret as a result of
those sins is more torturing than the torture of hell. In continuation of the
h adīth, the Noble Prophet states:
“Weigh yourself before they weigh you and be ready before you are
presented in the presence of Allah on the Day of Resurrection before
there is nothing which remains hidden from Him.”
In regard to the weighing of deeds, Allah, the Exalted, states:
ِ
﴾ ...ْﺤ ﱡﻖ
َ ﴿ َواﻟَْﻮْز ن ﻳـ ْﻮَﻣﺌﺬ اﻟ

“ And the measuring out on that Day will be just…” 2
Measuring and weighing of deeds is one of our religious beliefs. Measuring
of deeds denotes comparing and counting their ampleness and meagerness,
now if we embark upon measuring our own deeds and conceive that our sins
have become heavy, we try to make our burdens lighter. But if we do not
embark upon weighing our deeds, and do not weigh our sins and do not
perceive their effects on our souls, one day we will find ourselves in the
presence of Allah and there we will be disgraced and be caught in regrets.
1
2

Tafsīr al-Mīzā n, vol. 3, p. 430.
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Therefore, a person who measures his deeds and holds himself accountable
for them will be light-burdened in the presence of Allah for the reason that he
has made up for his sins and ethical weaknesses. But that person who has not
undertaken to weigh his deeds and hold himself accountable for his deeds, he
will be regretful on the day when his great and small deeds will be made
apparent before Allah, the Exalted.
In order not to be affected by regret on the Day of Resurrection, start
meditating right now and perceive your deeds right now. Imagine that your
lives have come to an end—because no one is certain whether he will remain
alive tomorrow or not—and your deeds have been presented to Allah.
Perceive what you have presented to Allah and what state you have before
Him. If the Pure Imāms (‘a) take refuge in Allah on the Day of the great
presentation when all deeds are made apparent before Allah, it is befitting
that we hold ourselves accountable for our daily deeds and make up for any
ugly and undesirable deeds we have committed so that they are erased from
the record of our deeds in order not to be afflicted by the remorse and regret
of that day, which is one of the most deadly regrets.
Shame as a result of ugliness of works
Without the least doubt, once talk about the presentation of works before
Allah comes about, discussion about shame and disgrace of Allah also arises.
When man does a bad deed and/or perpetrates treachery and thereafter
forgets, he is indifferent and no change arises in his soul. It is for this reason
that we are weak and we do not correctly conceive realities and also for the
sake of gradually perceiving reality and the truth, we cite a sensible example:
imagine that two people have been friends for long years and had promised
not to betray each other. Now, if one of those two betrays his friend, if his
betrayed friend was not aware of the treachery and/or forgets the betrayal, his
conduct is normal when he meets his treacherous friend. But if his friend
takes pictures of the scene of betrayal and after a period of time shows it to
the betrayer and says, “You had promised not to betray me and used to talk
alot about the value of friendship, why then have you betrayed me?” It is
here that shame and disgrace overtakes the betrayer which is harder than
torture and punishment. He had committed treachery and had forgotten the
scene of treachery and did not believe that his friend had known about his
betrayal. If his friend shows him the scene of his treachery, what state is he
going to be in?
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We have given an example of filming and taking pictures of the scene of
treachery for the presentation of deeds in the world, but on the Day of
Resurrection deeds themselves will be present. Even if our intellect does not
conceive the manner of the presence and embodiment of works, but on the
basis of our religious beliefs, the embodiment of deeds has been proved:
ِ  و وﺟُﺪ وا ﻣﺎ َﻋ ِﻤﻠُﻮا ﺣ... ﴿
﴾ ...ﺎﺿ ًﺮا
َ
َ َ ََ

“ …and what they had done they shall find present there…” 1
In this verse Allah explicitly explains the presence of deeds themselves and it
is not possible to interpret the verse otherwise and in addition to this verse,
other verses also have explained the embodiment of deeds; amongst them:
﴾ ...ﻀ ًﺮا َوَﻣﺎ َﻋ ِﻤﻠَﺖ ِﻣﻦ ُﺳﻮء
َ ﴿ ﻳـْﻮ م ﺗَ ِﺠﺪ ُﻛ ﱡﻞ ﻧَـ ْﻔﺲ َﻣﺎ َﻋ ِﻤﻠَﺖ ِﻣﻦ ﺧﻴﺮ ُﻣ ْﺤ

“ On the day that every soul shall find present what it has done of
good and what it has done of evil…” 2
Even if on the Day of Resurrection, pictures and films of our works were
shown, we still could not deny them. If they show us the works themselves
and/or present films of them, and say that on such a day at such and such a
time or on such a night you did such a deed, when we come face to face with
Allah, the shame that will overcome us will be harder than any torture.
In order for man to remember the Day of Resurrection and the presentation
of works on the Day of Resurrection, it is befitting to picture or describe the
scene of presentation of works and the disgrace of sin and disobedience of
Allah and/or if it is disgraceful right in this world, man ought to picture it for
himself. He ought to imagine that he were doing some ugly deed and all of a
sudden a child appeared and saw his ugly deeds. Perhaps, it has occurred for
every person that he was busy committing an ugly deed without looking
around himself and all of a sudden finds out that someone else has been
watching him. In such circumstances, man becomes so ashamed that he
wishes he could become water and sink in the ground; worse if that person
were not a child but a full grown man having enough understanding and
intelligence and worse still if that person had a right on man and that ugly
deed were a betrayal in his right.

1
2
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There is no doubt that whatever we have is from Allah and every indecent
deed is considered as treachery against Him. If man thinks properly, he will
perceive that he commits sin in the presence of the Owner of Right and it is a
betrayal to Him; he conceives that he is sinning against the One who gave
him existence and his ability to commit this same misdeed is from Him. The
power of breathing and speaking and everything that we have is from Him.
He has given us all these blessings and abilities in order to employ them in
the way of our perfection and gaining proximity to Him, therefore it is very
shameful of us to use Allah’s blessings in the way of sin and distancing
ourselves from Him and treachery against Him.
Taking into consideration what has been mentioned, if man sets apart a few
minutes of every night to holding his soul accountable for what it has done
and visualize his deeds before himself, in the presence of Allah who is the
Giver of whatever he has, without the least doubt this self-examination and
taking into consideration the fact that error and sin occur in the presence of
Allah will lead to a reduction of sin, even if it does not lead to sincere
contrition and repentance which leads to a complete effacement of all the
sins; just this feeling of shame reduces an amount of the burden of sin and
prevents the settlement and establishment of the effects of sin and after that
man does not easily commit sin. Now, once this state of admonition and
attention to the fact that he is in the presence of Allah becomes his permanent
disposition of mind, he will not commit sin anymore.
The concept and domain of shame and shyness
“O Abū Dharr! Be modest with Allah. I swear upon Allah at Whose
disposal my life is, whenever I go to present my needs to Him, I
cover my head and face and feel shy of the two angels accompanying
me.”
The issue of shame and modesty is very important and unfortunately there
exist wrong and unsound understandings in regard to it. As a result of the
influence and penetration of foreign culture, intellectual problems have
arisen for us in regard to shame and modesty. For this reason, it is befitting
for us to examine or ponder about this issue. Even if we are inclined in this
opportunity to content ourselves with mentioning admonitions and perhaps
we may not have a session for preparing a plan for these subjects, but still we
find it necessary to cite the intellectual substructures of this issue:
We all know that in the Islamic culture, shame and modesty are as worthy
values and, in contrast, impudence and lack of shame are considered as
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uncouth and counter values. In the past, whenever they wanted to curse or
use indecent words at someone, they used to call that person impudent
because the word impudent used to be considered as an insult and a curse.
Whenever they wanted to emphasize and deepen their curse, they used to call
that person unashamed. Calling someone unashamed used to be a very bad
insult in our culture. But nowadays, in western culture and the world of
infidelity, shame and modesty are considered as defects.
One of the issues that has a lot of application nowadays in psychology, the
philosophy of ethics and personal training and instruction is the issue of
shame and modesty. Should man be shy and modest in the point of view of
psychology, ethics and the principles of personal instruction? Of course,
when we say that in western culture, in contrast to Islamic culture, lack of
modesty is encouraged, we do not mean that our understanding of shame and
modesty and our conduct are completely correct; it is for this reason that this
topic or category is in need of examination and for the sake of making the
subject clear, we will hint at the root of shame and modesty in man:
On the basis of the innate instinct which exists in man’s natural disposition,
if man commits a deed which he knows is indecent, a special emotion by the
name of shame arises in his inner being. Of course, the appearance of this
psychological emotion and spiritual reaction depends on two matters: the
first is that man ought to perceive his deeds as bad, and the second is that his
natural temperament ought not to have been ridiculed because man has a lot
of natural states, but when he tramples his natural disposition underfoot,
those natural states become weak and faint-colored and bit by bit become
effaced. Therefore, the feeling of shame in regard to bad and ugly deeds is a
natural thing, but knowing the ugly and bad sometimes takes place by means
of the intellect and at other times by means of personal training and
instruction and at other instances man follows the environment and generally
held beliefs in order to decide what is good and bad.
In the beginning, parents inculcate their child with what is bad and what is
good, now if that inculcation is properly done, once a child does something
bad and becomes aware that someone is observing him, he feels ashamed and
embarrassed as a result of his natural temperament and instincts and drops
his head and sometimes even sweats. This reaction in connection with an
ugly deed from that child is natural and as has been said, he learns the good
and bad by means of personal training and instruction from his parents.
The causes of propagating wrong manners and false customs
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Besides ethical and Islamic values, another set of manners and customs
which have been promoted and circulated among us as a result of the
demands of the environment, the society and/or as a result of tribalism and
other national and racial causes and thus we consider certain things as either
good or bad. This perception is not related to the divine law and it is likely
that they may even be against the divine law: for example, we conceive as
bad a child speaking in front of an elderly person and as soon as a child
wants to speak in front of an elderly person, we say, “Keep quite! This is
bad.” Because a child learns what is good and bad from his parents and those
around him, he imagines that this is indeed a very bad deed. The very fact
that he notices other people reacting negatively in regard to his deeds and
frowning and showing an unpleasant reaction, he comprehends the badness
and ugliness of his deeds and feels shy and ashamed when he does that deed.
For this reason, he does not dare to talk in the presence of an elderly person,
and feels shy to speak in class and to ask questions from the teacher. With
the passage of time this state becomes his permanent habit of mind and the
more he grows and his age increases, he feels shy and ashamed at the time of
speaking. When he intends to ask questions in higher classes and contribute
positively, his heart beats and his color changes.
Without the least doubt, divine law does not approve of man not being able
to speak out his opinion, or to ask his question or speak the right word.
The likeness of this wrong understanding exists in regard to the modesty of a
woman; in our culture a woman’s biggest capital is modesty, but in relation
to the instances of applying this value concept, our society has gone to
improper extremes. A chaste and veiled girl is brought up in such a way that
she is not able to utter a word in front of a strange man and they make her
perceive that this is the proper result and reflex of modesty. From the Islamic
point of view, a woman has to nurture her power of speech in the presence of
other people, but it is very proper and acceptable not to speak in instances
where there is no need to speak and/or not to make her voice so soft and
tender so as to attract the attention of other people; but she ought not to be
made to believe that never has a strange person got to hear her voice. In
reality, we have not been successful at separating different issues and aspects
from each other.
If a woman’s speaking in front of other people were unacceptable, who
would have managed to make that fluent and excellent speech which Her
Holiness Fāt imah al-Zahrā’ (‘a) made in the Mosque of Medina? Or, who
would have managed to make that speech which Zaynab Kubrā’ (‘a) made in
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the session of Ibn Ziyād? Yes, divine law says that a woman ought not to
speak in such a way that attracts and deviates others and the way of speaking
is not supposed to be motivated by arousing the sensual feelings of other
people, otherwise it is not proper for a woman not to have the ability to
speak.
We have some extremist tendencies and in some sense prodigality in one set
of issues—especially ethical and instructional values—which have left
behind very bad effects. When westerners noticed these extremist tendencies
and embarked upon remedying their ill effects, they fell into prodigality and
put aside those values from the origin. We came forward and raised our
children to be shy and not speak in front of the elders. We have brought up
our women so as not to be able to speak in front of men. When the
westerners noticed that was improper and wrong, they went further and
asserted that a child has to be absolutely free to do whatever he wants and a
woman has to be free and not be shy or ashamed of anything; even if she
were to strip naked in front of men! This improper understanding of shame
and modesty and feeling shy has had such an effect in the West that they
have completely done away with limitations and restrictions: “An ignorant
man is either excessive or prodigal.”
Neither have we comprehended Islam correctly nor have the westerners
traversed the right path. Neither have we applied the values of Islam
correctly nor have they paid any heed to divine values. Of course, we cannot
have any expectations from them because the basis of their thinking is
corrupt. It is not even clear whether they have any faith in God. In the West,
it is not clear whether even believing Christians who go to church have any
faith in God and only profess their faith in religion and religious values by
the tongue otherwise in reality they have no inclination towards religion.
Therefore, no expectation can be had of them. The question is why have we
not correctly comprehended the truths of Islam and have not correctly acted
upon them and have not properly applied them and have not derived right
and praiseworthy benefit from them so as not to be reproached by other
people?
Taking what has been said into consideration, it is incumbent for the realm
and domain of shame and modesty to be made clear. We have to clarify what
the concept of shame and modesty is and where are they proper and where
are shyness and modesty unacceptable and blameworthy? Without doubt,
being shy is not desirable in all instances and not every weakness that arises
as a result of shyness is good or desirable. Good and bad ought to be known
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and made compatible with decisive logic and divine law [shar ‘]. Why do we
tell our children that speaking in front of elderly people is bad? Is this
Allah’s and the Noble Prophet’s (s ) order? Was the conduct of the Pure and
Infallible Imāms (‘a) like this? Without the least doubt, this is not true at all.
Yes, shouting and hollering is not good for anyone at all and, of course, bit
by bit a child learns as a result of correct teaching how to speak in such a
manner that the listener hears him and not to raise his voice higher than the
limits; but not that the child completely ought not to talk.
Who has said that a woman ought to be so shy as to not have even the ability
to talk in front of other people such that if she wanted to prove her claim in
court or to enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong, she even lacks the
ability to utter a word!? Therefore, we ought to set good and bad on Islamic
criteria; we ought to perceive what is bad and what is good from an Islamic
point of view; that is when shyness and modesty in contrast to what is really
bad are desirable, not the modesty which is a custom and habit made and
enjoined by one special community, tribe, nation and/or race and location.
This modesty is a product of manners and customs, not ethical and spiritual
values. Manners and customs, if they are in the direction of Islamic values,
are respectable and if they are opposed to what is right and divine values, are
counter values. Therefore, in order for us to properly follow the injunctions
of Islam, we ought to first know the real bad and real good so as to know
when to feel shy and modest.
It has been said that knowing the good and bad, on the basis of natural
instincts, after doing an ugly deed man feels shy. Now, if he resists this
natural instinct and fights against his natural disposition, bit by bit, that
natural instinct of shame and modesty becomes weak; and the quality of
immodesty becomes firm in man. This matter is not confined to shame and
modesty; on the contrary, if man resists every natural instinct, that natural
instinct becomes weak bit by bit and becomes ineffective. For people who
commit sin and pay no heed to its consequences, bit by bit, the quality of sin
becomes strong in them and after that, even if they know that they are
committing sin in the presence of Allah, they do not feel any shame because
their natural temperament has been subdued.
Yes, lack of self-inspection of the soul and not holding it accountable for its
deeds bit by bit renders man’s natural disposition ineffective and in the end
man does not have any qualms with committing sin and does not reprimand
his inner conscience. Man who initially used to feel ashamed whenever he
committed sin no longer has any qualms about committing sin. Of course,
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there are other causes too which lead to the extermination of shyness and
modesty and mention of them has been made in the h adīths, but the main
cause of lack of shame and immodesty is resistance in the face of the natural
instinct of shame and modesty and paying no heed to it. In contrast, in order
to strengthen that natural instinct, certain points have to be taken into
consideration amongst which is the point which the Noble Prophet (s ) has
recommended to Abū Dharr that he ought to feel shame in the face of Allah
and thereafter states, “Whenever I supplicate Allah, I cover my head and face
and feel shy of the two angels accompanying me.” This conduct is intended
to strengthen the natural instinct of shame and modesty.
Abū Sa‘īd Khidrī in regard to the immense modesty of the Noble Prophet
(s ) says:
“The Noble Prophet (s ) was more modest than a virgin girl in the
bridal chamber and used to keep quite whenever he got angry and we
used to discern his anger from his face.”1
It is well-known that Salmān Fārsī stated, “I have never in all my life looked
at my private parts.” Salmān lived a very long life and beyond the shadow of
doubt a person who is like this does not commit adultery or fornication. But
if man is heedless, and does not make any difference between good and bad,
bit by bit his natural modesty gets effaced and the causes and incentives of
sin impel him towards sin. He is continually on the verge of sin and collapse.
But if he is careful of his conduct right from the beginning and strengthens
his natural instinct, the spirit of shame and modesty becomes firm in him and
he does not get contaminated by sin. ?
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